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AGENDA 

Via Telephone/Video Conference 

(Zoom Meeting) 

THIS MEETING WILL BE FOR REVIEW AND DISCUSSION ONLY; NO ACTION WILL BE TAKEN 

Pursuant to Governor Greg Abbott's temporary suspension of various provisions of the Texas Open 

Meetings Act to allow for telephonic or videoconference meetings of governmental bodies that are 

accessible to the public in an effort to reduce in person meetings that assemble large groups of people 

the City Council meeting scheduled for Saturday, December 19th, will only be open to the public via 

remote access. 

Instructions for public speaking: 

 Members of the public that wish to speak during public comments, public hearing or an agenda

item will need to register in advance by visiting www.cityofmanor.org where a registration link

will be posted on the calendar entry for each public meeting. You will register by filling in the

speaker card available for that specific meeting and submitting it to

publiccomments@cityofmanor.org. Once registered, instructions will be emailed to you on how

to join the videoconference by calling in.  Your Speaker Card must be received two (2) hours

prior to scheduled meeting.

Upon receiving instructions to join zoom meeting the following rules will apply: 

 All speakers must address their comments to the Mayor rather than to individual Council

Members or city staff. Speakers should speak clearly into their device and state their name and

address prior to beginning their remarks.  Speakers will be allowed three (3) minutes for

testimony. Speakers making personal, impertinent, profane or slanderous remarks may be

removed from the meeting.

http://www.cityofmanor.org/
mailto:publiccomments@cityofmanor.org
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CALL TO ORDER AND ANNOUNCE A QUORUM IS PRESENT 

PUBLIC COMMENTS 

Comments will be taken from the audience participating in zoom meeting on non-agenda related topics for a length 

of time, not to exceed three (3) minutes per person. Comments on specific agenda items must be made when the 

item comes before the Council. To address the City Council, please register and submit the speaker card following 

the instructions for public speaking. No Action May be Taken by the City Council During Public Comments. 

• Discussion of the TML Revenue Manual for Texas Cities.

- Anticipated Notes (pg. 3)

- Assessments (petition, advisory committee, improvement & tourism) (pg. 4)

- Cemetery Tax (pg. 14)

- Certificates of Obligation (pg. 14)

- Child Safety Fines (pg. 17)

- Coin-operated machine tax (pg. 18)

- Drainage Fees  (pg. 21)

- Felony Forfeiture Funds (pg. 25)

- Hotel Occupancy Taxes (7% max) (pg. 29)

- Investments (ordinance/resolution) (pg. 42)
- Municipal Court Fines (pg. 50)

- Municipal Development Corporation Sales Tax (pg. 51)

- Municipal Development District (MDD)Sales Tax (pg. 52)

- Open Record Charges (pg. 58)

- Tax Freeze (elderly, disabled (p72)

- Right-of-Way Rental Fees (pg. 77)

- Sales tax for Crime Control (pg. 85)

- Venue Taxes (pg. 107)

• Discussion of the TML Economic Development Handbook.

- City/County Venue Project Tax (pg. 42)

- Short Term Motor Vehicle Rental Tax (pg.51)

- Admissions Tax on Tickets Sold at a Venue Project (pg. 54)

- Tax on Event Parking at a Venue Project (pg. 55)

- Imposing an Additional Hotel Occupancy Tax (pg. 57)

- Livestock Facility Use Tax in Certain Cities and Counties (pg. 63)

- Establishing the Venue Project Fund (pg. 67)

- Chapter 335 Sports and Community Venue District (pg. 69)

- Property Tax Abatement (pg. 80)

- Tax Increment Financing (pg. 93)

- Texas Economic Development Act (pg. 114)

- Economic Development Through Tourism (pg. 132)

- City, County, Cooperative and Regional Efforts (pg. 160)

- Other Economic Development Initiative – Public Improvement Districts (pg. 
180)

- Tourism Public Improvement District (pg. 187)
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ADJOURNMENT 
 

In addition to any executive session already listed above, the City Council reserves the right to adjourn into 

executive session at any time during the course of this meeting to discuss any of the matters listed above, as 

authorized by Texas Government Code Section §551.071 (Consultation with Attorney), §551.072 (Deliberations 

regarding Real Property), §551.073 (Deliberations regarding Gifts and Donations), §551.074 (Personnel Matters), 

§551.076 (Deliberations regarding Security Devices) and §551.087 (Deliberations regarding Economic 

Development Negotiations). 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

In accordance with Section 12.04 (Conflict of Interest) of the City Charter, “No elected or appointed officer or 

employee of the city shall participate in the deliberation or decision on any issue, subject or matter before the 

council or any board or commission, if the officer or employee has a personal financial or property interest, direct 

or indirect, in the issue, subject or matter that is different from that of the public at large. An interest arising from 

job duties, compensation or benefits payable by the city shall not constitute a personal financial interest.” 

Further, in accordance with Chapter 171, Texas Local Government Code (Chapter 171), no City Council member 

and no City officer may vote or participate in discussion of a matter involving a business entity or real property in 

which the City Council member or City officer has a substantial interest (as defined by Chapter 171) and action on 

the matter will have a special economic effect on the business entity or real property that is distinguishable from 

the effect on the general public. An affidavit disclosing the conflict of interest must be filled out and filed with the 

City Secretary before the matter is discussed. 

 

POSTING CERTIFICATION 
I, the undersigned authority do hereby certify that this Notice of Meeting was posted on the bulletin board, at the 

City Hall of the City of Manor, Texas, a place convenient and readily accessible to the general public at all times 

and said Notice was posted on the following date and time: Tuesday, December 15, 2020, by 5:00 PM and remained 

so posted continuously for at least 72 hours preceding the scheduled time of said meeting. 

 

  

/s/ Lluvia T. Almaraz, TRMC 

City Secretary for the City of Manor, Texas 

 

NOTICE OF ASSISTANCE AT PUBLIC MEETINGS: 

The City of Manor is committed to compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Manor City Hall and the Council 

Chambers are wheelchair accessible and accessible parking spaces are available. Requests for accommodations or interpretive 

services must be made 48 hours prior to this meeting. Please contact the City Secretary at 512.272.5555 or e-mail 

lalmaraz@cityofmanor.org . 

mailto:lalmaraz@cityofmanor.org


REVENUE MANUAL FOR TEXAS CITIES 
 

 
This manual covers nearly every known source of revenue available to Texas cities. The material 
is presented in a simple question-and-answer format. Many of the questions and answers 
presented come directly from questions routinely received by the TML Legal Department.   
 
The manual is organized alphabetically by type of revenue. Within each section, very basic 
questions are addressed first: what is this revenue source; how is it adopted; which types of cities 
can adopt it; how much can it generate; etc. Accordingly, the manual should be useful to city 
officials and staff first as a source of new revenue ideas, and then as a basic how-to guide for 
each source of revenue. Extensive footnotes citing the location of each revenue source within 
Texas law should make the manual useful to city attorneys, as well.  
 
Because debt must ultimately be repaid by a city, it isn’t a source of revenue in the conventional 
sense. Nevertheless, this manual covers the basics related to various sources of debt funding or 
financing.  
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ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE TAX 
 
May cities tax alcoholic beverages? 
 
Not directly. Cities must have statutory authority to levy taxes, and no such authority is provided 
under state law for direct taxation of alcoholic beverages (other than general application of sales 
taxes). Further, alcoholic beverages are highly regulated under the Texas Alcoholic Beverage 
Code. Any effort by a city to rely on general health and safety authority, or home rule charter 
authority, to directly tax alcohol would likely be preempted by state law. 
 
Nevertheless, cities do receive a share of one of the state’s taxes on alcohol, namely the mixed 
beverage gross receipts tax and the mixed beverage sales tax. Prior to the 2013 legislative session 
cities received a percentage of the statewide 14 percent tax on mixed beverage gross receipts. 
Legislation passed in 2013 that lowers the total mixed beverage gross receipts tax rate to 6.7 
percent. The same legislation established a mixed beverage sales tax at a rate of 8.25 percent, of 
which cities get the same percentage as the gross receipts tax on mixed beverages. The Texas 
Tax Code instructs the comptroller to quarterly issue a warrant drawn on general revenue to each 
incorporated city in which mixed beverage taxes are levied by the state. The warrant shall be in 
an amount not less than 10.7143 percent of the total amount of revenue from the mixed gross 
receipts tax and mixed beverage sales tax within the incorporated municipality.1 
 
 
What are mixed beverages, and how are they taxed by the state (and thus a portion passed 
on to cities)? 
 
The Alcoholic Beverage Code defines “mixed beverages” as follows: 
 

“Mixed beverage” means one or more servings of a beverage composed in whole 
or in part of an alcoholic beverage in a sealed or unsealed container of any legal 
size for consumption on the premises where served or sold by the holder of a 
mixed beverage permit, the holder of a daily temporary mixed beverage permit, 
the holder of a caterer’s permit, the holder of a mixed beverage later hours permit, 
the holder of a private club registration permit, or the holder of a private club late 
hours permit.”2   
 

The key phrase in the definition above is “for consumption on the premises where served or 
sold…” Thus, the two mixed beverage taxes tend to apply only to alcoholic drinks served at bars 
and restaurants, and not to alcohol sold at stores.  

 
Such mixed beverages (as well as ice and set-ups) are taxed by the state at a rate of 6.7 percent of 
gross receipts by the holder of the alcohol permit.3 The city receives “no less” than a 10.7143 
                                                 
1 TEX. TAX CODE § 183.051(b). 
2 TEX. ALCO. BEV. CODE § 1.04. 
3 TEX. TAX CODE § 183.021. 
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percent share of the 6.7 percent state tax.4 That works out to roughly .072 percent of the total 
price.  
 
In addition, a tax rate of 8.25 percent is imposed on each mixed beverage sold, prepared, or 
served by a permittee, including ice and set-ups.5 Instead of the holder of the permit paying the 
tax, like with the mixed beverage gross receipts tax, the customer pays the mixed beverage sales 
tax. Also like with the mixed beverage gross receipts tax, the city receives no less than a 10.7143 
share of the 8.25 percent tax.6 That works out to roughly .088 of the total price.  
 
Counties receive a similar portion as cities, and the remainder of the revenue from the two mixed 
beverage taxes goes to the state’s general fund. 
 

Does a city need to do anything to receive its share of the state’s alcoholic beverage taxes? 
 
No, the city’s share is sent automatically by the comptroller. No ordinance or other action is 
required of the city.   
 
Like sales taxes, there always exists the potential for misallocation of the city share of taxes due 
to improper records stemming from permit errors or city boundary confusion. Cities that believe 
they may not be receiving their proper share of the mixed beverage taxes should contact the 
mixed beverage division at the comptroller’s office at 1-800-252-5555.    
 

How much revenue does the city’s share of the state alcoholic beverage tax generate for 
Texas cities? 
 
In 2018, cities received $106.7 million in the aggregate.7 
 
For state fiscal years 2012-2103, the legislature appropriated less than the now required 10.7143 
percent share of the mixed beverage gross receipts tax to Texas cities. Facing a massive budget 
shortfall, the legislature passed an appropriations bill that reduced the city’s share of the tax to 
8.3065 percent, with the difference going to the state general revenue fund.8 Legislation was 
subsequently passed that amended Texas Tax Code Section 183.021 to provide that cities can 
receive “no less than a 10.7143 percent share” of the mixed beverage gross receipts tax, as 
opposed to the previous language providing that cities could receive “no greater than a 10.7143 
percent share” of the tax.9  
 
As mentioned above, legislation passed in 2013 that reduces the overall rate of the mixed 
beverage gross receipts tax from 14 percent to 6.7 percent. Cities will still receive a 10.7143 

                                                 
4 TEX. TAX CODE § 183.051(b). 
5 TEX. TAX CODE § 183.041. 
6 TEX. TAX CODE § 183.051(b). 
7 mycpa.cpa.state.tx.us/allocation/StatewideAllocMixBevResults.  
8 http://www.lbb.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2012-13.pdf. 
9 Senate Bill 1, 82nd Legislature, First Special Session (2011). 

https://ourcpa.cpa.state.tx.us/allocation/MixBevResults.jsp
http://www.lbb.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2012-13.pdf
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percent share of the lower mixed beverage gross receipts tax, in addition to a 10.7143 percent 
share of the new 8.25 percent mixed beverage sales tax.  
 
 

ANTICIPATION NOTES 
 
What are anticipation notes? 
 
An anticipation note is a debt instrument that a city may sell to finance the construction of public 
works; the purchase of supplies, land, and rights-of-way for public works; to pay professional 
services; to pay operating expenses; or to pay off cash flow deficits.10 
 

What revenue sources may a city pledge to pay anticipation notes? 
 
Anticipation notes can be paid from and secured by taxes, revenues (as from a utility), a 
combination of taxes and revenues, or the proceeds of bonds to be issued by the city.11 
 

By what method may the city council issue anticipation notes? 
 
The city council must adopt an ordinance to authorize the issuance of anticipation notes.12 
 

Are anticipation notes subject to attorney general approval? 
 
Yes. All public securities, unless specifically excepted, must receive attorney general approval.13   
 

What’s the advantage of anticipation notes over bonds? 
 
Unlike bonds, nothing in Chapter 1431 of the Texas Government Code, which authorizes 
anticipation notes, requires an election of the citizens to issue anticipation notes.   
 

What’s a disadvantage of anticipation notes relative to bonds? 
 
Anticipation notes used to pay for public works or professional services must mature before the 
seventh anniversary after the notes are approved by the attorney general.14 Anticipation notes 
                                                 
10 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 1431.004(a).   
11 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 1431.007. 
12 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 1431.002(b). 
13 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 1202.003.   
14 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 1431.009(a).   
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used to pay operating expenses or to fund a city’s cumulative cash flow deficit must mature 
before the first anniversary after the notes are approved by the attorney general.15 Bonds, on the 
other hand, are permitted to take decades to mature in many cases.   
 
Also, the relative informality and lack of some safeguards that anticipation notes possess mean 
that a city will likely pay a higher interest rate for anticipation notes than it would for traditional 
bonds.  
 

How does a city sell its anticipation notes, thus raising the needed funds? 
 
Anticipation notes are sold by the city council at a public or private sale for cash.16 
 
 

ASSESSMENTS 
 
What are assessments? 
 
Assessments, also known as special assessments, are fees levied against property owners who 
will benefit from assessment-financed improvements within public improvement districts (PIDs). 
Assessments are a method to charge the costs of certain city improvements, typically 
infrastructure, to the beneficiaries of the improvement, as opposed to the citizens at large.   
 
For example, new sidewalks may be desired by a particular neighborhood. The city may have 
some revenue to improve sidewalks, but not enough to build them for every neighborhood within 
the city. Using general revenue tax dollars to benefit only a select few citizens is politically 
untenable. However, if a portion of the costs of the sidewalk could be shifted to those citizens 
who are asking for the improvements, everyone would be happy. Assessments are the proper tool 
in such situations.   
 
While assessments within PIDs can be used to improve streets, there exists separate authority for 
street assessments under the Texas Transportation Code. See Chapter: Street Assessments.  
 

How are assessments levied? 
 
Generally speaking, assessments are initiated by the property owners wishing to benefit from the 
improvements, and cannot be forced upon the property owners by the city. The necessary steps 
for levying assessments are as follows:    
 

(1) Petition. Before an assessment can be levied, the city must receive a petition 
signed by at least: (a) owners of taxable property representing more than 50 percent of 

                                                 
15 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 1431.009(c).   
16 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 1431.010.   
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the appraised value liable for assessment (that is, within the proposed PID); and (b) 
record owners of real property within the proposed PID that constitute more than 50 
percent of all such record owners, or record owners that own taxable property 
constituting more than 50 percent of the total area within the PID.17     

 
Because of the complexity of the petition requirements, a city should consult with local 
counsel prior to determining whether a particular petition is sufficient to allow an 
assessment.   

 
(2) Findings. Once a valid petition is filed, the city council may make initial findings 
by resolution as to the advisability of the PID, its cost, the method of assessment, and the 
apportionment of cost between the proposed improvement district and the city as a 
whole.18   

 
(3) Feasibility Report. A city may, but is not required to, prepare a feasibility report 
(a study, essentially) to determine whether improvements should be made as proposed by 
the petition, as well as to determine the cost.19   

 
(4) Advisory Body. After receipt of the petition, a city council may, but is not 
required to, appoint an advisory body with responsibility for recommending an 
improvement plan to the city council. The advisory body must include: (a) owners of 
taxable real property representing more than 50 percent of the appraised value of the land 
subject to the proposed assessment; and (b) at least 50 percent of the record owners and 
owners of taxable real property who will be subject to the proposed assessment.20 The 
advisory body, or other entity in its absence, is responsible for preparing a minimum five-
year service plan upon creation of the district.21 

 
(5) Hearing on Creation of District. The city council must hold a public hearing 
prior to establishing a public improvement district and levying assessments.22 A detailed 
newspaper notice of the hearing must occur at least 15 days prior to the hearing in a 
newspaper of general circulation in the city or county.23 If any part of the district is to be 
located in the extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ) of the city, the notice must also be 
published in a newspaper of general circulation in the ETJ.24 In addition to newspaper 
notice, written notice must be mailed at least 15 days prior to the hearing to each property 
owner who will be subject to assessments.25   

 
(6) Improvement Order. During the six-month period after the hearing is finally 
concluded, the city council may create the improvement district by resolution, known as 

                                                 
17 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.005(b).   
18 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.006. 
19 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.007. 
20 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.008. 
21 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.013. 
22 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.009(a). 
23 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.009(c). 
24 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.009(c). 
25 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.009(d). 
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an “improvement order.”26 The improvement order authorizing the district must be 
published in the newspaper one time.27 Construction of an improvement may not begin 
until after the 20th day following the newspaper publication of the authorization in 
number 5 above.28 Also, construction of improvements can be stopped if two-thirds of 
the property owners in the district file written protests with the city during the 20 days 
after publication of the authorization.29  

 
(7) Preliminary Assessment Determination. The city council next determines how 
property within the district shall be assessed with the costs of the improvements in the 
district.30 The apportionment of the assessments must bear a relationship to how each 
property is benefited by the improvements. Ideally, this calculation of assessment is being 
considered at each of the prior stages.  

 
The statute provides numerous methodologies for apportioning the costs by assessment: 
equally by frontage or square foot; according to the value of the property; or in any other 
manner that results in imposing equal shares on properties similarly benefited.31 The 
amount of assessment may be adjusted following an annual review of the service plan.32  

 
(8) Assessment Roll. After the total cost and methodology of assessments are 
determined by the city council, the city council prepares an assessment roll that states the 
amount of the assessment against each parcel of land in the district.33 The roll must be 
filed with the city secretary, and is an open record.34  

 
(9) Hearing on Assessment Roll. After the council files the assessment roll with the 
city secretary, a public hearing on the proposed assessments must be held.35 Newspaper 
notice of the hearing must be published at least 10 days prior to the hearing.36 The city 
secretary must also mail notice of the assessment hearing to each affected property 
owner.37 At the hearing, each and every objection lodged against the assessment must be 
voted on by the council.38 

 
(10) Levy of Assessment. After all objections have been voted on by the council, the 
assessment is finally levied by ordinance or order of council.39 The ordinance or order 
must specify the method of payment, which can include periodic installments.40 

                                                 
26 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.010(a). 
27 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.010(b). 
28 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.010(c). 
29 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.010(c). 
30 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.015. 
31 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.015(b).  
32 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.015(d). 
33 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.016(a). 
34 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.016(b). 
35 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.016(b). 
36 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.016(b). 
37 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.016(c). 
38 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.017(a). 
39 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.017(b). 
40 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.017(b). 
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What projects may be funded by assessments within PIDs?  
 
The statute lists a broad variety of projects that may be funded by assessments: landscaping; 
fountains; lighting; signs; street and road acquisition, construction, and repair; sidewalks; right-
of-way acquisition; pedestrian malls; art; libraries; parking facilities; mass transportation 
facilities; water and wastewater facilities; drainage facilities; parks; other similar projects; and 
the “development, rehabilitation, or expansion of affordable housing.”41  
 
The statute also recognizes the acquisition of real property in connection with an improvement, 
special supplemental services for improvement and promotion of the district, and the payment of 
expenses incurred in establishing and operating the district as authorized projects.42    
 

What happens if a property owner fails to pay an assessment? 
 
If a property owner fails to pay an assessment, the assessment constitutes a lien against the 
property and is a personal debt of the property owner.43 The lien is superior to all other liens 
except for non-payment of property taxes.44 While the statute provides that an assessment lien 
may be enforced by the city council in the same manner than a property tax lien may be 
enforced, the attorney general has opined that a homestead may not be subjected to forced sale 
for nonpayment of a PID assessment.45  
 

How may an improvement district, and its accompanying assessments, be dissolved? 
 
To dissolve a district, the city must receive a petition signed by at least the same number of 
property owners in the district that were necessary to create the district in the first place.46 After 
receipt of the petition, the city council calls a hearing.47 At the conclusion of the hearing, the 
statute does not state exactly how the district is dissolved, but it is presumably done by resolution 
of the city council. 

Are there other methods besides assessments to fund PIDs? 
 
Yes, a city council may levy an annual tax to support the administrative and planning elements 
of a PID.48 No procedures are specified in the chapter for levying this tax. 
 

                                                 
41 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.003. 
42 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.003. 
43 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.018(b)(3). 
44 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.018(b)(2). 
45 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.018(e); Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. JC-0386 (2001). 
46 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.011. 
47 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.011. 
48 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.021. 
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What is a tourism public improvement district? 
 
A tourism public improvement district (PID) is designed to encompass one or more hotels and 
collect an assessment from hotels in the district to be used for advertising, promotion, and 
business recruitment directly related to hotels.49 The concept of a tourism PID was first 
introduced in Texas in 2011 when legislation passed authorizing a tourism PID only in the City 
of Dallas. Legislation passed in 2019 allowing any city in Texas to create a tourism PID.50  
 
A tourism PID can include noncontiguous areas so long as the areas consist of one or more 
hotels and share a common characteristic or use.51 Further, a city council may later include 
additional property in a tourism PID if: (1) the property is a hotel; and (2) the property could 
have been included in the district without violating the petition process when the district was 
created regardless of whether the record owners of the property signed the original petition.  
 
Unlike with a traditional PID, the petition for the establishment of a tourism PID is sufficient 
only if signed by record owners of taxable real property constituting: (1) more than 60 percent of 
the appraised value of taxable real property liable for assessment under the proposed tourism 
PID; and (2) either more than 60 percent of all record owners of taxable real property liable for 
assessment or more than 60 percent of the area of all taxable real property liable for 
assessment.52  
 
A city that creates a tourism PID may adopt procedures for the collection of assessments that are 
consistent with the city’s procedures for the collection of a local hotel occupancy tax and pursue 
remedies for failure to pay an assessment that are available to the city for failure to pay a hotel 
occupancy tax.53  
    
 

BANK LOANS 
 

May a city borrow money from a bank? 
 
Yes, but if the loan is unsecured by taxes, it must be repaid within the current budget year. The 
reason for this qualification is that the Texas Constitution prohibits cities from incurring debt 
without simultaneously providing a tax to repay the debt and creating an interest and sinking 
fund of two percent per year.54 
 

                                                 
49 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.0035. 
50 House Bill 1136, 86th Legislature, Regular Session (2019). 
51 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§  372.0035(b) and (c). 
52 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§  372.005(b-1). 
53 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§  372.0035(d). 
54 TEX. CONST. art. 11, §§ 5 and 7. 
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Could a city take out a long-term bank loan, provided it pledges a tax and creates a sinking 
fund to repay the loan? 
 
This has never been directly addressed by the courts with respect to cities. In 1999, the attorney 
general addressed the question of whether a county could borrow money by purporting to pledge 
its taxes to payment of interest and the establishment of a sinking fund, while avoiding the 
statutorily-authorized mechanisms of bonds, certificates of obligation, or other debt 
obligations.55 The opinion concluded that the county could not because it lacked statutory 
authority to levy taxes to secure a loan in the same way that it has authority to levy taxes to 
secure bonds, anticipation notes, and certificates of obligation. The authority to levy and pledge 
taxes for interest and sinking fund purposes is not implied by the Article 11, Sections 5 and 7 of 
the Texas Constitution, but must be found elsewhere in the statutes.56 According to the attorney 
general, simply pledging future tax revenue to pay a long-term loan would circumvent the 
safeguards, such as attorney general approval, that are required of bonds and other debt 
instruments.  
 
While the attorney general’s reasoning would seem applicable to cities, the situation is clouded 
by a section of the Local Government Code that authorizes general law cities to “borrow money 
based on the credit of the municipality” for certain purposes such as streets, hospitals, and other 
facilities.57 An argument could be made that this section constitutes statutory authority for cities 
to obtain bank loans, though it is unclear how the statute accounts for the limitations on debt in 
the Texas Constitution because the statute does not clearly authorize a city to levy a tax to pay 
down the debt.  
 
It also could be suggested that the loan agreement with the bank contains a clause that the city’s 
obligation to pay back the bank will be satisfied out of current revenues each year, similar to a 
clause authorized by Local Government Code Section 271.903 for the acquisition of real or 
personal property. As a practical matter, however, banks are unlikely to sign an agreement that 
would allow the city council to stop paying back the loan in a future year.  
 
The safest interpretation of the relevant law is that a city can likely only take out a bank loan if 
the loan is repaid within the current budget year. A city wishing to take out a long-term bank 
loan should do so only in reliance upon an opinion by its city attorney or bond counsel. 

 
 

BINGO PRIZE FEES 
 

What are bingo prize fees? 
 

                                                 
55 Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. No. JC-0139 (1999). 
56 Mitchell County v. City Nat. Bank, 43 S.W. 880 (1898). 
57 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 101.005(c). 
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Cities were once permitted to levy a gross receipts tax on charitable bingo operations within the 
city. Though that authority has long since been cancelled, cities that had a bingo tax in place as 
of January 1, 1993, were permitted to a 50-percent share of the five-percent prize fee that the 
licensed bingo organization must collect and remit to the state. If both a city and county were 
entitled to a share of the prize fee, each received 25 percent of the fee. 
 
Legislation passed in 2019 reconfigures how cities and counties receive bingo prize fee 
revenue.58 An authorized organization that holds a license to conduct bingo is required to collect 
from a person who wins a cash bingo prize of more than $5, a five-percent fee on the amount of 
the prize.59 The organization then must remit 50 percent of the fee revenue to the Texas Lottery 
Commission, and the other 50 percent to the city and/or county in which the bingo game is 
conducted, if: (1) the city or county was entitled to receive a portion of a bingo prize fee as of 
January 1, 2019; and (2) the governing body of the city or county voted before November 1, 
2019 to impose the new prize fee.60 In other words, only cities that were previously authorized to 
collect a prize fee under the old law because they had a bingo tax in place as of January 1, 1993 
can collect the new prize fee, and even then only if the city council took action before November 
1, 2019 to essentially reauthorize the prize fee. A city council that takes action to impose a prize 
fee may at any time vote to discontinue the imposition of the fee.61   
 
Cities with questions about their entitlement to bingo prize fees should call the Charitable Bingo 
Operations Division of the Lottery Commission at 1-800-246-4677. 
 
 
How much bingo prize fee revenue is distributed to local governments? 
 
Cities and counties combined will receive an estimated $14.5 million per year through 2021.62 
 
 

BONDS 
 
What are bonds? 
 
Bonds are certificates of debt on which the city promises to pay the bondholders a specified 
amount of interest for a specified length of time, and to repay the loan on the expiration date. 
Texas cities rely on bonds to borrow money to build large-scale capital improvements.   

                                                 
58 House Bill 914, 86th Legislature, Regular Session (2019). 
59 TEX. OCC. CODE § 2001.502(a). 
60 TEX. OCC. CODE § 2001.502(b). 
61 TEX. OCC. CODE § 2001.502(c). 
62 State budget, Section VII-10: 
http://www.lbb.state.tx.us/Documents/Appropriations_Bills/86/Conference_Bills/86R_HB1-F.pdf.  
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What are the different types of bonds that cities can issue? 
 
There are three main types of bonds issued by cities: general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, 
and refunding bonds. General obligation bonds are secured by a pledge of city property taxes, 
essentially obligating a city to levy a property tax each year sufficient to pay off the bond. A 
revenue bond is secured by a pledge of revenue from an income-producing facility. Revenue 
bonds are usually designated with the name of the system that pledged the revenues (for 
example, Waterworks System Revenue Bonds, Waterworks and Sewer System Revenue Bonds, 
and so on). Finally, refunding bonds are bonds that replace or pay off outstanding bonds that the 
holder surrenders in exchange for the new security. 
 

Where do Texas cities get authority to issue property tax (general obligation) bonds? 
 
Cities derive their authority to issue bonds from Article 11, Sections 5 and 7 of the Texas 
Constitution, which read as follows: 
 

Section 5 - CITIES OF MORE THAN 5,000 POPULATION; ADOPTION 
OR AMENDMENT OF CHARTERS; TAXES; DEBT RESTRICTIONS 

(a)  Cities having more than five thousand (5000) inhabitants may, by a majority 
vote of the qualified voters of said city, at an election held for that purpose, 
adopt or amend their charters. If the number of inhabitants of cities that have 
adopted or amended their charters under this section is reduced to five thousand 
(5000) or fewer, the cities still may amend their charters by a majority vote of 
the qualified voters of said city at an election held for that purpose. The adoption 
or amendment of charters is subject to such limitations as may be prescribed by 
the Legislature, and no charter or any ordinance passed under said charter shall 
contain any provision inconsistent with the Constitution of the State, or of the 
general laws enacted by the Legislature of this State. Said cities may levy, assess 
and collect such taxes as may be authorized by law or by their charters; but no 
tax for any purpose shall ever be lawful for any one year, which shall exceed two 
and one-half per cent. of the taxable property of such city, and no debt shall 
ever be created by any city, unless at the same time provision be made to 
assess and collect annually a sufficient sum to pay the interest thereon and 
creating a sinking fund of at least two per cent. thereon, except as provided 
by Subsection (b). Furthermore, no city charter shall be altered, amended or 
repealed oftener than every two years. 
 
(b)  To increase efficiency and effectiveness to the greatest extent possible, the 
legislature may by general law authorize cities to enter into interlocal contracts 
with other cities or counties without meeting the assessment and sinking fund 
requirements under Subsection (a).  
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Section 7 - COUNTIES AND CITIES ON GULF OF MEXICO; TAX FOR 
SEA WALLS, BREAKWATERS, AND SANITATION; BONDS; 

CONDEMNATION OF RIGHT OF WAY 

(a)  All counties and cities bordering on the coast of the Gulf of Mexico are 
hereby authorized upon a vote of the majority of the qualified voters voting 
thereon at an election called for such purpose to levy and collect such tax for 
construction of sea walls, breakwaters, or sanitary purposes, as may now or may 
hereafter be authorized by law, and may create a debt for such works and issue 
bonds in evidence thereof. But no debt for any purpose shall ever be incurred 
in any manner by any city or county unless provision is made, at the time of 
creating the same, for levying and collecting a sufficient tax to pay the 
interest thereon and provide at least two per cent (2%) as a sinking fund, 
except as provided by Subsection (b); and the condemnation of the right of way 
for the erection of such works shall be fully provided for. 
 
(b)  To increase efficiency and effectiveness to the greatest extent possible, the 
legislature may by general law authorize cities or counties to enter into interlocal 
contracts with other cities or counties without meeting the tax and sinking fund 
requirements under Subsection (a).  
 

Section 5 only applies to home rule cities, while Section 7 applies to all cities, including general 
law cities.   
 
While the above constitutional provisions do not explicitly say that cities may issue bonded debt, 
they serve that purpose in a round-about way by saying that debt is illegal without a 
particularized pledge of taxes and an interest and sinking fund.63 
 
In addition to the Texas Constitution’s provisions, there exist numerous state statutes authorizing 
the issuance of tax bonds. One of the most general and widely applicable is in Chapter 1331 of 
the Texas Government Code: 
 

§ 1331.001. AUTHORITY OF MUNICIPALITY TO ISSUE BONDS. A 
municipality may issue bonds payable from ad valorem taxes in the amount it 
considers expedient to: 
 
  (1) construct or purchase permanent improvements inside the 

municipal boundaries, including public buildings, waterworks, 
or sewers; 

 
  (2)    construct or improve the streets and bridges of  

 the municipality;  or   
 

                                                 
63 See McNeill v. City of Waco, 33 S.W. 322 (1895); Basset v. City of El Paso, 30 S.W. 893 (1895). 
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  (3)  construct or purchase building sites or buildings for the public 
schools and other institutions of learning inside the 
municipality, if the municipality has assumed exclusive control 
of those schools and institutions. 

 
Numerous other state statutes speak to city authority to issue bonds. 
 

Must voters approve bonds? 
 
All general obligation bonds—that is, bonds paid from property taxes—must first be approved 
by the qualified voters of the city at an election.64 
 
Revenue bonds that are not payable from any taxes need not be submitted to the voters for 
approval under state law.65 Some home rule charters do require an election, however. 
 

Following a required election, if any, does a city need approval from anyone to issue 
bonds? 
 
Yes. All proposed bonds must be submitted to, and approved by, the Texas Attorney General.66 
 

Does the attorney general charge a city for review of a bond issue? 
 
Yes. A city must pay a statutorily-authorized fee equal to the lesser of one-tenth of the principal 
amount of the bond issue or $9,500, but in no event less than $750.67   
 

Other than the fact that it’s legally required, are there any advantages to having attorney 
general approval of bonds? 
 
According to state statute, once bonds are approved by the attorney general they are “valid and 
incontestable in a court or other forum and are binding obligations for all purposes according to 
their terms”.68 In other words, the legal validity of the bond cannot easily be challenged by third 
parties once the attorney general’s office has given its approval.   
 

Are revenue bonds a constitutional debt requiring an interest and sinking fund?  
 

                                                 
64 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §1251.001. 
65 Atkinson v. City of Dallas, 353 S.W.2d 275 (Tex.Civ.App.--Dallas 1961, writ ref’d n.r.e.).  
66 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §1202.003. 
67 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §1202.004. 
68 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §1202.006. 
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No, revenue bonds are not considered debts under the Texas Constitution.69 
 
 
What is the procedure for issuing bonds? 
 
The issuance of tax bonds is a fairly involved process, best accomplished by professionals such 
as bond counsel and special financial advisors. A city should consult with its city attorney about 
locating proper bond counsel for a particular project.  
 
 

CEMETERY TAX 
 

Are there any revenue sources available to fund operations of cemeteries by the city? 
 
Yes, a little-known provision in the Texas statutes permits a city that serves as a trustee for a 
cemetery, inside or outside of city limits, to levy up to a five-cent (per $100) property tax within 
the city to fund the cemetery operations.70   
 
 
How is a cemetery tax levied? 
 
The state statute is silent on the procedures for levying a cemetery tax. Because a city could 
simply increase its general revenue property tax by any amount to pay for cemetery costs, a court 
would likely find that the cemetery property tax was intended by the legislature to be a stand-
alone property tax, levied separately (though perhaps at the same time) from the general revenue 
property tax. Likewise, the cemetery property tax would presumably operate outside the city’s 
usual no-new-revenue and voter-approval property tax rate calculations; otherwise, it would have 
no independent significance. Nothing in the statute would prohibit the appraisal district and tax 
collector from administering the tax, however.   
 
A city desiring to levy a cemetery property tax should consult with its city attorney about 
drafting a proper ordinance.   
 
 

CERTIFICATES OF OBLIGATION 
 
What is a certificate of obligation? 
 

                                                 
69 Atkinson v. City of Dallas, 353 S.W.2d 275 (Tex.Civ.App.--Dallas 1961, writ ref’d n.r.e.). 
70 TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE §§ 713.002 and 713.006. 
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A certificate of obligation (CO) is a debt instrument that can be issued by a city to: (1) pay for 
the construction of a public work; (2) purchase materials, supplies, equipment, machinery, 
buildings, land, and right-of-way for authorized needs and purposes; and (3) pay contractual 
obligations for professional services.71 COs function similarly to bonds, but with fewer 
procedural requirements.  
 

What can a city pledge to pay off COs?  
 
Like a bond, a CO can be paid through taxes, revenues (as from a utility), or a combination of the 
two.72 
 

What types of cities may issue COs? 
 
Any Texas city, except for a Type B general law city or a Type C general law city with a 
population of 201 to 500 inhabitants, may issue COs.73 
 

What is the main difference between COs and general obligation (tax) bonds? 
 
Unlike general obligation bonds, COs don’t require up-front voter approval. Only if the city 
receives a petition protesting the issuance of the CO that is signed by five percent of the city’s 
qualified voters must an election be held.74 
 
A petition triggering a CO election must be received by the city prior to the date tentatively set 
for the order or ordinance that authorizes the issuance of the CO (at least 45 days must pass after 
the first publication of notice of intent to issue COs and adoption of the order or ordinance).75 If 
a petition is received, an election must be held, and is to be conducted in the same manner as a 
bond election.   
 

If COs don’t normally require an election, why issue bonds? 
 
Because of their perceived safety and formality, it is commonly thought that bonds afford the 
city a lower interest rate, yet this is seldom true in practice. A legal pledge of property taxes is 
technically just as “safe” for a CO as it is for a bond issue, so interest rates are more or less the 
same. Bonds continue to be popular simply because certain projects lend themselves to an 
election to gauge public support. Any general obligation debt instrument triggers a higher 

                                                 
71 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 271.045. 
72 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 271.049. 
73 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 271.044; See Also TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 51.051(b). 
74 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 271.049(c). 
75 The petition must contain all the usual information required of petitions by the Texas Election Code. Baugh v. 

Williams, 762 S.W.2d 627 (Tex.App.—Tyler 1988).   
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property tax rate to pay the debt; thus, it provides some political “cover” to have voter approval 
in the first place.    
 
 
If city voters reject a bond issuance at an election, can a city simply finance the same 
project using a CO? 
 
No. Legislation passed in 2015 provides that a city generally may not authorize a CO to pay a 
contractual obligation to be incurred if a bond proposition to authorize the issuance of bonds for 
the same purpose was submitted to the voters during the preceding three years and failed to be 
approved.76 Exceptions to this general rule include situations where a city must act promptly in 
response to a public calamity, when it is necessary to preserve or protect the public health, in a 
case of unforeseen damage to public equipment or other property, and in order to comply with a 
state or federal law, rule, or regulation if the city has been officially notified of noncompliance.77  
 
 
How do the citizens find out about the proposed issuance of COs, thus giving them an 
opportunity to petition for an election? 
 
A city must publish notices in a newspaper of general circulation in the area that the city intends 
to issue COs. The notice must be published once a week for two consecutive weeks, with the 
date of the first publication occurring before the 45th day before the date tentatively set for the 
passage of the ordinance authorizing the issuance of the COs.78 If the city maintains a website, 
the notice must be continuously posted on the website for at least 45 days before the date set for 
the passage of the authorizing ordinance.79 
 
The notice itself must include: (1) the time and place set for the passage of the ordinance 
authorizing the issuance of the certificates; (2) the purpose of the certificates; (3) the manner in 
which the certificates will be paid for (taxes, revenues, or both); and (4) various types of 
information relating to the principal and interest, both in relation to the certificates to be 
authorized and reflecting the total amount of outstanding debt.80 
 
 
Must COs receive attorney general approval? 
 
COs issued directly to a contractor need not receive attorney general approval.81 All other COs 
must receive attorney general approval.82 
 

                                                 
76 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 271.047(d).  
77 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 271.047(d). 
78 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 271.049(a). 
79 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 271.049(a). 
80 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 271.049(b)(4). 
81 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §1202.007(a)(3). 
82 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §1202.003(a). 
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May the charter of a home rule city prevent the issuance of COs? 
 
No. COs are an available debt instrument even if a home rule charter provision would seem to 
preclude them.83 
 

May the proceeds from the sale of COs be used to pay city employee salaries? 
 
It depends. If new city employees are hired specifically to work on the project, their salaries can 
be paid from the proceeds of the sale of COs. If pre-existing city employees are used to work on 
a project for which a CO is issued, those employees may have their salaries paid only if the city 
incurred equivalent or greater costs to replace the normal work that would otherwise have been 
performed by the employee. In other words, pre-existing employees who work on a project but 
are not replaced by other employees cannot have their salaries paid out of the proceeds of COs.84 
 
 

CHILD SAFETY FINES 
 
What are child safety fines? 
 
Cities under 850,000 population may adopt an optional municipal court fine on parking 
violations, if the city has a parking ordinance that provides penalties for violations. Proceeds of 
the fine are used for child safety.   
 
The optional court fine can be any amount up to $5 and is paid on conviction of a parking 
violation, just as with other court costs.85 Cities with populations greater than 850,000 must levy 
the fine in an amount between $2 and $5.86   
 
 
How is the child safety fine adopted? 
 
A city council adopts the child safety fine by “order.”87 An order is similar to a resolution.   
 

What can the proceeds of the fine be spent on? 
 
Cities under 850,000 population: If the city operates a school crossing guard program, the 
proceeds of the fine must be spent on that program. If the city does not operate a school crossing 
guard program, the city may either deposit the additional money in an interest-bearing account or 
                                                 
83 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 271.044(b). 
84 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 271.050(b). 
85 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 102.014(b). 
86 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 102.014(a). 
87 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 102.014(b). 
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expend it for programs designed to enhance child safety, health, or nutrition, including child 
abuse prevention and intervention and drug and alcohol abuse prevention.88 A city under 
850,000 population is also authorized to spend the additional money on programs designed to 
enhance public safety and security.89  
 
Cities over 850,000 population: The city must deposit the proceeds of the fine into the required 
municipal child safety trust fund under Chapter 106 of the Local Government Code.90 With the 
exception of spending money on programs designed to enhance public safety and security, 
money in that fund is to be spent in a similar fashion to smaller cities above: school crossing 
guard programs, or other child safety and health initiatives.91 
 

In addition to the optional parking violation fine, are there other fines that must be spent 
on child safety?   
 
Yes, school crossing zone violations and violations for improperly passing a stopped school bus 
trigger an automatic $25 fine that must be spent in the same manner as the optional parking 
violation court cost.92 
 
 

COIN-OPERATED MACHINE TAX 
 
What is a coin-operated machine tax? 
 
A city is authorized to impose an “occupation tax” on coin-operated machines used within the 
city.93   
 

How are coin-operated machines defined for purposes of the tax? 
 
A coin-operated machine “means any kind of machine or device operated by or with a coin or 
other United States currency, metal slug, token, electronic card, or check, including a music or 
skill or pleasure coin-operated machine.”94 
 

How much may the city levy in coin-operated machine taxes? 
 

                                                 
88 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 102.014(g). 
89 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 102.014(g). 
90 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 102.014(f). 
91 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 106.003. 
92 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 102.014(c). 
93 TEX. OCC. CODE § 2153.451(a). 
94 TEX. OCC. CODE § 2153.002(1). 
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The city tax may be in any amount not to exceed one-fourth of the state’s own $60 coin-operated 
machine tax. Thus, the city can levy up to $15 per machine per year in taxes.95   
 

How does a city adopt a coin-operated machine tax? 
 
The statute does not specify a procedure for adopting the tax. The city should consider adopting 
the tax by ordinance and adopting reasonable enforcement procedures.   
  
 

CREDIT CARD REIMBURSEMENT FEES 
 
If a city accepts payment for services or fines by credit card, may the city charge a fee to 
offset the transactional costs of making credit card payment available? 
 
Yes. The city council may authorize a municipal official who collects fees, fines, court costs, or 
other charges to collect a reimbursement fee for processing the payment by credit card.96 
 

How is a credit card reimbursement fee adopted? 
 
The amount of the fee is set by city council.97 The council should adopt an ordinance or 
resolution setting the fee. 
 
 
How much of a credit card reimbursement fee can be charged? 
 
The reimbursement fee adopted by the city council must be in an amount that is reasonably 
related to the expense incurred by the municipal official in processing the payment by credit 
card. The fee cannot exceed five percent of the amount of the fee, fine, court cost, or other 
charge being paid by credit card.98 
 
 

DONATIONS 
 
 
May a city accept a donation of property, including money, from an individual or other 
private entity?  
 
                                                 
95 TEX. OCC. CODE §§ 2153.451(b) and 2153.401(b). 
96 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 132.002(b). 
97 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 132.002(b). 
98 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 132.003(b). 
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Most attorneys would agree that a general law city must identify an affirmative grant of express 
or implied authority in order to accept a donation.  City attorneys disagree, however, on whether 
state law gives cities broad authority to accept gifts or donations. Some city attorneys cite a state 
statute that provides that a city “may take, hold, purchase, lease, grant, or convey property 
located in or outside the municipality” as the general authority needed for a general law city to 
accept a donation.99 Others point to more specific statutes authorizing the acceptance of 
donations by entities other than cities to demonstrate that general law cities may lack broad 
authority to accept donations. For instance, a county commissioners court has the statutory 
authority to “accept a gift, grant, donation, bequest, or devise of money or other property on 
behalf of the county for the purpose of performing a function conferred by law on the county or a 
county officer.”100 
 
Cities are, without question, expressly authorized to receive donations in certain limited 
circumstances. For instance, a city may accept a gift of land, money, or personal property to use 
in support of public recreation facilities and programs.101 Cities may also acquire by gift any 
object or collection of historic significance to the city.102 In addition, a city with a population of 
one million or more may solicit grants and donations for the development of an arts and 
entertainment district.103 The attorney general has issued an opinion indicating that if the 
legislature allows an entity to receive donations in certain limited instances only, then it did not 
intend to grant such authority generally.104 This line of reasoning, combined with the concern 
over whether a broad grant of authority exists, leads some city attorneys to believe that a general 
law city may have limited authority to accept a gift or donation.    
 
A home rule city has the general power to hold property that it receives by gift, deed, devise, or 
other manner.105 But because a home rule city need not look to acts of the legislature for specific 
authority, but instead can do what is not specifically prohibited by state law106, a home rule city 
generally possesses the authority to accept gifts and donations. A home rule city that accepts 
donations should rely on language contained in the city charter that authorizes it to do so.107   
 
Cities should consult with their city attorneys and tax advisors prior to considering accepting a 
gift or a donation. 
 
 
If a citizen is considering donating property to a city, will the donation be tax-deductible 
for the citizen? 
 

                                                 
99 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 51.015(a).   
100 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 81.032. 
101 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 273.001 and 332.006. 
102 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 331.002. 
103 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 309.001. 
104  Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. No. GA-0562 (2007); see also State v. Mauritz-Wells Co., 175 S.W.2d 238, 241 (Tex. 
1943). 
105 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 51.0076(a). 
106 Forwood v. City of Taylor, 214 S.W.2d 282 (1948).   
107 See, e.g., Whitley v. City of San Angelo, 292 S.W.2d 857, 861 (Tex. Civ. App.—Austin 1956, no writ) (“Sec. 9 of 
the Charter of the City provides that it is authorized to acquire any character of property by gift.”). 
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Maybe. A city is a “qualified entity” to which tax-deductible charitable donations may be 
made.108 However, a donation is only deductible if the gift is made exclusively for public 
purposes. Moreover, the full value of the deduction may not be deductible. Donors should 
consult with their own tax professionals prior to making donations.  
 
 

DRAINAGE FEES 
 

What are drainage fees? 
 
Cities may charge a fee to cover the cost of providing the infrastructure and facilities that permit 
the safe drainage of storm water, prevention of surface water stagnation, and prevention of 
pollution arising from nonpoint runoff. Drainage “utilities” are obviously different than most 
other city utilities, in that it’s more difficult to directly identify and bill individual customers 
based on their benefit from such infrastructure. Nevertheless, state law recognizes the importance 
of such utilities and permits a drainage utility to charge an accompanying fee.109 
 

When and how may a city charge a drainage fee? 
 
Before a city may charge a drainage fee, it must comply with Subchapter C of Chapter 552 of the 
Texas Local Government Code, known as the “Municipal Drainage Utility Systems Act” (the 
“Act”). Generally speaking, the purpose of the Act is to require a city to comply with certain 
procedures and formalities, and to generally treat its drainage system as a formal utility service, 
before a fee is permitted. The entire point of the Act is the fee, and the steps that must be taken 
prior to levying the fee.   
 
Most Texas cities do not attempt to charge a fee for drainage; hence, those cities need not 
comply with the requirements of the Act. Those cities may simply build drainage infrastructure 
using general fund money. 
 

What are the procedures for establishing a drainage utility, thus permitting a drainage fee? 
 
To establish a drainage utility, and therefore to be able to charge a fee for drainage, a city must 
do the following: 
 
(1) Findings 
 
The city council makes “findings” (ideally by resolution) that: 
 
                                                 
108 26 U.S.C. § 170(c); Dep’t of the Treasury Internal Revenue Service, Charitable Contributions: Publication 526 at 
3 (2014), available at http://www.irs.gov/publications/p526.  
109 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 552.041 – 552.054. 

http://www.irs.gov/publications/p526/
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a. The city intends to establish a schedule of drainage charges against all real  
property in the proposed service area of the utility;110 

 
b. The city will provide drainage for all real property in the proposed service area on 

payment of drainage charges, except for exempt property;111 and 
 

c. The city will offer drainage service on nondiscriminatory, reasonable, and 
equitable terms.112 

 
(2) Published Notice of Ordinance 
 
At least 30 days prior, the city must publish in the newspaper the first notice of a public hearing 
to consider the adoption of a drainage system ordinance. After the first published notice, the city 
must publish two additional newspaper notices prior to the hearing, but not necessarily 30 days 
before, as with the first notice. The published notices must contain the time and place of the 
hearing, and must contain the complete text of the ordinance to be adopted.113   
 
(3)  Public Hearing on Drainage Ordinance 
 
The city must hold a public hearing to take public testimony on the proposed drainage system 
ordinance.114 
 
(4) Adopt Drainage Ordinance 
 
Sometime after the conclusion of the public hearing (it can be at the same meeting), the city 
council adopts an ordinance that: 
 

a. States something to the effect of: “The City of _______ hereby Adopts 
Subchapter C, Section 552.043 of the Texas Local Government Code (the 
Municipal Drainage Utility System Act)115; and 

b. States that “The drainage system of the City of ______ is hereby declared to be a 
public utility.”116  

 
(5) Draft Proposed Schedule of Charges 
 
After adoption of the ordinance above, the city should prepare a proposed, or draft, “schedule” of 
drainage charges, consistent with the charge methodology in the question below (How is a 
drainage fee calculated?).117 
 
                                                 
110 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.045(b)(1). 
111 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.045(b)(2). 
112 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.045(b)(3). 
113 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.045(c). 
114 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.045(c). 
115 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.045(a). 
116 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.045(a). 
117 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.045(d). 
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(6) Published Notice of Drainage Charges 
 
At least 30 days prior, the city must publish in the newspaper the first notice of a public hearing 
to consider the adoption of the proposed drainage charges. After the first published notice, the 
city must publish two additional newspaper notices prior to the hearing, but not necessarily 30 
days before, as with the first notice. The published notices must contain the time and place of the 
hearing, and contain the complete text of the charge proposal.118   
 
(7) Hearing on Drainage Charges 

 
The city must hold a public hearing to take testimony on the proposed drainage charges.119  
 
(8) Prepare an Inventory 
 
Prior to adopting the final schedules of drainage of charges, a city must prepare an inventory of 
the lots and tracts within the service area, upon which the city council must base its charge 
calculations.120 
 
(9) Adopt Drainage Charge Schedule 

 
After the public hearing, the city adopts the schedule of drainage charges. The statute does not 
specify in what form the schedule is to be adopted. The recommended procedure would be as a 
follow-up ordinance to the original ordinance establishing the drainage utility (above). 
 
(10) Adopt Other Rules 

 
After adoption of the two ordinances above, the city council can adopt additional rules governing 
the drainage utility as the council considers necessary.121   
 

How is a drainage fee calculated? 
 
The city council may establish a fee structure that charges individual lots or tracts of benefited 
property for drainage service on any basis other than the value of the property, but the basis used 
must directly relate to drainage and the terms of the levy.122 A totally uniform drainage charge 
imposed solely for reason of administrative convenience would likely be improper, however, so 
a city should establish a basis for the fee, such as impact of the lot on the system, benefits to the 
lot, and other criteria.123 
 

                                                 
118 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.045(d). 
119 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.045(d). 
120 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.047(b). 
121 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.045(e). 
122 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.047. 
123 Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. No. LO 97-095 (1975).  
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How do drainage fees relate to impact fees? 
 
Impact fees are up-front fees charged to developers for the burden their new development will 
place on city infrastructure. Drainage fees are ongoing user fees charged to the owner of land for 
their use of the drainage infrastructure. Collection of drainage fees does not preclude the 
imposition of drainage-related impact fees.124 
 

What properties are exempt from drainage fees? 
 
Land owned by the state, a county, a municipality, or a school district may be exempted from 
drainage charges.125 Also exempt is property with proper construction and maintenance of a 
wholly sufficient and privately owned drainage system; property held and maintained in its 
natural state; and undeveloped subdivided lots.126 Also, though not in Chapter 552 of the Local 
Government Code along with the other exemptions, state agencies and public institutions of 
higher education are exempted from drainage fees.127  
 
A city may, but is not required to, exempt property owned by a tax-exempt religious organization 
from all or a portion of drainage fee charges as the city council considers appropriate.128 
Additionally, a city may exempt property used for cemetery purposes from drainage fee charges 
if the cemetery is closed to new internments and does not accept new burials.129 
 

What can the city do if a person doesn’t pay drainage fees? 
 
If a user of the drainage utility does not pay drainage fees, the city can: (1) bring a civil lawsuit; 
(2) discontinue any other city utility service130; or (3) prohibit usage of the drainage facility by 
the owner of the tract or lot (assuming this is possible).131 
 

What may drainage fees be spent on? 
 
Drainage fees may only be spent to offset costs of providing drainage service and, only if 
specifically provided for in the ordinance, to fund future drainage system construction by the 
city.132 
 

                                                 
124 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.054(3). 
125 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.053(b); See also Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. GA-1080 (2014). 
126 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.053(c).   
127 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 580.003. 
128 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.053(d). 
129 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.053(d-1).  
130 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.050. 
131 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.047(d). 
132 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.044(4). 
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How must drainage fee proceeds be handled within the city’s fund structure? 
 
Drainage fees must initially be segregated and separately accounted for within the account 
structure. Thereafter, proceeds of fees to cover current costs of service may be transferred to the 
city’s general fund, while other proceeds, including those used to pay for future construction, 
must remain segregated. 133 
 
 

FELONY FORFEITURE FUNDS 
 

What are felony forfeiture funds? 
 
Chapter 59 of the Code of Criminal Procedure allows for police seizure and forfeiture of 
property used in, and the proceeds gained from, the commission of certain crimes. After seizure, 
the criminal district attorney may, by agreement, distribute property and funds to local law 
enforcement agencies to be used for official purposes.134 State statute provides, in pertinent part: 
 

If a local agreement exists between the attorney representing the state and law 
enforcement agencies, all money, securities, negotiable instruments, stocks or 
bonds, or things of value, or proceeds from the sale of those items, shall be 
deposited…according to the terms of the agreement into one or more of the 
following funds… 
 
(2) a special fund in the municipal treasury if distributed to a municipal law 
enforcement agency, to be used solely for law enforcement purposes[.]135   

 
“Law enforcement purposes” are defined as “an activity of a law enforcement agency that relates 
to the criminal and civil enforcement of the laws of this state” and specifically include:  
 

(1)   equipment, including vehicles, computers, firearms, protective body armor, 
furniture, software, uniforms, and maintenance equipment; 

 
(2)   supplies, including office supplies, mobile phone and data account fees for 

employees, and Internet services; 
 

(3)   investigative and training-related travel expenses, including payment for hotel 
rooms, airfare, meals, rental of and fuel for a motor vehicle, and parking; 
 

(4)   conferences and training expenses, including fees and materials; 
 

(5)   investigative costs, including payments to informants and lab expenses; 
                                                 
133 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 552.049. 
134 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE §§ 59.01and 59.06. 
135 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 59.06(c) (emphasis added). 
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(6)   crime prevention and treatment programs; 

 
(7)  facility costs, including building purchase, lease payments, remodeling and 

renovating, maintenance, and utilities; 
 

(8)   witness-related costs, including travel and security; and 
 

(9)   audit costs and fees, including audit preparation and professional fees.136 
 

Who decides how felony forfeiture money is spent? 
 
The police chief has sole decision-making authority about how felony forfeiture funds are spent: 
 

Proceeds awarded under this chapter to a law enforcement agency…may be spent 
by the agency…after a budget for the expenditure has been submitted to 
the…governing body of the municipality. The budget must be detailed and 
clearly list and define the categories of expenditures, but may not list details that 
would endanger the security of an investigation or prosecution.137   
 

Legislation passed in 2011 prohibits felony forfeiture funds from being spent in certain ways. 
Specifically, state law now precludes a police department from using forfeited proceeds or 
property to: (1) contribute to a political campaign; (2) pay expenses related to the training or 
education of any member of the judiciary; (3) pay travel expenses related to attendance at 
training seminars if the expenses violate any restrictions established by the city council; (4) 
purchase alcoholic beverages; or (5) increase a salary, expense, or allowance for an employee of 
a police department unless the city council first approves the increase.138 Additionally, a police 
department is prohibited from using felony forfeiture proceeds or property to make a donation to 
another entity, unless the entity assists in investigating criminal offense or instances of child 
abuse; provides mental health, drug, or rehabilitation services or services for victims or witnesses 
of criminal offenses or child abuse; or provides training or education relating to these types of 
duties or services.139  
 

Where must felony forfeiture money be kept? 
 
State law plainly provides that the forfeited funds are held in the municipal treasury.140 It would 
therefore be improper for the police chief to hold these funds in a separate institution from the 
                                                 
136 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 59.06(d-3). 
137 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 59.06(d) (emphasis added).   
138 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 59.06(d-1). 
139 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE §§ 59.06(d-1)(2) and (d-2). 
140 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 59.06(c)(2); See also Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. No. DM-162 (1992) (concluding that county 
forfeiture funds, which are procedurally similar to city funds, “will be deposited with the county treasurer for 
placement in the county depository in the manner in which county funds are generally handled.”); Op. Tex. Att’y 
Gen. No. DM-247 (1993) (separate depository for county funds not proper). 
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city depository. To do so would violate the plain language of the statute and threaten the 
protections, such as collateralization of public funds, that are required of funds in the municipal 
depository. 
 
Legislation passed in 2015 providing that a city may transfer up to 10 percent of the gross 
amount credited to the city’s felony forfeiture fund to a separate special fund established in the 
city’s treasury to be used to provide scholarships to children of peace officers who were 
employed by the city police department (or another law enforcement agency with overlapping 
jurisdiction) that were killed in the line of duty.141 The city police department shall administer 
this separate special fund.142  
 

If the council can’t spend the money, can it at least know how the money is spent? 
 
Yes. The city council is entitled to receive a budget for how the funds will be spent, but generally 
is not authorized to approve of the actual expenditures decided upon by the police chief.143 The 
one instance in which the statute requires the city council to approve the use of felony forfeiture 
funds is when the police chief wishes to spend the funds to increase a salary, expense, or 
allowance for an employee of the police department.144   
 
 
May the city conduct an audit of the felony forfeiture funds? 
 
Yes. Expenditures of felony forfeiture proceeds are subject to audit provisions established in the 
Code of Criminal Procedure.145 Those audit provisions provide as follows: 
 

All law enforcement agencies….who receive proceeds or property under this 
chapter shall account for the seizure, forfeiture, receipt, and specific expenditures 
of all the proceeds and property in an audit, which is to be performed annually by 
the commissioners court or governing body of the municipality, as appropriate. 
The annual period of the audit for a law enforcement agency is the fiscal year of 
the appropriate county or municipality and the annual period for an attorney 
representing the state is the state fiscal year. The audit must be completed on a 
form provided by the attorney general and must include a detailed report and 
explanation of all expenditures, including salaries and overtime pay, officer 
training, investigative equipment and supplies, and other items. Certified copies 
of the audit shall be delivered by the law enforcement agency or attorney 

                                                 
141 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 59.06(r).  
142 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 59.06(r). 
143 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 59.06(d); See also Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. DM-72 (1991) (law enforcement agency to 
which funds are distributed has authority to determine purposes to which forfeiture funds are applied), Tex. Att’y 
Gen. Op. No. DM-246 (1993) (the commissioners court has a ministerial duty to initiate the competitive bidding 
process upon receipt of a request from the prosecutor or law enforcement agency and may not refuse all bids 
received for the purpose of preventing an expenditure out of the special forfeiture fund).  
144 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 59.06(d-1)(7). 
145 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 59.06(d). 
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representing the state to the attorney general not later than the 30th day after the 
date on which the annual period that is the subject of the audit ends.146 
 

Thus, not only is the city permitted to audit the police department fund and expenditures, but it 
is required to do so annually. It would be improper for a police chief to refuse to submit the 
forfeiture account and expenditures to an annual audit.  
 
 
Must the police chief be given check-writing privileges over felony forfeiture funds?   
 
Yes. State statute provides procedures for paying funds out of city depositories. Absent a local 
procedure to the contrary, checks are signed by the “designated officer” of the city, typically the 
treasurer, after receipt of a “warrant” signed by the mayor and attested to by the city secretary.147 
Most cities, however, adopt alternate procedures.   
 
With felony forfeiture funds, the answer is different. The attorney general has concluded that a 
sheriff did have sole check-writing authority, subject only to the statutory requirement that the 
agency submit a budget for that category of expenditure.148 Because of the similarities between 
city and county forfeiture law and check-writing procedures, it is probable that this opinion is 
applicable to city felony forfeiture funds as well. As a result, the police chief may likely be the 
sole signatory on checks drawn from the forfeiture fund.   
 
 

GRANTS 
 

May a city be the recipient of grant money? 
 
Of course. Many Texas cities rely on grant money, typically from the federal government, to 
build infrastructure and operate other programs.   
 

Is grant money treated the same as other revenue for budgeting purposes, and relating to 
constitutional limits on expenditures that benefit private entities? 
 
Yes, grant revenue is no different from other sources of revenue when it comes to budgeting and 
expenditures. Cities must strictly budget for the expenditure of all funds, with no exceptions 
made for grant money.149 Similarly, all expenditures of grant money must serve a municipal 
purpose under Article 3, Section 52 of the Texas Constitution, or otherwise meet an exception to 
that constitutional provision, such as for economic development. Finally, the grantor of money 
can establish contractual conditions related to receipt and expenditure of grant money that a city 
                                                 
146 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 59.06(g). 
147 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 105.074 
148 Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. No. DM-247 (1993). 
149 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 102.009(b).   
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must follow. In other words, a city is not entitled to grant money it receives, but must satisfy the 
conditions placed on it by the grantor. 
 

What are park grants? 
 
State park grants are one of the few areas of state revenue that flows directly to cities. As of 
2019, the Texas Constitution and state statute provide that a portion of the state sales tax on 
sporting goods sold within city limits must be set aside for making grants to cities for use in 
improving local parks.150 
 

How do cities apply for park grants? 
 
Information about how to apply for park grants is available at the following link to the Parks and 
Wildlife Department website: https://tpwd.texas.gov/business/grants/recreation-grants. Cities 
may download an application form from that website.   
 
 

HOTEL OCCUPANCY TAXES 
 

What are hotel occupancy taxes? 
 
Cities may levy a tax on a person who—under a lease, concession, permit, right of access, 
license, contract, or agreement—pays for the use or possession or for the right to the use or 
possession of a room that is in a hotel, costs $2 or more each day, and is ordinarily used for 
sleeping.151  
 

How much hotel occupancy taxes may a city levy?  
 
Generally speaking, a city may levy a hotel occupancy tax in any amount up to, and including, 
seven percent of the price paid for the room.152 Select cities are authorized to levy up to eight-
and-a-half or nine percent of the price of the room, so long as a portion of the revenue generated 
by the increased rate goes toward certain specified projects.153 The price of the room does not 
include food and drink.154 
 

                                                 
150 TEX. CONST. art. 8, § 7-d; TEX. PARKS & WILD. CODE § 24.002. 
151 TEX. TAX CODE § 351.002(a). 
152 TEX. TAX CODE § 351.003. 
153 TEX. TAX CODE §§ 351.003, 351.1055, 351.1065, and 351.107. 
154 TEX. TAX CODE § 351.002(b). 

https://tpwd.texas.gov/business/grants/recreation-grants/
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What is the definition of a hotel for purposes of hotel occupancy taxes? 
 
A hotel is defined as a building in which members of the public obtain sleeping accommodations 
in return for money. It includes motels, lodging houses, inns, rooming houses, and bed and 
breakfasts.155 It does not include, and thus no tax is due for, dormitories, hospitals, and nursing 
homes.156 In 2015, legislation passed clarifying that the definition of “hotel” includes a 
residential short-term rental property for purposes of the imposition of hotel occupancy taxes.157 
 

Is the hotel occupancy tax limited to hotels within the city limits? 
 
Ordinarily yes, except that a city with a population under 35,000 may extend the application of 
its hotel occupancy tax by ordinance to the extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ) of the city.158 
However, a city under 35,000 population may not apply its hotel occupancy tax in the ETJ if, as 
a result of the adoption of the city tax, the combined rate of state, county, and city hotel taxes 
would exceed fifteen percent at hotels in the ETJ.159 Provided the combined tax does not exceed 
fifteen percent at the time the city levies its tax, the city’s tax is unaffected by future taxes levied 
by counties or other entities that might have the effect of imposing a combined rate in excess of 
fifteen percent.160 
 
A city may extend its hotel occupancy tax to the ETJ by a provision in its hotel occupancy tax 
ordinance specifying that the tax extends to the ETJ.   
 

How does a city levy a hotel occupancy tax? 
 
A hotel occupancy tax must be levied by ordinance.161 No election or other approval of the 
citizens is required. Sample hotel occupancy tax ordinances can be obtained from the TML Legal 
Department at (512) 231-7400 or legalinfo@tml.org.  
 

Can a city change the rate of an already-established hotel occupancy tax, and if so,  how? 
 
Yes, a city can change the rate to any amount up to, and including, seven percent (with the 
exception of the few cities that can adopt a higher rate). A city would amend the portion of its 
hotel occupancy tax ordinance relating to rate in order to change the rate. If a city increases the 
rate of its hotel occupancy tax, the increased rate does not apply to the tax imposed on the use or 
possession, or the right to the use or possession, of a room under a contract that was executed 
before the date the increased rate takes effect and that provides for the payment of the tax at the 

                                                 
155 TEX. TAX CODE § 156.001. 
156 TEX. TAX CODE § 156.001. 
157 TEX. TAX CODE § 156.001(b).  
158 TEX. TAX CODE § 351.0025(a).  
159 TEX. TAX CODE § 351.0025(b). 
160 Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. No. GA-408 (2006). 
161 TEX. TAX CODE § 351.002(a). 

mailto:legalinfo@tml.org
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rate in effect when the contract was executed, unless the contract is subject to change or 
modification by reason of the tax rate increase.162  
 

How may hotel occupancy tax revenues be spent by a city? 
 
Hotel occupancy tax revenues are known as “dedicated revenues,” as distinguished from general 
tax revenues such as property and sales taxes. General revenues may be spent on nearly any 
lawful pursuit of a city. Dedicated revenues, however, may only be spent on certain, statutorily-
defined purposes.   
 
Very generally speaking, all expenditures of city hotel tax revenue must promote tourism within 
the city. This general rule can be further broken down into two parts (often referred to as the 
“two-part test”): 
 
(a) all expenditures must promote tourism and the convention and hotel industry; and 
 
(b) all expenditures must further fall into one of nine statutory categories: 
 

(1) the acquisition of sites for and the construction, improvement, enlarging, 
equipping, repairing, operation, and maintenance of convention center 
facilities and visitor information centers; 

 
(2)  expenses associated with registration of convention delegates; 

 
(3) advertising, solicitations, and promotions that attract tourists and 

convention delegates to the city or its vicinity; 
 

(4)  promotion of the arts; 
 

(5)  historical preservation projects; 
 

(6) sporting events that promote tourism in counties of less than one million 
population; 

 
(7) enhancing or upgrading existing sports facilities or sports fields (only in 

certain cities); 
 
(8) transportation systems that transport tourists from hotels to the 

commercial center of the city, a convention center, other hotels, or tourist 
attractions, provided the system doesn’t serve the general public; and 

 
(9) signage directing the public to sights and attractions that are visited 

frequently by hotel guests in the city.163 
                                                 
162 TEX. TAX CODE § 351.007(a). 
163 TEX. TAX CODE § 351.101. 
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Further, the Tax Code has some fairly specific provisions relating to how the expenditures within 
the nine statutory categories should be allocated, depending on the population of the city. 
Generally speaking, funding of the arts is limited to no more than fifteen percent of total tax 
revenues, and a certain portion must be spent on promoting the city and/or on convention 
facilities, again depending on the size of the city.164 
 

Can a city fund a fireworks show using hotel occupancy taxes?  
 
The prototype hotel tax controversy involves an event like a fireworks show or a parade. City 
officials frequently ask if they can fund a fireworks show with hotel tax money.   
 
All expenditures must be subjected to the “two-part test” spelled out in the previous question. In 
the first place, a fireworks show must be shown to promote tourism and the convention and hotel 
industry. Put another way, does the expenditure “put heads in beds”? The answer is likely not.   
 
Even if a fireworks show attracted overnight tourists to the city, hotel tax expenditures on such 
an event don’t fit neatly into one of the nine statutory categories. Some may argue that such 
shows “advertise” the city, but this is likely not what that category means. “Advertising the city” 
literally means some sort of print or other media that explicitly promotes the city. Thus, direct 
funding of fireworks displays and the like is usually not a proper hotel tax expenditure.   
 

May a city delegate the expenditure of hotel taxes to another entity? 
 
Yes. A city may delegate expenditures of hotel taxes to another entity such as a chamber of 
commerce or convention and visitors bureau. So long as the chamber or other entity spends the 
money on projects that otherwise meet the two-part test mentioned above, such entities are legal 
agents to spend the city’s hotel tax funds. There must be a written contract laying out the duties 
of the entity, and the entity must keep the hotel tax funds in an account separate from the general 
operating fund.165  
 

What is the relationship between city and state hotel occupancy taxes? 
 
The state collects its own hotel occupancy tax at the rate of six percent.166 The state plays no part 
in collecting or enforcing the city’s hotel occupancy tax, however. A city is responsible for its 
own levy, collection, and enforcement. 
 

What can a city do if a hotel is delinquent or refuses to pay hotel occupancy taxes? 
 
                                                 
164 TEX. TAX CODE § 351.103. 
165 TEX. TAX CODE § 351.101(c). 
166 TEX. TAX CODE § 156.052. 
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Cities have all of the following remedies available against hotels that don’t collect the tax or are 
delinquent in collecting the tax: civil lawsuit, injunction against operation of the hotel until taxes 
are paid, a fifteen-percent civil penalty against the hotel when suit is necessary (if the tax has 
been delinquent for one complete municipal fiscal quarter), reasonable attorney’s fees, 
misdemeanor prosecution against the hotel (assuming the city’s ordinance provides for an 
offense), and audit powers.167 If an audit conducted by the city shows a concurrent delinquency 
is state hotel occupancy taxes, the city must notify the comptroller of the delinquency, and if the 
state proceeds with collection and enforcement efforts, the comptroller must distribute an amount 
to the city to defray the costs of the audit.168   
 
 
Are cities required to annually report hotel occupancy tax information? 
 
Yes. Legislation passed in 2017 that requires cities to annually report hotel occupancy tax 
information to the comptroller.169 Not later than February 20 of each year, a city that imposes a 
hotel occupancy tax must submit to the comptroller: (1) the rate of the city’s hotel occupancy tax 
and, if applicable, the rate of the city’s hotel occupancy tax supporting a venue project; (2) the 
amount of revenue collected during the city’s preceding fiscal year from the city’s hotel 
occupancy tax and, if applicable, the city’s hotel occupancy tax supporting a venue project; and 
(3) the amount and percentage of hotel occupancy tax revenue allocated by the city for certain 
categories of expenditure during the city’s preceding fiscal year.170 Cities must comply with the 
annual reporting requirements by either submitting the report to the comptroller on a form 
prescribed by the comptroller, or alternatively providing the comptroller a direct link to, or a 
clear statement describing the location of, the information required to be reported that is posted 
on the city’s website.171 The reporting form and historical data can be found at: 
https://comptroller.texas.gov/transparency/local/hotel-receipts. 
 
 

IMPACT FEES 
 
What are impact fees? 
 
The Texas impact fee statute defines an impact fee as “a charge or assessment imposed by a 
political subdivision against new development in order to generate revenue for funding or 
recouping the costs of capital improvements or facility expansions necessitated by and 
attributable to the new development. The term includes amortized charges, lump-sum charges, 
capital recovery fees, contributions in aid of construction, and any other fee that functions as 
described by this definition.”172  

                                                 
167 TEX. TAX CODE § 351.004. 
168 TEX. TAX CODE § 351.008. 
169 Senate Bill 1221, 85th Legislature, Regular Session (2017). 
170 TEX. TAX CODE § 351.009(a). 
171 TEX. TAX CODE § 351.009(b). 
172 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.001(4).  

https://comptroller.texas.gov/transparency/local/hotel-receipts/
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Put more simply, impact fees are a way for a city to charge developers for some of the cost that 
new development places on the infrastructure and resources of a city.   
 
The state of Texas allows cities to impose impact fees pursuant to Chapter 395 of the Local 
Government Code. Within the code, what qualifies as an “impact fee” is defined, and specific 
guidelines are set forth in regard to utilizing impact fees. 
 

What may impact fees be spent on? 
 
To determine if an expenditure of impact fees is proper, two separate tests must be satisfied:  (1) 
the expenditure must be for a proper impact fee facility; and (2) even if it is a proper impact fee 
facility, the expenditure must be a permissive cost that may be funded relative to that facility. 
 
(1)  Proper impact fee facilities include: (1) water supply, treatment, and distribution 

facilities; (2) wastewater collection and treatment facilities; (3) storm water, drainage and 
flood control facilities; and (4) roadway facilities.173 

 
(2) Permissive costs relative to a proper facility include: (1) facility expansion; (2) facility 

construction contract price; (3) surveying and engineering fees; (4) land acquisition costs, 
including land purchases, court awards and costs, attorney’s fees, and expert witness fees; 
(5) fees to an independent qualified engineer or financial consultant preparing or updating 
the capital improvements plan, provided the person is not an employee of the city; and (6) 
interest charges and other finance costs related to improvements or expansions identified 
in the capital improvements plan (but only if used for payment of principal and interest 
on bonds, notes, or other obligations).174 

 

What items may not be paid for by an impact fee? 
 
The Local Government Code also states that certain items may not be paid for by impact fees: 
(1) construction, acquisition, or expansion of public facilities or assets not identified in the 
capital improvements plan; (2) repair, operation, or maintenance of existing or new capital 
improvements or facility expansions; (3) upgrading, updating, expanding, or replacing existing 
capital improvements to provide better service to existing development; (4) administrative and 
operating costs of the city; and (5) principal payments of interest or other finance charges on 
bonds or other indebtedness unless otherwise authorized in the impact fee statute.175  
 

Where may impact fees be assessed? 
 

                                                 
173 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.001(1). 
174 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.012. 
175 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.013. 
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Any type of impact fee authorized by Chapter 395 may be imposed within the corporate limits of 
a city.176 Impact fees may also be imposed in the extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ), except that 
impact fees may not be imposed in the ETJ for roadway facilities.177 In areas outside both the 
corporate boundaries and ETJ, the city may only impose impact fees by contract (but not for 
roadway facility fees).178 
 

How much in impact fees may a city charge? 
 
The amount of an impact fee is an amount that may not exceed the cost of capital improvements 
and facility expansions required by the new development (as calculated by a professional 
engineer), minus a credit in an amount equal to either: (1) the new property taxes and utility 
revenue generated by the development; or (2) 50 percent of total costs of the capital 
improvements, with that figure being divided by the total number of projected service units 
attributable to the new development.179 It is up to the city to determine which of the two credits 
above will be subtracted from the costs when calculating the impact fee.  
 

What is the procedure for adopting an impact fee? 
 
Adoption of an impact fee requires compliance with several detailed steps. These rules are the 
result of intensive negotiations over the years between cities and developers, and strict 
compliance with each step is strongly recommended, lest the city open itself up to potential 
litigation. Following is a summary of the procedural steps: 
 
(1) Capital Improvements Plan. The city must first prepare a draft of a capital 

improvements plan (CIP). The CIP must be developed by qualified professionals using 
generally accepted engineering and planning practices.180 The CIP is a detailed document 
that forms the basis for calculating precisely what impact fees are permissible for a 
particular facility. 

 
(2) Capital Improvements Advisory Committee. The city council must appoint an 

advisory committee to assist with the impact fee process. The statute requires that the 
committee be appointed sometime before the ordinance setting the public hearing on the 
CIP and land use assumptions (step four, below).181   

 
The advisory committee must be made up of at least five members. At least 40 percent of 
the members of the advisory committee must be representatives of the real estate, 
development, or building community, and not employees or officials of the city.182 

                                                 
176 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.011(b). 
177 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.011(b). 
178 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.011(c). 
179 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.015. 
180 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.0411. 
181 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.058(a). 
182 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.058(b). 
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The advisory committee’s purpose is to: (1) advise and assist the city in adopting the land 
use assumptions; (2) review the CIP and file written comments at least six business days 
before the city’s hearing on the proposed impact fees; (3) monitor and evaluate 
implementation of the CIP; (4) file semiannual reports with respect to the progress of the 
CIP and report to the city any perceived inequities in implementing the plan or imposing 
the impact fee; and (5) advise the city of the need to update or revise the land use 
assumptions, CIP, or impact fee.183 

 
(3) Land Use Assumptions. Next, the city must prepare a draft of its “land use 

assumptions.”184 Land use assumptions are essentially a document that includes a 
description of the service area and projections of changes in land uses, densities, 
intensities, and population in the service area over at least a 10-year period.185 

 
(4) Set Hearing on CIP and Land Use Assumptions. The council must adopt an order, 

resolution, or ordinance establishing a public hearing date to consider the CIP and land 
use assumptions for the “designated service area” (defined as the area served by the 
facilities funded by the impact fee).186 

 
(5) Make Public CIP and Land Use Assumptions. After setting the hearing date in step 

four above, and prior to giving notice of the hearing, the city shall make the CIP and land 
use assumptions available to the public.187 Essentially, this means making both 
documents available for inspection or copying at city hall by any interested person.  

 
(6) Notice of Hearing on CIP and Land Use Assumptions. At least 31 days before the date 

of the hearing on the CIP and land use assumptions, the city must provide notice of the 
hearing by both of the following methods: 

 
Certified Mail Notice. The city must send a notice of the hearing by certified mail to any 
person who has given written notice by certified or registered mail to the city secretary or 
other designated city official requesting notice of such hearings within two years 
preceding the date of the order, ordinance, or resolution setting the public hearing.188 

 
Newspaper Notice. The city must publish notice of the hearing in one or more 
newspapers of general circulation in each county where the city lies.189  

 
Both notices, certified mail and published, must contain the following: 

 

                                                 
183 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.058(c) and 395.050. 
184 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.042. 
185 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.001(5). 
186 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.042. 
187 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.043. 
188 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.044(a). 
189 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.044(b). 
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(a) A headline that reads exactly as follows: “NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING ON 
LAND USE ASSUMPTIONS AND CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PLAN 
RELATING TO POSSIBLE ADOPTION OF IMPACT FEES”. 

 
(b) The time, date, and location of the hearing. 
 
(c) A statement that the purpose of the hearing is to consider the land use 

assumptions and capital improvements plan under which an impact fee may be 
imposed. 

 
(d) A statement that any member of the public has the right to appear at the hearing 

and present evidence for or against the land use assumptions and capital 
improvements plan (CIP).190  

 
(7) Hold Public Hearing on CIP and Land Use Assumptions. At the hearing, the council 

should allow all who desire to speak for or against the CIP or land use assumptions, or 
any other topic related to the upcoming impact fees, to present their views to the council.   

 
(8) Vote to Adopt an Ordinance Approving the CIP and Land Use Assumptions. At the 

conclusion of the hearing, preferably at the same meeting, the council should “determine 
whether to adopt or reject an ordinance, order, or resolution approving the land use 
assumptions and capital improvements plan.”191 To comply, there should be a council 
vote, with a proper agenda posting, on whether or not to adopt such an ordinance, order, 
or resolution.   

 
Whether this step is a distinct requirement from actually adopting the ordinance (step 
nine, below) is debatable, but it is the safest course to assume so. 

 
(9) Approve CIP and Land Use Assumptions. Within 30 days after the hearing, the city 

council must adopt an ordinance, order, or resolution approving the CIP and land use 
assumptions.192 The ordinance, order, or resolution approving the CIP and land use 
assumptions must not be adopted as an emergency measure.193 

 
(10) Set Hearing on Impact Fees. After adoption of the ordinance approving the CIP and 

land use assumptions, and preferably at the same meeting that the ordinance was adopted, 
the city council must adopt an order or resolution (note: but not an ordinance) setting a 
public hearing to discuss the imposition of the impact fee.194     

 
(11) Notice of Hearing on Impact Fees. At least 31 days before the hearing on the imposition 

of the impact fee, the city must provide notice of the hearing by both of the following 
methods: 

                                                 
190 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.044(c). 
191 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.045(a). 
192 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.045(b). 
193 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.045(c). 
194 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.047. 
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Certified Mail Notice. The city must send a notice of the hearing by certified mail to any 
person who has given written notice by certified or registered mail to the city secretary or 
other designated city official requesting notice of such hearings within two years 
preceding the date of the order, ordinance, or resolution setting the public hearing.195 
 
Newspaper Notice. The city must publish notice of the hearing in one or more 
newspapers of general circulation in each county where the city lies.196 

 
Both notices, certified mail and published, must contain the following: 

 
(a) A headline that reads exactly as follows: “NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING ON 

ADOPTION OF IMPACT FEES”. 
 
(b) The time, date, and location of the hearing. 
 
(c) A statement that the purpose of the hearing is to consider the adoption of an 

impact fee. 
 
(d) The amount of the proposed impact fee per service unit. 
 
(e) A statement that any member of the public has the right to appear at the hearing 

and present evidence for or against the plan and proposed fee.197 
 
(12) Advisory Committee Comments. At least six business days before the hearing on the 

impact fees, the advisory committee must file written comments concerning the proposed 
impact fees.198 

 
(13)  Hold Public Hearing on Impact Fees. At the hearing, the council should allow all who 

desire to speak for or against the impact fees, or any other topic related to the upcoming 
impact fees, to present their views to the council.   

 
(14) Approve Impact Fees. Within 30 days after the hearing on impact fees, the city council 

must approve or disapprove the impact fees by order, ordinance, or resolution.199 
 
(15) Five-Year Review. A city imposing impact fees must hold hearings and update the CIP 

and land use assumptions at least every five years.200 Chapter 395 of the Local 
Government Code contains detailed procedures for hearings, review, and amendment of 
the CIP.201 

 
                                                 
195 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.049(a). 
196 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.049(b). 
197 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.049(c). 
198 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.050. 
199 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.051. 
200 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.052. 
201 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 395.053-395.0575. 
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When may an impact fee be collected from a developer? 
 
Once water and wastewater capacity is available, impact fees are generally collectable when the 
city issues the building permit.202 

When is it too late to levy an impact fee on new development? 
 
If an impact fee ordinance is adopted after the land being developed is platted, fees cannot be 
assessed on any service unit that receives its building permit within one year after adoption of the 
impact fee.203 
 

May impact fees be pledged to repay debt service on a bond, note, or other obligation? 
 
Yes, impact fees may be pledged to pay off bonds and other notes, provided the improvement 
being paid for is identified in the CIP.204 Further, at the time of the pledge the city council must 
certify in a written order, ordinance, or resolution that none of the impact fee will be used on an 
improvement not in the CIP.205 
 

What fees and other development tools are not considered impact fees (and thus not subject 
to the procedures or restrictions under Chapter 395 of the Local Government Code)? 
 
The following are not considered impact fees, and thus are not subject to the detailed procedures 
and formulas set forth in Chapter 395: (1) dedication of land for public parks; (2) payment in lieu 
of the dedication of parks; (3) dedication of rights-of-way or easements of on-site or off-site 
water distribution, wastewater collection or drainage facilities, or streets, sidewalks, or curbs if 
the dedication or construction is required by a valid ordinance and is necessitated by and 
attributable to the new development; (4) construction or dedication of on-site or off-site water 
distribution, wastewater collection or drainage facilities, or streets, sidewalks, or curbs if the 
dedication or construction is required by a valid ordinance and is necessitated by and attributable 
to the new development; (5) lot or acreage fees to be placed in trust funds for the purpose of 
reimbursing developers for oversizing or constructing water or sewer mains or lines; and (6) 
other pro rata fees (see Pro Rata Fees elsewhere in this manual) for reimbursement of water or 
sewer mains or lines extended by the political subdivision.206 
 
 
 

INTERLOCAL AGREEMENTS 
 
                                                 
202 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.016(d)(1). 
203 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.016(c). 
204 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.012(d)(1). 
205 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.012(d)(2). 
206 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.001(4). 
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What are interlocal agreements? 
 
Interlocal agreements are contracts between units of local government, including cities, and other 
units of local government or the state to perform services or acquire goods on mutually 
beneficial terms.   
 

In what sense can an interlocal agreement be considered a revenue source? 
 
Cities with “excess” capacity in a service department can benefit by selling that excess capacity 
to neighboring units of government. For example, suppose that a small but growing city forms its 
first professional fire department. Such a city may find that demand may not be present within 
the city for some years to fully utilize the services of the new fire department. Such a city can 
“sell” its firefighting services to a neighboring city that doesn’t have a fire department through 
an interlocal agreement. Both cities benefit from such an arrangement, and waste of services and 
taxes is kept to a minimum. 
 

What types of services may be subject to an interlocal agreement? 
 
Cities may enter interlocal contracts in the following areas: police protection and detention 
services; fire protection; streets, roads, and drainage; public health and welfare; parks and 
recreation; library and museum services; records center services; waste disposal; planning; 
engineering; administrative functions; public funds investment; comprehensive health care and 
hospital services; or other governmental functions in which the contracting parties are mutually 
interested.207 
 

Are there any restrictions on what services a city may contract away or for through an 
interlocal agreement? 
 
First, a city should look to the laundry list above to determine if a service is subject to an 
interlocal agreement. Despite the broad catch-all at the end of the list—“other governmental 
functions in which the contracting parties are mutually interested”—cities should not assume that 
all functions not listed are proper. A city should consult with its attorney prior to entering into 
any interlocal agreement that doesn’t fit squarely into one of the authorized categories above. 
 
Further, state law requires that an interlocal contract must be for functions or services that each 
party to the contract is authorized to perform individually.208 For example, cities may engage in 
zoning, but counties generally cannot. Therefore, a city could not offer zoning services to a 
county under an interlocal agreement, because a county isn’t authorized to perform that function 
itself.   
 

                                                 
207 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 791.003(3). 
208 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 791.011(c)(2). 
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On the other hand, both cities and counties have authority to engage in law enforcement. 
Therefore, a city could contract with a county for the city to provide police services to the 
county.  
 

What specific provisions must an interlocal contract contain? 
 
All interlocal agreements must contain each of the following: 
 

(1) a statement of the purpose, terms, rights, and duties of the contracting parties; and 
(2) a statement that each party paying for the performance of governmental functions 

or services must make those payments from current revenues available to the 
paying party.209 

 

How much may a city charge (or pay) under an interlocal agreement? 
 
The amount payable under an interlocal contract must fairly compensate the performing party for 
the services or functions performed under the contract.210 
 
 
Does payment by the city pursuant to a multi-year interlocal agreement constitute a debt 
for which the city must create an interest and sinking fund?   
 
No. Voters approved an amendment to the Texas Constitution in 2011 that specifically allows 
cities and counties to enter into contracts for longer than one year without the contract 
automatically constituting a debt for which an interest and sinking fund must be created.211 The 
purpose of the amendment was to give local governments greater flexibility to utilize interlocal 
agreements to consolidate more projects and services.    
 
 
 

INTERNET PAYMENT AND ACCESS FEES 
 

 
What are Internet payment and access fees? 
 
A city may charge a fee for providing any of the following services over the Internet: (1) access 
to municipal information; (2) collection of payments for taxes, fines, fees, court costs, or other 
charges; or (3) other city services authorized by law.212 
 

                                                 
209 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 791.011(d). 
210 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 791.011(e). 
211 TEX. CONST. art. 11, §§ 5(b) and 7(b). 
212 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 132.007. 
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How much of a fee may a city charge for Internet payment, services, or access to 
information? 
 
A fee must be “reasonable.”213 Further, fees for access to information or for services other than 
payment of fines, taxes, and other fees, may only be designed to recover the costs directly and 
reasonably incurred in providing the access or service, and only following a finding by the city 
council that the provision of information or service through the Internet would not be feasible 
without the imposition of the fee.214 
 
 

INVESTMENTS 
 
May a city invest its public funds, in order to make money with its money? 
 
Yes, a city may invest its public funds, but only if the city complies with Chapter 2256 of the 
Texas Government Code, the Public Funds Investment Act (PFIA).  
 

What does the PFIA require of a city before a city may invest its public funds? 
 
Before a city may invest its public funds, the PFIA generally requires the following: 
 
(1) A city must adopt a written investment policy; 
(2) A city may only invest its funds in investments authorized under its written investment 

policy; 
(3) Authorized investments must come from the list of proper investments under the PFIA; 

and 
(4) An official from the city must complete training regarding the requirements of the PFIA. 
 

What is the investment policy requirement? 
 
A city must adopt a written investment policy by ordinance or resolution.215 Therefore, 
regardless of a city’s population, it must have a written investment policy if it has any cash or 
bank investments. A formal policy protects not only the cash assets of the city, but also the 
elected and finance management officials.  
 
An investment policy must contain a statement emphasizing safety and liquidity.216 If the policy 
applies to the financial assets of all funds or fund types, that fact should be clearly stated. A 
                                                 
213 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 132.007(b).   
214 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 132.007(c). 
215 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.005(a). 
216 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.005(b)(2). 
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distinction should be made between shorter-term cash management and the management of 
longer-term investments. 
 
The policy must also include a list of authorized investments and the permitted maximum 
maturity of any individual investment, as well as the maximum weighted average maturity 
(WAM) of funds.217 The policy must also include (among other things) the method used by the 
investing entity to monitor the market price of investments acquired, as well as procedures to 
monitor rating changes in investments acquired with public funds and the liquidation of such 
investments.218 
 
Although the actual investment strategy for smaller cities is vastly different from larger cities, 
the primary objectives, which should direct any investment strategy, are safety and liquidity. 
Safety is the most important objective, because public officials have a fiduciary responsibility to 
manage and maintain taxpayer funds. The PFIA requires governing bodies of local governments 
and state agencies to invest public funds under their control with the same prudence and 
discretion as such entities would manage their own affairs. 

 
Liquidity, the ability to sell or dispose of an investment, is equally important. Invested funds 
must be readily available if the need for cash arises and requires the city to liquidate the 
investment before maturity. 
 
Yield refers to the rate of return received on a particular investment. Yield or income derived 
from an investment is important, particularly to a city grappling with declining or stagnant 
revenues or tax base. However, 1995 amendments to the Act significantly revised the ranking of 
investment objectives and put yield in last place.219 The first priority for consideration is the 
suitability of the investment to the overall cash flow and financial requirements of the entity.220 
 
The PFIA requires that the governing body of an investing entity review its investment policy at 
least once a year.221 Moreover, the governing body must take formal action stating that the 
policy and strategy have been reviewed. Any changes to either the policy or strategy must be 
recorded in the resolution and the investment policy. Changed policies should be sent to all 
brokers, pools, and advisors. The investing entity must also designate by ordinance or resolution 
the employee or investment officer(s) who will be responsible for the investment of its funds.222 
The policy also should refer to training seminars conducted by independent sources, such as the 
Texas Municipal League. 

 

What is the training requirement under the PFIA? 
 

                                                 
217 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.005(b)(4)(a) & (c). 
218 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.005(b)(4)(d) & (f). 
219 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.005(d). 
220 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.005(d).  
221 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.005(e). 
222 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.005(f). 
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The treasurer, the chief financial officer (if the treasurer is not the chief financial officer), and the 
investment officer of a local government must attend at least one, ten-hour, training session in 
investment laws within twelve months after taking office.223 The PFIA is written in a way that 
requires all cities to appoint someone to one of these positions in order to receive the training. On 
a continuing basis, the investment training sessions must be attended at least once every two-year 
period for at least eight hours of instruction. The two-year period begins on the first day of the 
city’s fiscal year and consists of the two consecutive years after that date.224   

 
As of September 1, 1999, the entity that provides training must report to the comptroller a list of 
the governmental entities that received training. Further, auditors and credit rating agencies are 
increasingly paying attention to whether a city is up-to-date on its required training. The Texas 
Municipal League offers training, as do other entities. City officials may check for upcoming 
PFIA workshops on the TML website at tmlpfia.org.     
 

According to the PFIA, what are the legal investment tools that a city may include in its 
investment policy? 
 
The PFIA limits the types of investments that a city may authorize under its investment policy. 
Essentially, an investment must be legal under the PFIA, and included in the city’s investment 
policy, before a city may use that investment.   
 
Following are the legal investments under the PFIA: 
 

(1) Governmental Obligations. United States (including the Federal Home Loan Banks) 
and State of Texas obligations, such as bonds, are legal investments. So are 
obligations of local governments, provided the obligations are “A” rated. Certain 
interest-backed banking deposits are permitted as well. Mortgage-backed obligations 
are not legal, however.225 

(2) Certificates of Deposit (CDs). CDs are a legal investment provided they are issued 
by a bank or authorized broker with its main office or a branch office in Texas.226 
CDs must be collateralized (secured) for amounts greater than FDIC insurance 
($250,000). 

(3) Repurchase Agreements. Certain fully-collateralized repurchase agreements are 
legal investments.227 

(4) Securities Lending Programs.228 
(5) Banker’s Acceptances.229 
(6) Commercial Paper. Commercial paper is a legal investment if it has a maturity date 

of 365 days or less and is rated at least “A-1” or “P-1” by at least two credit rating 
agencies.230 

                                                 
223 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.008. 
224 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.008(a-1). 
225 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.009. 
226 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.010. 
227 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.011. 
228 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.0115. 
229 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.012. 
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(7) Certain Mutual Funds.231 (See below for details about legal mutual funds). 
(8) Guaranteed Investment Contracts. Guaranteed investment contracts are legal 

investments if they have a defined termination date, are fully secured, and are pledged 
to the city.232 

(9) Investment Pools. Investment pools are legal investment vehicles if: (a) the city 
council passes an ordinance or resolution authorizing investment pools; (b) the 
investment officer of the city receives a detailed prospectus from the pool; (c) the 
pool makes detailed periodic reports to the city; and (d) the pool is continuously rated 
“AAA” or “AAA-m”.233 An investment pool may invest its funds in money market 
mutual funds to the extent permitted by state law and the investment policies and 
objectives adopted by the pool.234 

(10) Municipal Utility. A city that owns an electric utility may enter into a hedging 
contract and related security and insurance agreements in relation to fuel oil, natural 
gas, coal, nuclear fuel, and electric energy to protect against loss due to price 
fluctuations.235   

(11) Municipal Funds from Management and Development of Mineral Rights. A city 
may invest excess funds derived from contracts or leases made on city-owned mineral 
rights in any investment authorized to be made by a trustee under the Texas Trust 
Code.   

(12) Decommissioning Trust. A city that owns an electric utility may invest funds held in 
a nuclear generation facility decommissioning trust in any investment authorized by 
the Texas Trust Code.   

(13) Hedging Transaction. A city with a principal amount of at least $250 million in 
outstanding long-term indebtedness or long-term indebtedness proposed to be issued 
that is rated in one of the four highest rating categories by a nationally recognized 
rating agency for municipal securities may invest in a hedging transaction, including 
a hedging contract.236 Before investing in a hedging transaction, the governing body 
of an eligible entity must first establish the entity’s policy regarding hedging 
transactions.237 

 

May a city invest in corporate stocks? 
 
No. Stocks, also known as equities, are not listed among the legal investments under the PFIA. 
 

Which mutual funds may a city invest in? 
 

                                                                                                                                                             
230 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.013. 
231 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.014. 
232 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.015. 
233 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.016. 
234 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.016. 
235 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.0201. 
236 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.0206(a). 
237 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.0206(c) 
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It depends. Essentially, whether a city can invest in a mutual fund, and how much, depends on 
the type of mutual fund in question. An outline of the law for each type of permissible mutual 
fund follows, but it is recommended that the investment officer read the statute in question 
before making the investment238: 
 
(1) A city may invest in no-load money market mutual funds only if all of the following are 

true:   
(a) the fund is registered and regulated by the Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC); 
(b)  the fund provides a certain type of prospectus; 
(c)  the fund complies with SEC rules related to money market mutual funds; 

and  
(d) the city’s investments do not exceed ten percent of the value of the fund. 
 

(2) A city may invest in other no-load mutual funds (that is, non-money market) only if all of 
the following are true: 

(a)  the fund is registered with the SEC; 
(b)   the fund has an average weighted maturity of less than two years; 
(c) the fund either: (i) has a duration of one year or more and invests 

exclusively in obligations already approved elsewhere in the Public Funds 
Investment Act (thus excluding most stock funds); or (ii) has a duration of 
less than one year and the investment portfolio is limited to investment 
grade securities, excluding asset-backed securities; 

(d) the city invests no more than 15 percent of its eligible funds in the mutual 
fund (i.e., excluding the city’s bond and debt funds); 

(e) the city does not invest its bond or debt service funds in this type of fund; 
and 

(f)  the city’s investments do not exceed ten percent of the value of the fund. 
 
Of course, the PFIA does not permit investment of any city funds until the city adopts a written 
investment policy that authorizes each type of investment in question. A written investment 
policy that does not authorize mutual funds would thus exclude their use, despite state law.  
 

Once the city has complied with the training and written investment policy requirements, 
can the city then invest in any certificates of deposit?   
 
No. Eligible investment CDs must be issued by a Texas bank or a national bank domiciled in 
Texas, or a state or federal credit union domiciled in Texas. Further, the CD must be guaranteed 
or insured by the FDIC or National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund, and must be secured by 
collateral, just as ordinary municipal deposits, for amounts greater than $250,000.239 
 

                                                 
238 TEX. GOV’T  CODE § 2256.014.   
239 TEX.  GOV’T CODE §2256.010. 
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What is the consequence of failure to comply with the PFIA training requirements? 
 
Though the PFIA contains no penalty provision, auditors and credit rating agencies are 
increasingly knowledgeable about its requirements. Failure to obtain the necessary training could 
result in negative marks on the city’s audit, or a downgrade in a city’s credit rating, which could 
affect municipal borrowing.  
 
 

LOCAL CONSOLIDATED COURT FEE 
 

 
What is the local consolidated court fee? 
 
Legislation passed in 2019 in the form of S.B. 346 consolidated a handful of local option 
municipal court fees into one local consolidated court fee. The local consolidated court fee is a 
$14 fee assessed on a person convicted of a nonjailable misdemeanor.240 The city is responsible 
for collecting the fee and establishing four different accounts to which the fee revenue is 
assigned. The new legislation requires the fee revenue to be apportioned as follows: (1) 35.7143 
percent ($5.00 of each fee) to the Local Truancy Prevention and Diversion Fund; (2) 35 percent 
($4.90) to the Municipal Court Building Security Fund (3) 28.5714 percent ($4.00) to the 
Municipal Court Technology Fund; and (4) .7143 percent ($.10) to the Municipal Jury Fund.241 
 
Prior to the passage of S.B. 346, cities had to adopt ordinances in order to impose fees dedicated 
to municipal court building security, municipal court technology, and juvenile case managers. 
S.B. 346 removes the “local option” component to these fees. Now, every city is required to 
assign a portion of the local consolidated court fee revenue to building security, court 
technology, and juvenile case managers (through the local truancy prevention and diversion 
fund) without regard for whether or not the city formally adopted the fee.  
 
 
The fee is applied only to people “convicted” of offenses. How is that term interpreted? 
 
The Code of Criminal Procedure defines “conviction” quite broadly with respect to triggering the 
local consolidated court fee. A person is considered to have been convicted in a case, for 
purposes of collecting the local consolidated court fee, if: (1) a judgment, a sentence, or both a 
judgment and a sentence are imposed on the person; (2) the person receives community 
supervision, deferred adjudication, or deferred disposition; or (3) the court defers final 
disposition of the case or imposition of the judgment and sentence.242 Thus, most routine 
dispositions of criminal cases in municipal court, short of acquittal or dismissal, trigger the local 
consolidated court fee.  
 
 
                                                 
240 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 134.103(a). 
241 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 134.103(b). 
242 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 134.002(b). 
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How is the local consolidated court fee collected? 
 
The municipal court clerk is required to collect the local consolidated court fee and remit the 
revenue to the city treasurer, who then must deposit the funds in the municipal treasury.243 
 
 
What may money in the local truancy prevention and diversion fund be spent on? 
 
Prior to the passage of S.B. 346, cities had the option to adopt an ordinance establishing a 
juvenile case manager fee. S.B. 346 repeals that authority, but in establishing the local truancy 
prevention and diversion fund, authorizes the local consolidated court fee revenue dedicated to 
the fund to be used in the same ways as the juvenile case manager fee.  
 
A city may use money in the local truancy prevention and diversion fund to finance the salary, 
benefits, training, travel expenses, office supplies, and other necessary expenses related to the 
position of a juvenile case manager employed pursuant to Code of Criminal Procedure Art. 
45.056.244 If there is money left in the fund after those costs are paid, a juvenile case manager is 
authorized—subject to the direction of the city council and on approval by the municipal court—
to direct the remaining money to be used to implement programs directly related to the duties of 
the juvenile case manager, including juvenile alcohol and substance abuse programs, educational 
and leadership programs, and any other projects designed to prevent or reduce the number of 
juvenile referrals to the court.245 
 
 
What if the city does not employ a juvenile case manager? 
 
The statute is unclear on this point. Because the city council maintains some discretion to spend 
funds that aren’t used on the juvenile case manager on programs directly related to the duties of a 
juvenile case manager, cities without juvenile case managers might be able to spend funds in this 
manner. However, the statute expressly prohibits money in the local truancy prevention and 
diversion fund from being used to supplement the income of an employee whose primary role is 
not that of a juvenile case manager.246 
 
 
What may money in the municipal court building security fund be spent on? 
 
The revenue in the municipal court building security fund may only be spent to finance security 
personnel, services, and items related to buildings that house the operations of municipal courts, 
including: 
 

(1) X-ray machines and conveying systems; 
 

                                                 
243 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 134.002(a)(2) and 134.0051. 
244 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 134.156(a). 
245 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 134.156(a). 
246 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 134.156(b). 
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(2) Handheld metal detectors; 
 

(3) Walkthrough metal detectors; 
 

(4) Identification cards and systems; 
 

(5) Electronic locking and surveillance equipment;  
 

(6) Video teleconferencing systems; 
 

(7) Bailiffs of contract security personnel during times when they are providing 
appropriate security services; 

 
(8) Signage; 

 
(9) Confiscated weapon inventory and tracking systems; 

 
(10) Locks, chains, alarms, or similar security devices; 

 
(11) Bullet-proof glass;  

 
(12) Continuing education on security issues for court and security personnel; and 
 
(13) Warrant officers and related equipment.247 

 

What may money in the municipal court technology fund be spent on? 
 
The fees in the municipal court technology fund may only be spent to purchase or maintain 
technological enhancements for a municipal court’s operations, including: (1) computer systems; 
(2) computer networks; (3) computer hardware; (4) computer software; (5) imaging systems; (6) 
electronic kiosks; (7) electronic ticket writers; and (8) docket management systems.248  
 
 
What may money in the municipal jury fund be spent on? 
 
Revenue allocated to the municipal jury fund may be used by a city only to fund juror 
reimbursements and otherwise finance jury services.249 
 

                                                 
247 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 102.017(c). 
248 TEX. CRIM. PROC. CODE § 102.0172(b). 
249 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 134.154. 
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MUNICIPAL COURT FINES 

 
What are municipal court fines? 
 
Fines are the monetary punishment meted out by municipal courts. Not all cities operate 
municipal courts; to levy fines, cities must first operate a court.   
 

How much of a municipal court fine may be levied? 
 
Municipal courts hear Class C criminal prosecutions, which mean cases punishable by fine only. 
Some Class C offenses are created by state statute, in which case the statute would set the 
maximum fine. Traffic tickets, for example, are typically punishable by a maximum fine of 
$200.250 
 
Cities can also create Class C offenses for violations of their own ordinances. With one 
exception, the maximum amount for fines created by ordinance is $500 for ordinary offenses, 
and $2000 for offenses relating to fire safety, zoning, or public health and sanitation.251 In 2015, 
legislation passed authorizing a city to impose a fine of up to $4,000 for the violation of a rule, 
ordinance, or police regulation that governs the dumping of refuse.252 
 

What may a city spend municipal court fine revenue on? 
 
Fine revenue for offenses other than traffic violations is general revenue of the city and thus may 
be spent on any lawful purpose. 
 
Fine revenue for state law traffic violations must be used to construct and maintain roads, 
bridges, and culverts in the city, and to enforce laws regulating the use of highways by motor 
vehicles.253 
 

What role does the city council have in setting fine amounts? 
 
Cities that create ordinances with fines attached may set the maximum amount of the fine in the 
ordinance, up to the limits allowed by state law. Beyond creating the ordinance, however, the 
amount of fines in individual cases is entirely up to the municipal court judge and/or jury. 
 

                                                 
250 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 542.401. 
251 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 54.001(b). 
252 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 54.001(b). 
253 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 542.402(a). 
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See Chapter: Traffic Fine Revenue 
 
 
MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION SALES 

TAX 
 
What is a municipal development corporation? 
 
A municipal development corporation (not to be confused with a Type A or Type B economic 
development corporation) is a little-used city economic development tool that focuses on 
workforce training and development. The legislation authorizing municipal development 
corporations (MDCs) was passed in 2001 and is titled the “Better Jobs Act.” MDCs are ideal for 
long-term job training and early childhood development programs within cities. The statute 
authorizing MDCs is located in Chapter 379A of the Local Government Code. 
 
 
How are MDCs funded? 
 
A city may call an election to levy a sales tax to fund an MDC’s programs.254 The sales tax may 
be levied at the rate of one-eighth, one-fourth, three-eighths, or one-half of one percent.255 The 
tax must be reauthorized every 20 years.256  
  
 
What may an MDC spend its sales tax revenues on? 
 
An MDC may fund programs for: (1) job training; (2) early childhood development that prepares 
children to enter school; (3) after-school programs for primary and secondary schools; (4) 
postsecondary institutions and scholarships; (5) literacy programs; and (6) any other undertaking 
that the MDC’s board determines will facilitate the development of a skilled workforce within 
the city.257  
 
 
How does an MDC operate? 
 
Similar to an economic development corporation, an MDC is governed by a board of directors 
that is appointed by—and serves at the will of—the city council.258 A director may not be an 
employee or officer of the city that created the MDC.259   
 
 

                                                 
254 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 379A.081(a). 
255 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 379A.081(e). 
256 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 379A.081(d). 
257 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 379A.051(a). 
258 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 379A.021. 
259 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 379A.021(e). 
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Does the city council have oversight over the MDC? 
 
Yes. The budget for MDC program expenditures, as well as any budget amendments, must be 
approved by the city council.260 The MDC’s budget that is presented to the city council must 
include a detailed description of proposed expenditures.261 Further, two-thirds of the city council 
can vote to amend the MDC’s budget.262 The MDC board must prepare annual financial 
statements to be presented to the city council, and the city council is entitled to the records of the 
MDC at all times.263   
 
 
May an MDC be limited as to which programs it may pursue? 
 
Yes, the city council may provide that an MDC’s sales tax ballot proposition be limited to 
specific programs, rather than all of the purposes authorized by the MDC statute.264 For instance, 
a city council could ensure that MDC revenues be spent only on job training, and not on other 
projects that the council might wish to avoid, by limiting the ballot proposition to job training 
projects. 
 
 
 

MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT (MDD) 
 SALES TAX 

 
What is a municipal development district sales tax? 
 
An MDD is a political subdivision created by a city to plan, acquire, establish, develop, 
construct, or renovate one or more development projects beneficial to the district.265 An MDD 
closely resembles a Type B economic development corporation (EDC), with some key 
differences (discussed below). The MDD is funded through a dedicated local sales and use tax 
that must be approved by the voters in an election held within the district.266 Id. § 377.101. 
 
The concept of an MDD was first introduced in a limited capacity in 1999, when the Texas 
Legislature authorized the City of Aransas Pass to create an MDD. In 2001, legislation passed to 
provide that any city located in multiple counties could hold an election to adopt an MDD. 
Finally, in 2005, the Texas Legislature amended Chapter 377 of the Local Government Code to 
enable any city to establish an MDD. 
 
                                                 
260 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 379A.025(a). 
261 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 379A.025(c). 
262 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 379A.025(b). 
263 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 379A.025(d) and (e). 
264 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 379A.081(c). 
265 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 377.021 and 377.022. 
266 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.101. 
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How much can the MDD sales tax levy be? 
 
The rate of an MDD sales tax may be one-eighth, one-fourth, three-eighths, or one-half of one 
percent of the cost of goods sold within the MDD that are subject to sales taxes.267 The combined 
rate of all local sales taxes within the district, however, cannot exceed two percent.268 
 
 
What may an MDD sales tax be spent on? 
 
An MDD sales tax is a dedicated city sales tax, meaning its proceeds can only be spent on certain 
authorized projects (as distinguished from a general purpose tax, which can be spent on any 
lawful city purpose). 
 
An MDD sales tax is an economic development tax that can be spent on authorized 
“development projects,” which include any of the following: 
 
(1) Any “project” as that word is defined by Sections 505.051 through 505.158 of the Local 

Government Code.269 In other words, the MDD tax automatically encompasses any 
project available to a similarly-sized Type B economic development corporation. 

 
(2) A convention center facility or related improvements such as a civic center or 

auditorium.270 
 
(3) Parking lots for such convention or related facilities.271 
 
(4) Civic center hotels.272 This authority can be quite important; funding of civic center 

hotels with other funds, such as hotel occupancy taxes, is controversial both legally and 
politically.   

 

Can an MDD be created to encompass the city’s extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ)? 
 
Yes. When a city holds the election to create a district, the district may be created in: (1) all or 
part of the boundaries of the city; (2) all or part of the boundaries of the city and all or part of the 
boundaries of the city’s ETJ; or (3) all or part of the city’s ETJ.273  
 
While the MDD statute authorizes the boundaries of the MDD to include the city’s ETJ upon the 
creation of the district, it should be noted that there is no express statutory authority to later 
modify the boundaries of the ETJ. In other words, an MDD that is initially created to only 
                                                 
267 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.104. 
268 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.101(c). 
269 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.001(3)(A). 
270 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.001(3)(B). 
271 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.001(3)(B). 
272 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.001(3)(B). 
273 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.002. 
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include the city limits cannot later be expanded—by election or otherwise—to include the city’s 
ETJ. 
 

If the MDD sales tax so closely resembles a Type B economic development sales tax, why 
not just enact a Type B economic development tax instead? 
 
There are several distinctions between an MDD tax and a Type B tax that might make the MDD 
tax preferable to a particular city: 
 
(1) The scope of projects that can be funded with an MDD sales tax is slightly larger than a 

Type B sales tax (see above); 
 

(2) An MDD sales tax need not be levied over the entire corporate limits of a city, as a Type 
B sales tax must. This can be useful for cities that straddle county boundaries and are thus 
“maxed out” at their two-percent local sales tax cap in some areas of the city but not in 
others. The statute states that the city can create the district (and thus levy the tax) in “all 
or part of the boundaries of the municipality.”274 A city might choose to limit the 
application of the tax to certain areas of the city for other reasons as well, including 
economic development considerations.  

 
(3) As mentioned above, an MDD sales tax may be imposed in a city’s extraterritorial 

jurisdiction (ETJ) if the voters of the entire district approve the tax.275 The MDD sales tax 
is the only city sales tax that may be levied in the ETJ of a city. 

 
(4) The MDD statute does not have the same level of detailed restrictions that the Type B 

statute does. For example, the EDC statute prevents the city from giving aid to an 
EDC.276 The MDD statute contains no such restriction. The MDD statute only references 
the Type B law to define the permissible projects of an MDD; it does not incorporate the 
other procedural and substantive aspects of the EDC statutes.   

 
(5) The board of an MDD consists of a minimum of four persons.277 A Type B corporation 

has a seven-member board.278 Many Type B cities, particularly smaller cities, report 
difficulty in locating persons willing to serve on the Type B board. The smaller MDD 
board can help in this regard. 

 
 
Can an MDD spend its revenue for authorized projects outside the district? 
 
One area where MDDs clearly have less flexibility than an EDC relates to spending on projects 
located outside the boundaries of the district. An EDC may undertake projects outside of the city 

                                                 
274 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.002(a)(1). 
275 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.002(a)(2). 
276 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 501.007(a). 
277 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.051(a). 
278 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 505.051. 
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limits with permission of the governing body that has jurisdiction over the property.279 For 
instance, if a potential project is located completely within the jurisdiction of another city, the 
corporation would need approval of the city council of that city before funding the project. 
 
An MDD, on the other hand, is only authorized to fund projects located within the boundaries of 
the district. As a general matter, an MDD may use money in the development project fund only 
to “pay the costs of planning, acquiring, establishing, developing, constructing, or renovating one 
or more development projects in the district.” (Emphasis added.)280 So if the boundaries of an 
MDD include only the corporate boundaries of the city, the MDD is not clearly authorized to 
spend money on projects located in the ETJ.    
    
 
Is an MDD required to follow certain procedures when selling or conveying real property 
owned by the MDD? 

Yes. Unlike an EDC, an MDD is considered to be a political subdivision of the state.281 As such, 
an MDD must comply with laws that are generally applicable to political subdivisions. This 
includes Chapter 272 of the Local Government Code, which establishes a notice and bidding 
process for the sale of real property by a political subdivision.     
 

Is an MDD required to have bylaws? 
 
No. Chapter 377 of the Local Government code is silent regarding the adoption of MDD bylaws. 
Because MDDs operate in a similar manner to EDCs, and state statute specifically provides for 
the creation of EDC bylaws, many cities also adopt MDD bylaws. Unlike EDCs, there is no 
specific procedure to follow to adopt or amend MDD bylaws. 
 

The ability of a Type B corporation to fund commercial and retail economic development 
projects depends on the size and/or Type B revenues of the city. Does this distinction extend 
to an MDD sales tax as well? 
 
The likely answer is yes. The MDD statute, when listing eligible projects that can be funded by 
the MDD sales tax, incorporates by reference the section of the Type B laws that contains the 
population/revenue distinction with respect to commercial and retail projects.282 
 
Thus, a court would likely find that the ability of an MDD to engage in general commercial and 
retail economic development projects depends on the same population/revenue distinction that is 
contained in the Type B statute.  
 

                                                 
279 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 501.159. 
280 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.072(a). 
281 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.022. 
282 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.001(3)(A). 
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Specifically, an MDD district with less than 20,000 population, or less than $50,000 in revenues 
from the MDD sales tax in each of the two preceding years, may fund commercial and retail 
economic development projects with the MDD sales tax.283   
 
MDDs that don’t meet either of those criteria would be limited to Type B projects other than 
commercial and retail. Typically, such projects are of a more “blue collar” variety (the statute 
uses the term “primary jobs”), such as industry and manufacturing, as well as certain targeted 
infrastructure projects, and recreational and community facilities, among other things. Such a 
district would still have the additional projects available to it such as convention centers and 
civic center hotels. 
 

What is the procedure for levying an MDD sales tax? 
 
Following are the procedures for levying an MDD sales tax. 
 
(1) Draft Order of Election. The city must draft an order that does the following: (a) defines 

the boundaries of the proposed MDD; (b) calls for an election to be held within those 
boundaries for the creation of the district and the levy of a sales tax, with the ballot 
proposition containing the following exact language: 
 

“Authorizing the creation of the _______ Municipal Development District (insert 
name of district) and the imposition of a sales and use tax at the rate of ______ of 
one percent (insert one-eighth, one-fourth, three-eighths, or one-half, as 
appropriate) for the purpose of financing development projects beneficial to the 
district.”;284  and  

  
(c) provides that the district boundaries automatically conform to any changes in the 
boundaries of the city or the ETJ (this provision is optional).285 

 
(2) Call the Election. The city council calls the election on creation of the MDD and the 

MDD sales tax by passing the order in step 1 above at a properly noticed public 
meeting.286   

 
(3) Conduct the Election. The city holds the election on the creation of the MDD and the 

MDD sales tax on one of the two uniform election dates under Section 41.001 of the 
Texas Election Code (the first Saturday in May, or the first Tuesday after the first 
Monday in November).287 

 
(4) Notify Comptroller. If the election is successful, the city should send a copy of the order 

and canvass documents to the comptroller’s office, and request that the comptroller begin 

                                                 
283 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§  505.156 and 505.158. 
284 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.021(b). 
285 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.021(g). 
286 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.021(a). 
287 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.021(g). 
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remitting the MDD sales tax to the city. The new tax won’t officially be in effect until the 
first day of the first calendar quarter occurring after the expiration of the first complete 
quarter occurring after the date on which the comptroller receives a notice of the results 
of the election adopting, changing, or repealing the tax.288   

 
(5) Appoint the MDD Board. The city council should next appoint a board of directors to 

govern the MDD. The board must consist of at least four members, who serve staggered 
two-year terms.289 Directors may be removed by the city council at any time without 
cause. Board members must reside in the city that created the MDD or in the city’s ETJ. 
City councilmembers, city officers, and city employees may be members of the board, 
but may not have a personal interest in a contract executed by the district.290 

 
(6) Establish Development Project Fund. The board of the MDD then must pass a 

resolution establishing the “development project fund.”291 It is into this fund that the sales 
tax proceeds are deposited and spent on authorized MDD projects (see above).   

 
 
If a city wants to replace an EDC sales tax with an MDD sales tax, can it use a combined 
ballot proposition?  
 
Section 321.409 of the Texas Tax Code authorizes a city to repeal or lower one city sales tax, 
and raise or adopt a different city sales tax, all with one combined ballot proposition. The fact 
that this can be accomplished by one combined ballot proposition protects the city’s interest by 
eliminating the risk that one tax will be voted out by the citizens without the other tax being 
voted in. A combined ballot proposition must be worded to contain substantially the same 
language required by law for each of the two taxes individually.292  
 
Although a city is permitted to have a combined ballot proposition to switch from an EDC sales 
tax to a MDD sales tax, doing so could create a unique problem. If the boundaries of a proposed 
MDD are to include all or a portion of the city’s ETJ, then the MDD would cover a different 
taxing area than would the EDC. As a result, the combined ballot proposition would either: (1) 
allow voters living outside the city limits in the ETJ to vote to terminate the EDC sales tax that 
was never imposed on them in the first place; or (2) would allow voters inside the city limits to 
impose the MDD sales tax in an area in which the actual residents living in that area did not have 
the opportunity to vote.  
 
In at least one instance, the comptroller’s office refused to honor the results of a combined ballot 
proposition to replace the EDC sales tax with the MDD sales tax because the city permitted 
voters in the ETJ to vote on the proposition that would (in part) abolish the EDC sales tax, even 
though that tax was never imposed in the ETJ. Because the comptroller has taken this position in 

                                                 
288 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.106. 
289 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.051(c). 
290 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.021(d). 
291 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.072(a). 
292 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.409(b). 
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the past, a city should consider using two separate ballot propositions if the boundaries of the 
MDD will differ at all from the boundaries of the EDC. 
 

May MDD sales taxes be pledged to pay off bonds? 
 
Yes, MDD sales taxes may be pledged to pay off bonds, including revenue and refunding bonds, 
or other obligations to pay the costs of a legal MDD development project.293 
 

 
OPEN RECORDS CHARGES 

 
What are open records charges? 
 
Open records charges are fees that a city is authorized to charge in order to reimburse the city for 
the expense of providing copies of public records in compliance with Public Information Act 
requests. 
 

How much may a city charge persons who request copies of open records? 
 
If the city is required to produce copies of 51 or more pages of public records, the city may 
charge an amount that reasonably includes all costs related to reproducing the public 
information, including costs of materials, labor, and overhead.294 
 
When providing a requestor 50 or fewer pages of public records, the city may only charge the 
cost of the photocopying itself, unless the pages to be photocopied are located in two or more 
separate buildings that aren’t physically connected or in a remote storage facility.295  
 
While the statute says that a city is entitled to recover its actual costs, the statute also authorizes 
the attorney general to promulgate rules that effectively limit the maximum amount that can be 
charged per photocopy. To summarize the combined effect of the statutes and rules, a city can 
ultimately charge the lower of (1) the actual cost of photocopying per page; or (2) 12.5 cents per 
page (ten cents, as authorized by attorney general rule, plus a 25-percent cushion allowed by 
Government Code Section 552.262(a)). 

 

What must a city do if the charge for copies of records will be costly? 
 

                                                 
293 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 377.073. 
294 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 552.261(a).   
295 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 552.261(a). 
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If the charges for compliance with a request for public records will exceed $40, the city must 
first give the requestor a written, itemized statement that details all the estimated charges, as well 
as informs the requestor what his or her rights are under the statute.296 After giving the requestor 
such a letter, the city then waits for the requestor to respond whether or not the charges are 
acceptable before making the copies. A request is considered withdrawn if the city doesn’t 
receive a response back from the requestor within ten business days after the itemized statement 
was sent.297 
 

How does a city charge for its labor? 
 
To recap, a city may generally only charge for the labor involved in producing copies if 51 or 
more copies are requested. If so, the city may charge $15 an hour for staff time involved in 
locating, compiling, and reproducing public information.298 
 
When a charge for public records includes labor, the requestor has the right to request a free 
written statement outlining how the labor charges were computed.299 
 

May a city require an up-front deposit from the requestor for expensive requests? 
 
A requestor may be required to post an up-front deposit or bond if both of the following are true: 
 

(1) The city has given the requestor the written itemized statement referred to above 
(for requests that will exceed $40)300; 

 
(2) The charge for providing the copies will exceed $100 if the government has more 

than 15 full-time employees or $50 if the governmental body has fewer than 16 
full-time employees.301 

 

What about charges of copies for things other than paper? 
 
As with paper copies, the city may charge the lower of the actual costs to make the copy, or the 
rate provided for under attorney general rules plus 25 percent.302 For example, the maximum 
charge for a DVD is $3.00.303 
 
 

                                                 
296 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 552.2615(a). 
297 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 552.2615(b). 
298 1 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 70.3. 
299 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 552.261. 
300 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 552.263(a). 
301 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 552.263(a). 
302 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 552.262(a). 
303 1 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 70.3(b)(2)(G). 
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PROPERTY TAX FOR GENERAL REVENUE 
 

What is the property tax for general revenue? 
 
Any city may adopt a tax on the value of land, improvements, and certain personal property. 
Such a tax is sometimes referred to as the ad valorem tax, which is Latin for “according to 
value.” Of the over 1,200 incorporated cities in Texas, 1,071 levy a property tax for general 
revenue.304 
 
According to a recent survey conducted by TML, property taxes are the leading source of city 
revenue, accounting for 36 percent of city revenues on average statewide. Sales taxes are second 
at 23 percent. 
 
As the largest source of revenue for many cities, combined with the fact that the rate is somewhat 
flexible from year to year, property taxes for general revenue tend to serve as a financial buffer 
that can smooth out yearly fluctuations in other revenue sources. Property taxes are also closely 
tied by law and practice to a city’s budget calendar.   
 

How is a property tax adopted? 
 
Unlike adopting sales taxes, setting a property tax (including the first tax adopted by a city) does 
not require an election of the citizens. The council simply adopts the tax by ordinance prior to 
September 30 of each year.305 
 

What does Senate Bill 2 from 2019 do?  
 
Senate Bill 2, also known as the Texas Property Tax Reform and Transparency Act of 2019, was 
passed by the Texas Legislature in 2019. At its most fundamental level, S.B. 2 reforms the 
system of property taxation in three primary ways: (1) lowering the tax rate a taxing unit can 
adopt without voter approval and requiring a mandatory election to go above the lowered rate; 
(2) making numerous changes to the procedure by which a city adopts a tax rate; and (3) making 
several changes to the property tax appraisal process.  
 

Do property taxes need to be approved by the voters? 
 
City officials considering imposing a property tax for the first time often ask if citizen approval 
of property taxes is necessary. In addition, officials sometimes ask if they can go to the voters 
anyway for political “cover” because property taxes tend to be very controversial.  

                                                 
304 Texas Comptroller, Biennial Property Tax Report - Tax Years 2016 and 2017, pg. 6. 
305 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.05(a). 
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The answer to both questions is no, at least when it comes to the first property tax rate adopted in 
a city. According to the Texas Tax Code: “The governing body of each taxing unit…shall adopt 
a tax rate for the current tax year and shall notify the assessor for the unit of the rate adopted.”306 
The decision to adopt an initial property tax rate belongs only to the city council.  
 
However, once a city establishes a property tax rate, adopting a rate in subsequent years can 
require voter approval. Cities are required to receive voter approval if they adopt property tax 
rates exceeding certain thresholds, which were altered by S.B. 2 in 2019. For cities over 30,000 
in population, in addition to a handful of cities under 30,000 in population with a large property 
tax base, the trigger for an automatic election to approve the property tax rate is called the 
“voter-approval rate.” The voter-approval rate brings in 3.5 percent more maintenance and 
operations tax revenue than the previous year on existing properties, and cities can include 
“banked” amounts from the three preceding years if the city adopted a rate lower than the voter-
approval rate in any of those years.307  
 
Most cities under 30,000 in population must keep their adopted property tax rate below the “de 
minimis rate” to avoid an automatic election. The de minimis rate is the rate necessary to 
generate an additional $500,000 in property tax revenue over the previous year.308  
 
If a city adopts a rate exceeding either the voter-approval rate or the de minimis rate, as 
applicable, it must order an election for the November uniform election date to receive voter 
approval.309 In some smaller cities, the voters may be able to petition for an election under 
certain circumstances.310  
 
Beyond the mandatory election requirements when cities adopt rates exceeding specific amounts, 
a home rule city could potentially hold an election on the imposition of a property tax if required 
to do so by the city charter. The attorney general opined that a court would likely conclude that 
Chapter 26 of the Tax Code does not conflict with or preempt a city charter provision that 
requires voter approval before city property taxes may be imposed.311  
 
Of course, cities are not prohibited from gauging the will of the public when it comes to property 
taxes or any other issue. A city could conduct a non-binding poll or survey to find out whether 
the public supports imposition of property taxes. Some cities conduct such polls through inserts 
in utility bills, for instance.  
 
Finally, it is sometimes asked whether home rule cities with the power of initiative and 
referendum may have their tax rates challenged by those charter-imposed processes. The answer 

                                                 
306 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.05. 
307 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.04(c). 
308 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.012 (8-a). 
309 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.07. 
310 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.075. 
311 Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. GA-1073 (2014). 
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is likely not. Texas cases have held that ordinances that rely on careful application of facts and 
figures are generally not subject to home rule voter initiative or referendum.312  
 
 
What is the maximum property tax rate a home rule city may adopt? 
 
For all home rule cities, the maximum property tax rate levy is $2.50 per $100 of taxable value, 
although a tax rate lower than $2.50 may be prescribed by the city charter.313 Interestingly, the 
sentence in Art. XI, Sec. 5 of the Texas Constitution that sets the maximum tax rate provides as 
follows: “Said cities may levy, assess and collect such taxes as may be authorized by law or by 
their charters; but no tax for any purpose shall ever be lawful for any one year, which shall 
exceed two and one-half per cent. of the taxable property of such city… .” (Emphasis added.) 
The use of the term “said cities” comes after three sentences in the same section, the first of 
which refers to the ability of cities having more than 5,000 inhabitants being authorized to hold 
an election to adopt a home rule charter. The next sentence refers to cities that have adopted city 
charters but fallen below 5,000 inhabitants. As a result, Article XI, Section 5 would likely be 
construed by a court as authorizing a maximum property tax rate of $2.50 per $100 of taxable 
value for all home rule cities, regardless of population. 
 
 
What is the maximum property tax rate a general law city may adopt? 
 
The maximum property tax rate for a Type A general law city depends upon the population of 
the city. Any Type A general law city with fewer than 5,000 inhabitants has a maximum property 
tax levy of $1.50 per $100 of taxable value.314 Meanwhile, a Type A general law city with a 
population of more than 5,000 inhabitants may adopt a maximum tax rate of $2.50 per $100 of 
taxable value.315 This is due to the language mentioned above from Article XI, Section 5, which 
applies the $2.50 maximum to a city over 5,000 in population that is eligible to hold an election 
to adopt a home rule charter.  
 
Type B general law cities are limited by state statute to a maximum property tax levy of $0.25 
per $100 of taxable value.316  
 
Type C general law cities’ maximum tax rate is determined by population. A Type C general law 
city with 201 to 500 inhabitants generally has the same authority as a Type B general law city, 
unless state statute provides otherwise.317 Because a Type B general law city has a maximum tax 
rate of $0.25 per $100 of taxable value, and there is no state law that specifies a maximum tax 
rate for a Type C general law city, the maximum property tax rate for a Type C general law city 
that has between 201 and 500 inhabitants is $0.25 per $100 of taxable value. Other Type C 
general law cities may levy a maximum tax rate of $1.50 per $100 if the city has fewer than 

                                                 
312 Denman v. Quin, 116 S.W.2d 783 (Tex. Civ. App.—San Antonio 1938, writ ref’d). 
313 TEX. CONST. art. XI, § 5. 
314 TEX. CONST. art. XI, § 4 
315 TEX. CONST. art. XI, § 5. 
316 TEX. TAX CODE § 302.001(b). 
317 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 51.051(b). 
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5,000 inhabitants, and a maximum tax rate of $2.50 per $100 if the city has more than 5,000 
inhabitants. 
 

Are there special quorum requirements at a meeting to impose property taxes? 
 
Type A general law cities must have two-thirds (essentially four of five) of the council present at 
a meeting to adopt a property tax.318 A home rule city may have special charter requirements 
relating to quorums. Home rule cities that do not have special charter requirements, and all other 
general law cities, follow their normal quorum rules when setting a property tax.  
 
 
When must a property tax be adopted? 
 
The answer depends on whether or not the city is adopting a tax rate exceeding the voter-
approval rate. If so, state law requires a city to adopt a property tax rate not later than the 71st day 
before the November uniform election date.319 If the city adopts a tax rate that does not exceed 
the voter-approval rate, the council must adopt the rate before the later of September 30 or the 
60th day after the date the city receives the certified appraisal roll from the chief appraiser.320  
 
The chief appraiser must deliver the certified appraisal roll to the tax assessor for the city by July 
25th of each year.321 However, S.B. 2 gives chief appraisers an alternative to submitting a 
certified roll to the assessor. S.B. 2 amends the Tax Code to provide that, if the appraisal review 
board has not approved the appraisal records by July 20th, the chief appraiser shall prepare and 
certify to the assessor for each taxing unit an estimate of the taxable value by not later than July 
25th.322 If a certified estimate is provided instead of a certified appraisal roll, the officer or 
employee designated by the city council shall calculate the no-new-revenue tax rate and voter-
approval tax rate using the certified estimate of taxable value.323  
 
Assuming the certified appraisal roll is delivered to the tax assessor by July 25, the city has until 
“before September 30” to adopt a property tax rate that does not exceed the voter-approval rate. 
This means that the final day for cities to adopt a tax rate is September 29. The state statute 
governing city budgets provides that a city council “may levy taxes only in accordance with the 
budget.”324 Consequently, a city must adopt its annual budget prior to the adoption of the 
property tax rate, regardless of whether the rate exceeds the voter-approval rate. 
 

What happens if a city fails to adopt its property tax rate by the deadline? 
 

                                                 
318 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 22.039. 
319 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.05(a). 
320 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.05(a). 
321 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.01(a). 
322 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.01(a-1). 
323 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.04(c-2). 
324 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 102.009(a). 
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If a city fails to adopt a tax rate exceeding the voter-approval rate by the 71st day before the 
November uniform election date, then the city loses the ability to adopt a rate exceeding the 
voter-approval rate. (Note that pursuant to the Texas Election Code, the city must order its 
election not later than the 78th day before the election date.325 If the city fails to do so, it also 
loses the ability to adopt a rate exceeding the voter-approval rate.) The city still could adopt a 
rate that does not exceed the voter-approval rate by the September 29th deadline. Cities that do 
not meet the September 29th deadline are nevertheless entitled to a “default” tax rate, which is 
equal to the lower of the following: (1) the no-new-revenue tax rate for the upcoming year; or (2) 
last year’s actual tax rate.326 The city council must pass an ordinance ratifying the default tax rate 
before the fifth day after the default rate is established. It is important to note that the September 
29th deadline does not apply if the appraiser was late in delivering the certified roll to the city. In 
that case, the city would have 60 days following receipt of the certified roll to adopt its tax 
rate.327  
 
 
Is a city still required to hold two public hearings on the tax rate if the rate exceeds the no-
new-revenue rate? 
 
No. Under the law prior to S.B. 2, when a city proposed a tax rate that exceeded the lower of the 
effective tax rate or the rollback rate, the city generally was required to hold two public hearings 
prior to adopting the tax rate. Due to the compressed timeframe for adopting a tax rate that 
exceeds the voter-approval rate, the drafters of S.B. 2 eliminated one of the existing tax rate 
hearings. Under S.B. 2, a city that adopts a rate exceeding the lower of the no-new-revenue tax 
rate or the voter-approval tax rate must only hold one public hearing.328  
 
The lone public hearing under the new law may not be held before the fifth day after the date the 
notice of the public hearing is given.329 The city council also may not hold its public hearing or 
public meeting to adopt a tax rate until the fifth day after the date the chief appraiser of each 
appraisal district in which the city participates has delivered its tax estimate notice under Tax 
Code Sec. 26.04(e-2) and made various tax rate information and the tax rate calculation forms 
available on to the public via the property tax database under Tax Code Sec. 26.17(f).330 In fact, 
the city council is prohibited from adopting a tax rate until the chief appraiser has given notice 
and updated the property tax database.331  
 
There remains an exception to the public hearing requirement if the city proposes and ultimately 
adopts a tax rate that exceeds the lower of the no-new-revenue rate or voter-approval rate. A 
“low tax levy” city is defined as a city that proposes a tax rate of 50 cents per $100 of taxable 
value or less and has a total tax levy of less than $500,000.332 A city that fits this criteria can 
elect to provide simplified notice authorized by state statute, which also authorizes the city to 
                                                 
325 TEX. ELEC. CODE § 3.005(c). 
326 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.05(c). 
327 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.05(a). 
328 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.05(d). 
329 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.06(a). 
330 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.05(d-1). 
331 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.05(d-2). 
332 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.01(a). 
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adopt a tax rate that exceeds the lower of the no-new-revenue tax rate or voter-approval rate 
without a public hearing, so long as it complies with the other statutory requirements in the Tax 
Code.333  
 
Every year in late May or early June, TML publishes detailed property tax and budget 
procedures and deadlines for both large and small taxing cities. The deadlines vary from year to 
year because certain statutes prohibit some deadlines from falling on weekends or holidays. A 
copy of those procedures and deadlines is typically available under the legal section of the TML 
website, www.tml.org (Legal - Finance/Economic Development - “Budget and Taxation 
Deadlines”), or can be obtained by calling the TML Legal Department at 512-231-7400. 
 

What is the relationship between property taxes and a city’s budget? 
 
A city may only levy property taxes in accordance with its budget.334 Put another way, if the 
budget for the year that coincides with or overlaps the tax year doesn’t show a property tax levy 
of an approximate amount, property taxes cannot be levied that year.   
 
Further, a budget that will raise more total property taxes than the previous year must be posted 
on the city’s website (if it operates one), have a special cover page, contain special hearing 
notices, and requires a separate ratification vote by city council.335 
 

What are the different types of tax rates? 
 
Following are the different types of tax rates a city must deal with during each tax/budget season: 
 

(1) No-New-Revenue Tax Rate (formerly known as the effective tax rate). The no-
new-revenue tax rate is a benchmark tax rate that a city must calculate each year as it 
begins its property tax and budget process. The no-new-revenue rate is essentially a 
hypothetical rate that would raise the same amount of property taxes on existing 
property as last year, after taking into account changes in appraisals.336   

 
For example, if property values increase by 10 percent over the previous year, the no-
new-revenue rate would be 10 percent lower than last year’s nominal (actual) rate, 
since a lower rate would be sufficient to raise the same amount of total taxes.  
 
The significance of the no-new-revenue rate is that it forms the centerpiece of a 
concept known as “truth in taxation.” Truth in taxation attempts to focus on whether 
property taxes go up or down on an individual property, after taking into account 
appraisal fluctuations. The no-new-revenue rate accomplishes this goal by focusing 
on raising exactly the same amount of taxes as last year. 

                                                 
333 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.052(d).    
334 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 102.009. 
335 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 102.005(b) & (c), 102.006(c), and 102.007(c). 
336 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.04(c)(1). 
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The legal effect of the no-new-revenue tax rate is very important. In the first place, a 
city can always adopt a tax rate equal to (or less than) the no-new-revenue rate 
without negative consequences. If a city wants to exceed the no-new-revenue rate, 
however, the city must typically hold a public hearing specifically on the issue of 
raising taxes.337 The presiding officer must also use the following language when 
moving to adopt a tax rate that exceeds the no-new-revenue rate: “I move that 
property taxes be increased by the adoption of a tax rate of (specify tax rate), which is 
effectively a (insert percentage by which the proposed tax rate exceeds the no-new-
revenue tax rate) percent increase in the tax rate.”338 Also, detailed published notice 
must be made of the tax increase hearing.339 
 
In 2015, legislation passed requiring at least 60 percent of the members of the 
governing body of a city to vote in favor of an ordinance setting a property tax rate 
that exceeds the no-new-revenue tax rate.340 Most cities are unaffected by this 
requirement, because a simple majority in such cities already equates to 60 percent. 
However, cities with a city council consisting of seven, nine, eleven-plus voting 
members will need to add one additional councilmember vote to the number needed 
to adopt a tax rate exceeding the no-new-revenue rate.  
 
The city’s no-new-revenue tax rate should be distinguished from the city’s no-new-
revenue maintenance and operations tax rate. As the name suggests, the no-new-
revenue maintenance and operations tax rate excludes debt from the calculation.341 
The no-new-revenue maintenance and operations rate is used to calculate both the 
voter-approval tax rate and the de minimis tax rate in cities with populations of less 
than 30,000. 
 

(2) Voter-Approval Tax Rate (formerly known as the rollback tax rate). The voter-
approval tax rate is another hypothetical tax rate that is equal to 103.5 percent of the 
no-new-revenue maintenance and operations rate, plus the debt rate and a new rate 
called the “unused increment rate.”342 Put another way, it is a rate that would raise 
precisely 3.5 percent more maintenance and operations taxes as the year before after 
taking into account appraisal fluctuations. 

 
The significance of the voter-approval tax rate is that if the city adopts a tax rate that 
exceeds the voter-approval rate, it must—with some exceptions—hold an automatic 
election to approve the rate on the November uniform election date. 
 

(3) Unused Increment Rate. The unused increment rate is a component of the larger 
voter-approval rate calculation. The unused increment rate is the 3-year rolling sum 

                                                 
337 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.05(d). 
338 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.05(b). 
339 TEX. TAX CODE §§ 26.04(e), 26.06(b-1) – (b-3), 26.061, 26.062, and 26.063. 
340 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.05(b). 
341 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.012(18). 
342 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.04(c)(2). 
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of the difference between the adopted tax rate and voter-approval rate.343 Put 
differently, the city has the ability to “bank” any unused amounts below the voter-
approval rate to use for up to three years. Under no circumstance can the unused 
increment rate be less than zero.344  
 
The legislature’s stated goal in relation to the unused increment rate is to discourage 
taxing units from adopting a rate equal to the 3.5 percent voter-approval rate every 
year. Under the new framework, a city that experiences exceptional growth in sales 
tax revenues in a year may be able to adopt a rate less than the 3.5 percent voter-
approval rate and bank the difference for a future year when sales taxes perform 
worse than expected. On the other hand, many cities will be forced to go up to the 3.5 
voter-approval rate every year just to keep up with rising costs. For those cities, the 
unused increment rate will be a non-factor.   
 

(4) De Minimis Rate. The de minimis rate is a new tax rate calculation added by S.B. 2 
that is designed to give smaller taxing units, including cities, some relief from the 3.5 
percent voter-approval tax rate.  
 
The de minimis rate is defined as the sum of:  
 

• A taxing unit’s no-new-revenue maintenance and operations rate; 
• The rate that, when applied to a taxing unit’s current total value, will impose 

an amount of taxes equal to $500,000; and  
• A taxing unit’s current debt rate.345 

 
In a nutshell, the de minimis rate was added to S.B. 2 to allow smaller cities some 
flexibility to adopt a tax rate that generates $500,000 more in property tax revenue 
than the previous year. The thinking was that applying 3.5 percent voter-approval tax 
rate in some very small communities would unnecessarily restrict revenue growth to 
sometimes just a nominal amount, and the application of the lowered voter-approval 
rate created an unfair result for small towns.  
 
If a city with a population of less than 30,000 adopts a tax rate that exceeds the 
greater of the city’s voter-approval tax rate or the de minimis tax rate, the city council 
must order an election to approve the adopted tax rate for the November uniform 
election date.346  

 
But what if a city with a population of less than 30,000 adopts a tax rate that exceeds 
the voter-approval rate but not the de minimis rate? It is possible, depending on the 
facts, that the voters would be required to petition for a tax approval election instead 
of the city being required to hold an automatic election. 
 

                                                 
343 See TEX. TAX CODE § 26.013. 
344 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.013(b)(1). 
345 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.012(8-a). 
346 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.07(b). 
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(5) Proposed Tax Rate. The proposed tax rate is the rate that the city council anticipates 
adopting while still working through the budget process. 

 
(6) Nominal Tax Rate. The nominal tax rate is the actual tax rate that the city council 

adopts at the end of the tax and budget process. It is sometimes called the “actual 
rate” or the “gross rate.”  

 
(7) Maintenance and Operations (M&O) Tax Rate. The M&O rate is a component 

rate of the nominal tax rate (the debt service rate is the other component) that 
represents discretionary taxes that are used to fund general operations of the city.   
 

(8) Debt Service Tax Rate. The debt service rate is the second component of the 
nominal tax rate (the M&O rate is the other) that represents the levy necessary to pay 
off obligations that are secured by property taxes, such as bonds and certificates of 
obligation.   

 
 
What happens if voters don’t approve a city tax rate at a tax rate approval election? 
 
If voters do not approve the city’s adopted tax rate at a tax rate approval election, the city’s rate 
for the current tax year is set at the voter-approval tax rate.347 If property owners pay their taxes 
using the originally adopted tax rate and the voters ultimately reject that rate at an election in 
November, the city must refund the difference between the amount of taxes paid and the amount 
of taxes due under the voter-approval tax rate.348 
 
The ballot language must allow voting for or against the following proposition: “Approving the 
ad valorem tax rate of $_____ per $100 valuation in (name of taxing unit) for the current year, a 
rate that is $_____ higher per $100 valuation than the voter-approval tax rate of (name of taxing 
unit), for the purpose of (description of purpose of increase). Last year, the ad valorem tax rate in 
(name of taxing unit) was $__________ per $100 valuation.”349 
 

If property values decline, will a city lose property tax revenue, or be forced to hold a tax 
rate approval election? 
 
No. The no-new-revenue tax rate, a tax rate that the city must calculate each year, is a helpful 
mechanism that guarantees a city will never take in fewer taxes than the year before, regardless 
of what happens to property values (see above). Of course, a city is not required to adopt a rate 
exceeding the no-new-revenue tax rate. The no-new-revenue tax rate is the rate a city would need 
to set in order to take in the same dollar amount of taxes as it did the previous year. It will thus 
be higher or lower than last year’s actual tax rate, in direct correlation to what property values 
have done in the meantime. A city may always adopt the no-new-revenue rate as its actual rate, 
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349 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.07(c). 
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without fear of facing a tax rate approval election. It is a sort of “freebie” rate, in other words, 
that protects the city against falling property values. 
 
For example, assume that property values in a city have dropped by half since last year (not 
likely, of course). The no-new-revenue tax rate in such an example would be double the actual 
tax rate from last year. In other words, the city could legally double the tax rate, since it wouldn’t 
be taking in any more total taxes than it did the year before.  
 

What property is exempt from property taxes? 
 
State statutes contain numerous types of property that are automatically exempt from property 
taxes. These include: 
 

(1) Public property (e.g., city-, county-, and state-owned land used for public purposes); 
 

(2) Tangible personal property not producing income (see next question regarding 
optional taxability by a city); 

 
(3) Family supplies; 

 
(4) Farm products; 

 
(5) Implements of husbandry; 

 
(6) Cemeteries; 

 
(7) Charitable organizations; 

 
(8) Charitable hospitals; 

 
(9) Religious organization property; 

 
(10) Schools; 

 
(11) A portion of the assessed value of property owned by a disabled veteran (or the 

surviving spouse or children of a disabled veteran, under certain circumstances); and  
 

(12) Qualified property damaged by a disaster.350 
 

What property can be exempted from property taxes (or taxed, if otherwise exempt) at the 
option of the city? 
 

                                                 
350 Most property tax exemptions are covered in Chapter 11 of the Texas Tax Code. 
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Following is a list of exemptions (or optional taxable items) that can be imposed at the option of 
the city: 
 

(1) Optional Homestead Exemption. A city council has the option of exempting a 
percentage, not to exceed 20 percent, of the value of residential homesteads for all 
homeowners in the city.351 Such an exemption must be adopted by ordinance or 
resolution prior to July 1 if it is to apply to a given tax year. Once adopted, the 
exemption need not be re-adopted every year. The minimum application of the 
exemption to any property is $5,000.352 A recent attorney general’s opinion indicates 
that a city lacks the authority to raise the minimum application “floor” from $5,000 to 
$10,000.353 

 
The optional homestead exemption for all citizens is for the council only to adopt; it 
cannot be forced on a city through petition and referendum.  

 
(2) Optional Senior and Disabled Exemption. A city may adopt an optional exemption 

of a fixed dollar amount of property taxes on the homesteads of persons who are 
disabled or 65 years of age and older.354 The optional senior and disabled exemption 
can be adopted in three different ways: (a) the city council can enact the exemption 
by ordinance or resolution; (b) the city council may call an election of the citizens to 
adopt the exemption; or (c) the council must call an election if it receives a petition 
signed by at least 20 percent of the qualified voters who voted in the preceding city 
election.355 

 
The exemption can be for any amount exceeding $3000 of the appraised value of the 
residence homestead. Some cities exempt as much as the first $100,000 of appraised 
value of senior and disabled homesteads. More common is $10,000 or so, and some 
cities do not grant the exemption at all. The exemption can be reduced, increased, or 
repealed in subsequent years.356 

 
(3) Senior and Disabled Tax Freeze. See next question. 

 
(4) Freeport Tax Exemption. Certain goods known as “Freeport property” are exempt 

from property taxation in cities unless the city opted to tax these goods prior to an 
April 1, 1990, deadline. Most cities opted to continue taxing Freeport property at that 
time. Such cities may now change their mind, and exempt such property, typically as 
an economic development incentive. Once a city acts to exempt Freeport property, the 
decision is final.357 
 

                                                 
351 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.13(n).   
352 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.13(n).   
353 Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. No. KP-0215 (2018). 
354 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.13(d). 
355 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.13(d). 
356 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.13(f). 
357 TEX. CONST. art. VIII, § 1-j(b). 
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“Freeport property” includes certain types of tangible personal property that is 
detained in Texas for assembling, storing, manufacturing, or processing, only to be 
transported outside the state within 175 days after the property was first acquired in 
the state.358 In 2013, voters approved a constitutional amendment authorizing a city to 
take official action to extend the date by which aircraft parts exempted as Freeport 
goods must be transported outside the state to a date not later than 730 days after the 
property was first acquired in the state.359 
 

(5) Super Freeport Exemption. Super Freeport goods are similar to Freeport goods, 
except they need not leave the state. A city may opt out of the exemption at any time, 
effective the subsequent tax year.360 

 
Freeport property is typically warehouse inventory and manufacturing materials that 
pass through the state in less than 175 days.361  

 
(6) Tangible Personal Property not Producing Income. See subsequent chapter: 

Property Tax on Non-Income Producing Tangible Personal Property.  
 

(7) Motor Vehicles Leased for Personal Use. Motor vehicles leased for personal use are 
exempt from property taxes.362 Cities had the ability to adopt ordinances before 
January 1, 2002, to authorize the collection of city property taxes on motor vehicles 
leased for personal use that would otherwise be exempt from property taxation.363  

 
(8) Historic Site Exemption. A city council may, by ordinance or resolution, exempt 

from property taxation part or all of the assessed value of a structure or archeological 
site and the land necessary for access to and use of the structure or site if the site: (1) 
is designated as a Recorded Texas Historic Landmark or state archeological landmark 
by the Texas Historical Commission; or (2) is designated as a historically or 
archeologically significant site in need of tax relief to encourage its preservation 
pursuant to an ordinance or resolution adopted by the city council.364 After the 
exemption is adopted, a city may only repeal or reduce the amount of the exemption 
for a property qualifying for the exemption if the owner of the property either 
consents to the repeal or reduction, or the city provides written notice of the repeal or 
reduction to the owner not later than five years before the date the governing body 
repeals or reduces the exemption.365 

 
(9) Water Conservation Initiative Exemption. A city council may, by ordinance or 

resolution, exempt from property taxation part or all of the assessed value of property 

                                                 
358 TEX. CONST. art. VIII, § 1-j(a). 
359 TEX. CONST. art. VIII, § 1-j(d). 
360 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.253. 
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362 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.252(a). 
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on which approved water conservation initiatives, desalination projects, or brush 
control initiatives have been implemented.366   

 
(10) Temporary Exemption for Qualified Property Damaged by a Disaster. If the 

governor first declares territory in a city to be a disaster area on or after the date a city 
adopts its tax rate for the tax year in which the declaration is issued, the city council 
may, by official action, adopt an exemption not later than the 60th day after the date 
the governor first declares territory in the taxing unit to be a disaster area.367 If the 
governor declares the disaster prior to the city’s adoption of the tax rate, then the 
exemption is automatic.368 

 

What is a property tax freeze?   
 
Tax freezes are a relatively new concept for cities. A 2003 amendment to the Texas Constitution, 
H.J.R. 16, and an enacting bill, H.B. 136, provided that a city may freeze the homestead taxes of 
individuals who are disabled or over the age of 65, similar to the current mandatory freeze on 
school district taxes. For example, if a person over 65 currently pays $800 in city property taxes, 
that person will never pay more than that dollar amount during the person’s lifetime, or during 
the lifetime of certain surviving spouses, if the freeze is enacted. The freeze is at the option of the 
city council, except that an election is required if a petition is received by five percent of the 
registered voters in the city.369    
 

If we pass a tax freeze, when does it go into effect? 
 
The calendar year during which the tax freeze is adopted by the city essentially becomes the 
“baseline” year beyond which taxes on the elderly or disabled cannot increase. For example, a 
city that passes the tax freeze anytime during calendar year 2019 would use the 2020 tax levy as 
the baseline amount for the freeze. Beginning in tax year 2020, the elderly and disabled would 
have their city tax bills frozen at the 2019 level, regardless of rate or valuation increases. Put 
another way, the benefit of the tax freeze does not accrue until the tax year after the calendar 
year in which the freeze is enacted.370    
 

Is there a deadline to pass a city tax freeze? 
 
No. A tax freeze enacted anytime in tax year 2019 is fully effective to freeze tax bills at the 2019 
level. TML has been informed of some appraisal districts that are requesting that anticipated tax 
freeze ordinances be adopted and communicated to the district prior to a certain date in a given 

                                                 
366 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.32. 
367 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.35(c). 
368 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.35(b). 
369 TEX. CONST. art. VIII, § 1-b(h);  See also TEX. TAX CODE § 11.261. 
370 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.261(b). 
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year—in June, for example. These requests are likely based on a misunderstanding of the tax 
freeze legislation, which contains no such deadlines.    
 

If our city passes a tax freeze, can it change its mind later? 
 
No. The legislation is clear that the tax freeze is permanent once enacted.371 
 
 
How does the tax freeze interact with the optional senior tax exemption? 
 
The tax freeze appears to be cumulative of the optional exemption.   
 
For example, if a city currently grants an optional homestead exemption of $100,000, an elderly 
resident owning a homestead valued at $125,000 would currently pay city property taxes on only 
$25,000 of value. If the city then adopted a tax freeze, the amount of taxes paid on the homestead 
would be “frozen” at the amount paid on the $25,000 of remaining taxable value. Even if the city 
later cancelled or reduced the $100,000 optional exemption, the taxes would still be frozen at the 
amount paid on the $25,000.    
 

What about persons who aren’t yet 65 when the tax freeze is enacted? 
 
The baseline year for the freeze would be the first tax year in which a person qualifies for an 
over-65 homestead exemption under state law.   
 

How is the tax freeze treated under Truth-in-Taxation laws? 
 
Taxable value written off due to a tax freeze will be considered lost value for truth-in-taxation 
purposes, meaning the city will get credit for the lost value in its no-new revenue and voter-
approval rate calculations.372   
 

What happens if a senior enjoying a tax freeze moves to a more expensive home in the same 
city?  
 
The freeze essentially transfers to the new home, but the taxes owed would increase based on the 
ratio between the relative values of the old and new homesteads.373   
 

What happens if a person enjoying a tax freeze moves to a home in a different city? 
 
                                                 
371 TEX. CONST. art. VIII, § 1-b(h). 
372 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.012(6)(B).   
373 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.261(g).      
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Unlike the school district tax freeze, a city tax freeze is not transferable from city to city.   
 

Cities often incur expenses to comply with TCEQ permitting requirements.  May a city 
raise property taxes to compensate without facing a tax rate approval election? 
 
Yes. A city may add to its voter-approval rate those expenditures made during the prior year that 
were necessary to pay for a facility, device, or method for the control of air, water, or land 
pollution that was necessary to meet the requirements of a permit.374  
 

May a city require, as a revenue enhancing option, that candidates for mayor or city 
council not be delinquent in their city property taxes? 
 
Several home rule city charters contain such a requirement, but the enforceability is unclear. The 
Texas Election Code spells out several eligibility criteria for city officials and authorizes 
additional requirements by home rule cities, but tax compliance is not mentioned among them. 
Two federal cases have addressed the situation and come to opposite conclusions. Gonzales v. 
Sinton holds that such a requirement is unconstitutional under federal law.375 However, Corrigan 
v. Newago, another federal case, concludes otherwise.376 Cities should consult with local legal 
counsel prior to attempting to reject an election applicant on the basis of delinquent taxes. 
 
 

PROPERTY TAX ON NON-INCOME PRODUCING 
TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY 

 
What is the property tax on non-income producing tangible personal property? 
 
Non-income producing tangible personal property—certain luxury goods, for example, that fall 
outside the household goods exemption—is ordinarily exempt from city property taxes (income-
producing tangible property is taxable, however).377   
 
A city may choose to apply its property tax to such goods, however, after following certain 
procedures.378  
 

                                                 
374 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.045. 
375 Gonzales v. Sinton, 319 F. Supp. 189 (1970). 
376 Corrigan v. Newaygo, 55 F.3d 1211 (1995).  
377 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.14(a). 
378 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.14(c). 
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What is the procedure for applying the city property tax to non-income producing tangible 
personal property? 
 
The city council must follow these procedures to apply the city property tax to non-income 
producing tangible personal property: 
 

(1) Set Hearing Date. The city council should schedule a public hearing to address 
taxation of non-income producing tangible personal property. 

 
(2) Newspaper Notice of Hearing. The city must publish four newspaper notices of the 

hearing in the city newspaper, in a section other than the advertisements. The first 
notice must be published at least 31 days prior to the hearing date. The next three 
notices must appear on different days during the period beginning with the 10th day 
prior to the hearing and ending with the actual date of the hearing.379 

 
(3) Public Hearing. The city council holds a public hearing at which all interested 

persons are entitled to speak and present evidence for or against taxing the 
property.380 

 
(4) Finding of Public Interest. At the conclusion of public testimony at the hearing, the 

city council, pursuant to a properly noticed agenda item, must make a finding that the 
council action (taxation of the goods) will be in the public interest of all the residents 
of the city.381    

 
(5) Resolution or Order Taxing Goods. After the hearing and finding above, the 

council adopts a resolution taxing the otherwise exempt tangible personal property.382 
 

(6) Notify Appraisal District and Tax Collector. 
 

 
PRO RATA FEES 

 
What are pro rata fees? 
 
Pro rata fees are fees that result in cost sharing between a city and land owners and/or 
developers, whereby the city extends its water or sewer mains onto properties or into areas where 
it is not otherwise the duty of the city to do so, or improves water and sewer mains where it is not 
otherwise obligated to do so. Certain types of these fees are sometimes called “extension of the 
main” fees. 
 
                                                 
379 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.14(e). 
380 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.14(e). 
381 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.14(e). 
382 TEX. TAX CODE § 11.14(c). 
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There are numerous variations of pro rata fees agreed upon by cities and developers or 
landowners. Sometimes the developer is asked to pay all the costs of lines or facilities up front, 
and the city reimburses the developer a portion of the costs after the land is occupied and other 
customers tie on to the main. Sometimes the opposite occurs, and the developer or final tenants 
reimburse the city a portion of the costs that the city fronted for the new main. Sometimes the 
developer pays for the entire extension, while the city pays the relative costs of a larger than 
normal main to accommodate special development.   
 

How are pro rata fees imposed? 
 
Other than their relationship to impact fees, pro rata fees are seldom mentioned in state statutes. 
A city need not find explicit authority to enact them because they aren’t really fees in the usual, 
coercive sense of the word. Rather, they are simply an agreed-to contractual relationship where 
one party to development improves water or sewer lines beyond what is required by law and is 
reimbursed by the other party.   

 

What is the relationship between pro rata fees and impact fees?  
 
The impact fee statute, Chapter 395 of the Local Government Code, specifically excludes pro 
rata fees for reimbursement of water or sewer mains or lines extended by the political 
subdivision from the statutory definition of “impact fees.”383 As a result, cities may impose water 
and sewer pro rata fees without complying with the complicated and tedious procedures of the 
impact fee statute.  
 
Exclusion of water and sewer pro rata fees from the impact fee statute has a potential downside 
legally. Some city attorneys argue that because only water and sewer pro rata fees are excluded 
from the definition of an impact fee, other attempts at pro rata fees—roadway escrow fees, for 
example—are not legally authorized unless the impact fee statute is complied with. Cities 
attempting to share costs for any infrastructure other than water and sewer should consult their 
city attorney. 
 
 

RAFFLES 
 
What is a raffle?  
 
A raffle is the awarding of one or more prizes by chance at a single occasion among a single 
group of people who have paid or promised a thing of value for a ticket that represents a chance 
for a person to win a prize.384  
 
                                                 
383 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 395.001(4)(D). 
384 TEX. OCC. CODE § 2002.002(6). 
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May a city conduct a raffle?  
 
No. Only certain organizations are authorized under statute to hold a charitable raffle. A 
qualified nonprofit organization “that has existed for at least three preceding years and is exempt 
from federal income tax under Section 501(c), Internal Revenue Code; does not distribute any of 
its income to its members, officers or governing body; does not devote a substantial part of its 
activities to attempting to influence legislation; and does not participate in any political 
campaign” may hold a raffle.385  
  
Additionally, a qualified volunteer fire department or emergency medical service provider may 
hold a charitable raffle.386 To be considered a qualified volunteer fire department or emergency 
medical service provider, the organization must: (1) be organized primarily to provide and 
actively provide emergency medical, rescue, ambulance, or fire service services; (2) not pay its 
members compensation other than nominal compensation; and (3) not distribute any of its 
income to its members, officers, or governing body other than for reimbursement of expenses.  
 
 
May a volunteer fire department or volunteer emergency service provider provide a cash 
prize?  
 
No. State law prohibits the use of money as a prize for a raffle.387 Money is defined as “coins, paper 
currency, or a negotiable instrument that represents and is readily convertible to coins or paper 
currency.”388  
 
 

RIGHT-OF-WAY RENTAL FEES 
 
 
What are right-of-way rental fees? 
 
“Right-of-way rental fees,” also called “franchise fees,” are the rental costs paid by utilities that 
use the city’s rights-of-way or other city property to transmit their services. Rights of way, just 
like other land interests, are valuable to a city and cannot be given away to private companies 
free of charge.389 
 
 
How are right-of-way rental fees calculated? 
 
When the practice of franchising and receiving right-of-way compensation began, most fees 
were calculated by cities like any rental of rights-of-way would be, typically on a cost per linear 

                                                 
385 TEX. OCC. CODE § 2002.003. 
386 TEX. OCC. CODE § 2002.002. 
387 TEX. OCC. CODE § 2002.056. 
388 Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. No. GA-0341 (2005). 
389 TEX. CONST. art. III, § 52. 
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foot of right of way or per pole methodology. Soon, that practice was replaced with one based on 
a gross receipts basis, which more accurately reflects the value of the use of the right of way to 
the utility occupying it. The gross receipts methodology was codified by federal law for cable 
television providers, and by state law for gas, electric, and water utilities.   
 
Since the mid-1990s, however, telecommunications, electric, and cable/video industries have 
successfully lobbied for legislation that ties their right-of-way rental fees to other statutory 
formulas or methodologies. At present, electric, telecommunication, gas, water, cable television, 
and video service providers each have their own legal framework with regard to how the fee is 
calculated and assessed.   
 
 
 
 

RIGHT-OF-WAY RENTAL FEES ON CABLE 
TELEVISION AND OTHER VIDEO SERVICES 

 
 
Are cities entitled to compensation for use of rights-of-way by cable and other video 
services providers? 
 
Yes, although legislation passed in 2019 could limit right-of-way rental fees for cable paid by a 
company providing both cable and telecommunications services. For many years, cable 
companies were the sole provider of wire-based video programming to city residents. Until 2005, 
a cable company that wanted to serve customers within a Texas city did so by obtaining a local 
franchise agreement from that city. Federal law requires a local authority (e.g., a state or local 
government) to issue a franchise agreement, and Texas law provides for compensation for the 
use of a city’s rights-of-way.   
 
In 2005, the legislature passed Senate Bill 5, which created a new Chapter 66 of the Texas 
Utilities Code. Chapter 66 has several provisions, some of which are complex. Essentially, the 
law: 
 

1. creates a state-issued cable and video franchise (known as a state-issued certificate of 
franchise authority or SICFA) to be administered by the Public Utility Commission 
(PUC);390  

2. requires the holder of the SICFA to make a quarterly franchise payment to each city in 
which it provides service and that the payment be equal to five percent of gross revenues, 
as that term is defined in the law, earned by the franchise holder in that city;391 and  

3. requires the holder of a SICFA to pay each city a public, educational, and government 
(PEG) channel support fee an amount equal to one percent of the provider’s gross 

                                                 
390 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 66.003.  
391 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 66.005.  
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revenue or, at the city’s election, the per-subscriber line fee that was paid under previous 
franchise agreements.392  

 
Every Texas city should now be compensated pursuant to a SIFCA from each provider. 
However, due to recent legislation, cities might not receive right-of-way rental fees from certain 
providers in a given year. In 2019, the legislature passed S.B. 1152, which authorizes a 
“bundled” cable and telecommunications provider to stop paying the lesser of its state cable 
right-of-way rental fees or telephone access line fees, whichever is less for the company 
statewide.393 By October 1st of each year, the provider must file a written notification with each 
city of which fee will be eliminated.394  
 
 
How must the fees be spent? 
 
The quarterly five-percent franchise fee can be spent in any manner a city council chooses. 
However, state law imposes limitations on the use of and accounting related to the one-percent 
PEG fee. Under Chapter 66, the PEG fee is paid quarterly in the same manner as the five percent 
franchise fee. The law requires: 
 

1. the holder of a SICFA  to specifically identify the amount of the PEG fee when it is 
paid;395 and 

2. a city to: (a) establish a separate account for the PEG fee revenue; and (b) maintain “a 
record of each deposit to and disbursement from [the PEG fee] the separate account, 
including a record of the payee and purpose of each disbursement.”396 

 
Note that a city must have only one separate PEG fee account, not necessarily a separate account 
for each provider in the city. It is advisable that a city keep the PEG fee account entirely separate 
from its general fund to comply with the law, which states that the city “may not comingle” PEG 
fees “with any other money.”397  
 
 
What if my city has no PEG channels and doesn’t anticipate having any in the near future? 
 
Under Chapter 66, a PEG fee may be spent only as permitted by federal law.398 Federal law 
provides that the fee must be used for “capital costs for PEG facilities.”399 This means that a city 
may not spend PEG fee revenue on general expenditures or PEG channel operational or other, 
non-capital costs. Some cities may not have enough PEG fee revenue now—or in the foreseeable 
future—to operate a PEG channel. Other cities may not desire to operate a PEG channel. Cities 
in either situation may choose to accumulate the PEG fee revenue in anticipation of spending it 
                                                 
392 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 66.006.  
393 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 66.005(d). 
394 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 66.005(f) 
395 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 66.006(c-1). 
396 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 66.006(c-2).  
397 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 66.006(c-2)(2). 
398 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 66.006(c). 
399 47 U.S.C. § 521, et seq. (Federal Cable Law).  
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on allowable expenditures in the future, or may choose to “opt out” of the PEG fee by resolution 
or ordinance. Any city considering “opting out” of the PEG fee should consult with legal counsel 
on the matter prior to taking any action. 
 

 
RIGHT-OF-WAY RENTAL FEES ON ELECTRICITY 

 
 
May cities charge for the use of rights-of-way by electric utilities? 
 
Yes. Prior to 1999, electric right-of-way rental fees were calculated in much the same way that 
water and gas franchise fees were calculated (based on gross receipts). In 1999, the electric 
restructuring bill, S.B. 7, altered the right-of-way rental fee methodology for electric providers. 
Under S.B. 7, cities retain the right to manage public rights-of-way and to collect compensation 
for use of rights-of-way and public property for the delivery of electric service, albeit under a 
different compensation methodology.   
 
How are electric right-of-way rental fees calculated? 
 
Compensation for use of rights-of-way and city land by electric providers is based on kilowatt 
hours of electricity delivered within the city. The rate per kilowatt hour is based on the amount of 
compensation that the city received in calendar year 1998 for its then-existing electric right-of-
way rental fee, divided by the number of kilowatt hours delivered to retail customers in the city 
during 1998. In other words, 1998 is a “baseline” year from which cities calculate future fees 
based on usage. As electric consumption grows within the city, so will the total amount of 
compensation.400 (Note: Some cities may still collect a gross receipts franchise fee from electric 
cooperatives and municipal electric utilities.401) 
 
 
Are per kilowatt right-of-way rental fees automatically due the city? 
 
No, the statute provides that a city is “entitled to collect” the fees, but does not provide for 
automatic payment by the electric utility.402 A city should adopt an electric franchise ordinance 
providing for collection of the fees to which it is entitled. Copies of sample electric right-of-way 
rental fee ordinances can be obtained from the TML Legal Department at 512-231-7400. 
 
 
What about franchise agreements providing for different fees that are already in effect? 
 

                                                 
400 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 33.008(b). 
401 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 33.008(f). 
402 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 33.008(b). 
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Generally, the per kilowatt hour methodology of right-of-way rental fees replace any franchise 
agreement fee provision in effect prior to January 1, 2002.403   
 
 
What about existing franchise agreement provisions relating to matters other than fees? 
 
Provisions in franchise agreements in existence as of January 1, 2002, that are not related to fees 
continue in effect after the new per kilowatt hour methodology of SB 7.404 
 
 
What about cities that are newly incorporated since the 1998 base year? 
 
Cities that are recently incorporated, or cities that have not previously collected electric right-of-
way rental fees, may adopt a franchise ordinance that collects fees at the same per kilowatt hour 
rate that is collected by any other city in the same county that is served by the same electric 
utility.405 
 
 
May cities collect right-of-way rental fees by any methodology other than per kilowatt 
hour? 
 
If a city had a franchise agreement in effect as of September 1, 1999, at the expiration of that 
agreement the city and the electric utility could agree to a different franchise fee methodology.406 
If such a rate methodology is not negotiated at that time, the per kilowatt hour methodology goes 
into effect. 
 
 
How can a city make sure it is receiving all the electric franchise fees it is entitled to? 
 
A city collecting per kilowatt hour right-of-way rental fees may audit an electric utility 
concerning any payment made within the past two years prior to the start of the audit.407 
 
 

RIGHT-OF-WAY RENTAL FEES ON GAS AND WATER 
 
 
May cities charge for the use of rights-of-way by gas and water utilities? 
 
Yes, Section 182.025 (a) and (b) of the Texas Tax Code provide that: 
 

                                                 
403 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 33.008(d). 
404 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 33.008(d). 
405 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 33.008(g). 
406 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 33.008(f). 
407 TEX. UTIL. CODE § 33.008(e). 
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(a) An incorporated city or town may make a reasonable lawful charge for the use of a 
city street, alley, or public way by a public utility in the course of its business. 

 
(b) The total charges, however designated or measured, may not exceed two percent of 

the gross receipts of the public utility for the sale of gas or water within the city. 
 

These sections are the original right-of-way rental fee statutes that applied to more than just gas 
and water franchises. Since these sections were adopted, other franchises—electric, 
telecommunications, and so on—have adopted more specialized rate methodologies. The result 
is that by default the Tax Code provisions now apply just to water and gas.  
  
 
So, the maximum that can be charged for gas or water right-of-way rental fees is two 
percent of gross receipts, right? 
 
Not necessarily. While Section 182.025(b) of the Tax Code seems to limit the total amount of a 
unilaterally-imposed gas or water right-of-way rental fee to two percent, the next section of the 
Tax Code provides as follows: 
 

Section 182.026(b)(2): 
 
(b) This subchapter does not… 
 

(2) impair or alter a provision of a contract, agreement, or franchise made between 
a city and a public utility company relating to a payment made to the city. 

 
These provisions taken together are normally interpreted to mean that while a city may 
unilaterally impose a two-percent right-of-way rental fee on a gas or water provider, the fee may 
be at a greater rate if the parties agree in writing. 
 
 
Assuming the gas or water utility is willing to pay right-of-way rental fees, does the utility 
have an absolute right to use the rights-of-way? 
 
No. Cities may choose to grant franchises as they see fit.408 Gas companies do have a right to 
cross under city streets, however, subject to direction by the city.409 
 

 
RIGHT-OF-WAY RENTAL FEES ON SMALL CELL 

NODES 
 
 
                                                 
408 TEX. NAT. RES. CODE § 111.022; TEX. UTIL. CODE § 103.002. 
409 TEX. UTIL. CODE § §  181.005 and 181.006. 
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What is a small cell node? 
 
A small cell node is simply an antenna and related equipment that is placed on a pole (either a 
city pole such as a traffic signal or light pole or a stand-alone pole) that is generally shorter than 
55 feet tall. Small cell nodes are not yet a replacement for the large “macro towers” that dot our 
landscape. Rather, the nodes are meant to expand network bandwidth in densely populated 
areas. S.B. 1004, which enacted Chapter 284 of the Texas Local Government Code in 2017, 
allows cell companies and others to place the nodes in city rights-of-way and on most types of 
city-owned poles.   
 
 
May cities charge for the use of rights-of-way for small cell nodes? 
 
Yes, a city can charge a maximum annual amount equal to $250 multiplied by the number of 
network nodes installed in the public right-of-way in the city’s corporate boundaries.410 A city 
may adjust the amount of the public right-of-way rate not more often than annually by an amount 
equal to one-half the annual change, if any, in the consumer price index.411 (A cell company may 
also have to pay additional fees for “transport service” to connect a node to the network using 
fiber.412) 
 
 
Assuming the cell company is willing to pay right-of-way rental fees, does it have an 
absolute right to use the rights-of-way? 
 
Probably, although the law grants some control to cities by allowing them to, among other 
things: 
 
1. Adopt a “design manual,” which can include things like aesthetics, insurance, and 

recommended placement locations413;  
2. Create an “attachment agreement” governing how nodes are attached to city facilities414; 

and 
3. Create “design districts” that can have more stringent aesthetic requirements.415 
 
Most cities will also need to review their right-of-way management ordinance and may need to 
create or modify permit application forms for right-of-way access. The documents can be very 
simple or very complex, depending on the needs of each city. 
 
 
Is the maximum amount a city can charge constitutional? 
 

                                                 
410 TEX. LOCAL GOV’T CODE § 284.053. 
411 TEX. LOCAL GOV’T CODE § 284.054. 
412 TEX. LOCAL GOV’T CODE § 284.055. 
413 TEX. LOCAL GOV’T CODE § 284.108. 
414 TEX. LOCAL GOV’T CODE § 284.201. 
415 TEX. LOCAL GOV’T CODE § 284.105. 
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Several cities are arguing in court that it is not. The City of McAllen is leading a coalition of 
around twenty cities that has filed a lawsuit to challenge the unconstitutionally low right-of-way 
rental fees in Chapter 284. The coalition claims that the price per node in law is a taxpayer 
subsidy to the cellular industry because it allows nearly free use of taxpayer-owned rights-of-
way and facilities. Both lawsuits were still pending in district court as of the time of printing. 

 
RIGHT-OF-WAY RENTAL FEES ON TELEPHONE 

(TELECOMMUNICATIONS) SERVICE 
 
 
May cities charge for the use of rights-of-way by telephone companies? 
 
Yes, cities may charge telecommunications right-of-way rental fees.  However, S.B. 1152 from 
2019 could limit right-of-way rental fees for cable paid by a company providing both cable and 
telecommunications services Similar to franchise fees on electric service, the state law regarding 
methodology of telecommunications franchise fees changed dramatically in 1999. That year, 
H.B. 1777 was enacted and created Chapter 283 of the Texas Local Government Code. Chapter 
283 addresses city authority over its rights-of-way generally, and also establishes a formula for 
calculating right-of-way rental fees (called “access line fees” in the law).  
 
 
How are right-of-way rental fees on telecommunications calculated? 
 
Cities are entitled to a rate equal to the number of “access lines” (roughly speaking, end use local 
exchange lines within the city) currently located within the city multiplied by the access line fee 
rate calculated for each city based on the franchise fee revenues received by the city in 1998. In 
other words, 1998 is the “baseline” year for determining the rate, and the total revenue is that 
rate multiplied by the current number of access lines.416 Added to this compensation is one-half 
of the annual change, if any, in the consumer price index.417 
 
S.B. 1152, passed in 2019, allows a “bundled” cable and telecommunications provider to stop 
paying the lesser of its state cable right-of-way rental fees or telephone access line fees, 
whichever is less for the company statewide.418 By October 1 of each year, the provider must file 
a written notification with each city of which fee will be eliminated.419 
 
 
How are pre-existing telecommunications right-of-way rental fee ordinances treated? 
 

                                                 
416 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 283.055(f). 
417 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 283.055(g). 
418 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 283.051(d). 
419 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 283.051(f). 
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Right-of-way rental fee ordinances executed prior to January 12, 1999, continue in effect unless 
the provider company elected to terminate the agreement prior to December 1, 1999.420 After 
termination of a pre-existing franchise fee ordinance, either through its terms or upon termination 
by the provider, the access line provisions of H.B. 1777 begin to apply for calculating franchise 
fees.421   
 
 
What about cities that did not have telecommunications right-of-way rental fees as of 1999? 
 
Such a municipality shall follow the same general access line methodology as other cities, but in 
determining the base amount for rate calculations the city may elect from the following: (1) the 
statewide average paid by the city’s incumbent provider; or (2) the amount a similarly-sized city 
served by the same provider in the county or an adjacent county was receiving.422  
 
 
What about right-of-way rental fees on cell phones and satellite service? 
 
Remember, right-of-way rental fees exist to reimburse the city for use of the rights-of-way by a 
utility’s cables, pipes, and other facilities. To the extent that cell phone usage or satellite service 
dispenses with physical facilities, no right-of-way rental fees are due. 
 
 

SALES TAX FOR CRIME CONTROL 
 

What is the sales tax for crime control? 
 
The sales tax for crime control is an optional, dedicated city sales tax that is levied within a 
crime control and prevention district (a “district”), and may be spent on certain law enforcement 
projects within the district.  
 

Which cities are eligible to adopt a sales tax for crime control? 
 
Any city that is located partially or wholly in a county with a population of 5,000 or more may 
adopt the tax.423 
 
 
Where is a sales tax for crime control levied within a city? 
 

                                                 
420 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 283.054(a). 
421 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 283.054(a). 
422 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 283.053. 
423 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 363.051(a). 
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The tax is levied only within the boundaries of a crime control and prevention district.424 A 
district may consist of all or a part of the corporate boundaries of a city that creates it.425 In other 
words, the tax need not be levied across the entire corporate jurisdiction of the city, which may 
be useful to accommodate areas of a city that are “capped out” at the two-percent maximum local 
sales tax. Legislation passed in 2015 that authorizes a city council in a city that has a crime 
control and prevention district to call an election to add all or part of the territory within the city 
to the district and allows for the imposition of the sales tax in the new territory.426 
 

How much sales tax for crime control may be levied? 
 
The rate of a sales tax for crime control may be any rate that is an increment of one-eighth of one 
percent that the city determines is appropriate.427 However, the total combined tax rate within the 
city may not exceed two percent.428   
 

What may a sales tax for crime control be spent on? 
 
Revenues from the sales tax for crime control may be spent to fund the following projects:   
 

a multi-jurisdiction crime analysis center; mobilized crime analysis units; 
countywide crime stoppers telephone lines; united property-marking programs; 
home security inspection programs; an automated fingerprint analysis center;  an 
enhanced radio dispatch center;  a computerized criminal history system; enhanced 
information systems programs; a drug and chemical disposal center; a county crime 
lab or medical examiner's lab; a regional law enforcement training center; block 
watch programs; a community crime resistance program; school-police programs;    
senior citizen community safety programs; senior citizen anticrime networks; 
citizen crime-reporting projects; home alert programs; a police-community 
cooperation program; a radio alert program; ride along programs; positive peer 
group interaction programs; drug and alcohol awareness programs; countywide 
family violence centers; work incentive programs; social learning centers; 
transitional aid centers and pre-parole centers; guided group interaction programs; 
social development centers; street gang intervention centers; pre-delinquency 
intervention centers; school relations bureaus; integrated community education 
systems; steered straight programs; probation subsidy programs; Juvenile 
Offenders Learn Truth (JOLT) programs; reformatory visitation programs; juvenile 
awareness programs; shock incarceration; shock probation; community restitution 
programs; team probation; electronic monitoring programs; community 
improvement programs; at-home arrest; victim restitution programs; additional 
probation officers; additional parole officers; court watch programs; community 

                                                 
424 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 363.054(b)(6). 
425 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 363.051(b). 
426 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 363.181. 
427 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 363.055(a). 
428 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 363.055(a) and TEX. TAX CODE § 321.101(f). 
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arbitration and mediation centers; night prosecutors programs; automated legal 
research systems; an automated court management system; a criminal court 
administrator; an automated court reporting system; additional district courts that 
are required by law to give preference to criminal cases, judges, and staff; 
additional prosecutors and staff; and additional jails, jailers, guards, and other 
necessary staff.429 

 

What is the city’s role in spending the sales tax for crime control? 
 
Revenues from the tax are spent by the board of directors of the district, not the city council 
itself.430 The seven-member board is appointed by the city council, however.431 
 

How is the sales tax for crime control adopted? 
 
Like all city sales taxes, a sales tax for crime control must be adopted at an election of the 
voters.432 Technically, the temporary directors of a district order the election, but the city council 
alone is authorized to form the district and appoint the temporary directors.433 
 
 

SALES TAXES FOR DEDICATED PURPOSES 
 
What are sales taxes for dedicated purposes? 
 
This manual refers to all city sales taxes, other than the sales tax for general revenue, as sales 
taxes for dedicated purposes. Each tax other than the sales tax for general revenue may only be 
spent on certain, or dedicated, items or projects. 
 
Cities may have a mix of different dedicated taxes, in addition to the general revenue sales tax. A 
city could even have dedicated sales taxes in the absence of a general revenue sales tax, but no 
city is known to do so currently. 
 

How many different sales taxes, including the sales tax for general revenue, may our city 
adopt?  
 
There is no express limitation, so long as all local sales taxes combined must total no more than 
two percent at a given location. Because counties and special districts sometimes adopt local 

                                                 
429 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 363.151. 
430 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 363.154(e). 
431 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 363.101(a). 
432 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 363.053. 
433 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 363.051(a) and 363.054(a). 
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sales taxes, and because all such taxes count against the two-percent cap, a city might have less 
than two percent available for its own general revenue and dedicated sales taxes. 
 
In 2015, important legislation passed in the form of H.B. 157, which gives cities increased 
flexibility to reallocate the amounts of its general revenue and dedicated sales taxes within the 
two-percent cap. Prior to the passage of H.B. 157, dedicated sales taxes were capped at certain 
amounts. For instance, an economic development corporation sales tax could not exceed one-half 
of one percent. Similarly, the street maintenance sales tax could not exceed one-fourth of one 
percent. House Bill 157 essentially removes the rate caps on the dedicated sales taxes for venue 
districts, crime control and prevention districts, economic development corporations, property 
tax relief, and street maintenance, and authorizes a city to hold an election to increase or decrease 
these dedicated sales taxes in any increment of one-eighth of one percent.   
 
A dedicated sales tax may be adopted only by a vote of the citizens at an election. An election to 
adopt a dedicated sales tax generally cannot be held earlier than one year after the date of any 
previous sales tax election in the city.434 
  

If a city is “maxed out” at the two-percent sales tax cap, can the city switch from one 
dedicated sales tax to another using one ballot proposition? 
 
Yes. Legislation that passed in 2005 permits a city to repeal or lower one dedicated sales tax, and 
raise or adopt a different dedicated sales tax, all with one combined ballot proposition.435 The 
fact that this can be accomplished by one combined ballot proposition protects the city’s interest 
by eliminating the risk that one tax will be voted out by the citizens without the other tax being 
voted in.   
 

How do we word a combined sales tax ballot proposition? 
 
The statute requires that the wording of the combined proposition contain substantially the same 
language required by law for each of the two taxes individually.436 To make sure that the city 
properly words its ballot proposition, local legal counsel should be consulted. The TML Legal 
Department (512-231-7400, legalinfo@tml.org) can provide samples of such combined 
propositions.  
 

May the city’s dedicated sales taxes be pledged to pay off bonds? 
 
Yes, most can. A city should consult bond counsel prior to attempting to pledge a dedicated sales 
tax to the repayment of debt.    
 
 
                                                 
434 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.406. 
435 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.409.   
436 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.409(b). 
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SALES TAX FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
 

 

What is the sales tax for economic development? 
 
The sales tax for economic development is an optional, dedicated city sales tax that is used to 
attract and retain business within the city. There are two types of sales taxes for economic 
development, a Type A and a Type B tax. These are formerly known as “4A” and “4B” taxes, 
named for their respective locations within the Development Corporation Act of 1979. The laws 
regarding Type A and Type B economic development corporations are now codified in the Local 
Government Code.     
 

What cities may adopt a sales tax for economic development? 
 
Almost any Texas city, provided it has room under its two-percent local sales tax cap, can adopt 
one or the other (or both) of the Type A or Type B sales taxes. Any city located in a county with 
a population of less than 500,000 may adopt a Type A sales tax, as well as a few cities in larger 
counties.437 All cities with room under the cap are eligible to adopt a Type B sales tax.438 
 

How is a sales tax for economic development adopted? 
 
Like all sales taxes, the sales tax for economic development is adopted by vote of the citizens at 
an election. A Type A or Type B election may be called by the city council on its own motion or 
on petition of 20 percent of the voters who voted in the most recent city election.439 
 

How much economic development sales tax may a city levy? 
 
The rate of a sales tax for economic development may be any rate that is an increment of one-
eighth of one percent that the city determines is appropriate.440 The combined rate of all local 
sales taxes within the city, however, cannot exceed two percent.441 A city could adopt either or 
both of the Type A and Type B sales taxes for economic development if it has room under the 
cap. 
 

                                                 
437 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 504.002.   
438 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 505.002. 
439 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 504.255(a) and 505.251. 
440 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 504.252(b) and 505.252(b).   
441 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 504.254(a) and 505.256. 
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Is it true that economic development sales taxes are not useful for direct incentives to retail 
and commercial businesses? 
 
It depends on the size of the city, or the revenues of the economic development corporation. 
Legislation passed in 2003 cancelled the ability of all Type A and Type B sales tax corporations 
to give direct incentives to retail businesses. Legislation passed in 2005 restored retail authority 
for Type B corporations (but not Type A corporations) in either of the following circumstances: 
(a) the city has less than 20,000 population; or (b) the corporation receives less than $50,000 a 
year in Type B sales tax revenue for each of the prior two years.442 Also, certain corporations 
located near Mexico, and certain “landlocked” cities in large urban areas, are once again eligible 
to promote retail business.   
 

What may sales taxes for economic development be spent on? 
 
Generally speaking, both the Type A and Type B sales tax for economic development may be 
spent on development projects and incentives that create “primary jobs.”443 Primary jobs are 
defined to include jobs in crop production, animal production, forestry and logging, fishing, 
mining, utilities, manufacturing, wholesale trade, transportation and warehousing, financial-
related industry, scientific research and development, corporate management, and prisons.444 
 
Both the Type A and Type B sales taxes may also be spent to promote the city, provided no more 
than ten percent of the tax is used for promotional purposes.445 
 
Both taxes may also be spent on certain infrastructure that benefits any new or expanded 
business, provided the infrastructure consists of streets, roads, rail spurs, water and electric 
utilities, gas utilities, drainage and related improvements, and telecommunications and Internet 
improvements.446 
 
Type B sales taxes for economic development (but not Type A) may be spent on: (1) sports 
stadiums447 (Type A taxes may be spent on stadiums only after an election448); (2) entertainment 
and convention facilities449; (3) city parks450; (4) affordable housing451; and (5) for cities with 
less than 20,000 population or less than $50,000 in Type B sales tax revenues for each of the 
prior two years, commercial and retail economic development incentives.452 
 

                                                 
442 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 505.156 and 505.158(a).   
443 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 501.001.   
444 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 501.002(12).   
445 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 504.105 and 505.103.   
446 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 501.103.  
447 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 505.152.   
448 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 504.152. 
449 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 505.152.   
450 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 505.152.     
451 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 505.153.   
452 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 505.156 and 505.158(a).     
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What is the city’s role in expending the proceeds of the sales taxes for economic 
development? 
 
The city itself does not expend sales tax proceeds. Instead, the city creates an economic 
development corporation that is governed by a board of directors. The board of the economic 
development corporation is responsible for deciding how to spend the proceeds of the sales tax 
for economic development. The city council must approve each expenditure, however, hence the 
city has a sort of “veto” power over the corporation.453 
 

 
SALES TAX FOR GENERAL REVENUE 

 
What is the sales tax for general revenue? 
 
The sales tax for general revenue is a tax that may be levied by a city on all goods sold in the 
city. The revenues from the tax may be spent on almost any lawful purpose of the city. 
 

How much general revenue sales tax may be levied by the city? 
 
When the legislature authorized cities to adopt a general revenue sales tax in 1967, it provided 
that the rate of the general revenue sales tax must be set at one percent—no higher and no lower. 
After initial adoption of a general revenue sales tax, cities had no authority to call an election to 
raise or lower the one-percent general revenue sales tax. 
 
This general structure remained in place until 2015. House Bill 157, passed in 2015, authorizes a 
city to hold an election to impose its general sales tax at any rate that is an increment of at least 
one-eighth of one percent and that would not result in a combined rate that exceeded the 
maximum local sales and use tax rate of two percent. 454 In other words, a city with an existing 
one-percent general revenue sales tax may now order an election to increase or decrease the tax, 
assuming that there is room under the two-percent local sales tax cap for any potential increase.   
 
A city may adopt additional sales taxes beyond the general revenue sales tax, but all such 
additional sales taxes are for dedicated purposes, and not for general revenue. Examples of 
additional sales taxes for dedicated purposes include economic development, property tax relief, 
crime control, and street maintenance. Each of these additional, dedicated sales taxes is outlined 
in separate chapters in this manual. See chapter: Sales Taxes for Dedicated Purposes. 
 

How does a city adopt a sales tax for general revenue? 
 
                                                 
453 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 501.073. 
454 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.103(a). 
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The sales tax for general revenue is adopted by an election of the city voters.455 A sales tax for 
general revenue election may be called by either of two methods: (1) the city council can call the 
election by adopting an ordinance by majority vote of its own members456; or (2) the city council 
must call the election if it receives a petition signed by at least 20 percent of the number of 
qualified voters who voted in the most recent regular city election.457   
 
A sales tax for general revenue election must be held on the first uniform election date that 
occurs after the tax election is called for by ordinance or petition.458 Specific ballot language is 
required by statute.459   
 

If a city is “maxed out” at the two-percent sales tax cap, can the city reduce or repeal one 
dedicated sales tax and increase the general revenue sales tax by the same amount using 
one ballot proposition? 
 
Yes. Legislation that passed in 2005 permitted a city to repeal or lower one dedicated sales tax, 
and raise or adopt a different dedicated sales tax, all with one combined ballot proposition.460 At 
the time, the combined ballot proposition only applied to dedicated sales taxes because the 
general revenue sales tax, if adopted by a city, was fixed at one percent. Following the passage of 
H.B. 157 in 2015, a city could hold an election to increase or decrease its general revenue sales 
tax in any increment of one-eighth of one percent, as mentioned above. In 2017, the combined 
ballot proposition statute was amended to apply to all city sales taxes, which would include the 
general revenue sales tax.461 Now a city can use a combined ballot proposition at an election to 
adjust the rates of any dedicated city sales tax or the city’s general revenue sales tax.    
 

How is the sales tax for general revenue collected? 
 
All city sales taxes, including the sales tax for general revenue, are collected by the Texas 
Comptroller, along with the state sales tax.462 The comptroller then remits the city its portion of 
the taxes at least twice a year (though it is done more often in practice).463   
 
The comptroller keeps two percent of city sales taxes as payment for the state’s services in 
collecting the tax.464 Cities can independently sue businesses to collect unpaid taxes, but in 
practice this almost never happens because the state, when suing for its own taxes, customarily 
sues on behalf of the city as well.   
 

                                                 
455 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.101(a). 
456 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.401(a) and (b). 
457 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.101(c). 
458 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.403. 
459 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.404. 
460 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.409.   
461 House Bill 3046, 85th Legislature, Regular Session (2017). 
462 TEX. TAX CODE  § 321.301. 
463 TEX. TAX CODE  § 321.502. 
464 TEX. TAX CODE  § 321.503. 
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May the city’s general revenue sales tax be pledged to pay off bonds? 
 
Generally not.465 Excepted from this prohibition, however, are certain sports and community 
venue projects.466   
  

We aren’t sure that our city is receiving all the sales taxes it is due from the comptroller. 
For instance, there is a business on the edge of town with an out-of-town address. We don’t 
think it is collecting city sales taxes. What can we do? 
 
Making sure cities receive proper sales taxes from businesses located within the city is known as 
“sales tax allocation.” Though the comptroller employs over a dozen allocation specialists, the 
sheer volume of sales tax applications submitted by businesses necessitates that the initial 
determination about sales tax allocation comes from the face of the application itself. This leads 
to occasional errors, typically about whether a business is located within or outside the city. 
 
Cities concerned about proper allocation should: (1) familiarize themselves with the various sales 
tax reports and lists available from the comptroller; (2) contact the comptroller about specific 
allocation concerns toll free at 1-800-531-5441, ext. 34530; (3) consider requiring a copy of a 
sales tax permit as a condition of issuing a certificate of occupancy or other permit to a business; 
(4) make sure that city maps and city limit descriptions are as clear and up-to-date as possible; 
and (5) notify the comptroller immediately whenever city boundaries change.  
 
Legislation was passed in 2011 that provides some limited authority for a city to receive 
information used by the comptroller in making a reallocation determination. If city sales tax 
revenue is refunded or reallocated from one city to another, a city is now authorized to receive 
from the comptroller all sales tax returns and reports (whether confidential or not) filed by not 
more than five individual taxpayers in the city, if the amount of the reallocation exceeds: (a) 
$200,000; (b) ten percent of the revenue received by the city during the previous calendar year; 
or (c) an amount that increases or decreases the amount of revenue the city receives during a 
calendar month by more than 15 percent as compared to the same month in a previous year.467 
The city must request the information within 90 days of discovering the reallocation or refund.468 
 

What other information may a city obtain about businesses that collect sales taxes within 
the city? 
 
Cities are somewhat limited by state law regarding the information that they can obtain from the 
comptroller about how much sales taxes, local or state, particular businesses collect within the 
city. Historically, it was believed that the proprietary nature of business sales information was 
too valuable to share with anyone other than state officials, lest businesses be tempted to move to 

                                                 
465 TEX. TAX CODE  § 321.506.   
466 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.508. 
467 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.510(b). 
468 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.510(f). 
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other states that didn’t disclose that data. Whether or not this would happen in practice is 
debatable.   
 
Specifically, a city may request information from the comptroller regarding sales taxes collected 
by businesses in the city that annually collect more than $5,000 in state and local sales taxes.469 
Cities that do not impose a property tax may request information from the comptroller regarding 
sales taxes collected by businesses in the city that annually collect more than $500 in state and 
local sales taxes.470  
 
Any city may request from the comptroller, however, aggregate sales tax collection data for 
businesses within a particular economic development zone or other defined region.471 Such 
information is useful for revenue sharing arrangements and for economic forecasting, and must 
be kept confidential by the city and used only for those purposes.472 A city council may meet in 
executive session to receive information about such confidential data.473 
 

May a city rebate municipal sales taxes? 
 
Yes. Cities may offer sales tax rebates and refunds for a period of up to ten years within 
neighborhood empowerment zones and North American Free Trade Agreement Impact Zones.474 
Sales tax rebates also commonly occur pursuant to an economic development agreement adopted 
under Chapter 380 of the Local Government Code, and can be offered within a state enterprise 
zone.475  
 

May a city offer to rebate city sales taxes to entice a business to move its call center into 
town?  
 
Perhaps not. A rebate of city sales taxes to attract new business to a city is a legitimate economic 
development tool. But a city must be careful to avoid “purchasing office” schemes. Under such a 
scheme, a business with existing facilities in another city offers to move the business’ order-
taking facility—often just a single office with a telephone—to a nearby city, provided the new 
city promises to rebate a portion of city sales taxes.  
 
The scheme is based on the fact that the Texas Tax Code sources local sales taxes to the location 
where orders are received in cases where businesses have more than one physical location within 
the state.476 This sourcing rule is true even where the bulk of the business operations take place 
elsewhere.   
 
                                                 
469 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.3022(a-1). 
470 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.3022(a-2). 
471 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.3022(b). 
472 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.3022(f). 
473 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.3022(i). 
474 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 378.004(2) and 379.004. 
475 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 2303.505.  
476 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.002(a)(3). 
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Legislation was passed in 2003 (as well as clarifying legislation in 2011) that prohibits the 
sourcing of sales taxes at locations only to alter the sourcing of sales taxes by setting up a 
purchasing office.477 
 

Which utility services are subject to state and local sales taxes? 
 
Residential and commercial use of water is not subject to the application of state or local sales 
taxes.478   
 
Domestic sanitary sewer service is not subject to state or local sales taxes, nor is industrial 
discharge, provided it is regulated by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
(TCEQ).479   
 
Garbage collection service is subject to the state and local sales tax as a taxable real property 
service.480 Industrial solid waste is not taxable, however, nor are garbage collection services used 
by some contractors.   
 
Gas and electricity that are sold for commercial use are subject to both state and local sales 
taxes.481 Commercial use is defined as use by a person engaged in selling a commodity or 
service, but does not include manufacturing, mining, or agricultural activities. In other words, 
lighting, heating, and cooling services to most retail businesses are subject to sales tax unless 
they fit into the manufacturing exception.   
 
Residential gas and electricity service is exempt from state sales taxes.482 Residential gas and 
electricity are also exempt from city sales taxes, unless the city adopted a sales tax prior to 
October 1, 1979, and has acted by ordinance to tax gas and electricity.483 Cities that adopted a 
sales tax after October 1, 1979, may not tax residential gas and electric. 
 
Cable television services are subject to both state and local sales taxes.484 This includes satellite 
T.V.485  
 
Telecommunications services are generally subject to state sales taxes.486 Specifically exempt 
from sales taxes, however, are certain long-distance telephone services, commercial radio and 
television (other than cable), and a portion of monthly Internet access service charges.487  
 

                                                 
477 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.002(a)(3).   
478 TEX. TAX CODE § 151.315. 
479 TEX. TAX CODE § 151.0048(a)(3). 
480 TEX. TAX CODE §§ 151.0048(a)(3) and 151.0048(b). 
481 TEX. TAX CODE § 151.317.   
482 TEX. TAX CODE § 151.317(a)(1). 
483 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.105. 
484 TEX. TAX CODE § 151.0101(a)(2). 
485 34 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 3.133. 
486 TEX. TAX CODE § 151.0101(a)(6). 
487 TEX. TAX CODE §§ 151.323 and 151.325. 
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Telecommunications services are exempt from city sales taxes unless the city council repeals the 
exemption by an ordinance recorded in the minutes and filed with the comptroller.488 A city that 
repeals the exemption may tax only those telecommunications services taxable by the state, with 
the exception of otherwise taxable interstate long-distance services. Repeal of the city 
telecommunications exemption could be a significant source of new revenue for cities, but 
relatively few cities have taken advantage of it. See Chapter: Sales Tax on Telecommunications 
Services. 
 

 
SALES TAX FOR PROPERTY TAX RELIEF 

 
What is the sales tax for property tax relief? 
 
The sales tax for property tax relief is an optional, dedicated city sales tax, the revenues of which 
offset an equivalent amount of city property tax revenue. 
 
 
How does the sales tax for property tax relief increase city revenue? 

It doesn’t. The sales tax for property tax relief merely shifts existing revenue from property taxes 
to sales taxes.489   
 

What good is the sales tax for property tax relief if it doesn’t increase revenue? 

Some cities find sales taxes preferable to property taxes for budgeting or political reasons.   
 

How much sales tax for property tax relief may be levied by the city? 
 
The rate of a sales tax for property tax relief may be any rate that is an increment of one-eighth 
of one percent that the city determines is appropriate.490 The combined rate of all local sales 
taxes within the city, however, cannot exceed two percent.491    
 

How is the sales tax for property tax relief enacted? 
 
Like all optional, or dedicated, city sales taxes, the sales tax for property tax relief is adopted by 
an election of the citizens. An election may be called by the city council on its own motion, or 

                                                 
488 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.210. 
489 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.507. 
490 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.103(b). 
491 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.101(f). 
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must be called by the council upon receipt of a petition signed by at least five percent of the 
registered voters in the city.492 
 

How does the sales tax for property tax relief operate to lower property taxes? 
 
Revenues from the sales tax for property tax relief are subtracted from the city’s no-new-revenue 
and voter-approval property tax rate calculations.493 This has the effect of decreasing property 
tax revenue by an equivalent amount. 
 
If sales tax proceeds exceed the estimate used in calculating the no-new-revenue and voter-
approval rate discounts, the excess revenues are deposited in a special account and may only be 
used for debt service.494 
 

What is the sales tax for property tax relief also known as? 
 
The Texas Tax Code does not use the term sales tax for property tax relief. Instead, the code 
refers to the “additional municipal sales and use tax.” At the end of the sales tax chapter, 
however, it is explained that the additional sales tax may only be spent to reduce property taxes – 
hence the common term “sales tax for property tax relief.”495   
 
 

SALES TAX FOR STREET MAINTENANCE 
 

What is the sales tax for street maintenance? 
 
The sales tax for street maintenance is an optional, dedicated city sales tax, the revenues of 
which may be spent to repair and maintain existing city streets and sidewalks. 
 

How much sales tax for street maintenance may be levied by the city? 
 
The rate of a street maintenance sales tax may be any rate that is an increment of one-eighth of 
one percent that the city determines is appropriate.496 The combined rate of all local sales taxes 
within the city as a result of the adoption of the tax, however, cannot exceed two percent.497    
 

                                                 
492 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.401(a) and (d). 
493 TEX. TAX CODE § 26.041. 
494 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.507(a). 
495 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.507. 
496 TEX. TAX CODE § 327.004. 
497 TEX. TAX CODE § 327.003(b). 
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How is the sales tax for street maintenance adopted? 
 
Like all optional, or dedicated, city sales taxes, the sales tax for property tax relief is adopted by 
an election of the citizens. An election is called by an ordinance adopted by the city council.498 
The election may not be triggered by petition. 
 

After an election to adopt a street maintenance sales tax, how long is the tax active? 
 
Unlike nearly all other city sales taxes, the sales tax for street maintenance “sunsets,” or expires, 
after four years, unless another election is held.499 Legislation passed in 2013 and 2015 to allow 
two cities to hold reauthorization elections every eight and ten years, respectively, instead of 
every four years.500 
 

May the sales tax for street maintenance be used to build new streets? 
 
No. The sales tax for street maintenance may be used only to maintain and repair city streets and 
sidewalks existing on the date of the election to adopt the tax.501 Many city attorneys believe that 
the sales tax for street maintenance could also be used to maintain and repair city streets and 
sidewalks existing on the date of a subsequent reauthorization of the tax.   
 
 

SALES TAX ON RESIDENTIAL GAS AND 
ELECTRICITY 

 
 

What is the sales tax on residential gas and electricity? 
 
The sales tax on residential gas and electricity is not really a separate city sales tax. Rather, it 
represents the optional repeal of an exemption to the city’s other sales taxes.  
 
Residential gas and electricity service is usually exempt from state sales taxes.502 Residential gas 
and electricity are also exempt from city sales taxes, unless the city adopted a sales tax prior to 
October 1, 1979, and has acted by ordinance, recorded in the minutes, to tax gas and 
electricity.503   
 
                                                 
498 TEX. TAX CODE § 327.006. 
499 TEX. TAX CODE § 327.007(a). 
500 TEX. TAX CODE §§ 327.007(a)(2-a) and (3). 
501 TEX. TAX CODE § 327.008. 
502 TEX. TAX CODE § 151.317(a). 
503 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.105. 
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Repealing the city exemption on residential gas and electricity can be a significant source of new 
city revenue; for obvious reasons, it can also be politically challenging.  
 

Which cities can repeal the exemption on residential gas and electricity?  
 
As stated above, only cities that had a sales tax in place prior to October 1, 1979, are eligible to 
repeal the exemption.   
 
Any city that was created since October 1, 1979, or was in existence on that date but had no sales 
tax, cannot repeal the exemption. 
 

What steps must a city take to tax residential gas and electricity? 
 
Following are the steps necessary to tax residential gas and electricity: 
 

(1) Adopt an ordinance by majority vote of the membership of the city council.504 By 
using the phrase “of the membership,” it is clear that the vote needed is a majority of 
the entire council, not just a majority of those present and voting, as is usually 
required to pass an agenda action item. 

 
(2) Record the vote in the minutes of the city. 

 
(3) The city secretary must send a copy of the ordinance to the comptroller by registered 

or certified mail.505 
 
 
How many Texas cities have repealed the tax exemption on residential gas and electricity?  
 
According to 2019 comptroller data, 783 cities have repealed the exemption on residential gas 
and electricity. That leaves 135 cities that are eligible to repeal the exemption but have not done 
so.506   
 
 
SALES TAX ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 

 
What is the sales tax on telecommunications services? 
 
The sales tax on telecommunications services is not really a separate city sales tax. Rather, it 
represents the optional repeal of an exemption to the city’s other sales taxes.  
                                                 
504 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.105(c). 
505 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.105(d). 
506 https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/sales/utility 

https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/sales/utility/
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Telecommunications services are generally subject to state sales taxes.507 Specifically exempt 
from sales taxes, however, are certain long-distance telephone services, commercial radio and 
television (other than cable), and a portion of monthly Internet access service charges.508  
 
Telecommunications services are exempt from city sales taxes unless the city council repeals the 
exemption by an ordinance recorded in the minutes and filed with the comptroller.509 A city that 
repeals the exemption may tax only those telecommunications services taxable by the state, with 
the exception of otherwise taxable interstate long-distance services.   
 
Repeal of the city telecommunications exemption could be a significant source of new revenue 
for cities, but many cities do not take advantage of it.   
 

What are telecommunications services? 
 
According to the Texas Tax Code, telecommunications services are: 
 

…the electronic or electrical transmission, conveyance, routing, or reception of 
sounds, signals, data, or information utilizing wires, cable, radio waves, 
microwaves, satellites, fiber optics, or any other method not in existence or that 
may be devised, including but not limited to long-distance telephone service. The 
term does not include: (1) the storage of data or information for subsequent 
retrieval or the processing, or reception and processing, of data or information 
intended to change its form or content; (2) the sale or use of a telephone prepaid 
calling card; (3) Internet access service; or (4) a pay telephone coin sent-paid 
telephone call.510  

 

Which cities can repeal the exemption on telecommunications services? 
 
All cities that have adopted sales taxes are eligible to repeal the exemption on 
telecommunications services.511 
 

What steps must a city take to repeal the exemption on telecommunications services? 
 

(1) Adopt an ordinance by majority vote of the city council that repeals the 
exemption.512 

                                                 
507 TEX. TAX CODE § 151.0101(a)(6). 
508 TEX. TAX CODE §§ 151.323 and 151.325. 
509 TEX. TAX CODE §§ 321.210. 
510 TEX. TAX CODE § 151.0103. 
511 This is contrasted with repeal of the exemption for residential gas and electricity, which can only be 

accomplished by cities that had a sales tax prior to October 1, 1979. 
512 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.210(b). 
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(2) Record the votes in the minutes of the city council.513 
 
(3) The city secretary must send a copy of the ordinance to the comptroller by 

certified or registered mail.514 
 
 
How many Texas cities impose sales taxes on telecommunication services?  
 
According to 2019 comptroller data, 531 cities have repealed the tax exemption and impose sales 
taxes on telecommunication services.515 

 
 

SPECIAL IMROVEMENT DISTRICT FUND TAX 
 

What is a special improvement district fund tax? 
 
A city council may levy an annual tax to support the administrative and planning elements of a 
public improvement district (PID).516 No procedures are specified in the chapter for levying this 
tax. 
 
See Chapter: Assessments. 
 
 

STREET ASSESSMENTS 
 
 
What are street assessments? 
 
Cities may require adjoining landowners to share in the cost of street improvements within the 
city. The landowners’ share is known as a street assessment and is governed by the Texas 
Transportation Code. Separate statutes apply to home rule and general law cities.  
 
A city should be careful to contrast street assessments, which can be unilaterally imposed on 
landowners, with assessments within public improvement districts (PIDs), which can be used for 
street improvement but require the petition of the landowners to initiate. For a discussion of 
assessments within PIDs, see Chapter: Assessments. 
 
 
                                                 
513 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.210(d). 
514 TEX. TAX CODE § 321.210(d). 
515 https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/publications/96-339.php 
516 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 372.021. 

https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/publications/96-339.php
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How do home rule cities levy street assessments?  
 
Home rule cities may assess a landowner for the cost of improving a city street if the city’s 
charter provides for apportioning the cost between the city and the landowner.517   
 
Home rule cities that are authorized by their charters to levy street improvement assessments 
may not levy an assessment in an amount that exceeds the amount by which the improvement 
specially benefits the owner’s abutting land by enhancing the land’s value.518 This peculiar 
statute thus limits the amount of street assessments in home rule cities to the financial benefit on 
the adjoining land, which is no doubt lower than the cost of the street improvement, in many 
cases.   
 
Home rule cities may also levy assessments for opening (building), extending, or widening new 
city streets following eminent domain of the right-of-way.519 The city’s share of street 
construction shall be no more than one-third of the total cost, with the landowner paying two-
thirds.520 
 
 
How do general law (Type A) cities levy street assessments? 
 
Type A general law cities actually have a more favorable street improvement assessment statute 
than do home rule cities. Type A cities may levy a street assessment against landowners abutting 
a street improvement if two-thirds of the councilmembers present vote for the assessment.521 
 
A street assessment in a Type A general law city must apportion the costs at two-thirds to the 
landowner, one-third to the city.522 The landowners must be permitted to pay their two-thirds 
cost assessment in not fewer than five equal, annual payments.523 The assessment constitutes a 
lien against the property.524 
 
 
Is there any other authority for a city to levy street assessments?  
 
Yes. Interestingly, Chapter 313 of the Transportation Code authorizes any city with a population 
of over 1,000 to impose assessments to pay for improvements to city streets. This authority is 
separate from cities’ authority to impose assessments pursuant to Chapter 311, Subchapter E, of 
the Transportation Code, which is discussed above.   
 
Under this alternate street assessment process, cities—by ordinance—may assess the cost of an 
improvement against property that abuts the city street or portion of the street that is to be 
                                                 
517 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 311.091(a). 
518 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 311.091(a). 
519 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 311.092. 
520 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 311.092(b). 
521 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 311.095(a). 
522 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 311.095(b). 
523 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 311.095(c). 
524 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 311.095(f). 
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improved.525 A city council may not assess more than nine-tenths of the estimated cost of a street 
improvement against an abutting property, but may assess the entire cost of constructing or 
repairing a curb, gutter, or sidewalk against an abutting property.526 The ordinance may prescribe 
the terms of payment and default of the assessment, including setting the interest rate at a rate not 
to exceed eight percent per year.527 
 
An assessment under Chapter 313 of the Transportation Code can only be imposed after the city 
council has prepared an estimate of the cost of the improvement, provided proper notice of a 
hearing on the proposed assessment, and held the assessment hearing.528 Written notice must be 
mailed to all property owners abutting the part of the street to be improved and must be 
published in the local newspaper at least three times, with the first published notice running not 
later than the 21st day before the hearing date.529 In order to be considered sufficient, the notice 
must: (1) describe the nature of the improvement for which the assessment will be imposed; (2) 
describe the portion of the street to be improved; (3) state the estimated amount per front foot 
proposed to be assessed; (4) state the estimated total cost of the improvement; (5) state the 
amount proposed to be assessed in the area near a railway; and (6) state the time and place of the 
hearing.530 
 
An assessment imposed under Chapter 313 of the Transportation Code constitutes a lien on the 
property that is superior to any other lien or claim except a lien or claim for property taxes.531 
 
 
 

TIME WARRANTS 
 

What is a time warrant? 
 
A time warrant is defined by state statute as “any warrant issued by a municipality that is not 
payable from current funds.”532 Time warrants are non-negotiable instruments that are issued to 
obtain property or labor on credit, and are delivered to the contractor rather than sold for cash.533 
Practically speaking, time warrants are seldom used, because cities generally find it 
advantageous to utilize other financing alternatives like certificates of obligation.  
 
 
Must voters approve time warrants?  

                                                 
525 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 313.042(a). 
526 TEX. TRANSP. CODE §§ 313.042(b) and (c). 
527 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 313.042(d). 
528 TEX. TRANSP. CODE §§ 313.024, 313.047, and 313.048. 
529 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 313.047. 
530 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 313.047(f). 
531 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 313.042(e). 
532 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 252.001(8). 
533 See City of Del Rio v. Lowe, 111 S.W.2d 1208, 1214 (Tex.Civ.App.—San Antonio, 1937, rev’d on other grounds, 
132 Tex. 111, 122 S.W.2d 191 (1938); see also Lewis v. Nacogdoches County, 461 S.W.2d 514, 518. 
(Tex.Civ.App.—Tyler 1970, no writ). 
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Although there is no up-front election requirement for the issuance of a time warrant (as there is 
for general obligation bonds), a city may be petitioned by city taxpayers to conduct an election. 
If at least 10 percent of the qualified voters of the city whose names also appear as property 
taxpayers from the most recently approved tax roll sign a petition requesting a referendum on the 
question of whether time warrants should be issued, the city may not authorize the expenditure 
unless first approved by a majority at an election held by the city.534 However, a petition for a 
referendum election may not be submitted if the total amount of time warrants issued by a city in 
a calendar year falls below a specified amount as follows:  
 

(1) $7,500 if the city’s population is 5,000 or less;  
 

(2) $10,000 if the city’s population is 5,001 to 24,999;  
 

(3) $25,000 if the city’s population is 25,001 to 49,999; or  
 

(4) $100,000 if the city’s population is more than 50,000.535  
 
 
Must notice be given of the issuance of time warrants?   
 
Yes, if a city intends to issue time warrants for the payment of a contract procured under Chapter 
252 of the Local Government Code. In that case, the city must include in the notice a statement 
of: (1) the city council’s intention to issue time warrants; (2) the maximum amount of the 
proposed time warrant indebtedness; (3) the rate of interest the time warrants will bear; and (4) 
the maximum maturity date of the time warrants.536 
 
 
Does a time warrant need to receive attorney general approval?   
 
No. Time warrants are specifically exempted from the general requirement that a public security 
be approved by the Texas Attorney General.537  
 
 

TRAFFIC FINE REVENUE 
 

Is there a limit on how much city revenue can come from traffic fines? 
 

                                                 
534 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 252.045(a). 
535 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 252.023. 
536 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 252.041(d). 
537 TEX. GOV’T CODE § 1202.007(a)(4). 
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Yes, for cities under 5,000 population, the annual revenue from traffic fines (including deferred 
disposition special expenses) may not exceed 30 percent of a city’s total annual revenue from all 
sources, other than federal funds and bond proceeds.538 
 
The restriction only applies to cities under 5,000 population; larger cities are not affected. 
 

Who enforces the 30-percent restriction? 
 
The Texas Comptroller enforces the 30-percent traffic fine restriction, and may conduct 
audits.539 Further, a city that legally collects between 20 and 30 percent of its annual revenue 
from traffic fines must send the comptroller its annual financial report and a report that shows the 
total amount collected during the year from traffic fines and special expenses.540 Failure to 
properly send the reports to the comptroller results in the city being responsible for the costs of 
any audit.541 

What is the consequence for a city that receives more than 30 percent of its revenue from 
traffic fines? 
 
Any fine money that exceeds the 30-percent limit is forfeited to the comptroller, except for $1 of 
each fine.542 
 
Don’t city-option court costs simply have the effect of replacing an equivalent amount of 
fine revenue, as judges are likely to consider the total payment when assessing a fine? 
 
Yes and no. It is true that judges tend to adjust assessed fines downward to account for court 
costs. What’s also true, however, is that the vast majority of court costs—roughly $82 for a basic 
speeding ticket—go straight to the state to fund state activities. Furthermore, state fees and costs 
tacked onto municipal court fines have complete precedence over the fine. For instance, if a 
defendant has $83 to his name, the first $82 goes to the state and the city gets to keep the $1, 
regardless of the actual fine. Local-option court costs have the effect of correcting this 
discrepancy to some degree, as all court costs (local and state) are treated equally.   
 
 

USER FEES 
 
What are user fees? 
 

                                                 
538 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 542.402(b). 
539 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 542.402(c). 
540 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 542.402(d). 
541 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 542.402(e). 
542 TEX. TRANSP. CODE § 542.402(b). 
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For purposes of this handbook, user fees are any charges that a city levies for the right to use city 
services or facilities that aren’t otherwise covered in this manual. For example, if a city operates 
a municipal swimming pool and charges a $2 entry fee, that constitutes a user fee, and is 
perfectly legal. Building permitting and inspection fees may also be viewed as a user fee, in that 
the builder pays for the cost of the particular city service (in this case, permitting and 
inspections).    
 

When are user fees legal, and when are they illegal? 
 
There are only a handful of cases and opinions that deal with the legality/illegality of user fees. 
The principal legal issue is this: when does a user fee, which is routine and legal, cross over into 
the realm of a “tax,” which is illegal unless a city can point to a specific authority that authorizes 
a tax? 
 
Two general guidelines emerge from reading the opinions and cases: 
 

(1) A user fee should bear some relation to the actual cost of providing a service. For 
example, if a $2 swimming pool fee raises $50,000 a year in revenue, and the cost of 
personnel, maintenance, and other items relating to operating a city pool is 
somewhere in the $50,000 range, such a fee is clearly legal. On the other hand, if the 
fee raised two or three times the revenue necessary to operate the pool, the excess 
revenue runs the risk of being labeled a “tax.”   

 
General law cities have no authority to levy a “swimming pool tax.” As a result, such 
a fee would be in danger of being struck down by a court. General law cities possess 
only those taxing powers that the legislature or the constitution expressly grant 
them.543 For home rule cities, the issue is more complicated, as it is unclear what 
taxing authority a home rule city can derive solely from its charter. Home rule city 
officials should discuss the issue with their city attorney. 

 
(2) A user fee shouldn’t be attached to a bill for unrelated services. For example, the 

Texas Attorney General has concluded that a general law city may not attach a 
monthly fee on utility bills to finance the police department.544 Nor may a city attach 
a mandatory fee in water bills to pay for volunteer fire fighting services.545 

 
 

UTILITY FEES 
 

How much may cities charge as utility fees? 
 
                                                 
543 Vance v. Town of Pleasanton, 261 S.W. 457, 458 (Tex. Civ. App.—San Antonio 1924). 
544 Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. No. JM-338 (1985). 
545 Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. No. GA-84 (2003). 
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Similar to user fees generally (see above), utility fees must bear some relation to the actual cost 
of providing the utility service. Utility billing is different from other fees in one important way, 
however: it has long been recognized that cities may make also a reasonable profit from 
operation of their utility system.546 A city can transfer the reasonable profit to the city’s general 
fund, provided the amount complies with the provisions of any debt instrument that is paid by 
the utility proceeds. 
 
A court may grant relief, however, to utility customers who can prove that a city’s profit or 
return is unreasonable and excessive.547 
 
 

May a city charge a late fee for delinquent utility bills? 
 
Yes. A late charge on utility services bills is neither illegal interest nor penalty, but a cost of 
doing business properly assessed against a delinquent customer.548 A late fee should be 
authorized by the utility ordinance. 
 
 
 
 
 

VENUE TAXES 
 
What are venue taxes? 
 
Venue taxes are a collection of different taxes that a city is authorized to levy within the city to 
fund a “venue project.” Some of the taxes might already be imposed by the city, like sales taxes 
and hotel occupancy taxes, and the “venue tax” would be an increased rate on the tax that would 
be dedicated to the venue project. Other venue taxes are new types of taxes that are created to 
fund the project. 
 

What are “venue projects” that may be funded by venue taxes? 
 
When venue taxes were authorized in 1997, they were established as a means of providing 
facilities for professional athletic teams and other recreational activities deemed to be of benefit 
to a community. Since 1997, the definition of “venue project” has broadened to encompass 
additional purposes.  
 

                                                 
546 San Antonio Ind. S.D. v. City of San Antonio, 550 S.W.2d 262, 264 (Tex. 1976).   
547 San Antonio, supra, at 265, citing State v. Southwestern Bell Tel. Co., 526 S.W.2d 526 (Tex. 1975). 
548 Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. No. H-1289 (1978). 
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Venue projects are now defined as arenas, coliseums, stadiums, and other facilities that are used 
for sports and community events and for which a fee for admission is charged.549 The term also 
includes convention and civic centers, civic center hotels, auditoriums, museums, plazas, and 
parks in the vicinity of a convention center facility.550  
 
Also, a venue project includes any authorized project under the Type A and Type B economic 
development sales tax laws as they existed on September 1, 1997, a municipal parks and 
recreation system or improvements to such a system, and watershed protection and preservation 
projects.551  
 

What are the different venue taxes that can be levied to fund venue projects? 
 
The following taxes are all available to fund venue projects. These taxes may be levied in 
addition to similar taxes the city already levies for other purposes, including for general revenue. 
 

(1) Sales Tax. A city may levy an optional sales tax for funding the venue project at any 
rate that is an increment of one-eighth of one percent that the city determines is 
appropriate.552 However, the total combined tax rate within the city may not exceed 
two percent.553 If the total tax rate within a city is maxed-out at the two percent local 
sales tax cap, state statute allows the adoption of the venue sales tax to cause the local 
sales tax rate of one of four other taxing authorities in the area to be automatically 
reduced or require the city to withdraw from the other taxing authority in order to 
make room for the venue sales tax.554 The four taxing entities that may have their 
sales tax rate reduced to allow for a venue sales tax are: (1) a rapid transit authority; 
(2) a regional transportation authority; (3) a crime control and prevention district; and 
(4) an economic development corporation.555  

 
(2) Short-Term Motor Vehicle Rental Tax. A city may levy a tax on the rental of 

motor vehicles for less than 30 days within the city at a rate not to exceed five 
percent.556 Revenue from the motor vehicle rental tax may not be used to finance a 
parks and recreation system that would otherwise qualify as a venue project.557 A city 
may impose a motor vehicle rental tax only if the city issues bonds or other 
obligations before the first anniversary of the date the tax is imposed.558  

 

                                                 
549 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.001(4)(A). 
550 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.001(4)(B). 
551 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.001(4)(D), (E), and (F). 
552 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.083. 
553 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.082(a) and TEX. TAX CODE § 321.101(f). 
554 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.085. 
555 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.085. 
556 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 334.101 and 334.103.  
557 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.1015. 
558 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.112(b). 
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(3) Parking Tax. A city may generally levy a tax on each motor vehicle that parks at a 
venue project facility at a flat rate not to exceed $3.559 A city may impose a parking 
tax only if the city issues bonds or other obligations to finance the venue project.560  

 
(4) Hotel Occupancy Tax. A city may levy a hotel occupancy tax at a rate not to exceed 

two percent on all hotels in the city to fund certain venue projects, except that a city 
may not propose a hotel occupancy tax rate that would cause the combined hotel 
occupancy tax rate imposed from all sources at any location in the city to exceed 17 
percent of the price of a room.561 Revenue generated by the venue hotel occupancy 
tax may not be spent on park and recreation systems, watershed protection and 
preservation projects, and certain Type A or Type B EDC projects.562 A city may 
impose a hotel occupancy tax only if the city issues bonds or other obligations before 
the first anniversary of the date the tax is imposed.563  

 
(5) Facility Use Tax. A city may levy a tax on each member of a professional sports 

team who uses a venue project facility for a game. The rate may be up to $5,000 per 
player per game.564 A facility use tax may only be imposed if the city has issued 
bonds to plan, acquire, establish, develop, construct, or renovate the approved venue 
project.565  

 
(6) Livestock Facility Use Tax. A city may levy a tax not to exceed $20 on each stall or 

pen at a livestock show or rodeo at a venue project facility.566 
 

(7) Admissions Tax. A city may levy a tax not to exceed ten percent of the price of an 
admission ticket to a venue project facility event.567 An admissions tax may only be 
imposed if the city has issued bonds to plan, acquire, establish, develop, construct, or 
renovate the approved venue project.568  

 

How are venue taxes levied? 
 
All venue taxes, as well as the underlying venue project, must be approved at an election of the 
city’s voters. The voters must be allowed to vote on each venue project, as well as on each 
separate venue tax that is proposed to finance that project.569 
 

                                                 
559 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.202. 
560 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.205(b). 
561 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.254.  
562 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE §§ 334.2515 and 334.2517. 
563 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.257(b).  
564 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.303. 
565 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.302(b). 
566 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.404. 
567 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.152. 
568 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.151(b).  
569 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.024. 
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Prior to the election, the Texas Comptroller must determine that the venue project and 
accompanying taxes won’t negatively impact state revenue.570 This process is triggered once the 
city council adopts a resolution authorizing the project and submits the resolution to the 
comptroller.571 If the comptroller determines that the venue project will have a negative fiscal 
impact on state revenue, the comptroller must indicate in writing how the city could change the 
resolution so that there would not be a negative impact.572 The city has 10 days to appeal the 
comptroller’s decision.573 
 
 
Does specific ballot language need to be used in a venue tax election?  
 
Yes. Chapter 334 of the Local Government Code contains specific language that must be used 
for each type of venue tax proposition. In all cases, the required language includes a description 
of the project and language specifying the tax rate. The attorney general has concluded that the 
language of an election order for a venue project creates a “contract with the voters” in terms of 
the permissible projects for which venue tax revenue may be spent.574  
 
 
How must the city handle venue tax revenue?  
 
Once the voters have authorized a tax to support a venue project, the city must establish by 
resolution a fund known as the venue project fund.575 The city must deposit certain revenue into 
the venue project fund, including any venue tax proceeds and all revenue from the sale of bonds 
or other debt obligations.576 A city has the discretion to deposit various other sources of revenue 
associated with a venue project into the fund.577 A city is required to establish separate accounts 
within the fund for the various revenue sources.578  
 
Money in the venue project fund may be used by the city to: (1) pay the costs of operating or 
maintaining a venue project; (2) reimburse or pay the costs of planning, acquiring, establishing, 
developing, constructing, or renovating one or more approved venue projects; or (3) pay the 
principal, interest, or other costs relating to bonds or other debt obligations issued by the city to 
support a venue project.579   
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
570 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.022. 
571 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.021. 
572 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.022. 
573 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.023. 
574 Tex. Att’y. Gen. Op. No. GA-0156 (2004). 
575 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.042(a). 
576 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.042(b). 
577 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.042(c). 
578 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.042(a). 
579 TEX. LOC. GOV’T CODE § 334.042(d). 
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Dear City Officials:  

 

Fostering a vibrant, thriving economy is critical to the future of our great state.  All across Texas, 

cities and other local governments are working to nurture small business, encourage 

entrepreneurship, advance commerce, and create jobs. 

 

Fortunately, Texas law offers many tools for local leaders seeking to generate economic 

development and opportunity.  As a service to those leaders and other interested parties, the 

Texas Municipal League has assumed publication of this Economic Development Handbook, 

which compiles the state’s economic development laws. This Handbook is intended to inform 

Texas cities about the wide-range of legal tools that are available to local communities. 

 

Thank you for your interest in economic development and the laws that help foster financial 

growth and opportunity.  Together, local leaders can ensure our great state is ripe with economic 

opportunity for all Texans. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

Bennett Sandlin 

Executive Director 

Texas Municipal League 
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I. The Economic Development Sales Tax 

Using Sales Tax to Promote Economic Development 

The use of the sales tax for economic development purposes has been one of the most popular 

and effective tools used by cities to promote economic development. Since the authorization for 

the local option tax took effect in 1989, more than 586 cities have levied an economic 

development sales tax. These cities have cumulatively raised in excess of $573 million annually 

in additional sales tax revenue dedicated to the promotion of local economic development. Of 

these cities, 101 have adopted a Type A economic development sales tax, 367 cities have 

adopted a Type B economic development sales tax, and 118 cities have adopted both a Type A 

and a Type B sales tax. 

 

History of the Economic Development Sales Tax 

In 1979, the Texas Legislature passed the Development Corporation Act of 1979 (Texas Revised 

Civil Statutes Article 5190.6). The Development Corporation Act of 1979 (the “Act”) allowed a 

municipality to create nonprofit development corporations that could promote the creation of 

new and expanded industry and manufacturing activity within the municipality and its vicinity. 

The development corporations operated separately from the municipalities, with boards of 

directors that would oversee their efforts. These corporations, in conjunction with industrial 

foundations and other private entities, worked to promote local business development. However, 

prior to 1987, the efforts of these entities were dependent on funding from private sources, which 

was often was difficult to obtain. At that time, development corporations could not legally 

receive funding from the state or local governments because of a Texas constitutional prohibition 

against the expenditure of public funds to promote private business activity.
1
  

 

In November 1987, the voters of Texas approved an amendment to the Texas Constitution 

providing that expenditures for economic development could serve a public purpose and were 

therefore permitted under Texas law.
2
 This amendment states in pertinent part: 

 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this constitution, the legislature may 

provide for the creation of programs and the making of loans and grants of 

public money . . . for the public purposes of development and diversification 

of the economy of the state. 

 

Pursuant to this constitutional amendment, the Texas Legislature has enacted several laws that 

would allow state and local government funds to be used to promote economic development.  

 

First, in 1989, the Texas Legislature amended the Act by adding Section 4A, which allowed the 

creation of a new type of development corporation. The legislation provided that a Section 4A 

development corporation could be funded by the imposition of a local sales and use tax dedicated 

to economic development. The tax could be levied only after its approval by the voters of the city 

at an election on the issue. 

                                                 
1
  See Tex. Const. art. III, § 52. 

2
  Tex. Const. art. III, § 52-a. 
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The proceeds of the Section 4A sales tax were dedicated by statute to economic development 

projects primarily to promote new and expanded industrial and manufacturing activities. This 

authority became popularly referred to as the Section 4A economic development sales tax. The 

Section 4A tax was generally available to cities that were located within a county of fewer than 

500,000 and that had room within the local sales tax cap to adopt an additional one-half cent 

sales tax. 

 

In 1991, the Texas Legislature made a number of changes to the Section 4A sales tax 

authorization. The new law allowed the tax to be adopted at any rate between one-eighth and 

one-half of one percent (in one-eighth percent increments). It additionally allowed cities to offer 

a joint proposition to be voted on that would authorize both a Section 4A economic development 

sales tax and a sales tax for property tax relief.  

 

Also in the 1991, the Legislature authorized a new type of sales tax, a Section 4B sales tax. This 

legislation authorized a one-half cent sales tax to be used by certain cities to promote a wide 

range of civic and commercial projects. The legislation authorized 73 Texas cities to propose a 

Section 4B sales tax. Between 1991 and 1993, 19 cities adopted the new Section 4B sales tax. 

 

The popularity of the Section 4B sales tax led the Texas Legislature in 1993 to broaden its 

availability to any city that was eligible to adopt a Section 4A sales tax. In other words, most 

cities in a county of less than 500,000 could adopt either the Section 4A or the Section 4B sales 

tax if they had room in their local sales tax. Until recently, only cities within El Paso County and 

Travis County were ineligible by statute to adopt either the Section 4A or the Section 4B tax. 

Now, cities located within El Paso County and Travis County are authorized to adopt a Section 

4B tax.
3
 As of this publication, at least 586 cities have either a Section 4A or a Section 4B sales 

tax for economic development. 

 

Historically the Act had been located in the Texas Revised Civil Statutes Article 5190.6, and the 

identification of “4A” and “4B” sales tax structures were in fact references to Sections 4A and 

4B of the Act.  In 2007, the 80
th

 Legislature authorized the recodification of several civil statute 

provisions by topic, including those pertaining to planning and development.  Under H.B. 2278 

(80
th

 Leg., R.S.), the Act was codified in the Local Government Code and was renamed the 

“Development Corporation Act.”
4
 As of April 1, 2009, which was the effective date of this 

change, economic development corporations adopting what was formally known as a “4A” or 

“4B” sales tax have come to be referred to as “Type A” or “Type B” corporations, as 

appropriate. 

 

Differences Between Type A and Type B Sales Tax 

There are a number of important differences between Type A and Type B sales taxes for 

                                                 
3
  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 505.002. 

4
  Id. § 501.001. 
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economic development.
5
 In broad terms, Type A and Type B taxes can be distinguished on the 

following grounds: 1) the authorized use of the tax proceeds; 2) the oversight procedure 

regarding project expenditures; and 3) the means for adopting and altering the tax by election. 

These general differences are outlined below. Further distinctions are covered throughout this 

chapter of this handbook. 

 

Differences in the Authorized Use of the Tax Proceeds 

The Type A tax is generally considered the more restrictive of the two taxes in terms of 

authorized types of expenditures. The types of projects permitted under Type A include the more 

traditional types of economic development initiatives that facilitate manufacturing and industrial 

activity. For example, the Type A tax can be used to fund the provision of land, buildings, 

equipment, facilities, expenditures, targeted infrastructure and improvements that are for the 

creation or retention of primary jobs for projects such as manufacturing and industrial facilities, 

research and development facilities, military facilities, including closed or realigned military 

bases, recycling facilities, distribution centers, small warehouse facilities, primary job training 

facilities for use by institutions of higher education, and regional or national corporate 

headquarters facilities.
6
 The Type A sales tax may also fund business-related airports, port-

related facilities, and certain airport-related facilities 25 miles from an international border,
7
 as 

well as eligible job training classes, certain career centers and certain infrastructural 

improvements which promote or develop new or expanded business enterprises.
8
  

 

The Type B tax also can be used to fund the provision of land, buildings, equipment, facilities, 

expenditures, targeted infrastructure and improvements that are for the creation or retention of 

primary jobs for projects such as manufacturing and industrial facilities, research and 

development facilities, military facilities, including closed or realigned military bases, 

transportation facilities, sewage or solid waste disposal facilities, recycling facilities, air or water 

pollution control facilities, distribution centers, small warehouse facilities, primary job training 

facilities for use by institutions of higher education, regional or national corporate headquarters 

facilities,
9
 eligible job training classes, certain career centers and certain infrastructural 

improvements that promote or develop new or expanded business enterprises.
10

 However, unlike 

the Type A tax, the Type B tax can additionally fund projects that are typically considered to be 

community development initiatives. For example, authorized categories under Type B include, 

among other items, land, buildings, equipment, facilities, expenditures, and improvements for 

professional and amateur sports facilities, park facilities and events, entertainment and tourist 

facilities, and affordable housing.
11

 Also, the Type B tax may be expended for the development 

                                                 
5
  But see id. §§ 504.101, 505.101.  Section 505.101 states that a Type B corporation “has the powers granted by 

this chapter and by other chapters of this subtitle and is subject to the limitations of a corporation created 

under another provision of this subtitle. To the extent of a conflict between this chapter and another provision 

of this subtitle, this chapter prevails.” Section 504.101 contains similar language that applies to Type A 

corporations.  
6
  Id. § 501.101. 

7
  Id. § 504.103. 

8
  Id. §§ 501.102-.104, .162. 

9
  Id. § 501.101. 

10
  Id. §§ 501.102-.104, .162. 

11
  Id. §§ 505.152-.153. 
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of water supply facilities or water conservation programs. In order to undertake a water supply 

facility or water conservation program, the facility or program has to be approved by a majority 

of the qualified voters of the city voting in an election called and held for that purpose.
12

 

Additionally, certain Type B development corporations are allowed to do projects that promote 

new and expanded business development.
13

  

 

Differences in the Oversight Structure and Procedures 

Although both Type A and Type B monies are overseen by the development corporation's board 

of directors and by the city council, they differ in the structure and type of oversight required for 

each.  

 

With regard to structure, the Type A board has at least five members with no statutory criteria for 

their selection
14

, while a Type B board consists of seven members with certain statutory 

requirements.
15

 For instance, Type B board members have a residency requirement in the Act. A 

city council may place certain individuals who are not city residents onto Type B boards in two 

(2) very limited instances:
16

 first, in a city of fewer than 20,000 in population, a Type B director 

may either be a resident of the city, a resident of the county in which the major part of the area of 

the city is located, or reside in a place that is within 10 miles of the city's boundaries and is in a 

county bordering the county in which a major portion of the city is located.
17

 Second, a person 

may serve on a Type B board if that person was a Type A director at the time that a Type A 

corporation was dissolved, and the Type A corporation was replaced with a Type B 

corporation.
18

 Also with respect to Type B structure, no more than four of the seven Type B 

directors may also be city officers or employees.
19

 

 

Regarding oversight procedures, both Type A and Type B boards pursuing projects are required 

to obtain city council approval of the project. There is no requirement for additional public notice 

or a public hearing on individual projects undertaken by the Type A corporation, but Type B 

corporations are subject to certain additional procedural requirements: they must provide public 

notice of the project and hold a public hearing prior to pursuing a project and the public has 60 

days to petition for an election to be called on whether to pursue the project.  

 

Differences in the Means for Adopting and Altering the Tax 

Finally, there are differences in how Type A and Type B taxes may be created or altered by 

election. A Type A tax is authorized by an election that has mandatory statutory wording for the 

                                                 
12

  Id. §§ 505.154, .304. 
13

  Id. §§ 505.156-.158. 
14

  Id. § 504.051(a). 
15

  Id. § 505.051. 
16

  Id. § 505.052. 
17

  Id. 
18

  Id. § 505.052(d). (Since the directors of a Type A corporation are not required to be residents of the city, this 

change in the law would allow a non-resident to serve as a Type B director in this limited circumstance. 

However, in a city with a population greater than 20,000, the Type B board member must be a resident of the 

city.) 
19

  Id. § 505.052(c). 
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ballot proposition. There is also authority for a Type A tax to be adopted in conjunction with a 

sales tax for property tax relief under one combined proposition at the same election. Once 

adopted, the Type A tax continues in existence until repealed by action of the voters. The Type A 

tax can be increased, reduced, or repealed at subsequent elections within the statutory range 

provided for the tax. 

 

Conversely, the Type B tax has no required statutory wording for the ballot proposition. It can be 

adopted by a general ballot proposal for the adoption of a Type B sales tax for economic 

development. In most cases, however, cities place a long list of the authorized categories for 

expenditure in the ballot wording that adopts the Type B tax. Before the 79
th

 legislative session, 

there was no authorization for a Type B tax to be combined onto one ballot proposition with a 

sales tax for property tax relief. If the voters wanted both taxes, they had to approve the items as 

separate ballot propositions. As of September 1, 2005, a Type B tax can be combined into one 

ballot proposition with a sales tax for property relief or any other special purpose municipal sales 

tax.
20

  

 

Up until 2017, there was no authorization for a Type B tax rate to be increased or reduced at 

subsequent elections. However, legislation passed in 2017 that authorizes a Type B tax to be 

increased or reduced by election within the statutory range provided for the tax.
21

  For 

corporations created on or after September 1, 1999, the Type B corporation may also be 

dissolved by petition of the voters and an election on the issue.
22

 In that case, the Type B tax 

would continue until the prior debt obligations of the Type B corporation had been paid in full. 

 

Type A and Type B Economic Development Sales Tax 

Eligibility to Adopt a Type A Tax 

A city is eligible to adopt the Type A tax, with voter approval, if the new combined local sales 

tax rate would not exceed two percent and:
23

  

 

 the city is located in a county with a population of fewer than 500,000; or 

 the city has a population of less than 50,000 and is located within two or more counties, 

one of which is Bexar, Dallas, El Paso, Harris, Hidalgo, Tarrant, or Travis; or 

 the city has a population of less than 50,000 and is within the San Antonio or Dallas 

Rapid Transit Authority territorial limits but has not elected to become part of the transit 

authority.
24

 

It should be noted that participation in a rapid transit authority does not invalidate a city's ability 

to adopt a Type A tax if adoption of the tax would not place the area within the city above its 

                                                 
20

  Tex. Tax Code  § 321.409. 
21

 Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 505.2566 
22

  Id. § 505.351 - .352. 
23

  Id. § 504.254. 
24

  Id. § 504.002. 
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statutory cap for the local sales tax rate.
25

  

 

If a city is eligible to adopt a Type A tax, the city council may propose any sales tax rate that is 

an increment of one-eighth of one percent.
26

 The city may not adopt a sales tax rate that would 

result in a combined rate of all local sales taxes that would exceed two percent.
27

 

 

Eligibility to Adopt a Type B Tax 

A city may impose the Type B tax, with voter approval, if the new combined local sales tax rate 

would not exceed 2 percent and if the city fits into one of the following categories:
28

 

 

 the city would be eligible to adopt a Type A sales tax (see earlier section on Eligibility to 

Adopt a Type A Tax); 

 the city is located in a county with a population of 500,000 or more and the current 

combined sales tax rate does not exceed 8.25 percent at the time the Type B tax is 

proposed; or 

 the city has a population of 400,000 or more and is located in more than one county, and 

the combined state and local sales tax rate does not exceed 8.25 percent. 

 

An eligible Type B city includes a city “that is located in a county with a population of 500,000 

or more,” and the Act also provides that an eligible city includes a city “located in a county with 

a population of 500,000 or fewer.” Consequently, every Texas city appears to be eligible to adopt 

a Type B sales tax provided the city’s combined local sales tax rate does not exceed two 

percent.
29

 Further, it should be noted that participation in a rapid transit authority does not 

invalidate a city’s ability to adopt a Type B tax if adoption of the tax would not place the city 

above its statutory cap for the local sales tax rate.
30

  

 

If the city is eligible to adopt a Type B tax, the city council may propose any sales tax rate that is 

an increment of one-eighth of one percent.
31

 The city may not adopt a sales tax rate that would 

result in a combined rate of all local sales taxes that would exceed two percent.
32

 

                                                 
25

  Id. § 504.259.  See also Tex. Transp. Code § 452.6025. (Allowing a city located in a county in which a 

chapter 452 regional transportation authority has territory to call an election to be added to the transit 

authority provided a majority of the votes cast in the election favor the proposition. If the proposition is 

approved, the Type A sales tax can be reduced “to the highest rate that will not impair the imposition of the 

[regional transportation] authority’s sales and use tax.”) 
26

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code. § 504.252(b). 
27

  Id. §§ 504.252(b), 504.254. 
28

  Id. § 505.002. 
29

  Id. §§ 504.002, 505.002. 
30

  Id. § 505.257.  See also Tex. Transp. Code § 452.6025. (Allowing a city located in a county in which a 

chapter 452 regional transportation authority has territory to call an election to be added to the transit 

authority provided a majority of the votes cast in the election favor the proposition. If the proposition is 

approved, the Type B sales tax can be reduced “to the highest rate that will not impair the imposition of the 

[regional transportation] authority’s sales and use tax.”) 
31

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 505.252(b). 
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Economic Development Corporation Projects 

The Development Corporation Act provides a wide variety of purposes for which Type A and 

Type B tax proceeds may be expended. Some of these projects require the creation or retention 

of primary jobs.
33

 Other statutory provisions require that the Type A and Type B corporations 

meet the requisite revenue amounts, population, and other requirements specified by the Act 

without having to create or retain primary jobs. A few projects do not require either the creation 

or retention of primary jobs or that certain criteria be met.  It is important to emphasize that any 

activities of an economic development corporation must always be in furtherance, and 

attributable to, a “project”.
34

 

 

Type A and Type B Projects Which Must Create or Retain Primary Jobs 

In 2003, the Texas Legislature amended the definition of “project” to require that certain projects 

result in the “creation or retention of primary jobs”.
35

 Accordingly, most Type A and Type B 

projects must now create or retain primary jobs. Yet, not all projects contain this requirement. 

“Primary job” is defined to mean a job that is “available at a company for which a majority of 

the products or services of that company are ultimately exported to regional, statewide, national, 

or international markets infusing new dollars into the local economy” and that meets any one of a 

specific list of sector numbers of the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS).
36

  

 

The enumerated sector numbers are: 

111 Crop Production  

112 Animal Production  

113 Forestry and Logging 

11411 Commercial Fishing 

115 Support Activities for Agriculture and Forestry  

211 to 213 Mining 

221 Utilities  

311 to 339 Manufacturing  

42 Wholesale Trade  

48 and 49 Transportation and Warehousing 

                                                                                                                                                             
32

  Id., Tex. Tax Code. § 321.101(f), Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 505.256 (Making Chapter 321 of the Tax Code 

applicable to a Type B tax). 
33

  The definition of “project” was significantly amended in the 78
th

 Legislative Session.  Changes made applied 

only to projects that were undertaken or approved after June 20, 2003.  Any projects undertaken or approved 

before June 20, 2003 are governed by the law that was in effect on the date the project was undertaken or 

approved. 
34

  Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. JC-0118 (1999) (Ruling under the former statute, Sales and use taxes levied under 

Section 4B of the Development Corporation Act of 1979, Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. art. 5190.6 (Vernon 1987 

& Supp. 1999), may only be used for project costs; they may not be used for "promotional" costs unrelated to 

projects). 
35

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code. §§ 501.101, 505.155.  (Section 505.151 incorporates Type A projects under Chapter 

501 as authorized projects for Type B corporations.) 
36

  Id. § 501.002(12). 
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51 (excluding 512131 

and 512132)  

Information (excluding movie theaters and drive-in theaters) 

523-525  Securities, Commodity Contracts, and Other Financial Investments and Related 

Activities; Insurance Carriers and Related Activities; Funds, Trusts, and Other 

Financial Vehicles  

5413, 5415, 5416, 

5417, and 5419  

Scientific Research and Development Services 

551 Management of Companies and Enterprises  

56142 Telephone Call Centers 

922140 Correctional Institutions;  

928110 National Security and for corresponding index entries for Armed Forces, Army, 

Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Military Bases.  

 

For more information on the North American Industry Classification System, please visit: 

http://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/. 

 

Section 501.101 of the Act specifically allows funding for the land, buildings, equipment, 

facilities, expenditures, targeted infrastructure, and improvements that are for the creation or 

retention of primary jobs that are found by the board of directors of the Type A and Type B 

corporation to be required or suitable for the development, retention, or expansion of the 

following eight types of projects:  

 

Manufacturing and industrial facilities. A primary purpose of the economic 

development sales tax is to promote the expansion and development of manufacturing 

and industrial facilities which create or retain primary jobs. 

 

Research and development facilities. Economic development corporations can help 

provide research and development facilities which create or retain primary jobs. 

 

Military facilities. Economic development corporations can help promote or support an 

active military base, attract new military missions to a military base in active use; or 

redevelop a military base that has been closed or realigned.  

 

Recycling facilities. With the recent federal and state statutory encouragement of 

recycling enterprises, a growing number of businesses are emerging to meet these needs, 

and cities will be competing to attract these businesses. Recycling facilities which create 

or retain primary jobs are permissible projects. 

 

Distribution centers. In cities with access to major airports or ports, and in areas that 

have passed the Freeport exemption, the environment is often favorable for the location 

of distribution centers. Funding distribution centers which create or retain primary jobs is 

allowable under the Act. 
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Small warehouse facilities. Again, in cities with access to major airports or ports, and in 

areas that have passed the Freeport exemption, the environment is often favorable for the 

location of warehouse facilities capable of serving as decentralized storage and 

distribution centers. Small warehouse facilities projects which create or retain primary 

jobs are permissible projects. 

 

Primary job training facilities for use by institutions of higher education. The 

Development Corporation Act allows the funding for “primary job training facilities for 

use by institutions of higher education”.  The term “institution of higher education” is 

defined under Section 61.003 of the Texas Education Code to include any public 

technical institute, public junior college, public senior college or university, medical or 

dental unit, or other agency of higher education as defined under Section 61.003. 

 

Regional or national corporate headquarters facilities. “Corporate headquarters 

facilities” is defined to mean “buildings proposed for construction or occupancy as the 

principal office for a business enterprise's administrative and management services.”
37

 

Accordingly, Type A and Type B corporations may fund corporate headquarter facilities, 

provided the facilities create or retain primary jobs. 

 

Additionally, only Type B corporations may provide land, buildings, equipment, facilities and 

improvements found by the board of directors to promote or develop new or expanded business 

enterprises that create or retain primary jobs, including a project to provide: 

 

 Transportation facilities (including but not limited to airports, hangars, airport 

maintenance and repair facilities, air cargo facilities, related infrastructure located on or 

adjacent to an airport facility, ports, mass commuting facilities and parking facilities)
38

, 

 Sewage or solid waste disposal facilities,
39

 

 Air or water pollution control facilities,
40

 

 Facilities for furnishing water to the public,
41

 

 

 Public safety facilities,
42

 

 Streets and roads, 

 Drainage and related improvements, 

                                                 
37

  Id. § 501.002(4). 
38

  Id. § 501.101(2)(D).  See also id. § 504.103 (Section 504.103 limits Type A corporation from doing certain 

projects.) 
39

  Id. § 501.101(2)(E).  See also id. § 504.103 (Section 504.103 limits Type A corporation from doing certain 

projects.) 
40

  Id. § 501.101(2)(G).  See also id. § 504.103 (Section 504.103 limits Type A corporation from doing certain 

projects.) 
41

  Id. § 501.101(2)(H).  See also id. § 504.103 (Section 504.103 limits Type A corporation from doing certain 

projects.) 
42

  Id. § 505.155. 
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 Demolition of existing structures, 

 General municipally owned improvements, 

 Any improvements or facilities that are related to any of those projects and any other 

projects that the board in its discretion determines promoted or develops new or 

expanded business enterprises that create or retain primary jobs. 

 

Type A and Type B Projects Which Are Not Required to Create Primary Jobs 

The following categories are authorized Type A and Type B projects that are not conditioned 

upon the creation or retention of primary jobs. 

 

Job training classes. Certain job training required or suitable for the promotion or 

development and expansion of business enterprises can be a permissible project. Type A 

and Type B corporations may spend tax revenue for job training classes offered through a 

business enterprise only if the business enterprise agrees in writing to certain conditions. 

The business enterprise must agree to create new jobs that pay wages that are at least 

equal to the prevailing wage for the applicable occupation in the local labor market area, 

or agree to increase its payroll to pay wages that are at least equal to the prevailing wage 

for the applicable occupation in the local labor market area.
43

  

 

Job-Related Skills Training for Certain Cities. Type A and Type B corporations 

located in a city with a population of 10,000 or more, and that are located in a county that 

borders the Gulf of Mexico or the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway or the United Mexican 

States and in which four cities with a population of 70,000 or more are located, and has 

or is included in a metropolitan statistical area of this state that has an unemployment rate 

that averaged at least two percent (2%) above the state average for the most recent two 

(2) consecutive years, may spend Type A or Type B sales tax revenue for job training 

that consists of providing job-related life skills sufficient to enable an unemployed 

individual to obtain employment; and providing job training skills sufficient to enable an 

unemployed individual to obtain employment.
44

 

 

Certain infrastructural improvements which promote or develop new or expanded 

business enterprises. “Project” also includes expenditures found by the board of 

directors to be required or suitable for infrastructure necessary to promote or develop new 

or expanded business enterprises. However, the infrastructure improvements are limited 

to streets and roads, rail spurs, water and sewer utilities, electric utilities, gas utilities, 

drainage, site improvement, and related improvements, telecommunications and Internet 

improvements, and beach remediation along the Gulf of Mexico.
45

 Accordingly, Type A 

and Type B corporations may assist with limited infrastructural improvements that the 

board finds will promote or develop new or expanded business development. 

 

                                                 
43

  Id. § 501.162. See id. § 501.102. 
44

  Id.§ 501.163. 
45

  Id. § 501.103. 
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Career Centers. Certain career centers can be provided land, buildings, equipment, 

facilities, improvements and expenditures found by the board of directors to be required 

or suitable for use if the area to be benefited by the career center is not located in the 

taxing jurisdiction of a junior college district.
46

  

 

Commuter Rail, Light Rail or Motor Buses.  A Type A and Type B corporation, as 

authorized by the corporation’s board of directors, may spend tax revenue received under 

the Act for the development, improvement, expansion or maintenance of facilities 

relating to the operation of commuter rail, light rail, or motor buses.
47

 

 

In addition, there are three categories that are not required to create or retain primary jobs, but 

for which there are revenue amount, population and other requirements specified in the Act: 

 

Airport Facilities. Type A and Type B corporations located wholly or partly within 

twenty-five miles of an international border, in a city with population of less than 50,000 

or an average rate of unemployment that is greater than the state average rate of 

unemployment during the preceding twelve month period, may assist with land, 

buildings, facilities, infrastructure and improvements required or suitable for the 

development or promotion of new or expanded business enterprises through 

transportation facilities including airports, hangars, railports, rail switching facilities, 

maintenance and repair facilities, cargo facilities, marine ports, inland ports, mass 

commuting facilities, parking facilities, and related infrastructure located on or adjacent 

to an airport or railport facility.
48

 

 

Infrastructure for Airports, Ports, and Sewer or Solid Waste Disposal Facilities. 
Type A and Type B corporations located in a city wholly or partly in a county that is 

bordered by the Rio Grande with a county population of at least 500,000, and having 

wholly or partly within its boundaries at least four cities that each have a population of at 

least 25,000, may provide certain assistance with infrastructure necessary to promote or 

develop new or expanded business enterprises, including airports and port facilities, 

provided Type A or Type B sales tax revenues do not support the project.
49

 This 

provision also allows for providing assistance for sewer facilities and solid waste 

facilities. However, only Type B corporations can provide assistance to these facilities 

because Type A corporations are not allowed to do those types of projects.
50

 

 

Hurricane Ike Disaster Relief. Type A and Type B corporations located wholly or 

partly within the Hurricane Ike disaster area may provide assistance towards Hurricane 

Ike disaster area bonds. Type A and Type B corporations authorized to participate in 

Hurricane Ike disaster area bond projects must be located wholly or partly in one of 

thirty-four Texas counties. (See footnote, below.) For these eligible corporations, the 

                                                 
46

  Id. § 501.105. 
47

  Id. § 502.052 
48

  Id. §§ 501.106, 504.103(c). 
49

  Id. § 501.107. 
50

  Id. § 504.103. 
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term “project” is defined to mean the undertaking of costs which are eligible to be paid 

from the proceeds of qualified Hurricane Ike disaster bonds. The term “project” does not 

include qualified residential rental projects, or projects the costs of which are payable 

from qualified mortgage bonds.
51

 

 

Type A Only Projects Which Are Not Required to Create Primary Jobs 

Section 504.103 of the Local Government Code specifically allows economic development 

corporations to undertake two categories of projects without the requirement of creating or 

retaining primary jobs. The primary purpose of these projects is to provide: 

 

Business airports (general aviation business service airports that are an integral part of 

an industrial park); and 

 

Port-related facilities (port-related facilities to support waterborne commerce). 

 

Type B Only Projects Which Are Not Required to Create Primary Jobs 

Sections 505.152 through 505.154 of the Act specifically permit expenditures of Type B tax 

proceeds for land, buildings, equipment, expenditures and improvements suitable for the 

following types of projects: 

 

Professional and amateur sports and athletic facilities. Professional and amateur 

sports and athletics facilities, including stadiums and ballparks, are permissible Type B 

projects.
52

  

 

Entertainment, tourist and convention facilities. Entertainment, tourist, and 

convention facilities, including auditoriums, amphitheaters, concert halls, museums and 

exhibition facilities are permissible Type B projects.
53

  

 

Public parks and related open space improvements. Public parks, park facilities and 

events, and open space improvements are permissible Type B projects.
54

  

 

Affordable housing. Projects required or suitable for the development and expansion of 

“affordable housing” as defined by federal law (42 United States Code Section 12745) 

are permissible Type B projects.
55

  

 

Water supply facilities. Any water supply facilities, including dams, transmission lines, 

well field developments, and other water supply alternatives can be permissible Type B 

                                                 
51

  Id. § 501.452.  The 34 counties that are subject to this section are: Angelina, Austin, Brazoria, Chambers, 

Cherokee, Fort Bend, Galveston, Gregg, Grimes, Hardin, Harris, Harrison, Houston, Jasper, Jefferson, 

Liberty, Madison, Matagorda, Montgomery, Nacogdoches, Newton, Orange, Polk, Rusk, Sabine, San 

Augustine, San Jacinto, Shelby, Smith, Trinity, Tyler, Walker, Waller, and Washington. 
52

  Id. § 505.152. 
53

  Id. 
54

  Id. 
55

  Id. § 505.153. 
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projects.
56

 Nonetheless, to undertake a water supply facility project, a majority of the 

qualified voters of the city voting in an election called and held for that purpose must 

approve the water supply project.
57

 The ballot proposition for the election shall be printed 

to provide for voting for or against the proposition:
58

  

 

The use of sales and use tax proceeds for infrastructure relating to 

(insert description of water supply facility). 
 

Water conservation programs. Water conservation programs, including incentives to 

install water-saving plumbing fixtures, educational programs, brush control programs, 

and programs to replace malfunctioning or leaking water lines and other water facilities 

can be permissible Type B projects.
59

 As with water supply facilities, to undertake a 

water conservation program a majority of the qualified voters of the city voting in an 

election called and held for that purpose must approve the water conservation program.
60

 

The ballot proposition for the election shall be printed to provide for voting for or against 

the proposition:
61

  

 

The use of sales and use tax proceeds for infrastructure relating to 

(insert description of water conservation program). 

 

Airport Facilities. Type B corporations may undertake a project which is required or 

suitable for the development or expansion of airport facilities, including hangars, airport 

maintenance and repair facilities, air cargo facilities, and related infrastructure located on 

or adjacent to an airport facility, if the project is undertaken by a corporation created by 

an eligible city: (i) that enters into a development agreement with an entity in which the 

entity acquires a leasehold or other possessory interest from the corporation and is 

authorized to sublease the entity’s interest for other projects authorized by this 

subdivision; and (ii) the governing body of which has authorized the development 

agreement by adopting a resolution at a meeting called as authorized by law.
62

 

 

Additionally, certain Type B corporations have been given more latitude in deciding what types 

of projects that they can do without the requirement of creating or retaining primary jobs but they 

must meet the requisite conditions. 

 

Revenue Requirement. Type B corporations in cities that have not generated more than 

$50,000 in sales and use tax revenues in the preceding two (2) fiscal years may provide 

land, buildings, equipment, facilities, and improvements found by the board of directors 

to be required or suitable for the development, retention, or expansion of business 

                                                 
56

  Id. § 505.154. 
57

  Id. § 505.304. 
58

  Id.  
59

  Id. § 505.154. 
60

  Id. § 505.304. 
61

  Id.  
62

  Id. § 505.1561. 
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enterprises, provided the city council authorizes the project by adopting a resolution 

following two (2) separate readings conducted at least one (1) week apart.
63

  

 

Population Requirement. A Type B corporation in a city with a population of 20,000 or 

less may provide land, building, equipment, facilities, expenditures, targeted 

infrastructure, and improvements found by the board of directors to promote new or 

expanded business development provided that, for projects which require an expenditure 

of more than $10,000, the city council adopts a resolution authorizing the project after 

giving the resolution at least two (2) separate readings.
64

  

 

Landlocked Communities. For Type B corporations located wholly or partly in a county 

with a population of two million or more that has within its city limits and extraterritorial 

jurisdiction fewer than 100 acres that can be used for the development of manufacturing 

or industrial facilities in accordance with the zoning laws or land use restrictions of the 

city, the term “project” also includes expenditures found by the board of directors to be 

required for the promotion of new or expanded business enterprises within the landlocked 

community.
65

  

 

Undertaking Projects Located Outside of the City 

Section 501.159(a) of the Local Government Code provides that an economic development 

corporation may undertake projects outside of the city limits with permission of the governing 

body that has jurisdiction over the property. If the project is located completely within the 

jurisdiction of another municipality, the corporation would need approval of the city council for 

that municipality. 

 

Uses of Type A and Type B Taxes 

Use of a Type A Tax for Infrastructural Improvements 

 

Type A tax proceeds are not intended to fund the general infrastructural needs of a city.
66

 For 

example, Section 504.103 of the Act states that Type A tax proceeds cannot be used to undertake 

a project the primary purpose of which is to provide transportation facilities, solid waste disposal 

facilities, sewage facilities, facilities for furnishing water to the general public or air or water 

pollution control facilities. Section 504.103 further states that Type A tax proceeds may be used 

for these types of facilities only if the expenditure would “benefit property acquired for a project 

having another primary purpose.”  

                                                 
63

  Id. § 505.156. 
64

  Id. § 505.158. 
65

  Id. § 505.157. 
66

  See Tex. Att’y Gen. LO-95-072 (1995) (V.T.C.S. article 5190.6, Section 4B authorizes the board of directors 

of a development corporation organized under V.T.C.S. article 5190.6 to determine whether the construction 

of sanitary sewer lines in an existing residential subdivision would promote or develop new or expanded 

business enterprises.  Although it seems unlikely that the construction of sewer facilities in a residential 

subdivision would promote or develop new or expanded business enterprises, this office cannot exclude the 

possibility as a matter of law.  The board’s determination would be reviewed under an abuse of discretion 

standard.) 
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In 2003, the Texas Legislature amended the Act to allow Type A corporations to expend sales 

tax proceeds for specific infrastructural improvements necessary to promote or develop new or 

expanded business enterprises.
67

 This provision authorizes and limits expenditures for streets and 

roads, rail spurs, water and sewer utilities, electric utilities, gas utilities, drainage, site 

improvements and related improvements, telecommunications and Internet improvements, and 

beach remediation along the Gulf of Mexico.
68

  

 

Use of Type A Tax for Type B Projects 

In 1997, the Texas Legislature amended the Development Corporation Act to allow the voters of 

an area to approve at an election the use of Type A economic development sales tax funds for a 

project authorized under Type B.
69

 This alternative was authorized to allow cities with a Type A 

tax to propose Type B projects to the voters without having to repeal or reduce the Type A tax 

and adopt a Type B tax. 

 

As noted, any use of Type A funds for a Type B project must be approved by the city’s voters at 

an election held on the issue and a public hearing must be conducted before the city holds the 

election. If the city already has a Type A tax, it only needs to have the voters approve at the 

election the use of Type A tax proceeds for a particular Type B project or a category of Type B 

projects. The city would need to list each project or category of projects on a separate ballot 

proposition for the voters’ approval. Unfortunately, state law does not define what constitutes a 

separate category of projects. A city should consult with its local legal counsel before it drafts its 

ballot wording for such an election.  

 

If the city chooses to propose the use of Type A funds for Type B purposes, it must hold a public 

hearing prior to the election.
70

 At the public hearing, the city’s residents must be informed of the 

estimated cost and impact of the proposed project or category of projects. The city must publish 

notice of the hearing in a newspaper of general circulation in the city at least 30 days before the 

date set for the hearing. The notice must include the time, date, place and subject of the hearing 

and must be published on a weekly basis until the date of the hearing. 

 

In an election to approve the use of Type A funds for a Type B purpose, the law requires that a 

specific Type B project or category of projects be clearly described on the ballot.
71

 The ballot 

proposition must be clear enough for the voters to discern the limits of the specific project or 

category of projects to be authorized. State law does not indicate what type of limits must be 

identified. At a minimum, the proposition should clearly identify what types of project are 

anticipated. Additionally, if Type A funds are to be used to pay maintenance and operating costs 

(and not just initial construction cost, etc.) of a Type B project, then the ballot proposition must 

state that fact. 

 

                                                 
67

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 501.103. 
68

  Id. 
69

  Id. § 504.152. 
70

  Id. § 504.153. 
71

  Id. § 504.152(b). 
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A city may ask the voters to consider the use of Type A funds for a Type B purpose at the same 

election in which the voters are considering the creation of the Type A tax itself.
72

 The city 

would use one ballot proposition for the adoption of the Type A tax and a separate ballot 

proposition to approve the use of Type A funds for a Type B purpose. A city may also have the 

voters consider authorizing the use of Type A funds for several different Type B projects or 

categories of projects at the same election. As noted earlier, each project or category of projects 

would need to be placed on a separate ballot proposition for the voters’ approval. There does not 

seem to be any authorization for a city to have the voters consider the use of Type A funds for 

several different Type B projects or categories of projects within one ballot proposition, unless 

the city proposes a combined ballot proposition to repeal or reduce the Type A tax and in the 

same proposition adopt a Type B tax. If an election on a Type B project or category of projects 

fails to win voter approval, the city must wait at least one year before holding another election on 

that particular project or category.
73

 

 

Additionally, even when undertaking a properly authorized Type B project, a Type A 

corporation is governed by all the normal rules applicable to Type A corporations.
74

 For instance, 

if the ballot proposition originally authorizing the Type A tax contained an expiration date for 

the tax, voter authorization of the use of Type A funds for a Type B purpose would not eliminate 

the expiration date of the tax. 

 

During the 82
nd

 Legislative Session, the Legislature passed a bill that would allow Type A 

corporations to do Type B projects if: 

 

 The city that created the Type A corporation also has a Type B corporation; and 

 The population of the city is 7,500 or less.
75

 

 

The city will have to pass an ordinance allowing the Type A corporation to do Type B projects.  

These Type A corporations would not have to have an election to do Type B projects. Also, by 

ordinance, the city may revoke the Type A corporation’s ability to do Type B projects under this 

bill. 

 

Use of Type A Tax and Type B Tax for “Sports Venue” Facilities 

Type A and Type B funds may be used to fund “sport venue” projects.
76

 Special statutory 

provisions apply to “sports venue” projects. A project qualifies as a “sports venue” if it is an 

arena, coliseum, stadium, or other type of area or facility that meets both of the following 

criteria:
77

  

                                                 
72

  Id. § 504.152(c). 
73

  Id. § 504.154. 
74

  Id. § 504.156. 
75

  Id. § 504.171. 
76

  Id. §§ 504.152-.156, 505.201-.206. 
77

  Id. §§ 504.151(2), 505.201(2). (Note that the definition of “sports venue” in Section 505.201 of the Local 

Government Code differs from that contained in 504.151 of this Act. Type B corporations have an additional 

limitation within its definition of “sports venue”.  Type B corporations cannot fund arena, coliseum, stadium, 

or other type of area or facility that is or will be owned and operated by a state-supported institution of higher 

education.) 
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 The primary use or primary planned use is for one or more professional or amateur 

sports or athletics events; and 

 A fee for admission to the sports or athletics events is charged or is planned to be 

charged, except that a fee need not be charged for occasional civic, charitable or 

promotional events. 

 

Texas law specifies that any funds authorized by the voters to be spent on a “sports venue and 

related infrastructure” may be spent on any on-site or off-site improvements that relate to a 

sports venue and that enhance the use, value, or appeal of the sports venue, including areas 

adjacent to it. Eligible expenditures would include any costs that are reasonably necessary to 

construct, improve, renovate, or expand the sports venue. The law specifically lists the following 

uses as examples of permissible “related infrastructure”: stores, restaurants, concessions, on-site 

hotels, parking facilities, area transportation facilities, roads, water or sewer facilities, parks, and 

environmental remediation.
78

 However, each of these facilities must relate to and enhance the 

sports venue. 

 

In order for a Type A or Type B corporation to do a “sports venue” project, both the Type A and 

Type B corporations must follow certain procedures. A city may submit to its voters a ballot 

proposition that would authorize the use of Type A or Type B funds for a specific “sports venue” 

project or category of projects, including any infrastructure related to that project or category.
79

 

Such a ballot proposition could contain language enabling the Type A or Type B corporation to 

use any Type A or Type B funds already collected to support the “sports venue” project. Before 

an election to authorize the use of the Type A or Type B tax for a sports venue, a public hearing 

must be conducted.
80

 At that hearing, the city’s residents must be informed of the cost and 

impact of the proposed project or category of projects. The city is required to publish notice of 

the hearing in a newspaper of general circulation in the city at least 30 days before the date set 

for the hearing. The notice must include the time, date, place, and subject of the hearing and 

must be published on a weekly basis until the date of the hearing. Accordingly, the city will need 

to schedule its public hearing early enough so that it can provide at least 30 days notice of the 

hearing. 

 

In an election to approve the use of Type A or Type B funds for a “sports venue” project, the law 

requires that a specific “sports venue” project or category of projects be clearly described on the 

ballot.
 81

 The description must be clear enough for the voters to discern the limits of the specific 

project or category of projects to be authorized. State law does not indicate what constitutes a 

clear description or how to indicate the limits of the specific project. At a minimum, the ballot 

proposition should clearly indicate the types of projects anticipated. Additionally, if Type A or 

Type B funds are to be used to pay the maintenance and operating costs (and not just initial 

                                                 
78

  Id. §§ 504.151(1), 505.201(1). 
79

  Id. §§ 504.152(a), 505.202(a). 
80

  Id. §§ 504.153, 505.203. 
81

  Id. §§ 504.152(b), 505.202(b). 
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construction cost, etc.) of a “sports venue” project, then the ballot proposition must state that 

fact.
82

  

 

A city may have the voters consider the use of Type A or Type B funds for a “sports venue” 

project at the same election in which the voters are considering the creation of the Type A or 

Type B tax itself.
83

 A city that pursues such a combined proposition should consult with its local 

legal counsel and the comptroller’s office on this issue. State law requires that any “sports 

venue” election be held on a uniform election date. If a “sports venue” project or category of 

projects fails to win voter approval, the city must wait at least one year before holding another 

election on that particular project or category.
84

 

 

Use of Type A and Type B Tax Proceeds for Training Seminars 

Certain Type A and Type B economic development corporation officers and city officials are 

required to complete a training seminar.
85

 The officials must complete a seminar once every 24 

months.
86

 At least one person from each of the following is required to attend a seminar each 24-

month period: 

 

 the city attorney, the city administrator or city clerk; and 

 the executive director or other person who is responsible for the daily administration 

of the corporation.
87

  

 

The corporation is authorized to use Type A or Type B proceeds to pay for the costs of attending 

a seminar.
88

 The certificates of completion are issued by the person, entity, or organization 

providing the training seminars on a form approved by the comptroller’s office.
89

 The 

comptroller’s office may impose an administrative penalty in an amount not to exceed $1,000 for 

failure to attend the seminar.
90

  

 

Specific Procedural Requirements Before a Type B Corporation Can Expend 

Type B Tax Proceeds 

Public Notice Requirement and the 60-Day Right to Petition 

A Type B corporation must publish notice of the Type B projects it plans to undertake.  This is 

because the public has a right to submit a petition objecting to a particular Type B project.
91

 The 

petition must be submitted within 60 days of the first published notice of a specific project or 

type of project and must be signed by more than 10 percent of the registered voters of the city. 

                                                 
82

  Id. 
83

  Id. §§ 504.152(c), 505.202(c). 
84

  Id. §§ 504.154, 505.204. 
85

  Id. § 502.101. 
86

  Id. § 502.101(a). 
87

  Id. § 502.101(a)(1)-(2). 
88

  Id. § 502.101(d). 
89

  Id. § 502.103(a). 
90

  Id. § 502.103(b). 
91

  Id. §§ 505.160, .303. 
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If a petition is pursued by the public, the petition can ask that the city hold an election on the 

issue before that specific project or type of project is undertaken. If the petition is submitted in a 

timely manner and an election is required, the corporation may not undertake the project until the 

voters approve the project at an election on the issue. If the voters disapprove the project at the 

election, the Type B tax proceeds may not be used for that purpose. It is important to note that a 

petition cannot force an election on a project if the voters have previously approved the specific 

project or that general category of projects at an earlier election called under the Act. 

 

Public Hearing Requirement for Expending Type B Tax Proceeds 

A Type B corporation is required to hold at least one public hearing on any proposed project, 

including a proposal to expend funds on maintenance and operating expenses of a project.
92

 

However, a corporation created by an eligible city with a population of less than 20,000 is not 

required to hold a public hearing if the proposed project is defined by Sections 501.101 through 

501.107 of the Act.
93

  If a public hearing is required, the hearing must be held before the 

corporation expends any Type B funds on the project. There is nothing in the Act that prohibits 

the Type B corporation from holding one public hearing to consider a group of Type B projects. 

After the projects have been considered at a public hearing and 60 days have passed since the 

first public notice of the nature of the projects, the development corporation is free to make 

expenditures related to the projects pursuant to the adopted budget, subject to other applicable 

requirements. 

 

Specific Costs of a Type A and Type B Project That May be Funded 

Cities need to know what types of specific expenditures are contemplated within each category 

available for expenditure of Type A and Type B tax proceeds. For assistance in understanding 

what is permitted under the Act, cities should review the definition of the term “cost” under 

Section 501.152 of the Act. Section 501.152 defines what costs may be applied to a Type A or 

Type B. It states, in pertinent part, that costs for a project may include: 

 

Land and facility improvements: the cost of acquisition, construction, improvement 

and expansion of land and buildings. 

 

Machinery and supplies: the cost of machinery, equipment, inventory, raw materials 

and supplies. 

 

Financial transaction costs: the cost of financing charges, interest prior to and during 

construction, and necessary reserve funds. 

 

Planning costs: the cost of research and development, legal services, development of 

plans and specifications, surveys, and cost estimates; and other expenses necessary or 

incident to determining the feasibility and practicability of undertaking the project. 

 

                                                 
92

  Id. § 505.159(a). 
93

  Id. § 505.159(b). 
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Brownfield Clean-up costs: Should the Texas Governor’s office or the Texas 

Commission on Environmental Quality encourage or request that a Type A or Type B 

corporation use sales tax proceeds to clean up contaminated property, the corporation 

may not undertake the project until the use is approved by a majority of the qualified 

voters of the city voting in an election called and held for that purpose. The ballot 

proposition is as follows:
94

  

 

“The use of sales and use tax proceeds for the cleanup of 

contaminated property.” 

 

Administrative Expenses of a Type A and Type B Project  

Section 501.152 of the Act also states that the cost of a project may include the administrative 

expenses and other expenses that are incident to placing a project into operation. The law states 

that these expenses could include “the administrative expenses for the acquisition, construction, 

improvement, and financing of any project.” Additionally, Type A and Type B corporations are 

permitted to contract with other private corporations to carry out industrial development 

programs.
95

 Also, should a Type A or Type B corporation contract with a broker, agent or other 

third party for business recruitment, a written contract approved by the board of directors is 

required for any payment of a commission, fee, or other thing of value to the third party.
96

 

Failure to enter into a written contract could result in a civil penalty not to exceed $10,000. 

 

Maintenance and Operating Expenses of a Type A and Type B Project 
It should be noted that there is a difference between “administrative expenses that are necessary 

to put a project into operation” and the “maintenance and operating expenses” of an ongoing 

project. Type A and Type B corporations have statutory authority to spend Type A and Type B 

funds on maintenance and operation expenses for a Type A or Type B project.
97

 However, the 

voters are allowed to petition for an election on the issue of whether to prohibit the Type A or 

Type B corporation from expending Type A or Type B funds for the maintenance and operation 

costs of a particular project. Such a petition must be signed by 10 percent of the registered voters 

of the city. The petition must be presented within 60 days after the city first publishes notice that 

the tax proceeds are going to be used for maintenance and operations of a specific project. 

However, an election is not required if the voters has previously approved the use of Type A or 

Type B proceeds for this purpose at an earlier election under the Act. 

 

Promotional Expenses and Prior Debts 

The Act limits Type A and Type B corporations to spending no more than 10 percent of the 

corporate revenues (Type A and Type B tax proceeds) for promotional purposes.
98

 The Act does 

                                                 
94

  Id. §§ 504.304, 505.305. 
95

  Id. §§ 504.102, 505.102. 
96

  Id. § 502.051. 
97

  Id. §§ 504.302, 505.303. 
98

  Id. §§ 504.105, 505.103. See Tex. Att’y Gen. LO-94-037 (Ruling under the former statute, this opinion 

concluded the Development Corporation of Abilene, which operated under Section 4A of the Development 

Corporation Act, could spend proceeds of the sales and use tax imposed under Section 4A for “promotional 

purposes,” subject to the proviso of subsection (b)(1) that no more than 10 percent of corporation revenue 
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not define the term “promotional purposes.” However, the Texas Attorney General has 

concluded that a promotional expenditure “must advertise or publicize the city for the purpose of 

developing new and expanded business enterprises.”
99

 Further, a corporation is limited to 

spending not more than 10 percent of its current annual revenues for promotional purposes in 

any given year. Nonetheless, unexpended revenues specifically set aside for promotional 

purposes in past years may be expended along with 10 percent of current revenues without 

violating the cap.
100

 Additionally, city council may disapprove a promotional expenditure.
101

 If 

there is some question as to whether a particular expenditure should be considered a promotional 

expense, the development corporation should consult with its local legal counsel. 

 

A Type A corporation is prohibited from assuming a debt or paying the principal or interest on a 

debt if the debt existed before the date when the city created the development corporation.
102

 

This limitation does not prevent a development corporation from undertaking or making future 

expenditures toward a project that is already in operation. It means that the corporation could not 

reimburse that project for its prior debts. However, the legislature has not addressed whether a 

Type B corporation is prohibited from paying principal or interest on a debt if the debt existed 

before the city created the Type B corporation. 

 

Issuance of Bonds for a Type A or Type B Project 

A Type A and Type B corporations may issue bonds, notes and other contractual obligations to 

fund its projects.
103

 The sales tax proceeds received by the corporation may be used to pay the 

principal and interest on the bonds and any other costs related to the bonds.
104

 For example, the 

Texas Attorney General concluded in Letter Opinion 92-86 that a Section 4A (now Type A) 

development corporation may finance bonds for the start-up costs of a technical college if the 

funds are used solely for vocational training purposes. Any bond or debt instrument of the 

corporation remains an obligation of the corporation and is not an obligation of the city, nor is it 

backed by the city ad valorem tax rate.
105

 The city and the development corporation staff will 

want to visit with local bond counsel prior to the imposition of any debt obligation or debt 

instrument. All such bonds would need to receive approval by the Public Finance Division of the 

Office of the Attorney General.
106

  

 

                                                                                                                                                             
could be spent for such purposes, and so long as the expenditures were otherwise consistent with the 

provisions of the act and state law generally). 
99

  Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. GA-0086 (2003) at 2. 
100

  Id. at 6. 
101

  Id. at 3-5. 
102

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 504.104. But see Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. DM-299 (1994). (Ruling under the former 

statute, this opinion indicates that Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. art. 5190.6, § 4A(q) is not retroactive. A 4A 

corporation can, therefore, continue to make payments on any obligation that the corporation entered into 

before the enactment date of 4A(q) (in 1993). This would be true even if the obligation entered into before the 

enactment of 4A(q) was one that existed before the creation of the 4A corporation.) 
103

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §§ 501.155, .201, .214. 
104

  Id. §§ 504.303, 505.104. 
105

  Id. § 501.207. 
106

  Id. § 501.201 (States that a development corporation may issue bonds obtaining the consent of any state 

department, division or agency, “other than the attorney general under chapter 1202, Government Code.”) 
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Creating a Type A or Type B Economic Development Corporation 

Creation of a Type A or Type B economic development corporation may be initiated either by 

the city
107

 or by a group of citizens.
108

 For citizens to initiate the creation of an economic 

development corporation, a group of three or more individuals who are qualified voters of the 

city must file a written application with the city requesting approval of an economic development 

corporation. The city may not charge a fee for consideration of the application. If the city 

determines that the corporation should be created, the city must approve the corporation’s 

certificate of formation (formerly known as articles of incorporation)
109

 by ordinance or 

resolution. The ordinance or resolution must indicate what purposes the corporation can further 

on the city’s behalf. The purposes shall be limited to the promotion and development of 

industrial and manufacturing enterprises to encourage employment and the public welfare. The 

Type A economic development certificate of formation must state that the corporation is to be 

governed by Chapter 504 of the Local Government Code.
110

  The Type B economic development 

certificate of formation must state that the corporation is to be governed by Chapter 505 of the 

Local Government Code.
111

 

 

The certificate of formation for all development corporations must contain the items required 

under Section 501.056 of the Act and must be approved by the municipality’s governing body.
112

 

The city may amend the certificate of formation at its sole discretion at any time.
113

  

 

The certificate of formation must be filed in triplicate with the secretary of state’s office pursuant 

to Section 501.057 of the Act. Upon the issuance of the certificate of incorporation, the corporate 

existence begins. After the issuance of the certificate evidencing the filing of the certificate of 

formation, the board of directors must hold an organizational meeting to adopt the bylaws of the 

corporation and to elect officers.
114

 The initial bylaws must also be approved by resolution of the 

governing body of the city.
115

 The first meeting of the board of directors of the corporation 

should be held pursuant to the requirements under Section 501.063 of the Act. 

 

A city can create an economic development corporation without having an election to create a 

sales tax.  However if the city wants the economic development corporation to receive sales tax 

funds, then there has to be an election to adopt a Type A or Type B economic development sales 

tax. 

 

Initiating an Election to Adopt a Type A or Type B Sales Tax 

An election to adopt a Type A or Type B economic development sales tax may be initiated either 

by: 

                                                 
107

  Id. § 504.003(a). 
108

  Id. § 501.051. 
109

  Id. § 501.011. 
110

  Id. § 504.004. 
111

  Id. § 505.004. 
112

  Id. § 501.051(b)(2). 
113

  Id. § 501.302. 
114

  Id. § 501.063. 
115

  Id. § 501.064. 
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 city council approval of an ordinance calling for an election on the imposition of the 

tax
116

; or 

 a petition signed by a number of qualified voters that equals at least 20 percent of the 

voters who voted in the most recent regular city election. If the city council receives such 

a petition, it is required to pass an ordinance to call an election on the imposition of the 

tax.
117

  

 

Most cities pass the ordinance calling for a Type A or Type B sales tax election on their own 

motion and do not wait for the election to be initiated by a petition of the voters. If a city orders 

an election on the sales tax for economic development, it must follow all applicable requirements 

for elections contained in the Election Code, the Municipal Sales and Use Tax Act (Chapter 321 

of the Tax Code), and other Texas statutes relating to elections.
118

 Notably, the following 

requirements must be met: 

 

Potential Election Dates. The election must be held on a uniform election date as 

provided by Chapter 41 of the Election Code. There are uniform election dates in May 

and November. The current uniform election dates are:  

 

 the first Saturday in May in an odd-numbered year; 

 the first Saturday in May in an even-number year, for an election held by a 

political subdivision other than a county; or 

 the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November.
119

  

 

Time Frame for Ordering the Election. The city should order the election at least 78 

days prior to the date of the election.
120

 The Tax Code requires only that the city order the 

election at least 30 days before the date of the election.
121

 Nonetheless, it is advisable to 

provide at least 78 days’ notice, since this is the requirement applicable to most other 

special elections in Texas and it allows time to comply with other Election Code 

requirements, such as early voting. In addition, the Election Code provision governing 

time frames for ordering an election “supersedes a law outside this code to the extent of 

any conflict.”
122

 

                                                 
116

  Id. §§ 504.255, 505.256 (Stating that chapter 321 of the Texas Tax Code governs the imposition of a Type A 

or Type B tax), and Tex. Tax Code § 321.401(a) (An election may be called by the adoption of a city 

ordinance by city council.). 
117

  See Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §§ 504.255, 505.256 (Stating that chapter 321 of the Tax Code governs the 

imposition of a Type A or Type B tax) and Tex. Tax Code § 321.401(c) (Requiring that the city council pass 

an ordinance calling for a sales tax election if a petition is presented). See Tex. Elec. Code ch. 277 

(Requirements for petition signatures). 
118

  See Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 504.255, 505.256 (Stating that chapter 321 of the Tax Code governs elections 

under chapter 504 and 505 of the Local Government Code) and Tex. Tax Code § 321.403 (stating that an 

election held under chapter 321 of the Tax Code must be held on the next available uniform election date). 
119

  Tex. Elec. Code § 41.0052. 
120

  Id. § 3.005(c). 
121

  Tex. Tax Code § 321.403. 
122

  Tex. Elec. Code § 3.005(b). 
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Notice to be Provided of Election. The city must publish notice of the election at least 

once in a newspaper of general circulation in the city.
123

 The notice must be published not 

more than 30 days and not less than 10 days before the date of the election. The notice 

must state the nature and date of the election, the location of each polling place, hours 

that the polls will be open, and any other election-related information required by law.
124

 

Also, the city is required to deliver notice of their election to the county clerk and voter 

registrar of each county in which the city is located not later than the 60
th

 day before the 

election.
125

 Then, the county is required to post the notice to the county’s website not 

later than the 21
st
 day before the election, if the county maintains a website.

126
 If the 

county does not maintain a website, then the city must post notice of the election on the 

bulletin board used to post the city’s meeting notices.
127

 The notice must also include the 

wording of all the ballot propositions.
128

 The entire notice must generally be provided in 

both English and Spanish.
129

  

 

Ballot for Economic Development Corporations 

Type A Ballot:  The Act requires specific wording for a Type A sales tax proposition 

ballot, as follows:
130

  

 

The adoption of a sales and use tax for the promotion and 

development of new and expanded business enterprises at the rate of 

(insert appropriate rate) of one percent. 
 

The actual wording used on the ballot must indicate what rate is proposed for the Type A 

sales tax. The voters then vote for or against the proposition. 

 

Type B Ballot:  Current law does not provide any required wording for the ballot for a 

Type B sales tax for economic development. Before the Development Act was codified, 

cities would use great care to include wording that described all of the categories of 

projects that the city would want to have the Type B corporation to pursue.
 131

  Cities 

                                                 
123

  Id. § 4.003(a)(1), (c).  
124

  Id. § 4.004(a). 
125

  Id. § 4.008(a). 
126

  Id. §§ 4.003(b), 4.008(a).  
127

  Id. § 4.003(b). 
128

  Id. § 4.004(b). 
129

  See id. ch. 272. 
130

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 504.256. 
131

  See Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. JC-400 (2001) (The city of Sonora’s ballot adopting the 4B sales tax read as 

follows: “The adoption of an additional one-half of one percent sales and use tax within the City pursuant to 

the provisions of Article 5190.6, V.A.T.C., with the proceeds thereof to be used and applied in the manner 

and to the purposes authorized by Section 4B of the Act, including but not limited to public facility 

improvements, commercial facilities, infrastructural improvements, new and expanded business enterprises, 

and other related improvements, facilities to furnish water to the general public, sewage and solid waste 

disposal facilities and maintenance and operating costs associated with all of the above projects.” JC-400 at 

4). 
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should be sure to have their legal counsel review any proposed ballot wording prior to its 

use in an election proposition. 

 

Setting a Limited Time Period for a Type A or Type B Tax 

A Type A tax that is approved without a time limit is effective until repealed by election.
132

 

However, a city may include in the wording of the ballot proposition a limitation on the length of 

time in years that a Type A tax may be imposed. For example, a city could limit the time period 

during which a Type A tax is imposed to four years. Once such a limit is approved by the voters, 

the tax may be extended beyond this time limit or reimposed only if the city has an election at 

which the voters authorize the extension or reimposition of the tax. If a city decides to include 

such a time limitation, the required ballot wording is as follows:
133

 

 

The adoption of a sales and use tax for the promotion and development of 

new and expanded business enterprises at the rate of (insert appropriate rate) 

of one percent to be imposed for (insert number of years that the tax would be 

imposed) years. 
 

The actual wording used on the ballot must indicate what rate is proposed for the Type A sales 

tax and the number of years that the tax would be in effect. The voters then vote for or against 

the proposition. 

 

As noted earlier, there is no required wording for a Type B tax ballot.  However, an eligible city 

may allow the voters to vote on a ballot proposition that limits the length of time that a sales and 

use tax may be imposed.  An eligible city that imposes a tax for a limited time under this 

subsection may later extend the period of the tax’s imposition or reimpose the tax only if the 

extension or reimposition is authorized by a majority of the qualified voters of the city voting in 

an election called and held for that purpose in the same manner as an election held under Section 

505.2565 of the Act.
134

 

 

Limiting the Types of Projects for a Type A or Type B Tax 

On a ballot to adopt the Type A tax or on a ballot to increase or reduce a Type A tax, a city may 

also limit the use of the tax to a specific project.
135

 For example, a city could limit the use of the 

Type A tax to a project for a specific manufacturing entity or to a specific type of project such as 

expenditures for an industrial park. If such a limit is approved by the voters, the city may not 

broaden the purposes for which the Type A tax may be used unless it holds another election. Any 

desired change would have to go back to the voters for approval at an election on the issue. Once 

the obligations for the specific project have been satisfied, the corporation is required to notify 

the Texas comptroller to cease collecting the Type A tax. To date, no city has limited the use of a 

                                                 
132

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 504.257(d). 
133

  Id. § 504.257(a). 
134

  Id. § 505.2565. 
135

  Id. § 504.260. 
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Type A tax to a specific project. If a city decides to include such a limitation, the required 

wording of the ballot is as follows:
136

 

 

The adoption of a sales and use tax for the promotion and development of 

(insert description of the project) at the rate of (insert appropriate rate) of one 

percent. 

 

The actual wording used on the ballot must indicate what rate is proposed for the Type A sales 

tax and must include a description of the project. The voters then vote for or against the 

proposition. 

 

A city may limit the use of the Type B tax to a specific project.
137

  However, as noted earlier, 

there is no required wording for a Type B tax ballot. Accordingly, there is no special wording 

that must be used to limit the use of the Type B tax to certain projects. If a city wants to limit the 

use of Type B tax proceeds to certain projects, it may choose to list only the types or categories 

of projects it desires on the ballot. Also, the Act provides certain authorization to expand the 

types of projects undertaken if subsequently approved by the eligible voters.
138

 

 

Various Joint Ballot Proposition for a Type A or a Type B Tax 

Joint Ballot Proposition for a Type A Tax and a Sales Tax for Property Tax Relief 

A city may include the Type A sales tax and the sales tax for property tax relief as separate ballot 

propositions at the same election. In 1991, the Texas Legislature allowed cities to offer the voters 

a joint ballot proposition on a sales tax for property tax relief and a Type A sales tax for 

economic development.
139

 In this scenario, the voters would vote for or against one ballot 

proposition that covers the adoption of both taxes. 

 

Under this joint ballot proposition, the voters are not able to pass the property tax relief sales tax 

without also passing the Type A sales tax for economic development. Either both taxes pass or 

both taxes fail. If a city decides to use such a joint proposition, the required wording on the ballot 

is as follows:
140

  

 

The adoption of a sales and use tax within the city for the promotion and 

development of new and expanded business enterprises at the rate of (insert 

appropriate rate) of one percent and the adoption of an additional sales and 

use tax within the city at a rate of (insert appropriate rate) of one percent to be 

used to reduce the property tax rate. 
 

The actual wording used on the ballot must indicate what rate is proposed for the Type A sales 

tax and what rate is proposed for the sales tax for property tax relief. The voters then vote for or 

                                                 
136

  Id. §§ 504.256, .260. 
137

  Id. § 505.2575(a). 
138

  Id. § 505.2575(b). 
139

  Id. § 504.261. 
140

  Id. 
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against the proposition. If the total local sales tax has reached the legal maximum of two percent, 

a city may attempt simultaneously to reduce the sales tax for property tax relief and impose the 

Type A economic development sales tax in one ballot proposition. The city would still use the 

above-noted ballot wording.
141

  

 

There is nothing that stops a city from using separate ballot items for the passage of a sales tax 

for property tax relief and a Type A sales tax for economic development. In this case, the voters 

would vote for or against the adoption of each of the two taxes and the passage of one would not 

influence the passage of the other. Cities, however, have historically preferred the incentive 

value of joining the two items onto one ballot proposition. If a city uses separate ballot 

propositions, it should be noted that it is not possible to make one ballot proposition dependent 

on the passage of a separate ballot proposition. In other words, the city could choose to offer one 

proposition proposing a reduction of the sales tax for property tax and a separate proposition for 

the adoption of a sales tax for economic development. Making the adoption of one of the 

propositions dependent on the passage of the other can be accomplished only where the 

legislature has authorized a joint proposition as described earlier. 

 

Joint Proposition to Reduce or Abolish a Type A Tax and Adopt a Type B Tax 

A city may offer a joint ballot proposition that would reduce or abolish an existing Type A tax 

and at the same time approve the creation of a Type B tax.
142

 That is, the city can have the voters 

approve or reject both items together by one “yes” or “no” vote. However, a city is not required 

to combine these two issues into one ballot proposition.  

 

A city can still choose to have the voters vote on repealing or reducing a Type A tax and 

adopting a Type B tax as separate ballot propositions.
143

 If the city places the items on separate 

ballot propositions, it is possible that one, both, or neither of the items would be approved at such 

an election. A city that chooses to provide these options to the voters would use the ballot 

wording suggested earlier for each of these items. In no case may a city offer ballot propositions 

that, if passed, would cause the city to exceed its two percent local sales tax cap.
144

  

 

Joint Proposition of a Type A or Type B Tax and Other Municipal Sales Tax 

Cities are allowed to have joint ballot propositions to lower, repeal, raise or adopt municipal 

sales taxes.
145

 This would include the Type A and Type B tax. If a city wants to lower the Type 

A or Type B tax and create a street maintenance tax, the city could combine the ballot 

                                                 
141

  Tex. Att’y Gen. LO-93-104 (1993) (For a simultaneous election on the imposition, under Section 4A, 

V.T.C.S. article 5190.6, of a sales and use tax of one-fourth of one percent for economic development and the 

reduction of its previously adopted additional sales and use tax for the reduction of property taxes under Tax 

Code Section 321.101(b) from a rate of one-half of one percent to one-quarter of one percent, the city should 

use the proposition language set out in Section 4A(p), as follows: The adoption of a sales and use tax within 

the city for the promotion and development of new and expanded business enterprises at the rate of one-

fourth of one percent and the adoption of an additional sales and use tax within the city at the rate of one-

fourth of one percent to be used to reduce the property tax rate). 
142

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 505.255. 
143

  Id. 
144

  See id. § 505.256; Tex. Tax Code § 321.101(f). 
145

  See Tex. Tax Code § 321.409. 
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propositions instead of having separate ballot propositions. If the joint ballot proposition does not 

pass, then there will be no effect on those sales taxes. 

 

Proposition to Increase or Reduce a Type A or Type B Tax 

Type A Sales Tax 

A city that has imposed a Type A tax may, on its own, motion call for an election to approve an 

increase or a reduction of the Type A tax rate.
146

 The election would be administered by the same 

procedure that was used to originally adopt the tax. The Type A tax rate would be reduced or 

increased if the proposition were approved by a majority of the qualified voters who voted at an 

election held on the issue. The rate may be reduced or increased to any rate that is an increment 

of one-eighth of one percent that the authorizing municipality determines is appropriate, and that 

would not result in a combined rate that exceeds two percent. Also, on petition of at least 10 

percent of the registered voters of the city, the city may be compelled to order an election on a 

proposed increase or decrease of the Type A tax rate.
147

 

 

It should be noted that the attorney general has concluded in Attorney General Opinion DM-137 

(1992) that if there is an election to reduce the Section 4A (now Type A) sales tax or to limit the 

length of time of its collection, the reduction or limitation may not be applied to any bonds 

issued prior to the date of the election. 

 

It is not clear what ballot wording would be required for a proposition to increase or reduce a 

Type A tax rate. Section 504.258 of the Local Government Code states that “the ballot shall be 

printed in the same manner as the ballot under Section 504.256.” Section 504.256 contains the 

regular wording on the ballot to adopt a Type A sales tax. The ballot wording to adopt the Type 

A tax is as follows: “The adoption of a sales and use tax for the promotion and development of 

new and expanded business enterprises at the rate of (insert appropriate rate) of one percent.” A 

city should consult with its legal counsel, in conjunction with the comptroller’s office, if it 

decides to ask the voters to reduce or increase an existing Type A tax.  

 

Type B Sales Tax  

Up until 2017, there was no express statutory authority for a Type B tax to be increased or 

decreased after its initial adoption. The legislature passed H.B. 3045 in 2017 to authorize a Type 

B tax to be increased or reduced by election within the statutory range provided for the tax. The 

new statute is nearly identical to the statute for increasing or reducing the Type A tax.
148

 The 

statute for increasing or reducing a Type B tax does not, however, contain a provision addressing 

ballot language for such an election, primarily because, unlike a Type A corporation, there is no 

required ballot language for the initial adoption of a Type B tax. A city should consult with its 

legal counsel, in conjunction with the comptroller’s office, if it decides to ask the voters to 

reduce or increase an existing Type B tax.  

 

 

                                                 
146

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 504.258. 
147

  Id. 
148

  Id. § 504.2566 
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Proposition to Abolish the Type A or Type B Tax 

Type A Sales Tax 

On petition of 10 percent or more of the registered voters of the city, the city can be required to 

order an election on the dissolution of the Type A corporation.
149

 If the corporation is dissolved, 

the Type A tax may not be collected except to pay off any remaining obligations that were 

executed before the date of the dissolution election.  The ballot for the election shall be printed to 

provide for voting for or against the proposition:
150

  

 

Termination of the (insert name of the corporation). 
 

The election must be held on a uniform election date and the election is subject to all the 

applicable requirements under law for elections.  

 

If a majority of the voters voting on the issue approve the dissolution, the corporation continues 

its operations only long enough to pay off any bonds that were issued before the date of the 

election and to the extent necessary to dispose of its assets.
151

 The Attorney General has 

concluded that a corporation that is dissolving is required to submit its dissolution plan to city 

council for its review and approval.
152

 However, city council may not use this approval power to 

prevent the corporation from performing its statutory duty to, “to the extent practicable…dispose 

of its assets and apply the proceeds to satisfy” the corporation’s obligations. The assets are used 

to pay off any liabilities, and any remaining assets are transferred to the city.
153

 The corporation 

is required to notify the comptroller to cease collection of the tax once the corporation has 

satisfied all of its obligations.
154

 

 

Type B Sales Tax Created before September 1, 1999 

For a Type B corporation created before September 1, 1999, there is no statutory authority that 

allows a Type B tax to be abolished after its initial adoption. The city could use its power by 

resolution under Section 501.401 of the Act to terminate or dissolve the development 

corporation. If the city takes such an action, the corporation and the tax would continue only for 

the time period necessary to pay off any outstanding debt. 

 

Type B Sales Tax Created on or after September 1, 1999 

For a Type B corporation created on or after September 1, 1999, the Act provides that a city must 

hold an election on the issue of dissolving the corporation if a proper petition is submitted to the 

city council.
155

 Such a petition must request an election on the dissolution of the Type B 

corporation and be signed by at least 10 percent of the registered voters of the city. The petition 

must also meet any other legal requirements that may be applicable, including the general 

                                                 
149

  Id. § 504.351(a). 
150

  Id. § 504.352. 
151

  Id. § 504.353. 
152

  Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. JC-0553 (2002) at 6. 
153

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 504.353(a)(2). 
154

  Id. § 504.353(c). 
155

  Id. § 505.352 (Provides that the municipality shall hold the election on the next uniform election date as 

required by Section 3.005 of the Election Code). 
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petition requirements found in Chapter 277 of the Election Code. The election must be held on 

the first regular uniform election date that falls more than 77 days after the petition is filed with 

the city.
156

 At the election, the ballot must be printed to read as follows:
157

  

 

Termination of the (name of corporation). 

 

If a Type B corporation is dissolved pursuant to an election of this nature, the corporation will 

continue to operate long enough to pay off all its debts and obligations.  

 

Once the corporation’s debts and obligations are paid off, the corporation is dissolved and its 

property must be transferred to the city. The city must then notify the comptroller, who must stop 

collecting the Type B sales tax by the last day of the first calendar quarter that begins after the 

city has notified the comptroller.
158

 

 

Reporting Election Results of a Type A and Type B Tax 

The Election Code requires that, no earlier than the third day and no later than the eleventh 

day
159

 after the election, the governing body of the city must canvass the ballots and enter the 

resolution or ordinance declaring the results of the election into the minutes of a meeting. The 

resolution or ordinance must include the following:
160

  

 

 The date of the election; 

 The proposition for which the vote was held; 

 The total number of votes cast for and against the proposition; and 

 The number of votes by which the proposition was approved. 

 

If the proposed change in the tax rate is approved by a majority of the qualified voters of the city 

voting at an election on the issue, the city may levy the approved tax. The city secretary must, by 

certified or registered mail, send the comptroller a certified copy of the resolution or ordinance 

and must include a map of the city clearly showing the city’s boundaries. After receiving the 

documents, the comptroller has 30 days to notify the city secretary that the comptroller’s office 

will administer the tax. 

                                                 
156

  Id. § 505.352(b). 
157

  Id. § 505.353. 
158

  Id. § 505.354. 
159

  Tex. Elec. Code § 67.003(b). But see Tex. Tax Code § 321.405 (Which gives the city 10 days to canvass an 

election on the proposed adoption of a Type A sales tax. It is not clear whether the Election Code provision or 

the Tax Code provision is controlling on this issue. Therefore, it is recommended that cities follow the stricter 

provisions of the Election Code and canvass the election between 3 and 11 days after it has taken place. Note 

that the Election Code may require a city to wait longer than three days to canvass, as it provides that the city 

must canvas not later than the 11
th

 day after election day and not earlier than the later of: (1) the third day 

after election day; (2) the date on which the early voting ballot board verified and counted all provisional 

ballots, if a provisional ballot has been cast in the election; or (3) the date on which all timely received ballots 

cast from addresses outside of the United States are counted, if a ballot to be voted by mail in the election was 

provided to a person outside of the United States). 
160

  Tex. Tax Code. § 321.405. 
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If the election fails, the city must wait one full year before bringing the issue to the voters 

again.
161

 However, the Election Code allows the city to hold a subsequent election on the 

corresponding uniform election date that occurs approximately one year later, even if the date 

falls several days before a full year has elapsed.
162

 

 

Effective Date of Type A or Type B Tax 

Effective Date of Type A or Type B Sales Tax Election Only 

The change in the sales tax rate becomes effective one full calendar quarter after notice of the 

election has been provided to the comptroller. The new tax rate applies to purchases on or after 

the first day of that calendar quarter as provided under Section 321.102(a) of the Tax Code. 

 

May Election: Send notice to the comptroller no later than the last week in June. 

On October 1st, the new tax rate will take effect. The city will receive its first 

payment in December. 

 

November Election: Send notice to the comptroller no later than the last week in 

December. On April 1st, the new tax rate will take effect. The city will receive its 

first payment in June. 

 

Effective Date for Type A Sales Tax and Additional Municipal Sales Tax Election 

At the same election, if the city adopts a Type A sales tax and adopts an additional municipal 

sales taxes, such as a sales tax for property tax relief, the city has two options with regard to the 

effective date of the tax. The city may opt to have the taxes take effect at the same time (the 

following October 1st if a full calendar quarter has passed since the election).
163

 Or, 

alternatively, the city may choose to have the Type A tax take effect as soon as one calendar 

quarter has passed after the election, and have the sales tax for property tax relief take effect the 

following October 1st (after which a full calendar quarter has passed since the election). In this 

scenario, the Type A tax would generally take effect before the sales tax for property tax 

relief.
164

 Some cities choose this option to maximize revenues from the tax; other cities choose to 

make it easier on retailers and allow both taxes to take effect at the same time in October. 

 

Effective Date for Type B Sales Tax and Additional Municipal Sales Tax Election 

At the same election, if the city adopts a Type B sales tax and an additional municipal sales tax, 

such as a sales tax for property tax relief, both taxes will not take effect until the following 

October 1
st
 (assuming at least a complete calendar quarter has passed since the election).

165
  If a 
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  Id. § 321.406. But see Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §§ 504.255, .351, 505.256.  
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complete calendar quarter has not passed since the election, the tax would not take effect until 

the following October 1
st
. 

 

Allocation of the Sales Tax Proceeds by the comptroller 

Once the sales tax is effective, the comptroller remits the sales tax proceeds from the increase in 

the rate to the municipality with its other local sales tax proceeds. The Municipal Sales and Use 

Tax Act (Chapter 321 of the Tax Code) governs the imposition, computation, administration, 

abolition, and use of the tax except where it is inconsistent with the statutory provisions within 

the Development Corporation Act.
166

 

 

The city, upon receiving its local sales tax allotment from the comptroller, must remit the sales 

tax for economic development to the economic development corporation responsible for 

administering the tax.
167

 The proceeds of a sales tax for property tax relief would remain with the 

city. 

 

Directors of a Economic Development Corporation 

Board of Directors of a Type A Economic Development Corporation 

A Type A corporation is governed by at least a five-member board of directors.
168

 The directors 

are appointed by a majority vote of the city council at an open meeting. The Act does not specify 

any qualifying criteria for a person who serves as a director on the Type A board. A Type A 

director is not required to be a city resident or a property owner. The directors serve without 

compensation but must be reimbursed for actual expenses.
169

 The directors are appointed to a 

term not to exceed six years. Further, should the certificate of formation or the bylaws not 

address a term of office, then the Type A directors have a six-year term of office.
170

 However, 

the directors serve at the pleasure of the city council and may be removed by the city council at 

any time without cause.
171

  

 

In JC-349, ruling under the former statute, the attorney general concluded that a Section 4A 

director could be appointed to a subsequent term. The opinion noted that neither the 

Development Corporation Act nor the Texas Non-Profit Corporation Act barred such 

reappointment. Accordingly, a city council may reappoint a director to a subsequent term, 

provided there is not a contrary provision in the articles of incorporation, bylaws, city charter, 

city ordinance or resolution. 

 

Board of Directors of a Type B Economic Development Corporation 

A Type B corporation is governed by a seven-member board of directors.
172

 The seven directors 

are appointed by a majority vote of the city council at an open meeting. Unlike Type A 
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corporation boards, the Act does place qualifying criteria for a person who serves as a director on 

a Type B board. If the Type B corporation is located in a city with a population of 20,000 or 

more, the Type B director must be a resident of the city.
173

  If a Type B corporation is located in 

a city with a population of less than 20,000, the Type B director must: 

 

1) be a resident of the city; 

2) be a resident of the county in which the major part of the area of the city is located; or  

3) resides in a place that is within 10 miles of the city’s boundaries and is in a county 

bordering the county in which a major portion of the city is located.
174

 

If a city dissolves a Type A corporation and creates a Type B corporation, the Act provides that a 

person serving as a Type A director at the time that the Type A corporation was dissolved may 

serve on the newly created Type B board.
175

 Since the directors of a Type A corporation are not 

required to be residents of the city, this change in the law would allow a non-resident to serve as 

a Type B director in this limited circumstance. 

 

State law limits the number of Type B directors who are also city officers or employees: it states 

that three of the seven positions must be persons who are not city officials or city employees.
176

 

The directors serve without compensation but they must be reimbursed for actual expenses.
177

 A 

director serves at the pleasure of the city council for a term of two years; however, the city 

council may vote to remove a director at any time without having to specify a cause.
178

 

 

General Provisions Regarding Type A and Type B Board of Directors 

A majority of the board constitutes a quorum.
179

 The board of directors is subject to both the 

Open Meetings Act and the Public Information Act.
180

. Additionally, the Development 

Corporation Act requires the board to conduct all of its meetings within the city limits, unless the 

city is located in a county with a population of less than 30,000.
181

 If the city’s Type A or Type B 

corporation is located in a county with a population of less than 30,000, then the board of 

directors may conduct a board meeting within the county.
182

At one of its first meetings, the 

board is required to elect a president, a secretary and any other officers that the governing body 

of the city considers necessary.
183

 The corporation’s registered agent must be a resident of Texas 

and the corporation’s registered office must be within the boundaries of the city.
184
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If a city collects both a Type A and a Type B sales and use tax, the city must create separate 

corporations and boards of directors for the Type A and Type B taxes. However, the board 

members of one corporation may serve on the board of the other corporation. A city may not 

create more than one corporation to oversee the Type A tax or more than one corporation to 

oversee the Type B tax.
185

  

 

General Powers and Duties of Type A and Type B Development Corporations 

Type A and Type B economic development corporations have the following general powers and 

duties:  

 

Power to Expend Tax Proceeds. The development corporation has the power to expend 

the proceeds of the economic development sales tax for purposes authorized by the Act. 

All actions of the development corporation are pursuant to a majority vote of the 

governing body of the board and subject to oversight by the city.
186

 In Texas Attorney 

General Opinion JC-0488 (2002), ruling under the former statute, the Attorney General 

noted that the city’s spending of sales tax proceeds was “contrary to the Act.”
187

 Rather, 

the opinion noted, it was for the corporation to expend the Section 4B (now Type B) tax 

proceeds for the purposes authorized by the Act subject to city council approval. 

 

Powers of a Nonprofit Corporation. The corporation shall have and exercise all powers 

and rights of a nonprofit corporation under the Texas Non-Profit Corporation Act 

(Chapter 22 of the Texas Business Organization Code), except to the extent such powers 

would be in conflict or inconsistent with the Development Corporation Act.
188

  

 

Legal and Financial Transaction Powers. The corporation shall have the power to sell 

and lease a project,
189

 make secured and unsecured loans,
190

 and to sue and be sued.
191

 

Further, in Texas Attorney General Opinion JC-109 (1999), ruling under the former 

statute, it was noted that when an economic development corporation sells real property, 

the corporation is not required to comply with the notice and bidding requirements 

contained in Chapter 272 of the Local Government Code. Nonetheless, the economic 

development corporation must obtain fair market value when selling real property.
192

 If a 

Type B corporation wants to purchase property for a project wholly or partly with bond 

proceeds, the Type B corporation is required to obtain an independent appraisal of the 

property’s market value.
193
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Status as Non-stock Corporation. The corporation is a nonprofit, nonmember, non-

stock corporation.
194

  

 

Exemption from Federal, State and Local Taxation. In terms of state taxation, Section 

501.075 of the Local Government Code provides that economic development 

corporations are considered public charities within the tax exemption of Article VIII, 

Section 2, of the Texas Constitution. Whether the corporation is exempt from various 

state and local taxes depends on the statutory provisions applicable to that tax. For 

example, the comptroller’s office has treated economic development corporations as 

exempt from state and local sales taxes and the state franchise tax.
195

 In order to claim 

these exemptions, corporations submit a copy of the corporation’s certificate of formation 

to the Exempt Organizations Section of the comptroller’s office. If a development 

corporation has qualified for federal tax exempt status prior to applying for state 

exemptions, a copy of the determination letter from the Internal Revenue Service should 

be sent to the comptroller at the time the corporation applies for exemption from the state 

sales tax and franchise tax. It should be noted that development corporations are exempt 

from state and local sales and state franchise taxes regardless of their tax exempt status 

with the Internal Revenue Service. The certificate of formation, and any IRS 

determination letter, should be submitted with a cover letter containing the development 

corporation’s daytime phone number, charter number and tax identification number.  

 

Projects owned by Type B economic development corporations are exempt from local 

property taxation under Section 11.11 of the Tax Code, pursuant to Section 505.161 of 

the Local Government Code. It is currently unclear whether the property owned by Type 

A economic development corporations is exempt from local property taxation. To 

determine whether property taxes or other state or local taxes are applicable, a 

development corporation may wish to visit with its legal counsel and its appraisal district.  

 

Duty to Comply with Open Meetings Act and Public Information Act. The 

corporation and its board of directors are subject to the Open Meetings Act and the Public 

Information Act.
196

  

 

Limited Eminent Domain Power. A Type A corporation may not exercise the power of 

eminent domain except by action of the city council.
197

 However, a Type B corporation 

may exercise the power of eminent domain only: 

 

1. With approval of the action by the city; and 

2. In accordance with and subject to the laws applicable to the city.
198
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Limited Tort Claims Act Protection. The corporation and its directors and employees 

are not liable for damages arising out of the performance of governmental functions of 

the corporation.
199

 The corporation is considered a governmental entity for purposes of 

the Texas Tort Claims Act. 

 

Limited Power to Own or Operate Project. Generally, the corporation does not have 

the power to own or operate any project as a business entity other than as a lessor, seller, 

or lender. However, the corporation does have all the powers necessary to own and 

operate a project as a business if the project is part of a military installation or military 

facility that has been closed or realigned, including a military installation or facility 

closed or realigned under the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (10 

United States Code Section 2687), or if the project is authorized by Local Government 

Code Section 501.106.
200

  

 

Ability of a Home Rule City to Provide an Economic Grant of Money to the 

Development Corporation. The Act generally prohibits a city from lending its credit or 

granting any public money or thing of value to an economic development corporation. In 

other words, a city may not generally provide any funding or services to a development 

corporation unless the city is fully reimbursed for the value of the expenditure. If a city 

and an economic development corporation enter into a contract for the provision of city 

services, such as accounting services, the economic development corporation must 

provide consideration in exchange for city services.
201

  

 

In 2001, the Texas Legislature created an exception to this general rule.
202

 Certain home 

rule cities are authorized to grant public money to a Type A or Type B corporation under 

a contract authorized by Section 380.002 of the Local Government Code. The Type A or 

Type B corporation is required to use the grant of city money for the “development and 

diversification of the economy of the state, elimination of unemployment or 

underemployment in the state, and development and expansion of commerce in the 

state.”
203

  

 

Ability of a City to Convey Real Property to an Economic Development 

Corporation. There are only a few ways a city can convey real property to an economic 

development corporation. First, if it’s the case that the real property was conveyed to the 

city by gift or as part of a legal settlement and the real property is adjacent to an area 

designated for development by the Type A or Type B corporation, then Section 253.009 

of the Local Government Code would allow the property to be conveyed.
204

 Under that 

provision, the city would have to convey the property to the economic development 

corporation “for any fair consideration” approved by the city, and the city would have to 

adopt an ordinance that: 
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1. describes the property being conveyed; 

2. states that the conveyance complies with the requirements of Section 5.022 of the 

Property Code; and 

3. states the consideration paid. 

 

A conveyance under this provision does not have to comply with notice and bidding 

laws, including Chapter 272 of the Local Government Code. 

 

Second, a city with a population of less than 1.9 million can convey real property or an 

interest in real property to a nonprofit organization under Section 253.011 of the Local 

Government Code.
 205

 The term “nonprofit organization” is defined as an organization 

exempt from federal taxation under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 

1986. If an economic development corporation is covered by Section 501(c)(3) of the 

Internal Revenue Code, then the city can convey real property to an economic 

development corporation without complying with the notice and bidding requirements of 

Chapter 272 of the Local Government Code. The city can convey the property to the 

economic development corporation provided the development corporation agrees to use 

the property in a manner that primarily promotes a public purpose of the city. Further, 

should the development corporation at any time fail to use the property in that manner, 

ownership of the property would automatically revert to the city.  The city shall transfer 

the property by an appropriate instrument of transfer. The instrument must include a 

provision that: (1) requires the development corporation to use the property in a manner 

that primarily promotes a public purpose of the city; and (2) indicates that ownership of 

the property automatically reverts back to the city should the corporation at any time fail 

to use the property in that manner. 

 

In 2009, the Texas Legislature approved a bill authorizing a city with a population of 

20,000 or less to convey real property to an economic development corporation without 

complying with the notice and bidding requirements of Chapter 272 of the Local 

Government Code.
206

 The city may convey real property to the economic development 

corporation provided the development corporation agrees to use the property in a manner 

that primarily promotes a public purpose of the city. Further, should the development 

corporation at any time fail to use the property in that manner, ownership of the property 

would automatically revert to the city. The city shall transfer the property by an 

appropriate instrument of transfer.  The instrument must include a provision that : (1) 

requires the development corporation to use the property in a manner that primarily 

promotes a public purpose of the city; and (2) indicates that ownership of the property 

automatically reverts back to the city should the corporation at any time fail to use the 

property in that manner. 
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Ability of a City to Provide City Insurance Coverage and Retirement Benefits to 

Development Corporation Staff/Officers. An economic development corporation may 

participate in the following types of insurance coverage from the city:
207

 health benefits 

coverage, liability coverage, workers’ compensation coverage, and property coverage. 

These coverages can be obtained under the city’s insurance policies, the city’s self-

funded coverage, or the coverage provided under an interlocal agreement with other 

political subdivisions. Health benefits coverage may be extended to the economic 

development corporation’s directors and employees and their dependents. Workers’ 

compensation benefits may be extended to the corporation’s directors, employees and 

volunteers. Liability coverage may be extended to protect the corporation and its 

directors and employees. Also, the law allows economic development corporations to 

obtain retirement benefits under the city’s retirement program and extend those benefits 

to the corporation’s employees. An economic development corporation may not obtain 

any of these insurance coverages or retirement benefits unless the city consents. 

 

Reverse Auction Procedures for Purchasing. A reverse auction procedure is a method 

of purchasing where suppliers of services or goods, anonymous to each other, submit bids 

to provide their services or goods. The bidding is a real-time process usually lasting 

either one hour or two weeks. The bidding takes place at a previously scheduled time 

period and at a previously scheduled Internet location.
208

 Economic development 

corporations are authorized to use reverse auction procedures, as defined by Section 

2155.062 (d) of the Government Code, for the purchase of goods or services.
209

  

 

Performance Agreements 

Economic development corporations cannot simply provide gifts of sales tax proceeds. The 

attorney general has noted that expenditures of sales tax proceeds must be made pursuant to a 

contract or other arrangement sufficient to ensure that the funds are used for the intended and 

authorized purposes.
210

 An economic development corporation is required to enter into a written 

performance agreement with a business enterprise when the corporation provides funding or 

makes expenditures on behalf of the business enterprise in furtherance of a permissible economic 

development project.
211

 This performance agreement between the corporation and the business 

enterprise at a minimum must contain the following: 

 

1. a schedule of additional payroll or jobs to be created or retained; 

 

2. the capital investment to be made by the business enterprise; and 
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3. the terms under which repayment must be made by the business enterprise to the 

economic development corporation should the business fail to meet the performance 

requirements specified in the agreement.
212  

 

Also, the Texas Legislature requires that both governmental entities and economic development 

corporations put certain language in any written agreement involving public subsidies to 

businesses, which would include those given by economic development corporations. The 

language must specify that the business does not and will not knowingly employ an 

undocumented worker (which statement must also be in any application for the subsidy). The 

language also must require repayment of the subsidy at specified rates and terms of interest if the 

business is convicted of federal immigration violations under 8 U.S. Code Section 1324a(f) not 

later than the 120
th

 day after receiving notice of the violation from the public entity or economic 

development corporation. 
213

 

 

Requirement for Third-Party Contracts for Business Recruitment 

Additionally, Type A and Type B corporations are required to enter into written contracts 

approved by the board of directors when the corporation uses a third party for certain business 

recruitment efforts. The written contract requirement does not apply to the payment of an 

employee of the Type A or Type B corporation.
214

 Nonetheless, should the corporation pay a 

commission, fee, or other thing of value to a broker, agent, or other third party for business 

recruitment or development, a written contract is required.
215

 Failure to enter into a written 

contract with a third party recruiter could result in a civil penalty up to $10,000.
216

 The Texas 

Legislature has authorized the attorney general to commence an action to recover the penalty in 

Travis County district court or in the county district court where the violation occurs.
217

  

 

Incentives to Purchasing Companies 

In 2003, the Texas Legislature addressed purchasing companies and their ability to receive an 

incentive from a Type A or Type B corporation.
218

 Type A and Type B corporations may not 

offer to provide economic incentives to businesses whose business consists primarily of 

purchasing taxable items using resale certificates and then reselling those same items to a related 

party. A related party means a person or entity which owns at least 80 percent of the business 

enterprise to which sales and use taxes would be rebated as part of an economic incentive.
219

  

 

Oversight of a Economic Development Corporation 

Section 501.073 of the Act provides that the city shall approve all programs and expenditures of 

the development corporation and shall annually review any financial statements of the 
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corporation. It further provides that at all times the city will have access to the books and records 

of the development corporation. Additionally, Section 501.054(b)(2) of the Act states that the 

powers of the corporation shall be subject at all times to the control of the city’s governing body. 

Also, Section 501.401 of the Act gives the city authority to alter the structure, organization, 

programs or activities of the development corporation at any time. This authority is limited by 

constitutional and statutory restrictions on the impairment of existing contracts. Additionally, 

bond covenants may restrict the restructuring or dissolution of an economic development 

corporation. Finally, the city council retains a certain degree of control over the corporation by 

virtue of its power at any time to replace any or all of the members of the board of directors of 

the development corporation.
220

  

 

Economic Development Corporation Is Not Considered a Political Subdivision 

State law typically imposes certain requirements or conditions upon political subdivisions such 

as cities. A frequent concern is whether state law requirements imposed upon cities also applies 

to Type A or Type B economic development corporations. Section 501.055(b) of the Local 

Government Code states that an economic development corporation “is not a political 

subdivision or political corporation for purposes of the laws of this state”, including Section 52, 

Article III of the Texas Constitution. Accordingly, a statute’s reference to the term “political 

subdivision” does not include a Type A or Type B economic development corporation. 

 

The attorney general has considered whether certain statutes apply to economic development 

corporations. The Attorney General has concluded that Chapter 171 of the Local Government 

Code, governing conflicts of interest, does not apply to an economic development corporation.
221

 

Likewise, Chapter 272 of the Local Government Code, governing the city sale of real property, is 

not applicable to economic development corporations.
222

 Nor is the prevailing wage law 

contained in Chapter 2258 of the Government Code applicable to a worker employed by or on 

behalf of an economic development corporation.
223

 Economic development corporations should 

consult their legal counsel when considering the application of a particular statute. 

 

Annual Reporting Requirement for Economic Development Corporations 

Section 502.151 of the Development Corporation Act requires both Type A and Type B 

economic development corporations to submit an annual, one-page report to the comptroller’s 

office. The report must be submitted by April 1st of each year and must be in the form required 

by the comptroller. 

 

The report must include the following: 

 

 A statement of the corporation’s primary economic development objectives 

 A statement of the corporation’s total revenues for the preceding fiscal year 
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 A statement of the corporation’s total expenditures for the preceding fiscal year 

 A statement of the corporation’s total expenditures during the preceding fiscal year in 

each of the following categories: 

 administration 

 personnel 

 marketing or promotion 

 direct business incentives 

 job training 

 debt service 

 capital costs 

 affordable housing 

 payments to taxing units, including school districts 

 A list of the corporation’s capital assets, including land and buildings (for example, 

industrial parks, recreation and sports facilities, etc.) 

 Any other information required by the comptroller
224

 

If a corporation fails to file the required report or include all the required information, the 

comptroller may impose an administrative penalty against the corporation of $200.
225

 However, 

before imposing such a penalty, the comptroller must provide written notice to the corporation of 

its error or omission in filing the report. That notice must include information on how to correct 

the error. Once it has received notice, the corporation has 30 days to correct its reporting error 

before the comptroller may impose the $200 penalty. The form may be submitted to the 

comptroller’s office by mail or through the comptroller’s office website at 

https://comptroller.texas.gov/economy/local/type-ab/report.php. 
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II. Alternative Tax Initiatives for Local Development 

City/County Venue Project Tax 

Chapters 334 and 335 of the Local Government Code provide cities and counties the authority to 

finance a wide array of economic development projects called sports and community venue 

projects (“venue projects”). Cities and counties are authorized to propose at an election both the 

approval of venue projects and the revenue sources that would fund those projects. Cities and 

counties may choose to propose a venue project tax if they are interested in diversifying the 

sources of revenue they have to promote a venue project. The venue project revenue sources that 

can be adopted include a sales tax, a hotel occupancy tax, a short-term motor vehicle rental tax, 

an event parking tax, an event admissions tax, and a venue facility use tax. Additionally, the 

venue sales tax can be proposed in certain limited cases even if the city is already at its 

maximum sales tax rate.  

 

A city or county may undertake a venue project under Chapter 334 of the Local Government 

Code if it receives voter approval of the venue project and its financing. At this election, the city 

or county must specifically indicate which of six different taxes or fees it will use to pay for the 

costs of the project. 

 

Alternatively, two or more cities, two or more counties, or a combination of cities and counties 

may create a “sports and community venue district” under Chapter 335 of the Local Government 

Code. Subject to voter approval, such a district may carry out the same type of projects and 

propose the same financing methods as an individual city or county can under Chapter 334. 

 

Finally, Section 321.508 of the Tax Code allows a city to call an election on the dedication of up 

to 25 percent of its existing sales tax to pay off debt issued to finance one or more venue projects 

located in the city. 

 

Eligibility to Undertake a Venue Project 

Chapter 334 of the Local Government Code applies to all cities and counties in Texas
226

, with 

certain special conditions set forth for certain specific political subdivisions.
227

 Even cities and 

counties that already participate in a rapid transit authority or are currently at their limit for the 

local sales tax can utilize this chapter. In the case of an entity that is at its maximum local sales 

tax rate, the ballot would have to indicate which sales tax would be reduced to accommodate the 

newly proposed sales tax to fund the venue project. 

 

Permissible Projects Under Chapter 334  

Chapter 334 allows a city or county to undertake a “venue project.” The term “venue project” is 

defined as a “venue and related infrastructure that is planned, acquired, established, developed, 
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constructed, or renovated under this chapter.”
228

 The term “venue” is defined as being one of the 

following:
229

  

 

An arena, coliseum, stadium or other type of area or facility:
230

  

 

 that is used or will be used for professional or amateur sports, or for community 

and civic and charitable events, provided that a facility financed wholly or partly 

with revenue from the hotel occupancy tax is not, or will not be, primarily used 

for community, civic, and charitable events that are attended only by residents of 

the community; and 

 where a fee for admission to these events will be charged; 

 

A convention center, convention center facility, or related improvement that is 

located in the vicinity of the convention center. The term “related improvement” is used 

rather broadly and includes such things as a civic center hotel, theater, opera house, 

music hall, rehearsal hall, park, zoo, museum, aquarium, or plaza; 

 

A tourist development area; 

 

A municipal parks and recreation system, improvements or additions to a parks and 

recreation system, or an area or facility, including an area or facility for active 

transportation use, that is part of a municipal parks and recreation system. However, 

neither the motor vehicle rental tax (except in cities located on the international border
231

) 

nor the local hotel occupancy tax authorized by Chapter 334 may be used as a revenue 

source to pay for a venue project of this nature;
232

  

 

An economic development project authorized by Section 4A or Section 4B of the 

Development Corporation Act of 1979, Article 5190.6 of Texas Revised Civil Statutes, as 

that Act existed on September 1, 1997;
233

 

 

A watershed protection and preservation project; a recharge, recharge area, or 

recharge feature protection project; a conservation easement; or an open-space 

preservation program intended to protect water; or 

 

                                                 
228

  Id. § 334.001(5).  See id. §§ 334.0082, .0083 (Certain cities and counties are allowed to do additional venue 

projects). 
229

  Id. § 334.001(4). 
230

  See id. § 334.0415. (It should be noted that a city or county would not be able to use the provisions of Chapter 

334 to finance a professional sports stadium if the city or county had already contracted with a professional 

sports team prior to November 1, 1998, for the team to relocate and play in the stadium. This prohibition only 

applies if the team is already playing under an existing contract in a stadium owned by another Texas city or 

county. Even in this circumstance, a stadium may be financed under Chapter 334 if the other city or county 

(where the team is currently playing) consents.) 
231

  Id. § 334.1015(b). 
232

  Id. §§ 334.1015, .2515. 
233

  The Development Act of 1979 was codified on April 1, 2009 and is now located in Chapters 501 through 507 

of the Local Government Code. Since there was not a change of this section during the 82
nd

 Legislative 

Session, the reference to the civil statute will remain. 
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An airport facility in a city located on the international border. 

 

Section 334.001(3) defines the term “related infrastructure” to include any on-site or off-site 

improvements that relate to and enhance the use, value or appeal of a venue, and any other 

expenditure that is reasonably necessary to construct, improve, renovate or expand a venue. The 

statute lists the following examples of improvements that would qualify as related infrastructure: 

stores, restaurants, on-site hotels, concessions, parking, transportation facilities, roads, water or 

sewer facilities, parks or environmental remediation. 

 

A city or county may use Chapter 334 only to construct a project that falls within the definition 

of the term “venue” or the term “related infrastructure.” However, once the venue facility is 

constructed, state law permits the facility to be used for an event that is not related to one of the 

above-described venue purposes, such as a community-related event.
234

 Also, if an already 

existing facility would qualify as a venue project under Chapter 334, a city or a county may use 

the authority granted under Chapter 334 to aid that facility even though it was originally 

constructed or undertaken under the authority of other law.
235

  

 

Procedure for Authorizing a Venue Project 

Step One: 

The city or county must obtain approval for the project from the comptroller’s office. 

Before a city or county may have an election to undertake a venue project, it must obtain 

approval of the project from the comptroller’s office.
236

 The comptroller reviews the project to 

determine whether the proposed financing would “have a significant negative fiscal impact on 

state revenue.” To obtain this approval, the city or county must send to the comptroller a copy of 

the resolution proposing the venue project.
237

 This resolution must indicate each proposed 

project and each method of financing for the project.
238

 Within 14 days of the comptroller’s 

receipt of the resolution, it must perform the required state fiscal impact analysis and provide the 

city or county with written notice of its decision.
239

 If the comptroller determines that the 

resolution would have a significant negative impact on state revenue, the comptroller must 

indicate in writing how the local government could change the resolution so that there would not 

be such a negative impact.
240

 If the comptroller fails to provide the required analysis in less than 

30 days, the resolution is considered to be approved by the comptroller.
241

  

 

                                                 
234

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 334.004. 
235

  Id. § 334.003. (Note that the venue revenues under this section cannot be used for the demolition of the venue 

nor the subsequent construction of a new venue.) 
236

  Id. §§ 334.021(a)(1), .024. But see Sections 7, 8 and 9 of Tex. H.B. 92, 75
th

 Leg., R.S. (1997) (Excepting 

certain cities, counties and venue districts from the requirements of holding an election and obtaining 

Comptroller approval if their voters had already approved certain sports facilities in an election held before 

the effective date of this legislation). 
237

  Id. § 334.022(a). 
238

  Id. § 334.021(b). 
239

  Id. § 334.022(b). 
240

  Id. § 334.022(c). 
241

  Id. § 334.022(d). 
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If the comptroller finds that a venue project resolution will have a negative fiscal impact on state 

revenue, the city or county has 10 days to appeal the comptroller’s decision.
242

 The appeal is 

made to the comptroller, and the comptroller has another 10 days to provide a new analysis and 

written notice to the city or county.
243

 If the comptroller’s ruling is still negative, the analysis 

must again include information on how the local government could change the resolution so that 

there would not be such a negative impact on state revenue.
244

 If the comptroller fails to provide 

the required analysis within 30 days, the resolution is automatically considered approved.
245

 If 

the comptroller continues to hold that the venue project would have a negative impact on state 

revenue, the city or county would be unable to order the required election on the venue 

project.
246

 

 

Step Two: 

Certain cities or counties must also obtain approval from the local transit authority. 

If a venue project resolution contains a proposed sales tax, the city or county must determine 

whether that tax would result in the reduction of a sales tax rate that funds a transit authority 

created under either Chapter 451 or Chapter 452 of the Transportation Code.
247

 This issue would 

arise only if the area was subject to a transit authority sales tax and if the adoption of a venue 

project sales tax would place the city or county beyond the two percent cap for the local sales 

tax. If these circumstances would arise because of the proposed venue project, the city or county 

must send the transit authority a copy of the venue resolution for approval by the authority. This 

resolution must designate each venue project and each method of financing that the city or 

county proposes to use to finance the project.
248

 If the proposed financing for the venue project 

would not cause a reduction in the transit authority sales tax, this approval from the transit 

authority is not required. 

 

Within 30 days of the transit authority’s receipt of the resolution, it must determine whether the 

reduction in the transit authority’s tax rate would have a significant negative impact on its ability 

to provide services or would impair any existing contracts.
249

 The transit authority must also 

provide the written results of its analysis to the city or county within this 30 day period. If the 

transit authority’s ruling is negative, it must state how the city or county could change the venue 

project resolution so that there would not be a negative impact on the transit authority’s ability to 

provide transit service or fulfill existing contracts.
250

 If the transit authority fails to provide this 

analysis within the required period, the authority is deemed to have approved the resolution.
251

 

 

If the transit authority finds that a venue project resolution would have a significant negative 

impact on the authority’s ability to provide service or would impair existing contracts, the city or 

                                                 
242

  Id. § 334.023(a). 
243

  Id. § 334.023(b). 
244

  Id. § 334.023(c). 
245

  Id. § 334.023(d). 
246

  Id. § 334.024. 
247

  Id. §§ 334.021(a)(2); .0235(a). 
248

  Id. § 334.021(b). 
249

  Id. § 334.0235(b). 
250

  Id. § 334.0235(c). 
251

  Id. § 334.0235(d). 
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county may appeal the negative ruling within 10 days.
252

 The appeal is made to the transit 

authority, and the authority must provide a new analysis and written notice to the city or county 

within 10 days of its receipt of the appeal.
253

 If the transit authority’s ruling is still negative, the 

analysis must include information on how the local government could change the resolution so 

that there would not be a negative impact on the authority’s ability to provide service or fulfill 

existing contracts.
254

 If the transit authority fails to provide the required analysis within 10 days, 

the resolution is automatically considered approved.
255

 If the transit authority continues to find 

that the venue project would have a negative impact, the city or county will be unable to hold the 

required election to approve the proposed venue project.
256

 

 

Step Three: 

The city or county must hold an election on the venue project. 

Once the city or county has received the required approvals from the comptroller and, if 

necessary, from the transit authority, the city or county may order an election on the proposed 

venue project.
257

 The order calling the election must meet all of the following criteria:
258

 

 

 Allow the voters to vote separately on each venue project; 

 Designate the venue project(s); 

 Designate each method of financing authorized by Chapter 334 that the city or county 

wants to use to finance the venue project and designate the maximum rate for each 

method; and 

 Allow the voters to vote, in the same proposition or in separate propositions, on each 

method of financing authorized by Chapter 334 that the city or county wants to use to 

finance the project and the maximum rate of each method. 

In addition to the above requirements for the election order, there is required wording for the 

ballot proposition. The ballot must be printed to allow voting for or against the following 

proposition:
259

 

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to (insert “impose a new” or “authorize the use of the existing”) 

tax at the rate of (insert the maximum rate of the tax) for the purpose of 

financing the venue project. 

 

                                                 
252

  Id. § 334.0236(a). 
253

  Id. § 334.0236(b). 
254

  Id. § 334.0236(c). 
255

  Id. § 334.0236(d). 
256

  Id. § 334.024. 
257

  Id. But see Section 7, 8 and 9 of Tex. H.B. 92, 75
th

 Leg., R.S. (1997) (Excepting certain cities, counties and 

venue districts from the requirements of holding an election and of obtaining Comptroller approval if their 

voters had already approved certain sports facilities in an election held before effective date of this 

legislation).  
258

  Id. § 334.024(b). 
259

  Id. § 334.024(c). 
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If more than one method of financing is to be voted on in one proposition, the ballot must be 

printed to permit voting for or against the proposition:
260

  

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to impose a (insert each type of tax) tax at the rate of (insert the 

maximum rate of each tax) for the purpose of financing the venue project. 

 

If the venue project is for improvements or additions to an existing park or recreation facility, 

then the description of the project in the ballot proposition must identify each park or recreation 

facility by name or location.
 261

 If the venue project is for the acquisition or improvement of a 

new park or recreation facility, then the description of the project in the ballot must specify the 

general location where the new park, recreational system or facility will be located. If the venue 

project includes improvements and/or additions to all parks and/or recreation facilities of the 

city, then the ballot proposition description need not contain the name or location of the 

facilities. 

 

The Election Code governs the procedure for holding an election under Chapter 334.
262

  

 

Imposing a Sales Tax Under Chapter 334 

General Authority to Impose a Venue Project Sales Tax  

A city (by ordinance) or a county (by order) may impose, reduce, or repeal a sales tax under the 

authority of Chapter 334.
263

 As indicated earlier, the venue project and the sales tax have to be 

approved by the voters at an election in order for the city or county to impose this tax.
264

 A 

county may adopt a sales tax rate of one-eighth, one-fourth, three-eighths, or one-half of one 

percent and the ballot must specify which tax rate will be adopted.
265

 A city may adopt any rate 

that is an increment of one-eighth of one percent and that would not result in a combined local 

sales tax rate of two percent.
266

 

 

 

Ballot Proposition to Adopt a Venue Project Sales Tax 

The adoption of the venue project sales tax may be included in the same ballot proposition that 

proposes the venue project. The ballot must be printed to allow voting for or against the 

following proposition:
267

  

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue project) and 

to (insert “impose a new” or “authorize the use of the existing”) tax at the rate of 

(insert the maximum rate of the tax) for the purpose of financing the venue project. 

 

                                                 
260

  Id. § 334.024(d). 
261

  Id. § 334.024(f). 
262

  Id. § 334.024(e) 
263

  Id. § 334.081(a)-(b). 
264

  Id. § 334.081(c). 
265

  Id. § 334.083. 
266

  Id. 
267

  Id. § 334.081(c)(2) (Refers to tax being approved at an election held under Section 334.024). 
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If more than one method of financing is to be voted on in one proposition, the ballot must 

be printed to permit voting for or against the proposition:  

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to impose a (insert each type of tax) tax at the rate of (insert the 

maximum rate of each tax) for the purpose of financing the venue project. 

 

Increasing the Venue Project Sales Tax  

A sales tax that was adopted under Chapter 334 to benefit a venue project may be increased if the 

increase is approved at an election.
268

 If there is an election to approve an increase in the sales 

tax to fund a venue project, the ballot wording must permit voting for or against the following 

proposition:
269

  

 

The adoption of a sales and use tax for the purpose of financing (insert 

description of venue project) at the rate of (insert rate) of one percent. 

 

The rate of the county sales tax increased under Chapter 334 can be one-eighth, one-fourth, 

three-eighths, or one-half of one percent.
270

 The city tax may be increased in one or more 

increments of one-eighth of one percent to any rate that the city determines is appropriate that 

would not result in a combined rate that exceeds two percent.
271

 With certain exceptions, other 

issues concerning administration of a Chapter 334 sales tax by a city are governed by the 

provisions of Chapter 321 of the Tax Code.
272

 If the Chapter 334 sales tax is imposed by a 

county, Chapter 323 of the Tax Code generally governs the administration of the tax.
273

 

 

Effective Date of Venue Project Sales Tax 

A sales tax imposed under Chapter 334 cannot take effect until at least one full quarter after the 

city or county has sent notice to comptroller of the election results.
274

 After one full quarter has 

expired, the tax will then take effect on the first day of the next calendar quarter. The comptroller 

is responsible for collecting the sales tax and remitting it to the city or county, which must then 

deposit the money into the venue project fund.
275

 

 

Termination of Venue Project Sales Tax 

When all bonds and obligations payable from money in the venue project fund are paid, the 

venue project sales tax must be abolished.
276

 Alternatively, if the full amount of money needed to 

pay these obligations, excluding guaranteed interest, has been set aside in a trust account 

dedicated to pay these obligations, the sales tax must be ended. Additionally, a city or county 

                                                 
268

  Id. § 334.084(a). 
269

  Id. § 334.084(c). 
270

  Id. § 334.084(b). 
271

  Id. 
272

  Id. § 334.082(a), (d). See id. § 334.082(c) (Sections 321.101(b) and 321.506 of the Tax Code are not 

applicable to sales taxes authorized under Chapter 334). 
273

  Id. § 334.082(b), (d). See id. § 334.082(c) (Section 323.101(b) of the Tax Code is not applicable to sales taxes 

authorized under Chapter 334). 
274

  Id. § 334.087. 
275

  Id. § 334.088. 
276

  Id. § 334.089. 
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may abolish the Chapter 334 sales tax on its own motion. Regardless of the cause for the 

termination of the sales tax, the city or county must notify the comptroller of the tax’s abolition 

no later than 60 days before the date on which the tax is set to expire. 

 

Application of Two Percent Local Sales Tax Cap to Chapter 334 Sales Tax 

Generally, state law requires that all local sales taxes, when combined, not exceed a total rate of 

two percent in any area. However, a city or county is not automatically forbidden from adopting 

or increasing a sales tax to pursue a Chapter 334 venue project merely because the adoption of 

the tax would cause the combined local sales taxes in an area to exceed this two percent cap. 

Instead, state law allows the adoption of the venue sales tax to cause the local sales tax rate of 

one of the other taxing authorities in the area to be automatically reduced or require the city or 

county to withdraw from the other taxing authority.
277

 There are four taxing authorities that are 

affected by the adoption of a venue project sales tax if the adoption would cause the maximum 

sales tax rate to exceed two percent:
278

 

 

1) a rapid transit authority created under Chapter 451 of the Transportation Code; 

2) a regional transportation authority created under Chapter 452 of the Transportation Code; 

3) a crime control district created under Chapter 363 of the Local Government Code; or 

4) an economic development corporation created under Chapter 504 or 505 of the Local 

Government Code. 

Automatic Reduction of Sales Tax Rate to Adopt a Venue Project Sales Tax 

If an area is already at its maximum local sales tax rate of two percent and a proposed venue 

project election would place the locality beyond the maximum local sales tax rate, the venue 

project sales tax election is also to be treated as an election to reduce the tax rate of another 

taxing authority.
279

  Only two of the taxing authorities above would have their sales tax rate 

automatically reduced in this manner: the crime control district and the economic development 

corporation. If there is only one such authority whose sales tax is affected, the ballot proposition 

for the adoption of the Chapter 334 sales tax must clearly state that the affected taxing 

authority’s tax rate will be reduced. If more than one such taxing authority’s tax rate is affected, 

the Chapter 334 sales tax election must allow voters to choose which authority’s tax will be 

reduced. The sales tax rate of the chosen taxing authority is then reduced to the highest rate that 

would allow the locality not to exceed the two percent cap. 

 

If another taxing entity’s sales tax rate is reduced automatically at such an election, the taxing 

entity’s sales tax rate is reduced throughout the entity’s jurisdiction.
280

 A taxing authority does 

not have the power to reduce its sales tax rate only in one part of its jurisdiction. The rate must 

be uniform throughout its jurisdiction. However, the taxing authority’s sales tax would 

automatically increase if the Chapter 334 rate is later reduced or later expires, but only if the tax 

was reduced originally by the adoption of a venue project sales tax.
281

 

                                                 
277

  Id. § 334.085.  
278

  Id. § 334.085(a). 
279

  Id. § 334.085(b). 
280

  Id. § 334.085(d). 
281

  Id. § 334.085(c). 
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Voters may adopt or raise any dedicated or special purpose municipal sales tax on a combined 

ballot proposition that also lowers or repeals any such tax.
282

 The language in the ballot must 

contain the language appropriate for such changes to the tax as required in any stand-alone 

election. A negative vote on the combined ballot would leave the sales tax situation unchanged. 

This would not apply to counties wishing to adopt or to raise a venue project sales tax.  

 

Required Withdrawal from a Transit Authority To Adopt a Venue Project Sales Tax 

If the enactment or increase of a Chapter 334 sales tax would cause the combined local sales tax 

rate to exceed two percent and the taxing authority whose sales tax would have to be reduced is a 

transit authority, the city or county imposing the tax must withdraw from the transit authority. As 

indicated above, there are two types of transit authorities to which this rule applies: a rapid 

transit authority and a regional transportation authority.
283

 The rules are slightly different for 

each type of transit authority and are discussed separately below: 

 

Chapter 451 Rapid Transit Authority. If the transit authority is organized under 

Chapter 451 of the Transportation Code, a separate election first must be held on the 

issue of withdrawing the affected cities from the transit authority.
284

 The Chapter 334 

sales tax may not be imposed in a city unless the voters of that city have previously 

approved their city’s withdrawal from the transit authority. Once a city has voted to 

withdraw from the transit authority, the transit authority no longer has any duty to 

provide services within the city unless required to do so by federal law. In conducting an 

election to decide whether a city will withdraw from a Chapter 451 transit authority, a 

city must follow the requirements of Subchapter M in Chapter 451 of the Transportation 

Code. 

 

Chapter 452 Regional Transportation Authority. If the transportation authority is 

organized under Chapter 452 of the Texas Transportation Code, an election to approve or 

increase the Chapter 334 venue sales tax is treated as an election to withdraw from the 

transportation authority.
285

 The ballot language at this election must clearly state that the 

adoption of the Chapter 334 sales tax will result in automatic withdrawal of the county or 

city from the transportation authority. Even if the voters choose to withdraw from the 

transportation authority by approving the Chapter 334 tax, the city or county still may not 

impose the Chapter 334 sales tax until the county or city’s financial obligations to the 

transportation authority are satisfied in accordance with Subchapter Q of Chapter 452 of 

the Transportation Code. Also, in conducting an election on whether to withdraw from a 

Chapter 452 transportation authority, a city or county must follow the requirements of 

Subchapter Q in Chapter 452 of the Transportation Code. 

 

                                                 
282

  Tex. Tax Code § 321.409. 
283

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 334.085(a)(1)-(2). 
284

  Id. § 334.085(b-1). 
285

  Id. § 334.0855 (West 2005). 
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Additional Taxes and Fees that Voters Can Approve 

1. Short-Term Motor Vehicle Rental Tax 

Authority to Adopt the Motor Vehicle Rental Tax 

With permission of the voters, a city or a county may fund venue projects within its jurisdiction 

by imposing a tax on the rental of a motor vehicle within the city or county.
286

 Any such tax must 

be approved at an election held in accordance with the rules of Chapter 334. The ballot language 

for the motor vehicle rental tax must specify the maximum rate of the rental tax that can be 

adopted.
287

 In addition, the rental tax may only be imposed if the city or county issues bonds or 

other obligations for the venue project within one year of imposing the rental tax.
288

 The tax 

would apply only to agreements to rent a motor vehicle to another for consideration for a period 

of not longer than 30 days.
289

 It is important to note that the motor vehicle rental tax may not be 

imposed to fund a venue project that is an area or facility that is part of a municipal parks and 

recreation system, with one exception.
290

 In 2017, legislation passed authorizing a city located on 

the international border to finance a city parks and recreation system, or improvements or 

additions to a city parks and recreation system, or an area or facility (including an area or facility 

for active transportation use) that is part of a city parks and recreation system, using vehicle 

rental tax revenue.
291

 

 

Ballot Proposition to Adopt a Motor Vehicle Rental Tax 

The adoption of the motor vehicle rental tax may be included in the same ballot proposition that 

proposes the venue project. The ballot must be printed to allow voting for or against the 

following proposition:
292

 

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to (insert “impose a new” or “authorize the use of the existing”) 

tax at the rate of (insert the maximum rate of the tax) for the purpose of 

financing the venue project. 

 

 

If more than one method of financing is to be voted on in one proposition, the ballot must 

be printed to permit voting for or against the proposition: 

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to impose a (insert each type of tax) tax at the rate of (insert the 

maximum rate of each tax) for the purpose of financing the venue project. 

 

                                                 
286

  Id. § 334.102. 
287

  Id. § 334.103(b). 
288

  Id. § 334.112(b). 
289

  See id. § 334.101(a)(2) (Defining the term “rental” to mean an agreement by an owner of a vehicle 

authorizing exclusive use of that vehicle by another for consideration for 30 days or less [emphasis added]). 
290

  Id. § 334.1015. 
291

  Id. § 334.1015(b). 
292

  Id. § 334.102(c)(2). (Referring to the tax being approved at an election under Section 334.024.) 
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Effective Date and Ending Date of the Motor Vehicle Rental Tax 

After approval by the voters, the motor vehicle rental tax becomes effective on the date 

prescribed by the ordinance or order imposing the tax.
293

 The tax is on the gross receipts from the 

rental of a motor vehicle.
294

 Its rate may be set only in increments of one-eighth of one percent, 

and in most cases may not exceed five percent.
295

 All revenue from the tax must be deposited in 

the venue project fund.
296

 Additionally, the city or county cannot continue to impose a motor 

vehicle rental tax once the bonds or other obligations for the project have been paid in full.
297

 

 

Ability to Decrease, Abolish or Increase the Motor Vehicle Rental Tax 

Once in place, the motor vehicle rental tax may be decreased or abolished, by ordinance or order, 

on the city or county’s own motion.
298

 However, the tax may be increased only if the increase is 

approved at an election on the issue and the resulting tax rate will not in most cases exceed five 

percent.
299

 At an election to increase the motor vehicle rental tax, the ballot must be worded to 

allow voting for or against the following proposition:
300

  

 

The increase of the motor vehicle rental tax for the purpose of financing 

(insert description of venue project) to a maximum rate of (insert new 

maximum rate) percent. 
 

Collection and Enforcement of the Motor Vehicle Rental Tax 

The comptroller’s office is not involved in the collection of the motor vehicle rental tax. Instead, 

the tax is collected by the owner of the motor vehicle rental agency and remitted to the city or 

county.
301

 The order or ordinance imposing the tax should specify how the rental tax is to be 

reported and remitted to the city or county.
302

 Additionally, the order or ordinance may also 

prescribe penalties for the failure to keep the required records, report when required, or pay the 

tax when due. Finally, the city or county attorney is empowered to bring a lawsuit to collect the 

rental tax. 

 

All the gross receipts of an entity that rents motor vehicles are presumed to be subject to the 

motor vehicle rental tax, except for those receipts for which the entity can provide an exemption 

                                                 
293

  Id. § 334.112. 
294

  Id. § 334.109. 
295

  Id. § 334.103(a). See also id. § 334.103(c). (Providing that a county with a population of 2 million or more 

that is adjacent to a county with a population of more than 1 million may by order impose the rate to a 

maximum of 6%). 
296

  Id. § 334.115. 
297

  Id. § 334.112(b). 
298

  Id. § 334.102(b). 
299

  Id. § 334.104(a). See also id. § 334.1041 (Allowing a county with a population of 2 million or more that is 

adjacent to a county with a population of more than 1 million may by order increase the rate to a maximum of 

6% if the increase is approved by the voters). 
300

  Id. §§ 334.104(b), .1041(c). 
301

  Id. §§ 334.105(a), .113(a). See Id. § 334.108. (State law requires that each bill or other receipt for a taxed 

rental contain the following language in a conspicuous location: “____ (insert name of taxing county or city) 

requires that an additional tax of ___ percent (insert tax rate) be imposed on each motor vehicle rental for the 

purpose of financing ____ (describe venue project).”). 
302

  Id. § 334.113. 
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certificate.
303

 In addition to any local record-keeping requirements, state law requires motor 

vehicle rental agencies to keep records reflecting the gross receipts from motor vehicle rentals 

and the tax paid on each rental.
304

 These records must be kept for at least four years. Failure to 

keep such records is a misdemeanor offense.
305

  

 

State law also requires that persons buying a motor vehicle rental business withhold an amount 

sufficient to cover any delinquent motor vehicle rental taxes that are due to the city or county out 

of the purchase price.
306

 The buyer must withhold this amount until the seller provides a proper 

receipt from the city or county showing that the tax has been paid or that no tax is due. If the 

buyer does not withhold the required amount, the buyer becomes liable for any delinquent rental 

taxes owed by the purchased motor vehicle rental business.
307

 The buyer of a motor vehicle 

rental business may request that the city or county provide a receipt showing that no motor 

vehicle rental tax is due from the business to be purchased or, if tax is due, what amount of tax is 

owed.
308

 The city or county is then required to issue the statement not later than the 60th day 

after receipt of the request. If the city or county fails to issue the statement within this period, the 

purchaser is released from the obligation to withhold the amount due from the purchase price.
309

  

 

Cities and counties are required to allow a person who is required to collect and remit the motor 

vehicle rental tax to retain one percent of the amount collected as reimbursement for the costs of 

collecting the tax.
310

 Nonetheless, a person required to collect and remit the motor vehicle rental 

tax is not entitled to the one percent reimbursement if the person fails to remit the tax to the city 

or county within 15 days of the end of the collection period.
311

 The date postmarked by the 

United States Postal Service is considered to be the date of receipt by the city or county. 

 

Exemptions from the Motor Vehicle Rental Tax  

Certain entities (primarily public entities) are exempt from a motor vehicle rental tax imposed 

under Chapter 334.
312

 The city or county should consult Subchapter E in Chapter 152 of the Tax 

Code to discern which entities are exempt from the rental tax.  

 

Additionally, certain types of vehicles do not fall within the definition of “motor vehicle” under 

Chapter 334 and cannot be taxed.
313

 For instance, the rental of trailers, road-building machines, 

trucks with a rating of more than one-half ton, trains, farm machines or bicycles is not taxable. 

                                                 
303

  Id. § 334.109. 
304

  Id. § 334.110. 
305

  Id. § 334.111. 
306

  Id. § 334.114(a). 
307

  Id. § 334.114(b). 
308

  Id. § 334.114(c). 
309

  Id. § 334.114(d). 
310

  Id. § 334.1135(a). 
311

  Id. § 334.1135(b). 
312

  Id. § 334.107. 
313

  Id. § 334.101(a)(1). (Definition of “motor vehicle”). 
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2. Admissions Tax on Tickets Sold at a Venue Project 

If a city or county has issued bonds for a venue project, the city or county may impose a tax on 

each admission ticket sold for an event at the venue project.
314

 The admissions tax must have 

been approved at an election held in accordance with the rules of Chapter 334, and the ballot 

language must specify the maximum rate of the tax being adopted.
315

 The admission tax rate may 

not exceed 10 percent of the price of an admission ticket.
316

 

 

Ballot Proposition to Adopt an Admissions Tax  

The adoption of the admissions tax may be included in the same ballot proposition that proposes 

the venue project. The ballot must be printed to allow voting for or against the following 

proposition:
317

  

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to (insert “impose a new” or “authorize the use of the existing”) 

tax at the rate of (insert the maximum rate of the tax) for the purpose of 

financing the venue project. 

 

If more than one method of financing is to be voted on in one proposition, the ballot must 

be printed to permit voting for or against the proposition:  

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to impose a (insert each type of tax) tax at the rate of (insert the 

maximum rate of each tax) for the purpose of financing the venue project. 

 

Effective Date and Ending Date of Admissions Tax 

After approval by the voters, the venue project admissions tax becomes effective on the date 

prescribed by the ordinance or order imposing the tax.
318

 The admissions tax is imposed only on 

tickets sold as admission to an event held at the venue project, and all revenue from the tax must 

be deposited into the venue project fund.
319

 Once the venue project’s bonds or other obligations 

are paid in full, the city or county can no longer impose an admissions tax.
320

 

 

Decrease, Abolition or Increase of the Admissions Tax 

Once in place, the admissions tax may be decreased or abolished on the city or county’s own 

action.
321

 The tax can be increased only if the increase is approved at an election and the 

                                                 
314

  Id. § 334.151(a). But see Tex. Const. art. VIII, § 1 (f); Hoefling v. City of San Antonio, 20 S.W. 85, 88 (Tex. 

1892); City of Houston v. Harris County Outdoor Advertising Association, 879 S.W.2d 322, 326-327 (Tex. 

App. — Houston [14
th

 Dist.] 1994, pet. denied); State v. Rope, 419 S.W.2d 890, 897 (Tex. Civ. App.—Austin 

1967, writ ref’d n.r.e.).  
315

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §§ 334.151(c), .152(c). 
316

  Id. § 334.152(b). 
317

  Id. § 334.151(c)(2). (Referring to the tax being approved at an election under Section 334.024). 
318

  Id. § 334.155(a). 
319

  Id. §§ 334.152(a), .157. 
320

  Id. § 334.155(b). 
321

  Id. § 334.152(d). 
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resulting tax rate will not exceed 10 percent of the price of an admission ticket.
322

 At an election 

to increase the admissions tax, the ballot must be worded to allow voting for or against the 

following proposition:  

 

The increase of the admissions tax for the purpose of financing (insert 

description of venue project) to a maximum rate of (insert new percentage rate) 

percent of the price of each ticket sold as admission to an event held at an 

approved venue. 

 

Collection and Enforcement of the Admissions Tax 

The comptroller’s office is not involved in the collection of the admissions tax. Instead, the tax is 

collected by the owner or lessee of the venue project and remitted to the city or county.
323

 The 

order or ordinance imposing the admissions tax should specify how the tax is to be reported and 

remitted to the city or county.
324

 Additionally, the order or ordinance may prescribe penalties for 

the failure to keep the required records, report when required, or pay the tax when due.
325

 

Finally, the city or county attorney is empowered to bring a lawsuit to collect the admissions tax. 

 

A county or city may allow the lessee or owner of the venue project to retain a percentage of the 

admission taxes collected as reimbursement for the costs of collecting the tax.
326

 The ordinance 

or order may also provide that the venue project owner or lessee may retain this reimbursement 

only if the owner or lessee meets the local requirements for paying the tax and filing the reports. 

 

3. Tax on Event Parking at a Venue Project 

A city or a county may impose a tax for each motor vehicle that parks in a parking facility of a 

venue project.
327

 As with other taxes imposed under Chapter 334, the parking tax must have been 

approved at an election and the ballot language must specify the maximum rate of the tax being 

adopted.
328

 Also, the city or county is authorized to impose the parking tax only if bonds or other 

obligations have been issued under Chapter 334 for the venue project.
329

 

 

The tax rate may be designated as a percentage of the price charged for event parking by the 

owner or lessee of the venue project or as a flat amount on each parked motor vehicle.
330

 

However, the tax may not exceed $3.00 per vehicle for a venue event.
331

 This tax applies to 

parking that occurs during a period beginning three hours before and ending three hours after an 

event at a venue project, unless the approved venue project consists of three or more separate but 

                                                 
322

  Id. § 334.153. 
323

  Id. §§ 334.154(a), .156(a). 
324

  Id. § 334.156(a). 
325

  Id. § 334.156(b). 
326

  Id. § 334.156(c). 
327

  Id. § 334.201(a). 
328

  Id. §§ 334.201(c), .202(c). 
329

  Id. § 334.205(b). 
330

  Id. § 334.202(a). 
331

  Id. § 334.202(b). See also id. § 334.202(b-1) (Allows a city with a population of more than 700,000 within a 

county with a population of more than one million adjacent to a county with a population of more than two 

million to impose a parking tax rate not to exceed $5 for each motor vehicle). 
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adjacent venue facilities.
332

 If the approved venue does consists of three or more separate but 

adjacent venue facilities, then the tax can apply during any hours. 

 

Ballot Proposition to Adopt an Event Parking Tax 

The adoption of the event parking tax may be included in the same ballot proposition that 

proposes the venue project. The ballot must be printed to allow voting for or against the 

following proposition:
333

  

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to (insert “impose a new” or “authorize the use of the existing”) 

tax at the rate of (insert the maximum rate of the tax) for the purpose of 

financing the venue project. 

 

If more than one method of financing is to be voted on in one proposition, the ballot must 

be printed to permit voting for or against the proposition:  

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to impose a (insert each type of tax) tax at the rate of (insert the 

maximum rate of each tax) for the purpose of financing the venue project. 

 

Effective Date and Ending Date for Event Parking Tax 

After approval by the voters, the parking tax becomes effective on the date prescribed by the 

ordinance or order imposing the tax.
334

 The tax may continue only until the venue project’s 

bonds or other obligations have been fully paid.
335

 As with the other taxes, all revenue from the 

parking tax must be deposited in the venue project fund.
336

 

 

Decrease, Abolition or Increase of the Event Parking Tax 

The parking tax may be decreased or abolished, by ordinance or order, on the city or county’s 

own motion.
337

 The tax may be increased only if the increase is approved at an election and the 

resulting tax rate will not exceed $3.00.
338

 At an election to increase the parking tax, the ballot 

must be worded to allow voting for or against the following proposition: 

 

The increase of the parking tax for the purpose of financing (insert 

description of venue project) to a maximum rate of (insert new rate). 

 

                                                 
332

  Id. § 334.201(b), (b-1). 
333

  Id. § 334.201(c) (Referring to the tax being approved at an election under Section 334.024). 
334

  Id. § 334.205. 
335

  Id. § 334.205. 
336

  Id. § 334.207. 
337

  Id. § 334.202(d). 
338

  Id. § 334.203. See also id. § 334.2031 (Allows a city with a population of more than 700,000 within a county 

with a population of more than one million adjacent to a county with a population of more than two million 

ability to increase a parking tax rate not to exceed $5 for each motor vehicle). 
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Collection and Enforcement of the Event Parking Tax 

The comptroller’s office is not involved in the collection of the event parking tax. Instead, the tax 

is collected by the owner or lessee of the venue project and remitted to the city or county.
339

 The 

order or ordinance imposing the parking tax should specify how the tax is to be reported and 

remitted to the city or county.
340

 Additionally, the order or ordinance may prescribe penalties for 

the failure to keep the required records, report when required, or pay the tax when due. Finally, 

the city or county attorney is empowered to bring a lawsuit to collect the parking tax. 

 

By order or ordinance, a county or city may allow the lessee or owner of the venue project to 

retain a percentage of the parking taxes collected as reimbursement for the costs of collecting the 

tax.
341

 The ordinance or order may also provide that the venue project owner or lessee may retain 

this reimbursement only if the owner or lessee meets the local requirements for paying the tax 

and filing reports. 

 

4. Imposing an Additional Hotel Occupancy Tax 

Another way to fund a venue project within its boundaries is for a city (by ordinance) or a county 

(by order) to impose an additional hotel occupancy tax of up to two percent on the use of a hotel 

room.
342

 This additional hotel occupancy tax must be approved at an election and the ballot 

language must specify the maximum rate of the tax being adopted.
343

 The additional hotel 

occupancy tax may be imposed only if the city or county issues bonds or other obligations for a 

venue project within one year of imposing the tax.
344

 If an additional hotel occupancy tax is 

approved, the voters can decide to use ad valorem (property) tax revenue for a venue project.
345

 

 

However, the additional local hotel occupancy tax may not be imposed to fund a venue project 

that is an area or facility that is part of a municipal parks and recreation system or that is a certain 

Type A or Type B economic development project.
346

  Nor may the hotel occupancy tax be 

imposed to finance a watershed protection and preservation project, recharge protection project, 

conservation easement or open space preservation program.
347

 Legislation passed in 2017 

clarifying that the additional local hotel occupancy tax may be used for tourist development 

areas, and, in cities located on the international border, airport facilities.
348

  

 

                                                 
339

  Id. §§ 334.204, .206(a). 
340

  Id. § 334.206(a)-(b). 
341

  Id. § 334.206(c). 
342

  Id. § 334.254(a). See also id. § 334.254(c) (Dallas County is authorized to impose an additional hotel 

occupancy tax of up to three percent of the price paid for a room in a hotel). 
343

  Id. §§ 334.252(b)(2), .254(b). 
344

  Id. § 334.257(b). 
345

  Id. § 334.0241. 
346

  Id. § 334.2515. See also id. 334.2516 (Authorizing additional hotel occupancy tax revenue being used by the 

city of Grand Prairie for a convention center facility or related infrastructure to be constructed on certain park 

property acquired by purchase or lease). 
347

  Id. § 334.2517. 
348

  Id. § 334.2515. 
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Application of the Additional Hotel Occupancy Tax  

If approved by the voters, the Chapter 334 hotel occupancy tax is in addition to any local hotel 

occupancy tax that the city or county may impose under Chapter 351 or 352 of the Tax Code.
349

 

The rate of a hotel occupancy tax imposed under Chapter 334 of the Local Government Code 

may be set at any percentage that was approved by the voters, but generally may not exceed two 

percent of the price of a hotel room.
350

 A city or county may not propose a hotel occupancy tax 

rate that would cause the combined hotel occupancy tax rate imposed from all sources at any 

location in the city or county to exceed 17 percent of the price paid for a room in a hotel. Not 

included in the calculation of the combined hotel occupancy tax rate are: (1) an assessment for an 

improvement project under Local Government Code Sec. 372.0035; (2) an assessment imposed 

by a Municipal Management District pursuant to Local Government Code Chapter 375; or (3) a 

fee collected by a hotel to recover the cost of an assessment described by (1) or (2), above.
351

  

 

1. meets the definition of “hotel” under Section 156.001 of the Tax Code; 

2. costs at least $2.00 per night; and 

3. is ordinarily used for sleeping. 

Certain types of accommodations do not fall within the definition of the term “hotel” for 

purposes of the Chapter 334 hotel occupancy tax. For instance, hospitals, sanitariums, nursing 

homes, and dormitories or other non-hotel housing facilities owned by institutions of higher 

education may not charge the tax.
352

 Also, the comptroller’s office has interpreted the statute to 

exclude recreational vehicles (RVs) and RV rental spaces from taxation.
353

 

 

Ballot Proposition to Adopt an Additional Hotel Occupancy Tax 

The adoption of the additional hotel occupancy tax may be included in the same ballot 

proposition that proposes the venue project. The ballot must be printed to allow voting for or 

against the following proposition:
354

 

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to (insert “impose a new” or “authorize the use of the existing”) 

tax at the rate of (insert the maximum rate of the tax) for the purpose of 

financing the venue project. 

 

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to (insert “impose a new” or “authorize the use of the existing”) 

tax at the rate of (insert the maximum rate of the tax) for the purpose of 

financing the venue project. 

                                                 
349

  Id. § 334.253(c). 
350

  Id. § 334.254(a). See also id. § 334.254(c) (Authorized Dallas County to impose a three percent rate with 

voter approval). 
351

  Id. § 334.254(d). 
352

  Id. § 334.251 (Referring to the definition of hotel according to Section 156.001 of the Tax Code). 
353

  However, RV’s may become taxable if they become fixed in place and lose their mobile nature. 
354

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 334.252(b)(2) (Referring to the tax being approved at an election under Section 

334.024). 
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Additionally, the proposition must include the following language:
355

  

 

If approved, the maximum hotel occupancy tax rate imposed from all sources 

in (insert name of city or county) would be (insert the maximum combined 

hotel occupancy tax rate that would be imposed from all sources at any location 

in the city or county, as applicable, if the rate proposed in the ballot proposition 

is adopted) of the price paid for a room in a hotel. 

 

If more than one method of financing is to be voted on in one proposition, the ballot must 

be printed to permit voting for or against the proposition:  

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to impose a (insert each type of tax) tax at the rate of (insert the 

maximum rate of each tax) for the purpose of financing the venue project. 

 

Effective Date and Ending Date of the Additional Hotel Occupancy Tax 

Once approved, the hotel occupancy tax becomes effective on the date prescribed by the 

ordinance or order imposing the tax.
356

 A city or county is not authorized to impose or continue a 

venue project hotel occupancy tax if the bonds or obligations for the venue project have been 

paid in full or if no such obligations were issued.
357

 All revenue from the tax must be deposited 

into the venue project fund.
358

 

 

Decreasing, Abolishing or Increasing the Additional Hotel Occupancy Tax 

Unlike the other taxes discussed above, Chapter 334 does not provide any authority for a city or 

county to decrease or abolish the additional hotel occupancy tax. However, Chapter 334 

expressly states that the additional hotel occupancy tax may only be increased if the increase is 

approved at an election on the issue and the resulting additional tax rate will not exceed two 

percent.
359

 At an election to increase the hotel occupancy tax, the ballot must be worded to allow 

voting for or against the following proposition: 

 

The increase of the hotel occupancy tax for the purpose of financing (insert 

description of venue project) to a maximum rate of (insert new rate) percent. If 

approved, the maximum hotel occupancy tax rate imposed from all sources 

in (insert name of city or county) would be (insert the maximum combined 

hotel occupancy tax rate that would be imposed from all sources at any location 

in the city or county, as applicable, if the rate proposed in the ballot proposition 

is adopted) of the price paid for a room in a hotel.” 

 

 

                                                 
355

  Id. § 334.024(d-1).  
356

  Id. § 334.257(a). 
357

  Id. § 334.257(b). 
358

  Id. § 334.258. 
359

  Id. § 334.255. 
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Collection of the Additional Hotel Occupancy Tax 

The comptroller’s office is not involved in the collection of any local hotel occupancy tax. 

Instead, the tax is collected by the local hotels and remitted to the city or county.
360

 The order or 

ordinance imposing the hotel occupancy tax should specify how the tax is to be reported and 

remitted to the city or county. Section 334.253 of the Local Government Code makes certain 

provisions of the Tax Code applicable to the imposition, computation, administration, collection 

and remittance of the Chapter 334 hotel tax. These tax statutes provide for specific penalties 

which may be assessed against hotel operators who file late or false tax returns.
361

 For instance, a 

city ordinance may include a provision that makes it a criminal misdemeanor offense to fail to 

collect the tax, fail to file a return, file a false return, or fail to timely make the remittances.
362

 

Municipal courts may assess a fine not to exceed $500 for any such offense.
363

 Under the 

applicable sections of the Tax Code, counties do not have the authority to criminalize the failure 

to comply with local hotel occupancy tax requirements. However, cities and counties are given 

the authority to take the following actions against a hotel operator who fails to report or collect 

the local hotel occupancy tax:
364

 

 

 require the forfeiture of any revenue the city allowed the hotel operator to retain for 

its cost of collecting the tax (only a city can do this, not a county);  

 bring a civil suit against the hotel operator for noncompliance; 

 ask the district court to enjoin operation of the hotel until the report is filed and/or the 

tax is paid; and 

 any other remedies provided under Texas law. 

 

The most noteworthy of these remedies is the ability to request that the district court close down 

the hotel if the hotel occupancy taxes are not turned over. Often, a city or county has gained 

compliance simply by informing the hotel operator of the possibility of such a closure. 

 

The hotel occupancy tax ordinance or order may also require that persons buying a hotel retain 

out of the purchase price an amount sufficient to cover any delinquent hotel occupancy taxes that 

are due to the city or county.
365

 If the buyer does not remit to the city or county such amount or 

show proof that the hotel is current in remitting its hotel occupancy taxes, the buyer becomes 

liable for any delinquent hotel occupancy taxes due on the purchased hotel. The buyer of a hotel 

may request that the city or county provide a receipt showing that no hotel occupancy tax is due 

on the property to be purchased. The city or county is then required to issue the statement not 

later than the 60
th

 day after the request. If the city or county fails to issue the statement within the 

deadline, the purchaser is released from the obligation to withhold the amount due from the 

purchase price. 

 

                                                 
360

  See id. § 334.253 (making parts of Chapters 351 and 352 of the Tax Code applicable to a hotel occupancy tax 

imposed under Chapter 334 of the Local Government Code). 
361

  Id. § 334.253. (Refers to Sections 351.004 and 352.004 of the Tax Code.) 
362

  Id. (Refers to Section 351.004.) 
363

  Id. § 54.001(b). 
364

  Id. § 334.253. (Refers to Sections 351.004, 351.005 and 352.004 of the Tax Code.). 
365

  Id. (Refers to Sections 351.0041 and 352.0041 of the Tax Code). 
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Cities or counties may allow hotel operators to retain up to one percent of the amount of hotel 

occupancy taxes collected as reimbursement for the costs of collecting the tax.
366

 Cities and 

counties are not themselves permitted to retain any of the collected tax to cover costs of 

imposing or collecting the tax. Cities, but not counties, may also require that such reimbursement 

will automatically be forfeited by a hotel that fails to pay tax or file a report as required by the 

city.
367

  

 

Hotel owners should note that each bill or receipt for a hotel charge that is subject to the Chapter 

334 hotel occupancy tax must contain a statement listing the applicable hotel occupancy tax rate 

collected by the hotel from the customer.
368

 This statement must list the State of Texas and the 

State’s rate (6%), as well as all other taxing authorities and the hotel occupancy rate they impose. 

 

Exemptions from the Chapter 334 Hotel Occupancy Tax  

Certain entities are exempt from the hotel occupancy tax imposed under Chapter 334 of the 

Local Government Code.
369

 Texas statutes allow an exemption from the hotel occupancy tax for 

persons who have contracted to use a hotel room for more than 30 consecutive days.
370

 

Additionally, the hotel occupancy tax does not apply to certain federal and other high-level 

officials traveling on federal or state business.
371

 Rather than paying the hotel tax, federal 

employees, foreign diplomatic personnel and certain high-level state employees simply present a 

tax exemption certificate to the hotel.
372

  

 

officers or employees of a state agency, institution, board or commission who are traveling on 

official business must pay the hotel occupancy tax but are entitled to a refund from the involved 

governmental taxing entities.
 373

 The state and local governments refund the hotel occupancy tax 

to the exempt employee through a separate process. A city or county may want to request a copy 

of the comptroller’s refund application form for the state hotel occupancy tax and adapt that form 

for handling refunds of the municipal or county hotel occupancy tax. 

 

City and county officers and employees are not exempt from the state or local hotel occupancy 

tax even if the officers or employees are traveling on official business. Further, cities may not 

authorize additional exemptions from the hotel occupancy tax. For example, with regard to a 

hotel tax imposed under Chapter 351 of the Tax Code, the Attorney General ruled in JM-865 

(1988) that cities could not grant an exception to the tax for religious, charitable or educational 

organizations without new constitutional or statutory authority to do so. 

 

5. Facility Use Tax on Members of a Major League Team 

If bonds have been issued under Chapter 334 of the Local Government Code by a county or city 

for a venue project within the city or county, the city or the county may impose a tax per game 

                                                 
366

  Id. (Refers to Sections 351.005 and 352.005 of the Tax Code). 
367

  Id. (Refers to Section 351.005 of the Tax Code). 
368

  Id. § 334.256(a). 
369

  Id. § 334.253 (Refers to Sections 351.002(c), 351.006, 352.002(c) and 352.007 of the Tax Code). 
370

  Id. (Refers to Sections 351.002(c) and 352.002(c) of the Tax Code). 
371

  Id. (Refers to Sections 351.006 and 352.007 of the Tax Code). See LaQuinta Inns, Inc. v. Sharp, No. 95-

15739 (53
rd

 Dist. Ct., Travis County, Tex. April 30, 1996). 
372

  See 34 Tex. Admin. Code § 3.161. 
373

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 334.253 (Refers to Sections 351.006 and 352.007 of the Tax Code). 
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against each member of a major league team playing in the venue project.
374

 The facility use tax 

must have been approved at an election held in accordance with the rules of Chapter 334, and the 

ballot language must specify the maximum rate of the tax being adopted.
375

 

 

Ballot Proposition to Adopt a Facility Use Tax 

The adoption of the facility use tax may be included in the same ballot proposition that proposes 

the venue project. The ballot must be printed to allow voting for or against the following 

proposition:
376

 

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to (insert “impose a new” or “authorize the use of the existing”) 

tax at the rate of (insert the maximum rate of the tax) for the purpose of 

financing the venue project. 
 

If more than one method of financing is to be voted on in one proposition, the ballot must be 

printed to permit voting for or against the following proposition: 

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to impose a (insert each type of tax) tax at the rate of (insert the 

maximum rate of each tax) for the purpose of financing the venue project. 

 

Effective Date and Ending Date of the Facility Use Tax 

After approval by the voters, the facility use tax becomes effective on the date prescribed by the 

ordinance or order imposing the tax.
377

 The tax rate may be set at any uniform monetary amount 

but may not exceed $5,000 per game per member of a professional sports team playing in the 

venue project.
378

 The facility use tax may be imposed only on games actually held in the venue 

project. The city or county is not authorized to collect such a facility use tax if the venue project 

bonds have been paid in full or if no such bonds are issued.
379

 All revenue from the tax must be 

deposited in the venue project fund.
380

 

 

Decrease, Abolition, or Increase of Facility Use Tax 

Once in place, the facility use tax may be decreased or abolished, by ordinance or order, on the 

city or county’s own motion.
381

 The tax may be increased only if the increase is approved at an 

election and the resulting tax rate would not exceed $5,000 per member per game.
382

 At an 

                                                 
374

  Id. §§ 334.302, .306. See Tex. Const. art. VIII, Section 1 (f); Hoefling v. City of San Antonio, 20 S.W. 85, 88 

(Tex. 1892); City of Houston v. Harris County Outdoor Advertising Association, 879 S.W.2d 322, 326-327 

(Tex. App. — Houston [14
th

 Dist.] 1994, pet. denied); State v. Rope, 419 S.W.2d 890, 897 (Tex. Civ. App. —
Austin 1967, writ ref’d n.r.e.). 

375
  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §§ 334.302, .303. 

376
  Id. § 334.302(c)(2) (Referring to the tax being approved at an election under Section 334.024). 

377
  Id. § 334.306(a). 

378
  Id. § 334.303(a)-(b). 

379
  Id. § 334.306(b). 

380
  Id. § 334.308. 

381
  Id. § 334.303(d). 

382
  Id. § 334.304(a). 
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election to increase the facility use tax, the ballot must be worded to allow voting for or against 

the following proposition:
383

  

 

The increase of the facility use tax for the purpose of financing (insert 

description of venue project) to a maximum rate of (insert new rate) a game. 

 

Collection and Enforcement of the Facility Use Tax  

The comptroller’s office is not involved in the collection of the facility use tax. Instead, the tax is 

collected by the owner or lessee of the venue project and remitted to the city or county.
384

 The 

order or ordinance imposing the facility use tax should specify how the tax is to be reported and 

remitted to the city or county.
385

 Additionally, the order or ordinance may prescribe penalties for 

the failure to keep the required records, to report when required, or to pay the tax when due.
386

 

Finally, the city or county attorney is empowered to bring a lawsuit to collect the facility use tax. 

 

By order or ordinance, a county or city may allow the lessee or owner of the venue project to 

retain a percentage of the facility use taxes collected as reimbursement for the costs of collecting 

the tax.
387

 The ordinance or order may also provide that the venue project owner or lessee may 

retain this reimbursement only if the owner or lessee meets the local requirements for paying the 

tax and filing reports. 

 

It is important to note that the facility use tax may be collected only from members of a “major 

league team” as defined by Section 334.301 of the Local Government Code. That section defines 

this term to include a team that is a member of the National Football League, the National 

Basketball Association or the National Hockey League. The term also includes a major league 

baseball team or any other professional team. 

 

6. Livestock Facility Use Tax in Certain Cities and Counties 

If bonds have been issued under Chapter 334 of the Local Government Code by a certain county 

or city for a venue project within the city or county, the city or the county may impose a 

livestock facilities tax for the use or occupancy by livestock of a stall or pen
388

 at a designated 

facility.
389

 The livestock facility use tax must have been approved at an election held in 

accordance with the rules of Chapter 334, and the ballot language must specify the maximum 

rate of the tax being adopted.
390

 

 

                                                 
383

  Id. § 334.304(b). 
384

  Id. §§ 334.305(a), .307(a). 
385

  Id. § 334.307(a). 
386

  Id. § 334.307(b). 
387

  Id. § 334.307(c). 
388

  Id. § 334.401(3) (Definition of “stall or pen”). 
389

  Id. §§ 334.401(1) (Definition of “designated facility”); .402 (This subchapter applies to (1) a county in which 

the majority of the population of two or more cities with a population of 300,000 or more are located or (2) a 

city for which the majority of the population is located in a county described in (1)); .403. 
390

  Id. §§ 334.403. 
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Ballot Proposition to Adopt a Livestock Facility Use Tax 

The adoption of the livestock facility use tax may be included in the same ballot proposition that 

proposes the venue project. The ballot must be printed to allow voting for or against the 

following proposition:
391

 

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to (insert “impose a new” or “authorize the use of the existing”) 

tax at the rate of (insert the maximum rate of the tax) for the purpose of 

financing the venue project. 
 

If more than one method of financing is to be voted on in one proposition, the ballot must be 

printed to permit voting for or against the following proposition: 

 

Authorizing (insert name of city or county) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to impose a (insert each type of tax) tax at the rate of (insert the 

maximum rate of each tax) for the purpose of financing the venue project. 

 

Effective Date and Ending Date of the Livestock Facility Use Tax 

After approval by the voters, the livestock facility use tax becomes effective on the date 

prescribed by the ordinance or order imposing the tax.
392

 The tax rate may be set at any uniform 

monetary amount but may not exceed $20 for each stall or pen used or occupied at a designated 

facility for each event
393

 in the venue project.
394

 The livestock facility use tax may be imposed 

only at a designated facility that is an approved the venue project.
395

 The city or county is not 

authorized to collect such a livestock facility use tax if the venue project bonds have been paid in 

full or if no such bonds are issued.
396

 All revenue from the tax must be deposited in the venue 

project fund.
397

 

 

Decrease, Abolition, or Increase of Livestock Facility Use Tax 

Once in place, the livestock facility use tax may be decreased or abolished, by ordinance or 

order, on the city or county’s own motion.
398

 The city or county can impose different tax rates 

based on the duration of an event.
399

 However, the rate must be uniform for each event of similar 

duration and the rate may not exceed the maximum rate adopted by the voters.
400

 

The tax may be increased only if the increase is approved at an election and the resulting tax rate 

would not exceed $20 for each event.
401

 At an election to increase the livestock facility use tax, 

the ballot must be worded to allow voting for or against the following proposition:
402

  

                                                 
391

  Id. § 334.403(c)(2) (Referring to the tax being approved at an election under Section 334.024). 
392

  Id. § 334.408. 
393

  Id. § 334.401(2) (Definition of “event”). 
394

  Id. § 334.404(a)-(b). 
395

  Id. § 334.403(b). 
396

  Id. § 334.403(c)(1). 
397

  Id. § 334.410. 
398

  Id. § 334.404(e). 
399

  Id. § 334.404(d). 
400

  Id. 
401

  Id. § 334.405(a). 
402

  Id. § 334.405(b). 
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The increase of the facility use tax for the purpose of financing (insert 

description of the designated facility) to a maximum rate of (insert new 

maximum rate not to exceed $20) per event. 

 

Collection, Enforcement and Exemption of the Livestock Facility Use Tax  

The comptroller’s office is not involved in the collection of the livestock facility use tax. Instead, 

the tax is collected by the owner or lessee of a designated facility and remitted to the city or 

county.
403

 The order or ordinance imposing the livestock facility use tax should specify how the 

tax is to be reported and remitted to the city or county.
404

 Additionally, the order or ordinance 

may prescribe penalties for the failure to keep the required records, to report when required, or to 

pay the tax when due.
405

 Finally, the city or county attorney is empowered to bring a lawsuit to 

collect the livestock facility use tax. 

 

By order or ordinance, a county or city may allow the lessee or owner of a designated facility to 

retain a percentage of the livestock facility use taxes collected as reimbursement for the costs of 

collecting the tax.
406

 Also, the ordinance or order may provide that the owner or lessee of a 

designated facility may retain this reimbursement only if the owner or lessee meets the local 

requirements for paying the tax and filing reports. 

 

It is important to note that the livestock facility use tax is a debt owed to the owner or lessee of 

the designated facility by the user or sublessee of the designated facility.
407

  This tax is not 

considered an occupation tax imposed on the owner or lessee of the designated facility, the user 

or the sublessee of the designated facility or the owner of the livestock.  Also, the city or county 

by ordinance or order may exempt county junior livestock shows from paying the livestock 

facility use tax.
408

 

 

7. Special Motor Vehicle Tax Authorized in Certain Cities 

A city with a population of more than 500,000 that is located in a county bordering Mexico has 

special authority to impose a tax on the rental of motor vehicles.
409

 Unlike the previously 

discussed motor vehicle rental tax, this tax may be used only to pay for the costs associated with 

an annual post-season college bowl game held in the city.
410

 Otherwise, this tax is governed by 

the same provisions that govern the previously discussed motor vehicle rental tax, including the 

requirement that the tax be approved at an election.
411

 At present, this provision applies only to 

the city of El Paso. 

 

                                                 
403

  Id. § 334.409(a). 
404

  Id. § 334.409(b). 
405

  Id. § 334.409(c). 
406

  Id. § 334.409(d). 
407

  Id. § 334.407. 
408

  Id. § 334.406. 
409

  Id. §§ 334.352, .353. 
410

  Id. §§ 334.351, .354. 
411

  Id. § 334.353(b)-(c). 
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General Powers and Duties of the City or County Undertaking a Venue 

Project 

Once a venue project has been approved by the voters, the city or county has the following 

general powers and duties with regard to that project:
412

  

 

Delegation of Management of Project. A city or county may contract with a public or 

private entity, including a sports team, to develop the venue project or to perform any 

other action that the city or county could do under Chapter 334.
413

 If such a contract is 

with a school district, junior college, or institution of higher education (as defined in the 

Education Code), the contract may provide for joint ownership and operation or for joint 

use of the venue project.
414

 However, the city or county may not contract with another 

entity to have that entity conduct a city or county election under Chapter 334.
415

 

 

 

Property Tax Exemption for Venue Project Property. A venue project is exempt from 

taxation under Section 11.11 of the Tax Code while the city or county owns the 

project.
416

 However, each year the operators of a venue project must pay to a school 

district an amount equal to the taxes that would have been paid on the unimproved real 

property if the real property was removed from the school district’s property tax rolls.
417

 

This requirement does not apply if the venue project operator is a political subdivision of 

the state. 

 

Exemption from Competitive Bidding. Competitive bidding laws do not apply to an 

approved venue project.
418

 

 

Limitation on Use of Property Taxes. A city or county generally may not use property 

taxes to construct, operate, maintain or renovate a venue project.
419

 However, the voters 

of a city or county that imposes an additional hotel occupancy tax described above may 

approve the use of a specific percentage or a fixed amount of the revenue derived from 

property taxes for that entity.
420

 At such an election, the ballot must be worded to allow 

voting for or against the following proposition:
421

 

 

Authorizing (insert name of municipality or county) to use an amount 

not to exceed (insert percentage of property tax revenue or dollar 

amount to be used) of the revenue derived from the  (insert “county” or 

“municipal”) property tax, in addition to the hotel occupancy tax and 

                                                 
412

  Generally id. § 334.041. 
413

  Id. § 334.041(c). 
414

  Id. § 334.041(d). 
415

  Id. § 334.041(c)(2). 
416

  Id. § 334.044(c). 
417

  Id. § 334.044(d). 
418

  Id. § 334.041(e). 
419

  Id. § 334.041(f). 
420

  Id. §§ 334.0241, .041(f)(2). 
421

  Id. § 334.0241(b). 
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any other applicable taxes, for the purpose of financing the (describe 

the venue project). 

 

Ability to Dispose of Property. A city or county may acquire or dispose of an interest in 

property, including a venue project, under the terms and conditions that seem advisable to 

the city or county.
422

 

 

Application of Public Information Act. Any records of a city or county that relate to an 

approved venue project or its financing are subject to the Public Information Act.
423

  

 

Harris County Exception. In a county with a population of over 2.8 million, no tax on 

real or personal property may be used for any venue authorized by an election on 

November 5, 1996, and constructed after that date.
424

  

 

Sale of Park. Voters need not approve sale or lease of a public square or municipal park 

related to an approved venue project.
425

 

 

Establishing the Venue Project Fund 

A city or county must establish, by resolution, a “venue project fund.”
426

 The fund must have a 

separate account for each of the various revenue sources for the venue project. The city or county 

must then deposit the following monies into the fund:
427

 

 

1) the proceeds of any tax imposed by the city or county under authority of Chapter 334 of 

the Local Government Code; 

2) all revenue from the sale of bonds or other obligations under Chapter 334; and 

3) any other money required by law to be deposited into the fund. 

A city or county is not required to deposit money into the venue project fund unless it falls into 

one of the above three categories. However, if a city or county wishes to do so, it may also 

deposit the following monies into the fund:
428

 

 

1) money received from innovative funding concepts such as the sale or lease of luxury 

boxes or the sale of licenses for personal seats; 

2) any other revenue received by the city or county from the venue project (e.g., stadium 

rental payments and revenue from parking and concessions); 

3) if not otherwise dedicated, revenue from bonuses, royalties, and other payments from 

ownership of oil, gas, and other mineral rights; 

                                                 
422

  Id. § 334.041(b). 
423

  Id. § 334.0425. 
424

  Id. § 334.006. 
425

  Id. § 334.045. 
426

  Id. § 334.042(a). 
427

  Id. § 334.042(b). 
428

  Id. § 334.042(c). 
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4) if not otherwise dedicated, revenues from any fees, payments, or charges imposed by a 

joint operating board involving the entity or a nonprofit corporation acting on behalf of 

the entity; and 

5) any revenue the entity determines is appropriately used on behalf of the venue project 

fund. 

Any money deposited into the venue project fund is considered the property of the city or county 

that deposited it.
429

 Once funds are deposited into the venue project fund, the money may be used 

only for the following purposes:
430

 

 

1) paying or reimbursing the costs of planning, acquiring, developing, establishing, 

constructing or renovating a venue project in the city or the county; 

2) paying costs related to bonds and other obligations issued by the city or county for the 

project; or 

3) paying the costs of operating or maintaining the venue projects. 

Authority to Issue Bonds 

Once a venue project is approved by the voters, the city or county may issue bonds and other 

obligations to pay for the costs of the project.
431

 These bonds or other obligations must be 

payable from and secured by the revenues in the venue project fund and must mature within 30 

years of the date on which they are issued. Additionally, any such obligations must be approved 

by the Public Finance Division of the attorney general’s office. Bonds or other obligations issued 

under Chapter 334 are not a debt of the city or county. Such obligations do not create a claim 

against city or county tax revenue or property other than against the revenue sources that are 

specifically pledged and the venue project for which the bonds are issued. 

 

Uses of Venue Revenues for a Related Venue Project 

A city or a county already imposing taxes to fund a venue project may call an election to approve 

the use of revenue from those taxes (excluding hotel occupancy taxes) to finance a “related” 

venue project.
432

 This allows the use of revenue to support the improvement and maintenance of 

a facility not originally funded by the venue tax or specified in the original election, but still 

related to the facility first funded by these taxes. The city or county may not change the rate of 

the tax or the method of financing that was already authorized. The language in the ballot must 

read: 

 

Authorizing (insert name of municipality or county) to use an amount not to 

exceed (insert percentage of tax revenue or dollar amount of revenue to be used 

for each type of tax) of the revenue derived from the (insert each type of tax) 

tax, to finance the (describe the related venue project and its relation to the 

previously approved venue project). 

 

                                                 
429

  Id. § 334.042(e). 
430

  Id. § 334.042(d). 
431

  Id. § 334.043. 
432

  Id. § 334.0242. 
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Chapter 335 Sports and Community Venue Districts 

Chapter 335 of the Local Government Code authorizes cities and counties to join together as a 

group to undertake community and sports venue projects. Under this chapter, any city or county 

may join with any other city and/or county to form a “venue district.”
433

 There is no limit to the 

number of cities and/or counties that may join to form a single venue district. Once formed, the 

district is vested with all the powers that an individual city or county would have under Chapter 

334.
434

 The formation of such venue districts may be of particular use for communities that are 

too small to individually handle or fund a venue project. 

 

Permissible Projects Under Chapter 335  

If approved in an election held according to Chapter 335, a venue district may undertake a 

“venue project”.
435

 A venue project is defined as a “venue and related infrastructure that is 

planned, acquired, established, developed, constructed or renovated under this chapter.”
436

 The 

term “venue” is defined as being one of the following:
437

 

 

An arena, coliseum, stadium or other type of area or facility:
438

  

 

 that is used or will be used for professional or amateur sports, or for community 

civic and charitable events; and 

 where a fee for admission to these events will be charged; 

A convention center, convention center facility, or related improvement that is 

located in the vicinity of the convention center. The term “related improvement” is used 

rather broadly and includes such things as a civic center hotel, theater, opera house, 

music hall, rehearsal hall, park, zoo, museum, aquarium, or plaza; 

 

A tourist development area along an inland waterway; 

 

A municipal parks and recreation system, improvements or additions to a park and 

recreation system, or an area or facility that is part of a municipal parks and recreation 

system. However, neither the motor vehicle rental tax nor the local hotel occupancy tax 

authorized by Chapter 335 may be used as a revenue source to pay for a venue project of 

this nature;
439

  

                                                 
433

  Id. § 335.021. 
434

  Id. § 335.071(e). 
435

  Id. § 335.051. 
436

  Id. § 335.001(6) (Refers to the definition of venue project as defined in Section 334.001(1) of the Local 

Government Code). 
437

  Id. § 335.001(5) (Refers to the definition of venue as defined in Section 334.001(4) of the Local Government 

Code). 
438

  See Id. § 335.0715 (It should be noted that a district would not be able to use the provisions of Chapter 335 to 

finance a professional sports stadium if the district, city or county had already contracted with a professional 

sports team prior to November 1, 1998, for the team to relocate and play in the stadium. This prohibition only 

applies if the team is already playing under an existing contract in a stadium owned by another Texas city or 

county. Even in this circumstance, a stadium may be financed under Chapter 335 if the other city or county 

(where the team is currently playing) consents). 
439

  Id. § 335.071(e) (Venue district may impose any tax authorized by Chapter 334 and must impose the tax in 

the same manner as a city or county would under that chapter). See id. §§ 334.1015, 334.2515. 
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An economic development project authorized by Section 4A or Section 4B of the 

Development Corporation Act of 1979, Article 5190.6 of Texas Revised Civil Statutes, as 

that Act existed on September 1, 1997;
440

 or 

 

A watershed protection and preservation project; a recharge, recharge area, or 

recharge feature protection project; a conservation easement; or an open-space 

preservation program intended to protect water. 
 

Section 335.001(4) defines the term “related infrastructure” to include any on-site or off-site 

improvements that relate to and enhance the use, value or appeal of a venue, and any other 

expenditure that is reasonably necessary to construct, improve, renovate or expand a venue.
441

 

The statute lists the following examples of improvements that would qualify as related 

infrastructure: stores, restaurants, on-site hotels, concessions, parking, transportation facilities, 

roads, water and sewer facilities, parks or environmental remediation. 

 

A district may use Chapter 335 only to construct a project that falls within the definition of the 

term “venue” or within the definition of the term “related infrastructure”. However, once the 

venue facility is constructed, state law permits the facility to be used for an event that is not 

related to one of the above-described venue purposes, such as a community-related event.
442

 

Also, if an existing facility would qualify as a venue project under Chapter 335, a district may 

use the authority granted under Chapter 335 to aid that facility even though it was originally 

constructed or undertaken under the authority of other law.
443

 

 

Creating a Venue District 

Two or more counties, two or more cities, or any combination of cities and counties may create a 

venue district.
444

 In order to do this, each of the cities and/or counties that wish to join in the 

creation of the district must adopt a concurrent order.
445

 The concurrent orders must meet all of 

the following criteria:
446

 

 

 contain identical provisions;  

 define the boundaries of the venue district to be coextensive with the combined 

boundaries of each of the cities and/or counties creating the district; 

 designate the number of directors and the manner of appointment of the directors.  

Also, designate the manner in which the chair of the board will be appointed. 

                                                 
440

  The Development Act of 1979 was codified on April 1, 2009 and is now located in Chapter 501 through 507 

of the Local Government Code.  Since there was not a change of Section 334.001(4)(E) of the Local 

Government Code in the 82
nd

 Legislative Session, the reference to the civil statute will remain.  
441

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 335.001(4) (Refers to the definition of related infrastructure as defined in Section 

334.001(3) of the Local Government Code). 
442

  Id. § 335.003. 
443

  Id. § 335.002. 
444

  Id. § 335.021. 
445

  Id. § 335.022. 
446

  Id. 
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There must be at least four directors on the board.
447

 The directors are appointed by the county 

judges (if only counties are forming the district), the mayors (if only cities are forming the 

district), or the county judges and mayors (if both cities and counties are forming the district) as 

specified in the concurrent order.
448

 

 

Directors of a Venue District 

To be eligible for service on the board of directors of a venue district, the person must be a 

resident of the appointing political subdivision.
 449

 If an officer, employee or member of a city or 

county governing body serves as a director, that person may not have any personal interest in a 

contract executed by the district. 

 

Directors of a venue district board serve staggered two-year terms, and their successors are 

appointed in the same manner as the original appointees (according to the concurrent orders).
450

 

A director may be removed by the appointing mayor or county judge at any time without cause. 

Directors are not entitled to any compensation other than reimbursement for actual expenses.
451

 

Additionally, certain directors are required to file certain financial statements required of state 

officers under chapter 572 of the Government Code.
452

 The financial statements must be filed 

with the board of directors and with the Texas Ethics Commission. A director commits a Class B 

misdemeanor if the director fails to file the financial statement. Also, directors and employees of 

certain venue district must follow additional requirements concerning codes of conducts.
453

 

 

The presiding officer of a venue district board of directors is designated as provided by the 

concurrent order.
454

 Also, the directors must designate a secretary from among the board’s 

members and any other officers the board considers necessary. The board of directors is subject 

to the Texas Open Meetings Act
455

 and all board meetings must be conducted within the 

boundaries of the venue district.
456

  

 

                                                 
447

  Id. § 335.031(a). See id § 335.035 (There are additional requirements for a board of a district located in whole 

or part in a county with a population of 3.3 million or more). 
448

  Id. § 335.031(b). 
449

  Id. § 335.031(d). 
450

  Id. § 335.031(c). 
451

  Id. § 335.032. 
452

  Id. § 335.1085.  See id. § 335.102 (Makes Subchapter F of Chapter 335 of the Local Government Code only 

applicable to venue districts located in a county with a population of 3.3 million or more). 
453

  See id. §§ 335.101 - .110 (Makes Subchapter F of Chapter 335 of the Local Government Code only 

applicable to venue districts located in a county with a population of 3.3 million or more). 
454

  Id. § 335.034. See id § 335.035 (There are additional requirements for a board of a district located in whole or 

part in a county with a population of 3.3 million or more). 
455

  Id. § 335.023(b). 
456

  Id. § 335.033. 
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Procedure for Authorizing a Venue Project 

Step One: 

The venue district must obtain approval for the project from the comptroller’s office. 

Before a venue district may have an election to undertake a venue project, it must obtain 

approval of the project from the comptroller’s office.
457

 The comptroller reviews the project to 

determine whether the proposed financing would “have a significant negative fiscal impact on 

state revenue.” To obtain this approval, the district must send to the comptroller a copy of the 

resolution proposing the venue project.
458

 This resolution must indicate each proposed project 

and each method of financing for the project.
459

 Within less than 15 days of the comptroller’s 

receipt of the resolution, it must perform the required state fiscal impact analysis and provide the 

district with written notice of its decision.
460

 If the comptroller determines that the resolution 

would have a significant negative impact on state revenue, the comptroller must indicate in 

writing how the district could change the resolution so that there would not be such a negative 

impact.
461

 If the comptroller fails to provide the required analysis in less than 30 days, the 

resolution is considered to be approved by the comptroller.
462

 

 

If the comptroller finds that a venue project resolution will have a negative fiscal impact on state 

revenue, the district has 10 days to appeal the comptroller’s ruling.
463

 The appeal is made to the 

comptroller, and the comptroller has another 10 days to provide a new analysis and written 

notice to the city or county.
464

 If the comptroller’s ruling is still negative, the analysis must again 

include information on how the district could change the resolution so that there would not be a 

negative impact on state revenue.
465

 If the comptroller fails to provide the required analysis 

within 30 days, the resolution is automatically considered approved.
466

 If the comptroller 

continues to hold that the venue project would have a negative impact on state revenue, the 

venue district will not be able to hold the required election on the approval of the venue 

project.
467

 

 

Step Two: 

Certain venue districts must also obtain approval from the local transit authority. 

If a venue project resolution contains a proposed sales tax, the venue district must determine 

whether that tax would result in the reduction of a sales tax rate that funds a transit authority 

                                                 
457

  Id. §§ 335.051, .054. But see Sections 7, 8 and 9 of Texas House Bill 92, 75
th

 Legislature, Regular Session 

(1997) (Excepting certain cities, counties and venue districts from the requirements of holding an election and 

of obtaining Comptroller approval if their voters had already approved certain sports facilities in an election 

held before the effective date of the legislation). 
458

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 335.052. 
459

  Id. § 335.051(b). 
460

  Id. § 335.052(b). 
461

  Id. § 335.052(c). 
462

  Id. § 335.052(d). 
463

  Id. § 335.053(a). 
464

  Id. § 335.053(b) 
465

  Id. § 335.053(c). 
466

  Id. § 335.053(d). 
467

  Id. § 335.054. 
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created under either Chapter 451 or Chapter 452 of the Transportation Code.
468

 This issue would 

arise only if the area was subject to a transit authority sales tax and if the adoption of a venue 

project sales tax would place the district beyond the two percent cap for the local sales tax. If 

these circumstances would arise because of the proposed venue project, the district must send the 

transit authority a copy of the venue resolution for approval by the authority. The resolution must 

designate each venue project and each method of financing that the district proposes to use to 

finance the project.
469

 If the proposed financing for the venue project would not cause a 

reduction in the transit authority sales tax, approval from the transit authority is not required. 

 

Within 30 days of the transit authority’s receipt of the resolution, it must determine whether the 

reduction in the transit authority’s tax rate would have a significant negative impact on its ability 

to provide services or would impair any existing contracts.
470

 The transit authority must also 

provide the written results of its analysis to the district within this period. If the transit 

authority’s ruling is negative, it must state how the district could change the venue project 

resolution so that there would not be a negative impact on the transit authority’s ability to 

provide transit service or fulfill existing contracts.
471

 If the transit authority fails to provide this 

analysis within the required period, the authority is deemed to have approved the resolution.
472

 

 

If the transit authority finds that a venue project resolution would have a significant negative 

impact on the authority’s ability to provide service or would impair existing contracts, the district 

may appeal the negative ruling within 10 days.
473

 The appeal is made to the transit authority, and 

the authority must provide a new analysis and written notice to the district within 10 days of its 

receipt of the appeal.
474

 If the transit authority’s ruling is still negative, the analysis must include 

information on how the district could change the resolution so that there would not be a negative 

impact on the authority’s ability to provide service or fulfill existing contracts.
475

 If the transit 

authority fails to provide the required analysis within 10 days, the resolution is automatically 

considered approved.
476

 If the transit authority continues to find that the venue project would 

have a negative impact, the district will be unable to hold the required election for the approval 

of the venue project.
477

 

                                                 
468

  Id. §§ 335.051(a)(2), .0535(a). 
469

  Id. § 335.051(b). 
470

  Id. § 335.0535(b). 
471

  Id. § 335.0535(c). 
472

  Id. § 335.0535(d). 
473

  Id. § 335.0536(a). 
474

  Id. § 335.0536(b). 
475

  Id. § 335.0536(c). 
476

  Id. § 335.0536(d). 
477

  Id. § 335.054. 
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Step Three: 

The venue district must hold an election on the venue project. 

Once the district has received the required approvals from the comptroller and, if necessary, from 

the transit authority, the venue district may order an election on the proposed venue project.
478

 

The order calling the election must meet all of the following criteria:
479

 

 

 Allow the voters to vote separately on each venue project; 

 Designate the venue project(s); 

 Designate each method of financing authorized by Chapter 335 that the district wants 

to use to finance the venue project and designate the maximum rate for each method; 

and 

 Allow the voters to vote, in the same proposition or in separate propositions, on each 

method of financing authorized by Chapter 335 that the district wants to use to 

finance the project and the maximum rate of each method. 

In addition to the above requirements for the election order, there is required wording for the 

ballot proposition. The ballot must be printed to allow voting for or against the following 

proposition:
480

 

 

Authorizing (insert name of the venue district) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to impose a (insert the type of tax) tax at the rate of (insert the 

maximum rate of the tax) for the purpose of financing the venue project. 

 

If more than one method of financing is to be voted on in one proposition, the ballot must be 

printed to permit voting for or against the proposition:
481

 

 

Authorizing (insert name of the venue district) to (insert description of venue 

project) and to impose a (insert each type of tax) tax at the rate of (insert the 

maximum rate of each tax) for the purpose of financing the venue project. 
 

If the proposition authorizes a hotel occupancy tax to fund the venue project, the ballot must 

include the following language: 

 

If approved, the maximum hotel occupancy tax rate imposed from all sources in 

(insert name of district) would be (insert the maximum combined hotel occupancy tax 

rate that would be imposed from all sources at any location in the district if the rate 

proposed in the ballot proposition is adopted) of the price paid for a room in a hotel.  

 

                                                 
478

  Id. But see Sections 7, 8 and 9 of Tex. H. B. 92, 75
th

 Leg., R.S. (1997) (Excepting certain cities, counties and 

venue districts from the requirements of holding an election and of obtaining Comptroller approval if their 

voters had already approved certain sports facilities in an election held before effective date of this 

legislation). 
479

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code. § 335.054(b). 
480

  Id. § 335.054(c). 
481

  Id. § 335.054(d). 
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If the venue project is for improvements or additions to an existing park or recreation facility, the 

description of the project in the ballot proposition must identify each park or recreation facility 

by name or location. If the venue project is for the acquisition or improvement of a new park or 

recreation facility, the description of the project in the ballot must specify the general location 

where the new park, recreational system or facility will be located.  

 

The Election Code governs the procedure for holding an election under Chapter 335.
482

 An 

individual may not print, broadcast, or publish, or cause to be printed, broadcast or published, 

campaign material that contain false and misleading information concerning the authorization of 

a venue project.
483

 The Ethics Commission will investigate any complaints and impose penalties 

in accordance with Chapter 571 of the Government Code. 

 

General Powers and Duties of a Venue District 

Once a venue project has been approved by the voters, the venue district has the following 

general powers and duties with regard to that project:
484

  

 

 Imposition of Taxes and Fees. Subject to the approval of the district voters, a venue 

district may impose any tax that a city or county can impose under Chapter 334 of the 

Local Government Code. The district must follow all the rules set forth for such taxes in 

Chapter 334.
485

 

Under Chapter 334 of the Local Government Code, there are slightly different regulations 

governing the imposition of an additional hotel occupancy tax by a city and the 

imposition of such a tax by a county.
486

 The conservative course would be to follow the 

rules set out for a county since these rules are slightly more restrictive than those 

applicable to cities. 

Similarly, under Chapter 334, there are different regulations governing the imposition of 

a city sales tax for a venue project and the imposition of a county sales tax for a venue 

project, and it is currently unclear which rules a venue district should follow.
487

 A venue 

district wishing to impose either a sales tax or a hotel occupancy tax should discuss this 

issue with legal counsel. 

 Eminent Domain. Subject to the requirements of Chapter 21 of the Property Code, a 

venue district has the power of eminent domain. Additionally, there are special provisions 

for a venue district involved in the appeal of an eminent domain proceeding.
488

 

 Employment of Staff and Adoption of Rules. The district may employ the necessary 

personnel and adopt rules to govern the operation of the district and its employees and 

property.
489

 

                                                 
482

  Id. § 335.054(f). 
483

  Id. § 335.055. 
484

  Generally id. § 335.071. 
485

  Id. § 335.071(e). 
486

  See id. § 334.253. 
487

  See id. § 334.082. 
488

  Id. § 335.071(h). See also id. § 335.0711 (Limits the power to own or acquire real property by eminent 

domain for districts located in a county with a population of 3.3 million or more). 
489

  Id. § 335.071(a)(4)-(5). 
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 Inability to Adopt a Property Tax. A venue district may not levy an ad valorem 

(property) tax.
490

 

 Acceptance of Donations. The district may accept donations.
491

 

 Application of the Public Information Act. The district is subject to the Public 

Information Act.
492

 

 Application of the Open Meetings Act. The district is subject to the Open Meetings 

Act.
493

 

 Status as Political Subdivision. A venue district is considered to be a political 

subdivision of the state and of the cities and counties that created it.
494

 

 Delegation of Project Management. A venue district may contract with a public or 

private entity, including a sports team, to develop the venue project or to perform any 

other action that the district could do under Chapter 335.
495

 If such a contract is with a 

school district, junior college or institution of higher education (as defined in the 

Education Code), the contract may provide for joint ownership and operation or for joint 

use of the venue project.
496

 However, the district may not contract with another entity to 

have that entity conduct a district election under Chapter 335.
497

 

 Property Tax Exemption for Venue District Property. A venue project is exempt from 

taxation under Section 11.11 of the Tax Code while the venue district owns the project.
498

 

However, each year the operators of a venue project must pay to a school district an 

amount equal to the taxes that would have been paid on the unimproved real property if 

the real property was removed from the school district’s property tax rolls.
499

 This 

requirement does not apply if the venue project operator is a political subdivision of the 

state. 

 Exemption from Competitive Bidding. Competitive bidding laws do not apply to an 

approved venue project.
500

 

 Ability to Dispose of Property. A venue district may acquire or dispose of an interest in 

property, including a venue project, under the terms and conditions that seem advisable to 

the district board.
501

 

 Sue and be Sued. A venue district, through its board, may sue and be sued in any state 

court in the name of the district.
502

 

                                                 
490

  Id. § 335.071(f). 
491

  Id. § 335.071(a)(2). 
492

  Id. §§ 335.023(c), .0725 (Specifying that the Public Information Act applies to district records related to an 

approved venue project and the revenue used to finance the project). 
493

  Id. § 335.023(b). 
494

  Id. § 335.023(a). 
495

  Id. § 335.071(b). 
496

  Id. § 335.071(c). 
497

  Id. § 335.071(b)(2). 
498

  Id. § 335.074(c). 
499

  Id. § 335.074(d). 
500

  Id. § 335.071(d). 
501

  Id. § 335.071(a)(3). 
502

  Id. § 335.005. 
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 Exemption from Construction Contracting Law. Chapter 2267 of the Government 

Code does not apply to an approved venue project.
503

 

Establishing the Venue Project Fund 

A venue district must establish, by resolution, a “venue project fund.”
504

 The fund must have a 

separate account for each of the various revenue sources for the venue project. The district must 

then deposit the following monies into the fund:
505

 

 

1) the proceeds of any tax imposed by the district under authority of Chapter 335; 

2) all revenue from the sale of bonds or other obligations under Chapter 335; 

3) money received under Section 335.075 of the Local Government Code from a political 

subdivision that created the district; and 

4) any other money required by law to be deposited into the fund. 

A district is not required to deposit money into the venue project fund unless it falls into one of 

the above four categories. However, if a district wishes to do so, it may also deposit the 

following monies into the fund:
506

 

 

1) money received from innovative funding concepts such as the sale or lease of luxury 

boxes or the sale of licenses for personal seats; and 

2) any other revenue received by the district from the venue project (e.g., stadium rental 

payments and revenue from parking and concessions). 

Any money deposited into the venue project fund is considered the property of the district that 

deposited it.
507

 

 

Once funds are deposited into the venue project fund, the money may be used only for the 

following purposes:
508

 

 

1) paying or reimbursing the costs of planning, acquiring, developing, establishing, 

constructing, or renovating a venue project in the venue district; 

2) paying costs related to bonds and other obligations issued by the district for the project; 

or 

3) paying the costs of operating or maintaining the venue projects. 

Authority to Issue Bonds 

Once a venue project is approved by the voters, the venue district may issue bonds and other 

obligations to pay for the costs of the project.
509

 These bonds or other obligations must be 

                                                 
503

  Id. § 335.077. 
504

  Id. § 335.072. 
505

  Id. § 335.072(b). 
506

  Id. § 335.072(c). 
507

  Id. § 335.072(e). 
508

  Id. § 335.072(d). 
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payable from and secured by the revenues in the venue project fund and must mature within 30 

years of the date on which they are issued. Additionally, any such obligations must be approved 

by the Public Finance Division of the Attorney General’s office. Bonds or other obligations 

issued under Chapter 335 are not a debt of the venue district. Such obligations do not create a 

claim against district tax revenue or property other than against the revenue sources that are 

specifically pledged and the venue project for which the bonds are issued. 

 

It is important to note that a venue district has the authority to issue short-term obligations and 

enter into credit agreements under Chapter 1371 of the Government Code. For purposes of that 

statute, a district is considered to be a “public utility” and an approved venue project is an 

“eligible project.” 

 

Contributions from Other Political Subdivisions 

If a political subdivision receives sales tax revenue from businesses operating in a venue project 

sponsored by a venue district, the political subdivision may voluntarily contribute part or all of 

those sales tax revenues to the venue district.
510

 To contribute sales tax revenue to the district, the 

governing body of the political subdivision must find that the venue project which generated the 

sales tax will add to the economic, cultural or recreational development or well-being of the 

political subdivision’s residents. Additionally, if the sales tax revenue is contributed to assist the 

district in securing debt that was issued to fund a venue project, then such contributions must 

stop as soon as the debt is paid off. As with tax money raised by the venue district, sales tax 

contributions from other political subdivisions must be deposited into the venue project fund. 

However, such contributions from a political subdivision are not considered to be methods of 

financing of the district and thus appear not to need voters’ approval.
511

  

 

Pledge of Existing City Sales Tax Revenue for Venue Projects 

A city may pledge up to 25 percent of its existing sales tax to pay off debt issued for one or more 

venue projects located in the city.
512

 Section 321.508 of the Tax Code is separate from and in 

addition to any authority a city may have under Chapters 334 or 335 of the Local Government 

Code. The term “venue project” has the same definition as it does in Chapter 334 of the Local 

Government Code.
513

  

 

The only types of sales tax that may be pledged for a venue project are the general city sales tax 

(“municipal sales and use tax”) and the sales tax for property tax relief (“additional municipal 

sales and use tax”).
514

 A city may pledge its sales tax only if it is approved by the voters at an 

                                                                                                                                                             
509

  Id. § 335.073 (Note that if a district is created in Harris County and the City of Houston, then any bonds or 

other obligations issued by the district are subject to prior approval by Harris County and the City of 

Houston). 
510

  Id. § 335.075. 
511

  Id. § 335.075(d) (States that such contributions are not to be considered a “method of financing” for purposes 

of Subchapter D of Chapter 335. That subchapter (Section 335.051) requires that the voters approve all the 

Chapter 335 “methods of financing” used by a venue district). 
512

  Tex. Tax Code § 321.508. 
513

  Id. § 321.508(g) (Referring to the definition of sport and community venue project as defined by Section 

334.001(1) of the Local Government Code). 
514

  Id. § 321.508(a). 
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election held on this issue. The ballot at this election must be printed to allow voting for or 

against the following proposition:
515

 

 

Authorizing the City of (insert name of city) to pledge not more than (insert 

percentage of sales tax to be pledged) percent of the revenue received from the 

(insert “municipal sales and use tax,” “additional municipal sales and use tax,” 

or both) previously adopted in the city to the payment of obligations issued to 

pay all or part of the costs of (insert description of each venue project). 
 

If the voters approve the pledge of the sales tax, the city may issue bonds and other forms of debt 

that are payable from and secured by the pledged sales tax revenue.
516

 The money from this debt 

may be used only to pay for the costs of the venue projects described in the ballot proposition. 

This pledge of the sales tax continues only until the debt is paid off.
517

 The city may direct the 

comptroller to deposit the pledged money into a trust or account as required by the terms of the 

debt.
518

 

 

Dissolution of Certain Venue Districts 

Venue districts wholly located in a county with a population of less than 15,000 may be 

dissolved by the governing body of each political subdivision that created the district.
519

 Each of 

the governing bodies would adopt a concurrent order dissolving the venue district. Once the 

district is dissolved, the assets and liabilities of the venue district would be transferred to the 

county in which the district was located.  After the county has paid all the districts liabilities, the 

county shall use the remaining assets for an approved venue project of the county. 

 

 

                                                 
515

  Id. § 321.508(b). 
516

  Id. § 321.508(c). 
517

  Id. § 321.508(d). 
518

  Id. § 321.508(e). 
519

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §§ 335.151 - .153. 
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III. Local Property Tax Incentives 

Property Tax Abatement 

Local governments often use tax abatements to attract new industry and commercial 

enterprises and to encourage the retention and development of existing businesses. In 

2019, the Texas Legislature re-authorized local governments to continue using property 

tax abatements until September 1, 2029.
520

 The statutes governing tax abatement are 

located in Chapter 312 of the Tax Code. 

 

Incorporated cities, counties, and special districts are allowed to enter into tax abatement 

agreements. However, school districts may not enter into tax abatement agreements under 

Chapter 312 of the Tax Code.
521

 Instead, a school district’s ability to limit appraised 

values on certain property is found in the Texas Economic Development Act, Chapter 

313 of the Tax Code.
522

  

 

Whether a city or a county may initiate a tax abatement agreement depends upon the 

location of the property that would be subject to the tax abatement.
523

 If the property 

subject to abatement is located within the city limits, the city would be the lead party in 

the tax abatement. If the property to be abated is located within the extraterritorial 

jurisdiction (ETJ) of the city, either the city or the county may serve as the lead party. If 

the property is located outside the city’s boundaries and outside the city’s ETJ, the county 

must serve as the lead party for tax abatement. 

 

Tax abatement involves six steps for any participating taxing unit: 

 

Step One: 

Each taxing unit that wants to consider tax abatement proposals must adopt a 

resolution indicating its intent to participate in tax abatement.
524

  

The resolution can be a mere statement indicating the local government’s “intent” to 

consider providing tax abatements. The resolution does not bind the government to grant 

approval of any proposed agreements. The resolution must be adopted at an open meeting 

                                                 
520

 Tex. Tax Code  § 312.006. 
521

 Id. § 312.002(f). 
522

  Id. Ch. 313. The 83
rd

 Legislature amended the Texas Economic Development Act to, among other 

things: 

- Extend the expiration date of the Act from December 31, 2014 to December 31, 2024 

- Eliminate the subchapter on school tax credits 

- Change the definition of “qualified investment” and “qualified job” 

- Require certain conditions before the comptroller can issue a certificate of limitation 

- Establishes a ‘Texas Priority Project’ for qualified investments of at least $1 billion 

- Modifies the content of economic evaluation reports compiled by the comptroller 

- Broadens what constitutes a “strategic investment area”  

 H.B. 3390 (83
rd

 R.S.)(2013) 
523

  See id. §§ 312.204, .206, .401. 
524

  Id. § 312.002(a). 
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by a simple majority vote of the taxing unit’s governing body. If the entity is a home rule 

city, it is possible that the city’s charter may require more than a simple majority for 

approval for the abatement. 

 

Step Two: 

Each taxing unit must adopt tax abatement guidelines and criteria.
525

  

The guidelines and criteria are a set of conditions that any tax abatement proposal must 

meet in order to be eligible for tax abatement by the involved taxing unit. Some taxing 

units adopt very general guidelines and criteria in order to have flexibility in the types of 

proposals they may consider. Other local governments prefer to include very specific 

criteria that must be met in order to limit the number of requests for tax abatement. 

 

The guidelines and criteria are effective for a period of two years.
526

 They must provide 

for the availability of tax abatement to both new facilities and structures and for the 

expansion or modernization of existing facilities and structures.
527

 Before the governing 

body of a taxing unit adopts, amends, repeals or reauthorizes its guidelines and criteria, 

the governing body must hold a public hearing regarding the guidelines and criteria.
528

 

The guidelines and criteria may be amended or repealed only by a favorable vote of 

three-fourths of the members of the governing body.
529

 However, it is important to note 

that these guidelines do not limit a governing body’s discretion to choose whether or not 

to enter into any particular abatement agreement, and they do not give any person a legal 

right to require the governing body to consider or grant a specific application for tax 

abatement.
530

 Further, the guidelines and criteria adopted by a county may include a 

requirement of a tax abatement application fee not to exceed $1000.
531

  

 

Each taxing unit may have a different set of guidelines and criteria that it adopts. The 

current version of those guidelines and criteria are required to be posted on the taxing 

unit’s website if the taxing unit maintains a website.
532

 However, local governments such 

as the city, county, and other districts frequently will adopt similar (and sometimes 

identical) guidelines and criteria to make participation in tax abatement more convenient 

for businesses. The comptroller’s office acts as the state registry for all tax abatement 

documents.
533

  

 

                                                 
525

  Id. 
526

  Id. § 312.002(c). 
527

  Id. § 312.002(a). 
528

  Id. § 312.002(c-1). 
529

  Id. § 312.002(c). 
530

  Id. § 312.002(d)(1), (3). 
531

  Id. § 312.002(e). 
532

  Id. § 312.002(c-2). 
533

  Id. § 312.005(a). See Biennial Registries of Reinvestment Zones for Tax Abatements and Tax 

Increment Financing 2018, published by Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts. 
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Step Three: 

After holding a public hearing and providing notice, the taxing unit that is the lead 

party in the tax abatement must designate an area as a “reinvestment zone.”
534

  

Incorporated cities or towns may designate reinvestment zones only within the city limits 

or within the city’s ETJ.
535

 The designation of the reinvestment zone by a city must be 

made by ordinance.
536

 A county may designate a reinvestment zone only within an area 

outside the taxing jurisdiction of an incorporated city, and must make such a designation 

by order.
537

 Special districts and appraisal districts are not authorized to designate 

reinvestment zones.
538

 Only one taxing unit (city or county) needs to designate a 

reinvestment zone. 

 

School districts may designate reinvestment zones only when the area is entirely within 

the territory of the school district for purposes of Subchapter B or C of Chapter 313 of the 

Tax Code.
539

 This authority supersedes any tax abatement restrictions placed on school 

districts by other sections of Chapter 312 of the Tax Code.  Since a school district may 

designate a reinvestment zone only for the purposes of Chapter 313 of the Tax Code, a 

city or county may not use a school district-designated reinvestment zone to offer a tax 

abatement to a property owner.  However, a school district may use a reinvestment zone 

designated by a city or county.
540

 

 

The designation of the reinvestment zone must be preceded by a public hearing. Seven 

days’ written notice of the hearing must be given to the presiding officer of each of the 

other taxing units that has taxing jurisdiction over real property within the zone.
541

 Notice 

of the hearing must also be published at least seven days before the hearing in a 

newspaper of general circulation in the city.
542

 There is no statutorily required wording 

that must be used for either of the above notices. 

 

At the public hearing on the reinvestment zone, the governing body that is designating 

the reinvestment zone (city, county, or school district) must make several findings. First, 

the governing body must find that the improvements sought are feasible and practical and 

would be a benefit to the zone after the expiration of the tax abatement agreement.
543

 

Additionally, the governing body must find that the zone meets one of the applicable 

criteria for reinvestment zones.
544

 The criterion usually cited is that the designation of the 

zone is reasonably likely to contribute to the retention or expansion of primary 

                                                 
534

  Tex. Tax Code § 312.201. 
535

  Id. § 312.201(a). 
536

  Id. 
537

  Id. § 312.401(a). 
538

  Id. § 312.002(g). 
539

  Id. § 312.0025. 
540

  See id. § 313.021(2)(A)(i). 
541

  Id. §§ 312.201(d)(2), .401(b). 
542

  Id. §§ 312.201(d)(1), .401(b). 
543

  Id. § 312.201(d). 
544

  Id. § 312.202. 
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employment or to attract major investment to the zone. The above findings should be 

approved by the governing body at an open meeting and should be noted in the minutes 

for that meeting. 

 

If a zone includes several properties, each property owner has a right to ask for the same 

terms in any tax abatement agreement that is executed. The taxing unit is not obligated to 

grant a tax abatement to the property owner. However, if a tax abatement is provided, it 

must be on, at least, the same terms (number of years and percentage of abatement) as the 

other agreements within that zone.
545

 Some taxing units make the boundaries of the zone 

contiguous with the property that is subject to the tax abatement. By limiting the zone to 

the involved property, the taxing unit is not obligated to use the same terms or percentage 

of tax abatement for other properties that are located outside of the zone. A larger 

reinvestment zone is often adopted by a taxing unit that wants to target a particular area 

of the city or of the county for development.  

 

A reinvestment zone may be almost any shape or size. However, the attorney general has 

concluded that such a zone must be contiguous and must include some portion of the 

earth’s surface. For instance, a tax abatement reinvestment zone cannot be confined to 

one floor of a multistory building.
546

 Also, whatever shape and size a reinvestment zone 

does finally take, once the zone is officially designated there is no authority to modify its 

boundaries. 

 

Any interested person is entitled to speak and present evidence for or against the 

designation of a reinvestment zone at the public hearing.
547

 If the zone designation is 

approved, the designation lasts for five years and may be renewed for successive periods 

of up to five years.
548

 The term of a tax abatement agreement may continue for up to 10 

years, even if the reinvestment zone is not renewed after the initial five-year term.
549

 

 

It should be noted that designation of an area as an enterprise zone under the Texas 

Enterprise Zone Act (Government Code Chapter 2303) would also constitute designation 

of the area as a reinvestment zone.
550

 Reinvestment zones that are enterprise zones are 

effective for the duration of the enterprise zone (seven years). Participants would still 

need to execute the tax abatement agreement according to the rest of the administrative 

requirements contained in chapter 312 of the Tax Code (outlined below). 

 

                                                 
545

  Id. § 312.204(b). 
546

  Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. DM-456 (1997) (A county is not authorized to amend a Tax Code Chapter 

312 tax abatement agreement by deleting land from an existing reinvestment zone. A county 

reinvestment zone under chapter 312 must be contiguous and may not consist of only a portion of a 

building. The Texas Legislature intended to leave the substance of criteria for tax abatement 

agreements to the discretion of each county commissioners court, subject to very general constraints 

and certain specific limitations imposed by Chapter 312). 
547

  Tex. Tax Code. §§ 312.201(d), .401(b). 
548

  Id. §§ 312.203, .401(c). 
549

  Id. §§ 312.203, .204(a), .401(c), .402(a-2). 
550

  Id. §§ 312.2011, .4011.  
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Step Four:  

At least seven days before the lead taxing unit grants a tax abatement, it must deliver 

written notice of its intent to enter into the agreement to the presiding officer of each of 

the other taxing units in which the property is located. The notice must include a copy 

of the proposed tax abatement agreement.
551

  

A tax abatement agreement may exempt from taxation all or part of the increase in the 

value of the real property for each year covered by the agreement.
552

 The agreement may 

be for a period not to exceed 10 years.
553

 There is a trend toward tax abatements with 

shorter time periods. While the median time frame for tax abatement agreements has 

historically been seven years, many new tax abatement agreements are for terms of three 

to five years. 

 

A provision authorized by the Texas Legislature in 2009 allows a taxing unit and a 

property owner to defer the beginning of the abatement period until a date in the future 

other than the January following the execution of the agreement. The duration of the 

abatement period still may not exceed 10 years.
554

 

 

The tax abatement must be conditioned on the property owner making specific 

improvements or repairs to the property,
555

 and only the increase in the value of the 

property may be exempted. The real property’s current value may not be exempted. The 

current value of real property is the taxable value of the real property and of any fixed 

improvements as of January 1 of the year in which the tax abatement agreement is 

executed. For example, consider a business that has a property site valued at $500,000 as 

of January 1 of the year of the tax abatement agreement. If the business agrees to 

significantly enlarge the facility, resulting in its valuation increasing to $800,000, the 

taxing units may abate from taxation up to $300,000 of the property value (the portion of 

the value that exceeds the base value of $500,000). 

 

Property within the zone that is owned or leased by a member of the governing body of 

the city or by a member of a zoning or planning board or commission of the city is not 

eligible for tax abatement.
556

 However, if the property owner’s property is subject to a tax 

abatement agreement when the owner becomes a member of the governing body or 

zoning or planning commission, the property owner would not lose the benefit of the tax 

abatement agreement due to the person’s new membership on the governing body, board 

                                                 
551

  Id. § 312.2041. 
552

  Id. §§ 312.204(a), .402(a), (a-1), (a-2). 
553

  Id. §§ 312.204(a), .402(a-2). See also Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. JC-133 (1999). 
554

  Tex. Tax Code § 312.007(b). 
555

  Id. §§ 312.204(a), .402(a-2). See also Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. JC-106 (1999) (The movement of a 

structure from one location on a piece of property in a reinvestment zone to another location on the 

property may constitute a "specific improvement or repair" to the property for purposes of a tax 

abatement agreement under Property Redevelopment and Tax Abatement Act, chapter 312 of the 

Tax Code, if it improves or repairs the property in the ordinary sense and if the improvement or 

repair is consistent with the purpose of the reinvestment zone designation). 
556

  Tex. Tax Code § 312.204(d). See also Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. GA-0600 (2008). 
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or commission.
557

 Similarly under Section 312.402(d) of the Tax Code, property owned 

or leased by a member of the commissioners court may not be subject to a tax abatement 

agreement by a county. But again, should the property owner become a member of the 

county commissioners court, the member would not lose the benefit of a tax abatement 

agreement already in effect due to the person’s new membership on the commissioners 

court.
558

 The tax abatement laws do not address similar conflicts with other taxing 

entities. However, regardless of what taxing unit is involved, a attorney general’s opinion 

indicates that the Tax Code does not preclude a governing body from entering into a tax 

abatement agreement with a corporation merely because a member of the governing body 

owns a very small percentage of shares in that corporation.
559

 If a governing body is 

considering granting a tax abatement to a corporation in which one of the governing 

body’s members has a financial interest, the governing body will want to consult with 

legal counsel regarding the possible application of these and other laws. 

 

The tax abatement agreement may also abate all or part of the value of tangible personal 

property (including inventory or supplies)
560

 that is brought onto the site after the 

execution of the tax abatement agreement. A taxing unit may not abate the value of 

personal property that was already located on the real property at any time before the 

period covered by the tax abatement agreement.
561

 The abatement for personal property 

cannot be for a term that exceeds 10 years. A 2005 attorney general’s opinion found that 

a prior tax abatement agreement concerning specific property does not preclude a 

municipality from agreeing to abate taxes on different business personal property at the 

same location.
562

 

 

Certain information provided by a property owner regarding a request for tax abatement 

is considered confidential for a limited time period.
563

 The confidentiality of the 

information continues until the tax abatement agreement is executed. This confidentiality 

may be, and often is, waived by the mutual consent of both the taxing unit and the 

property owner. 

 

                                                 
557

  Tex. Tax Code § 312.204(d). 
558

  Id. § 312.402(d). 
559

  Tex. Att’y Gen. LO-98-001 (Tax Code Section 312.402(d) does not preclude a commissioners court 

from entering into a tax abatement agreement with a corporation merely because a commissioners 

court member owns a very small percentage of shares in the corporation or the corporation's parent 

or because a commissioners court member invests in the corporation by way of a mutual fund). 
560

  Tex. Tax Code §§ 312.204(a), .402(a).. 
561

  Id. §§ 312.204(a), .402(a-2). 
562

  Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. GA-304 (2005). 
563

  Tex. Tax Code § 312.003; Tex. Att’y Gen. OR2014-06964 (2014)(concluding that the confidentiality 

of the information is limited to proprietary aspects of the property owner’s prospective business, not 

all records related to the agreements). 
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Step Five:  

To adopt the tax abatement agreement, the taxing unit must approve the agreement by 

a majority vote of its governing body at its regularly scheduled meeting.
564

  

It is important to note that the approval of the agreement by the taxing unit must occur at 

a “regularly scheduled meeting.” The statute does not define the term “regularly 

scheduled meeting.” It may be advisable to schedule the adoption of an agreement only at 

a regular meeting of the governmental body (not specially called or emergency 

meetings.) 

 

In the public notice of a regularly scheduled meeting where a city or other taxing unit will 

consider the approval of a tax abatement agreement with a property owner, the notice 

must contain: 

1. The name of the property owner and the name of the applicant for the tax 

abatement; 

2. The name and location of the reinvestment zone in which the property subject to 

the agreement is located; 

3. A general description of the nature of the improvements or repairs included in the 

agreement; and  

4. The estimated cost of the improvements or repairs.
565

 

This public notice of a regularly scheduled meeting must follow the requirements of the 

Open Meeting Act except instead of the public notice being posted 72 hours before the 

meeting, the public notice must be posted at least 30 days before the schedule time of the 

meeting.
566

 

 

At the meeting to consider approval of the tax abatement agreement, the governing body 

of the taxing unit must make a finding that the terms of the agreement and the property 

subject to the agreement meet the applicable guidelines and criteria.
567

 Upon approval of 

the agreement by the governing body, the agreement is executed in the same manner as 

other contracts entered into by the applicable taxing unit.
568

 

 

Section 312.205(a) of the Tax Code sets out certain mandatory provisions for a tax 

abatement agreement. A tax abatement agreement must: 

 

 list the kind, number and location of all proposed improvements to the 

property; 

                                                 
564

  Id. § 312.207. 
565

  Id. § 312.207(c). 
566

  Id. § 312.207(d). 
567

  Id. § 312.002(b). 
568

  Id. § 312.207(b). 
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 provide access to and authorize inspection of the property by the taxing unit to 

ensure compliance with the agreement; 

 limit the use of the property consistent with the taxing unit’s development 

goals; 

 provide for recapturing property tax revenues that are lost if the owner fails to 

make the improvements as provided by the agreement; 

 include each term that was agreed upon with the property owner; 

 require the owner to annually certify compliance with the terms of the 

agreement to each taxing unit; and 

 allow the taxing unit to cancel or modify the agreement at any time if the 

property owner fails to comply with the terms of the agreement.
569

 

Section 312.205(b) of the Tax Code contains a list of optional provisions that may be 

included in the abatement agreement including a tax revenue recapture provision. The 

lead entity executing the agreement may want to incorporate any desired provisions from 

this list and include any other provisions that may be beneficial. 

In 2017, legislation passed that prohibits a city or county from entering into a tax 

abatement agreement with the owner or lessee of property located wholly or partly in a 

reinvestment zone if, on or after September 1, 2017, a wind-powered energy device is 

installed or constructed on the same parcel of real property at a location that is within 25 

nautical miles of the boundaries of a military aviation facility in the state.
570

 The 

prohibition does not apply if the wind-powered energy device is installed or constructed 

as part of an expansion or repowering of an existing project.
571

 

Step Six:  

The other taxing units may enter into an abatement agreement or choose not to provide 

an abatement. There is no penalty for choosing not to abate.
572

  

As mentioned earlier, if the property subject to abatement is located within the city limits, 

the city must be the lead party in the tax abatement. If the property to be abated is located 

within the ETJ of the city, either the city or the county may serve as the lead party. If the 

property is located outside the city’s boundaries and outside the city’s ETJ, the county 

must serve as the lead party for tax abatement. 

 

Should a city execute a tax abatement agreement pertaining to property located within the 

city, the remaining taxing units may execute a written tax abatement agreement. There is 

no deadline for the remaining taxing units to execute their tax abatement agreement.
573

 

                                                 
569

  See id. § 312.205 (Section 312.402(a-2) governs county tax abatement agreements). 
570

  Id. § 312.0021  
571

  Id.  
572

  Id. §§ 312.206(a), .402(b).  
573

  Id. § 312.206(a). 
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Each taxing unit may adopt a tax abatement agreement with terms that differ from the 

agreement adopted by the city.
574

  

 

A county may be the first taxing entity to grant a tax abatement only if the property was 

located outside of the taxing jurisdiction of an incorporated city or town.
575

 If the county 

is the first to adopt the abatement, the other eligible taxing units may either grant a tax 

abatement agreement or choose not to participate in the tax abatement.
576

 Again, there is 

no deadline for the other taxing units to execute their abatement agreement. Further, the 

other taxing units have the option of granting a tax abatement with terms that differ from 

the abatement granted by the county.
577

 If the county grants a tax abatement in a county 

reinvestment zone, then the tax abatement agreement must be approved by the county or 

other taxing unit in the same manner that a city is required to authorize its tax abatement 

agreement.
578

 

 

If a property subject to abatement is located within the ETJ of the city, once the city or 

the county designates the reinvestment zone, any taxing unit may initiate a tax abatement 

agreement.
579

 If the city adopts a tax abatement agreement in its ETJ, the agreement takes 

effect upon the later annexation of the property by the city.
580

 If a city designates a 

reinvestment zone that includes property within the ETJ of the city, but does not execute 

an abatement agreement, the governing bodies of the other taxing units (the county and 

certain special districts) may initiate a tax abatement agreement.
581

 The terms of the 

agreement do not have to be identical to the terms of a municipal agreement.
582

 Further, a 

taxing unit may execute an agreement even if the city does not execute an agreement for 

the property. However, if the governing body of another eligible taxing unit has 

previously executed as agreement to exempt all or part of the value of the property and 

that agreement is still in effect, the terms of the subsequent agreement relating to the 

share of the property that is to be exempt in each year that the existing agreement remains 

in effect must be identical to those of the existing agreement. 

 

A county commissioners court may, but is not required to, enter into a tax abatement 

agreement on behalf of a district that by statute has its tax rate set or levied by the 

county.
583

 Before the county may enter into an agreement on behalf of such a district, the 

county itself must have entered into a tax abatement agreement for the same property. 

                                                 
574

  Id. (“ . . .The agreement is not required to contain terms identical to those contained in the agreement 

with the municipality. . .”). 
575

  Id. § 312.401(a). 
576

  Id. §§ 312.206(a), .402(b). 
577

  Id. 
578

  Id. § 312.404. See id. § 312.207 (approval of agreement by city and other taxing units when city 

creates the reinvestment zone). 
579

  Id. § 312.206(c). 
580

  Id. § 312.204(c). 
581

  Id. § 312.206(c). 
582

  Id.  
583

  Id. § 312.004(a). 
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However, the agreement on behalf of the district need not contain the same terms as the 

agreement entered into by the county. 

 

The chief appraiser of each appraisal district that appraises property for a taxing unit that 

has designated a reinvestment zone or has executed a tax abatement agreement must 

deliver to the comptroller’s office a report describing the zone, its size, types of property 

located on it, its duration, the guidelines and criteria, terms of any abatement agreements, 

and any other information required by the comptroller.
584

 Also, to be sent to the 

comptroller is a copy of the resolution or order designating the reinvestment zone and a 

copy of the executed tax abatement. These reports must be submitted by June 30 of the 

year following the designation of a zone or the execution of a tax abatement agreement. 

To facilitate the required reporting process, the comptroller’s office has standard 

reporting forms that can be used to remit this information.  

 

The taxing units will also want to advise any property owner who is given an abatement 

to be timely in filing an exemption application for the tax abatement each year with the 

appraisal district. An application must be filed by April 30 for each tax year that the 

abatement is in effect.
585

  

 

School Districts 

A school district may not enter into a tax abatement agreement under chapter 312 of the 

Tax Code.
586

 A school district’s ability to limit appraised property values is governed by 

the Texas Economic Development Act found in Chapter 313 of the Tax Code.
587

 

 

Owners & Lessees of Real Property and Tax Abatement Agreements 

Certain eligible taxing units may enter into a tax abatement agreement with the owner of 

taxable real property, the owner of a leasehold interest on tax exempt real property, or 

lessees of taxable real property.
 588

  

 

Cities, Owners of Real Property, Owners of Leasehold Interest in Real Property and 

Lessees of Real Property 

Cities are eligible to enter into a tax abatement agreement with the owner of taxable real 

property that is located in a reinvestment zone, but that is not in an improvement project 

that is financed by tax increment bonds.
589

 The tax exemption can include a portion of: 

 

 the real property’s value, 

 the tangible personal property’s value that is located on the real property, or 

                                                 
584

  Id. § 312.005(a)(1)-(3). 
585

  Id. § 11.43(d). 
586

  Id. § 312.002(f). 
587

  Id. Ch. 313. 
588

  Id. §§ 312.204(a), .402 (a), (a-1), (a-3). See also Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. GA-0600 (2008). 
589

  Tex. Tax Code. § 312.204(a). 
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 both.
590

 

The tax abatement agreement cannot exceed 10 years and the owner of the property must 

make specific improvements or repairs to the property. 

 

Also, cities are eligible to enter into a tax abatement agreement with the owner of a 

leasehold interest in tax-exempt real property that is located in a reinvestment zone, but 

that is not in an improvement project financed by tax increment bonds.
591

 The tax 

exemption includes a portion of the value of property subject to ad valorem (property) 

taxes, including leasehold interest, improvements, or tangible personal property located 

on the real property. As above, the tax abatement cannot exceed 10 years and the owner 

of the leasehold interest must make specific improvements or repairs to the real property. 

 

Cities are not eligible to enter into a tax abatement agreement with lessees of taxable real 

property. 

 

Counties, Owners of Real Property, Owners of Leasehold Interest in Real Property 

and Lessees of Real Property  

Counties, like cities, are eligible to enter into a tax agreement with the owner of taxable 

real property that is located in a reinvestment zone.
592

 The tax exemption can include a 

portion of:  

 

 the real property’s value, 

 the tangible personal property’s value that is located on the real property, or  

 both.
593

 

The tax abatement agreement cannot exceed 10 years and the owner of the property must 

make specific improvements or repairs to the property.
594

 If the property owner fails to 

make those improvements, the taxing authority may bring suit to enforce the agreement. 

These lawsuits are not barred by the four year statute of limitations relating to lawsuits on 

the collection of delinquent taxes by Section 33.05(A)(1) of the Tax Code, but are 

evaluated by courts on a traditional breach of contract analysis.
595

  

 

Also, counties are eligible to enter into a tax abatement agreement with the owner of a 

leasehold interest in tax-exempt real property that is located in a reinvestment zone.
596

 

                                                 
590

  Id.  
591

  Id. 
592

  Id. § 312.402(a). 
593

  Id.  
594

  Id. § 312.402(a-2) (This section states that the execution, duration and other terms of an agreement 

entered into under this section are governed by the provisions of Sections 312.204, 312.205, and 

312.211). 
595

  See Stanley Works v. Wichita Falls Indep. School Dist., 366 S.W.3d 816, 822-824 (Tex. App.— El 

Paso 2012)(pet. denied). 
596

  Id. § 312.402(a-1). 
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The tax exemption includes a portion of the value of property subject to ad valorem 

(property) taxes, including leasehold interest, improvements, or tangible personal 

property located on the real property.
597

 As above, the tax abatement cannot exceed 10 

years and the owner of the leasehold interest must make specific improvements or repairs 

to the real property. 

 

Counties, unlike cities, are eligible to enter into a tax abatement agreement with the 

lessee of taxable real property located in a reinvestment zone.
598

 The tax exemption can 

include: 

 

 all or a portion of the value of the fixtures, improvements, or other real property 

owned by the lessee and located on the property that is subject to the lease, 

 all or portion of the value of tangible personal property owned by the lessee and 

located on the real property that is the subject of the lease, or 

 all or a portion of the value of both the fixtures, improvements, or other real 

property and the tangible personal property owned by the lessee and located on 

the property that is subject to the lease.
599

 

Again, the tax abatement cannot exceed 10 years and the lessee of taxable real property 

must make specific improvements or repairs to the real property.
600

 

 

Tangible Personal Property Located on Real Property 

Both cities and counties are eligible to enter into a tax abatement agreement concerning 

tangible personal property located on real property. Cities can enter a tax abatement 

concerning tangible personal property located on taxable or tax-exempt real property.
601

 

Also, counties can enter a tax abatement with the owner of tangible personal property 

located on real property in a reinvestment zone, the owner of tangible personal property 

or an improvement located on tax-exempt real property.
602

 Cities and counties need to 

follow all the same procedures for giving a tax abatement agreement for tangible personal 

property that they would with a tax abatement agreement for real property.  

 

Special Tax Abatement Provisions to Encourage Voluntary Cleanup 

Section 312.211 of the Tax Code allows a special type of tax abatement when a property 

owner voluntarily agrees to clean up contaminated property. In order to qualify for this 

special treatment, a property must meet all of the following criteria:
603

 

 

                                                 
597

  Id. § 312.402(a-2). 
598

  Id. § 312.402(a-3). 
599

  Id. 
600

  Id. § 312.402(a-2). 
601

  Id. § 312.204(a). 
602

  Id. §§ 312.402(a), (a-1). 
603

  Tex. Tax Code § 312.211(a). 
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 The real property must be located in a reinvestment zone; 

 The real property cannot be an improvement project financed by tax increment 

bonds; and 

 The real property must be subject to a voluntary cleanup agreement under Section 

361.606 of the Health and Safety Code. 

This tax abatement agreement may also include tangible personal property located on the 

real property described above.
604

 

 

There are several important differences between the traditional tax abatement and Section 

312.211 voluntary cleanup tax abatement. Unlike regular tax abatement, the city or 

county may abate more than just the increase in value that takes place after the abatement 

agreement is signed. If a voluntary cleanup property meets the above criteria, a city or 

county may agree to abate up to 100% of the total value of the property during the first 

year of the agreement. During the second year of the agreement, a city or county may 

agree to abate up to 75% of the property’s total value. Up to 50% of the property’s total 

value may be abated in the third year and up to 25% in the fourth year.
605

 In other words, 

the tax abatement may include abatement of not only the increase in value, but also a 

percentage of the original value of the property. 

 

Also in contrast to regular tax abatement, an agreement under this section may not last 

longer than four years.
606

 Finally, a city or county must establish guidelines for a Section 

312.211 tax abatement that are separate from the city’s guidelines for a traditional tax 

abatement. Unlike the guidelines that a city or county must establish for regular tax 

abatements, the guidelines for a Section 312.211 tax abatement are not required to make 

tax abatement available for both new facilities and for the expansion or modernization of 

existing facilities.
607

 Rather, the guidelines for a Section 312.211 tax abatement must 

base the granting of a tax abatement on successful cleanup of the property involved. 

 

In order for an agreement under Section 312.211 to take effect, the property owner must 

first receive a certificate of completion for the property under Section 361.609 of the 

Health and Safety Code.
608

 The city or county may cancel or modify an agreement under 

Section 312.211 if the use of the land changes from what was specified in the certificate 

of completion and the city or county determines that the new use may result in an 

increased risk to human health or to the environment.
609

 If a city or county enters into an 

abatement agreement under Section 312.211, the city or county may not simultaneously 

                                                 
604

  Id. § 312.211(a)(2). 
605

  Id. §§ 312.211(b), .402(a-2). See Tex. Health & Safety Code § 361.609 (For requirements for a 

certificate of completion). 
606

  Tex. Tax Code § 312.211(b). 
607

  Id. § 312.002(a). 
608

  Id. § 312.211(b). 
609

  Id. §§ 312.211(f), .401(a-2). 
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enter into a regular tax abatement agreement for the same property.
610

 School districts 

may not enter into a tax abatement agreement under Section 312.211.
611

  

 

Before the property owner may receive a voluntary cleanup tax abatement, he or she must 

submit a copy of the certificate of completion to the chief appraiser of the appraisal 

district where the property is located.
612

 The certificate should be submitted to the chief 

appraiser with an application for an exemption under Section 11.28 of the Tax Code. The 

abatement agreement takes effect on January 1
st
 of the next tax year after the certificate is 

received by the chief appraiser. Once the proper certificate is submitted, the property 

owner will not need to submit it again each year.
613

 Of course, the appraisal district can 

approve a tax exemption for a tax abatement only if the local governments have already 

approved the abatement by vote of their governing bodies. 

 

In all other respects, a tax abatement under Section 312.211 of the Tax Code functions 

like any other tax abatement. For instance, all the normal public hearing and notice 

requirements apply to a reinvestment zone and to a tax abatement established under this 

section.
614

 Other taxing units, with the exception of school districts, may join in the 

Section 312.211 abatement subject to the same procedural rules as apply to a regular 

abatement.
615

 Also, the terms of such an abatement are subject to the same general rules 

as are the terms of a regular tax abatement.
616

 Those terms must include a recapture 

provision, list the proposed improvements to the property, and provide access to the 

property so that city employees, among others, may ensure compliance.
617

 Counties may 

initiate a Section 312.211 abatement in the same areas where they may initiate a regular 

tax abatement.
618

  

 

Tax Increment Financing 

Tax increment financing is a tool that local governments can use to publicly finance 

needed structural improvements and enhanced infrastructure within a defined area. These 

improvements usually are undertaken to promote the viability of existing businesses and 

to attract new commercial enterprises to the area. The statutes governing tax increment 

financing are located in Chapter 311 of the Tax Code. 

 

The cost of improvements to the area is repaid by the contribution of future tax revenues 

by each taxing unit that levies taxes against the property. Specifically, each taxing unit 

can choose to dedicate all, a portion, or none of the tax revenue that is attributable to the 

                                                 
610

  Id. §§ 312.211(g), .401(a-2). 
611

  Id. § 312.211(h). See also id. § 312.002(f). 
612

  Id. § 312.211(c). 
613

  Id. § 312.211(d). 
614

  Id. § 312.201. 
615

  Id. § 312.206(a). 
616

  Id. § 312.211(g). 
617

  Id. § 312.205(a). 
618

  Id. § 312.402. 
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increase in property values due to the improvements within the reinvestment zone. The 

additional incremental tax revenue that is received from the affected properties is referred 

to as the tax increment. Each taxing unit determines what percentage of its tax increment, 

if any, it will commit to repayment of the cost of financing the public improvements. In 

addition, the governing body of a city may determine, in an ordinance designating an area 

as a reinvestment zone or in an ordinance adopted subsequent to the designation of a 

zone, the portion or amount of tax increment generated from municipal sales and use 

taxes attributable to the zone, above the sales tax base, to be deposited into the tax 

increment fund.
619

 

 

Tax increment financing may be initiated only by a city or county.
620

 Once a city or 

county has begun the process of establishing a tax increment financing reinvestment 

zone, other taxing units are allowed to consider participating in the tax increment 

financing agreement.
621

  

 

Cities and counties may exercise any power that is necessary to carry out tax increment 

financing.
622

 They may acquire real property through purchase or condemnation, or other 

means, enter into necessary agreements, and construct or enhance public works facilities 

and other public improvements.
623

 In addition, cities and counties may sell real property 

on the terms and conditions and in the manner they consider advisable to implement the 

project plan.
624

The power for cities and counties to acquire and sell real property prevails 

over any law or municipal charter to the contrary.
625

 The use of tax increment financing 

for improvements to educational facilities in a city is prohibited unless those facilities are 

located in a reinvestment zone created on or before September 1, 1999.
626

 However, the 

cost of school buildings, other educational buildings, other educational facilities, or other 

buildings owned by or on behalf of a school district, community college district, or other 

political subdivision of the state is part of the definition of project costs.
627

 

 

                                                 
619

  Tex. Tax Code § 311.0123(b). 
620

  Id. § 311.003 . But see Tex. Const. art VIII § 1-g(b). 
621

  Tex. Tax Code § 311.013(f). 
622

  Id. § 311.008(b). 
623

  Id. § 311.008(b)(2). 
624

  Id. 
625

  Id. § 311.008(c). 
626

  Id. § 311.008(b)(4)(C). 
627

  Id. § 311.002(1)(K). Compare § 311.008(b)(4)(C), “A municipality or count may exercise any power 

necessary and convenient to carry out [Chapter 311 of the Tax Code], including the power to[,] 

consistent with the project plan for the zone[,] in a reinvestment zone created on or before 

September 1, 1999, acquire, construct, or reconstruct education facilities[.]” to § 311.002(1)(K) 

which defined “project cost” to include “the costs of school buildings, other educational buildings, 

other educational facilities, or other buildings owned by or on behalf of a school district, community 

college district, or political subdivision of this state[.] (emphasis added). 
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Initiating the Process 

As mentioned above, tax increment financing may be initiated only by a city or county. 

An area may be considered for tax increment financing only if it meets at least one of the 

following criteria:
628

  

 

 The area’s present condition must substantially impair the city or county’s 

growth, retard the provision of housing, or constitute an economic or social 

liability to the public health, safety, morals or welfare. Further, this condition 

must exist because of the presence of one or more of the following conditions: 

 a substantial number of substandard or deteriorating structures, 

 inadequate sidewalks or street layout, 

 faulty lot layouts, 

 unsanitary or unsafe conditions, 

 deterioration of site  or other improvements, 

 a tax or special assessment delinquency that exceeds the fair market value of 

the land, 

 defective or unusual conditions of title, 

 conditions that endanger life or property by fire or other cause, or, 

 if the city has a population of 100,000 or more, structures (which are not 

single-family residences) in which less than 10 percent of the square footage 

has been used for commercial, industrial, or residential purposes during the 

preceding 12 years; 

 The area is predominantly open or undeveloped and, because of obsolete platting, 

deteriorating structures or other factors, it substantially impairs the growth of the 

city or county; 

 The area is in or adjacent to a “federally assisted new community” as defined 

under Tax Code Section 311.005(b); or 

 The area is described in a petition requesting that the area be designated as a 

reinvestment zone. The petition must be submitted by the owners of property 

constituting at least 50 percent of the appraised property value within the 

proposed zone. 

In addition, if the proposed project plan for a potential zone includes the use of land in 

the zone in connection with the operation of an existing or proposed regional commuter 

                                                 
628

  Id. § 311.005(a). See Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. GA-0514 (2007) (A city may not designate an area as 

a reinvestment zone under Tax Code Section 311.005(a)(5) unless the area is “unproductive, 

underdeveloped, or blighted” within the meaning of article VIII, section 1-g(b) of the Texas 

Constitution, even if the area’s plan of tax increment financing does not include issuance of bonds or 

notes.). 
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or mass transit rail system, or for a structure or facility that is necessary, useful, or 

beneficial to such a regional rail system, the governing body of a city may designate an 

area as a reinvestment zone.
629

 

 

Within developed areas of the city or county, the criterion usually cited to justify a 

reinvestment zone is that the area’s present condition substantially impairs the local 

government’s growth because of a substantial number of substandard or deteriorating 

structures. If the area is not developed, the city or county often cites the criterion that the 

area is predominantly open, or undeveloped, and that it substantially impairs the growth 

of the city or county because of obsolete platting, deteriorating structures or other factors. 

 

A decision by a local government that an area meets the first or second criteria to become 

a reinvestment zone will be given much deference by a reviewing court should that 

decision be challenged by a private lawsuit. Unless the decision is arbitrary or capricious, 

willful and unreasoning, taken without consideration and in disregard of the facts and 

circumstances, it will be upheld.
630

  

 

A reinvestment zone for tax increment financing may not be created if:
631

  

 

 More than 30% of the property in the proposed reinvestment zone (excluding 

publicly-owned property) is used for residential purposes;
632

 or 

 The total appraised value of taxable real property in the proposed reinvestment 

zone and in the existing reinvestment zones exceed either: 

 For cities with a population of 100, 000 or more: 25% of the total appraised 

value of taxable real property within the city and its industrial districts,
633

 or 

 For cities with a population of less than 100,000: 50% of the total appraised 

value of taxable real property within the city and its industrial districts.
634

 

The boundaries of an existing reinvestment zone for tax increment financing may be 

reduced or enlarged by ordinance or resolution of the governing body that created the 

zone.
635

 There are limitations if a city makes any changes to an existing reinvestment 

zones boundaries. A city may not change the boundaries to include property in excess of 

the restrictions listed above.
636

 

 

                                                 
629

  Tex. Tax Code § 311.005(a-1). 
630

  See Hardwicke v. City of Lubbock, 150 S.W.3d 708, 716-17 (Tex. App. — Amarillo 2004, no pet.) 
631

  Tex. Tax Code § 311.006. 
632

  Id. § 311.006(a)(1). See also id. § 311.006(e) (Does not apply if the district is created pursuant to a 

petition of the landowners). 
633

  Id. § 311.006(a)(2)(A). 
634

  Id. § 311.006(a)(2)(B). 
635

  Id. § 311.007. 
636

  Id. § 311.006(b). 
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If the boundaries of a tax increment reinvestment zone are enlarged, a school district is 

not required to pay into the tax increment fund any of the district’s tax increment 

produced from property located in the added area.
637

 However, the school district may 

voluntarily enter into an agreement with the city or county that created the zone to 

contribute all or part of the district’s tax increment from such an area. The school district 

may enter into such an agreement at any time before or after the reinvestment zone is 

created or enlarged. The agreement may include conditions for payment of the tax 

increment into the fund and must specify the portion of the tax increment to be paid into 

the fund and the years for which the tax increment is to be paid into the fund. 

 

The other taxing units are also not required to pay into the tax increment fund any of its 

tax increment produced if the boundaries of a tax increment reinvestment zone are 

enlarged.
638

 Like the school districts, the other taxing units voluntarily enter into an 

agreement with the city or county that created the zone to contribute all or part of the 

district’s tax increment from the enlarged area. The other taxing units may enter into such 

an agreement at any time before or after the reinvestment zone is enlarged.  The 

agreement may include conditions for payment of the tax increment into the fund and 

must specify the portion of the tax increment to be paid into the fund and the years for 

which the tax increment is to be paid into the fund.  Also, the agreement may specify the 

projects to which the taxing unit’s tax increment will be dedicated. 

 

The city or county that designated a reinvestment zone by ordinance or resolution or by 

order or resolution, respectively, may extend the term of all or a portion of the 

reinvestment zone after notice and hearing in the manner provided for the designation of 

the zone. A taxing unit other than the city or county that designated the zone is not 

required to participate in the zone or portion of the zone for the extended term unless the 

taxing unit enters into a written agreement to do so.
639

 

 

Procedure for Designating a Reinvestment Zone 

If an area qualifies for tax increment financing, the process involves eight steps. The 

eight steps are as follows: 

 

Step One:  

The governing body must prepare a preliminary reinvestment zone financing plan.
640

  

The Tax Code does not specify what the preliminary financing plan must contain. 

However, it may be prudent to include each of the items that are required for the final 

reinvestment zone financing plan discussed in Step Five of this section.
641

  One of the 

items required in the reinvestment zone financing plan is a detailed list of the estimated 

                                                 
637

  Id. § 311.013(k). 
638

  Id. § 311.013(f). 
639

  Id. § 311.007(c). 
640

  Id. § 311.003(b). 
641

  See Id. § 311.011(c). 
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project costs of the zone, including administrative expenses.  “Project costs” are the 

expenditures made or estimated to be made and monetary obligations incurred or 

estimated to be incurred by the reinvestment zone that are listed in the project plan as the 

cost of public works, public improvements, programs, or other projects benefiting the 

zone, including other cost incidental to those expenditures and obligations.
642

  “Project 

Cost” includes: 

 Capital cost, including the actual cost of: 

o the acquisition and construction of public works, public improvements 

new buildings, structures, and fixtures; 

o the acquisition, demolition, alteration, remodeling, repair or reconstruction 

of existing buildings, structures, and fixtures; 

o the remediation of conditions that contaminate public or private land or 

building; 

o the preservation of the façade of a public or private building; 

o the demolition of public or private buildings; 

o the acquisition of land and equipment and the clearing and grading of 

land; 

 Financing cost; 

 Real property assembly cost; 

 Professional service cost; 

 Imputed administrative cost; 

 Relocation cost; 

 Organizational cost; 

 Interest before and during construction and for one year after completion of 

construction, whether or not capitalized; 

 Cost of operating the reinvestment zone and project facilities; 

 Amount of any contributions made by the city or county from general revenue for 

the implementation of the project plan; 

 Cost of school building, other educational buildings, other educational facilities, 

or other buildings owned by or on behalf of a school district, community college 

district, or other political subdivision of this state; and 

 Payments made at the discretion of the governing body of the city or county that 

the governing body finds necessary or convenient to the creation of the zone or to 

the implementation of the project plans for the zone.
643

 

 

Project costs may also include the cost of economic development programs authorized by 

Section 311.010(h) of the Tax Code. 

                                                 
642

  Id. § 311.002(1). 
643

  Id. § 311.002(1)(A)-(L). 
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While in the process of creating the preliminary financing plan, the city or county should 

also be preparing a proposed project plan.
644

 The proposed project plan should also 

include the necessary terms as discussed in Section Five. Through the process of creating 

the reinvestment zone, the city or county will have to describe their tentative plan for the 

development of the zone. As part of the proposed project plan, the city or the county can 

acquire, construct, reconstruct, or install public works, facilities, or sites or other public 

improvements, including utilities, streets, street lights, water and sewer facilities, 

pedestrian malls and walkways, parks, flood and drainage facilities, or parking so long as 

it is consistent with the project plan for the zone.
645

 

 

Step Two:  

The governing body must publish notice of a public hearing at least seven days before 

the hearing on the creation of the reinvestment zone.
646

 

Not later than the seventh day before the date of the hearing, notice of the hearing must 

be published in a newspaper having general circulation in the city or county on the 

creation of the reinvestment zone. 

 

Step Three:  

The governing body must hold a public hearing on the creation of the reinvestment 

zone.
647

 

Before adopting an ordinance or order providing for a reinvestment zone, the city or 

county must hold a public hearing on the creation of the zone and its benefits to the city 

or county and to property in the proposed zone.  At the hearing an interested person may 

speak for or against the creation of the zone, its boundaries, or the concept of tax 

increment financing.
648

  Owners of property that is located within a proposed zone must 

be given a reasonable opportunity to object to the inclusion of their property within the 

proposed zone.
649

 

 

Step Four:  

After the public hearing, the governing body of the city or county may, by ordinance or 

order, designate a contiguous area as a reinvestment zone for tax increment financing 

purposes and create the board of directors for the reinvestment zone.
650

 

Cities can also designate a noncontiguous geographic area within the city limits, in the 

extraterritorial jurisdiction of the city or in both as a reinvestment zone. The ordinance or 

                                                 
644

  See Id. § 311.008(b)(1). 
645

  Id. § 311.008(b)(4)(B). 
646

  Id. § 311.003(c). 
647

  Id. 
648

  Id. 
649

  Id. § 311.003(d). 
650

  Id. § 311.003(a). 
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order must be adopted by a simple majority vote of the governing body at an open 

meeting. Home rule cities may have a higher voting contingent required by the city 

charter. The adopted ordinance or order should include a finding that development of the 

area would not occur in the foreseeable future solely through private investment. Also, 

the ordinance or order must contain a number of other provisions concerning the 

reinvestment zone. These provisions include:
651

 

 

 a description of the boundaries of the zone with sufficient detail to identify the 

territory within the zone.; 

 a designation of the board of directors for the zone and an indication of the 

number of directors of the board;
652

  

 a provision that the zone will take effect immediately on passage of the 

ordinance; 

 an indication of the date for termination of the zone; 

 a name for the zone as provided under Section 311.004(a)(5) of the Tax Code; 

 a provision establishing a tax increment fund for the zone; and 

 findings that the improvements within the zone will significantly enhance the 

value of the taxable property within the zone and will be of general benefit to 

the city or county, and that the area meets the criteria for designation of a 

reinvestment zone under Section 311.005 of the Tax Code. This finding does 

not have to identify the specific parcels of real property.
653

 

If designating a reinvestment zone pursuant to a petition of the property owners, the city 

or county must specify in its ordinance that the reinvestment zone is designated pursuant 

to Section 311.005(a)(4) of the Tax Code.
654

  

 

It should be noted that designation of an area as an enterprise zone under the Texas 

Enterprise Zone Act (Government Code Chapter 2303) would also constitute designation 

of the area as a reinvestment zone for tax increment financing purposes.
655

 Such a 

designation would eliminate further public hearing requirements other than those 

provided under the Texas Enterprise Zone Act. Participants would still need to execute 

the tax increment “project” and “financing” plan according to the requirements contained 

in Chapter 311 of the Tax Code (outlined in Step Seven). 

 

Also, property within the zone that is owned or leased by a member of the governing 

body of the city or by a member of a zoning or planning board or commission of the city 

                                                 
651

  Id. § 311.004(a). 
652

  See id. §§ 311.009, .0091 (Addresses cities with a population of 1.1 million or more that are located 

wholly or partially in a county with a population of less than 1.8 million). 
653

  Id. § 311.004(b). 
654

  Id. § 311.004(c). 
655

  Id. § 311.0031. (Please note that Chapter 2303 of the Government Code sets out the qualifications to 

be designated an enterprise zone, but does not set out procedures for designation.) 
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is not eligible for tax increment financing.
656

 However, if the property owner’s property 

is subject to a tax increment financing agreement when the owner becomes a member of 

the governing body or of the zoning or planning commission, the property owner would 

not lose the benefit of the tax increment financing agreement due to the person’s new 

membership on the governing body, board or commission.
657

  

 

Board of Directors 

The size, composition and qualifications of the board of directors depend on whether the 

reinvestment zone was initiated by the city or county or by petition of the property 

owners. 

 

Zones Initiated by Governing Body 

If the zone was created by the governing body on its own initiative, the board of directors 

consists of at least five and not more than 15 members, unless more than 15 members are 

required under Section 311.009 of the Tax Code. The board is composed of one 

appointee from each taxing unit that levies taxes on real property in the zone if the taxing 

unit has approved the payment of all or part of the tax increment produced by the unit 

into the tax increment fund for the zone. A taxing unit may waive its right to appoint a 

member. The governing body of the city or county that designated the zone may appoint 

not more than ten directors to the board; except that if there are fewer than five directors 

appointed by taxing units other than the city or county, the governing body of the city or 

county may appoint more than ten members as long as the total membership of the board 

does not exceed 15 members.
658

 The board members appointed by the governing board 

that created the zone must be:  

 at least 18 years of age, and 

 be a resident of: 

o the county in which the zone is located, 

o a county adjacent to the county in which the zone is located, or 

o own real property in the zone, whether or not the individual resides in the 

county in which the zone is located or a county adjacent to that county.
659

 

 

Zones Initiated by Petition of Property Owners 

If the reinvestment zone was created pursuant to a petition of the property owners, the 

board of directors must consist of nine members.
660

 Each taxing unit, other than the city 

or county that designated the zone, that levies taxes on real property in the zone may 

appoint one member of the board if the taxing unit has approved the payment of all or 

part of the tax increment produced by the unit into the tax increment fund for the zone.  

                                                 
656

  Id. § 312.204(d). 
657

  Id. 
658

  Id. § 311.009(a). 
659

  Id. § 311.009(e)(1). 
660

  Id. § 311.009(b). 
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The local state senator and representative in whose districts the zone is located are each 

members of the board, or they may appoint a substitute to serve for them.
661

 Not later 

than the 90
th

 day after the date a member of the Texas Senate or Texas House of 

Representatives is elected, the board of the tax increment reinvestment zone must send 

written notice by certified mail informing the senator or representative of the person’s 

membership on the board.
662

 The senator or representative may elect not to serve on the 

board or designate another individual to serve in the member’s place. If the senator or 

representative elects not to serve on the board or designate another individual to serve in 

the member’s place, the senator or representative must notify the board in writing as soon 

as practicable by certified mail after receipt of the notice and may not be counted as a 

member of the board for voting or quorum purposes.
663

 If the zone is located in more than 

one senate district or house district, then the senator or representative in whose district a 

larger portion of the zone is located is the member of the zone’s board.
664

 

 

If fewer than seven taxing units, other than the city or county that designated the zone, 

are eligible to appoint members of the board of directors of the zone, the city or county 

may appoint a number of members of the board such that the board comprises nine 

members.  If at least seven taxing units, other than the city or county that designated the 

zone, are eligible to appoint members of the board of directors of the zone, the city or 

county may appoint one member.
665

 

 

To be eligible for appointment to the board by the governing body of the city or county 

that designated the zone, an individual must be at least 18 years of age, and own real 

property in the zone or be an employee or agent of a person who owns real property in 

the zone.
666

 

 

Board Membership 

 

Each year, the governing board of the city or county creating the zone appoints one 

member of the board to serve as chairman.
667

 The chairman serves for a term of one year 

that begins on January 1
st
 of the following year. The board of directors may also elect a 

vice-chair to preside in the absence or vacancy of the chairman. The board may elect 

other officers as it considers appropriate. A vacancy on the board is filled by appointment 

of the governing body of the taxing unit that appointed the director.
668

 

 

                                                 
661

  Id. §§ 311.009(b), .0091(c).  
662

  Id. § 311.0092(a). 
663

  Id. § 311.0092(b).  
664

  Id. §§ 311.009(b), .0091(c). 
665

  Id. 
666

  Id. § 311.009(e)(2). 
667

  Id. § 311.009(f). 
668

  Id. § 311.009(d). 
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State law specifies that a member of the board of directors of a tax increment financing 

reinvestment zone is not considered a public official.
669

 Because of this provision, the 

attorney general has held that a city council member is not prohibited from 

simultaneously serving as a member of the board of directors of a tax increment 

reinvestment zone created by his or her municipality.
670

 In addition, state law clarifies 

that such a director may be appointed to serve on the board of directors of a local 

government corporation created under the Texas Transportation Corporation Act 

(Transportation Code Chapter 431, Subchapter D).
671

  

 

Step Five:  

After the city or county has adopted the ordinance or order creating the zone, the board 

of directors of the zone must prepare both a “project plan” and a “reinvestment zone 

financing plan.”
672

  

The project plan must include:
673

 

 

 a description and map showing existing uses and condition of real property 

within the zone and proposed uses of that property; 

 proposed changes to zoning ordinances, the master plan of the city, building 

codes or other municipal ordinances or subdivision rules and regulations of 

the county; 

 a list of estimated non-project costs; and 

 a statement of the method for relocating persons who will be displaced, if any, 

as a result of implementation of the plan. 

If a zone is created pursuant to petition in a county that has a population in excess of 3.3 

million, there are certain special requirements of the project plan involving residential 

housing that must be observed.
674

  

 

The reinvestment zone financing plan must contain the following nine items:
675

 

 

 a detailed list of the estimated project costs of the zone, including 

administrative expenses;

 a statement listing the proposed kind, number and location of all public works 

or public improvements to be financed by the zone;

                                                 
669

  Id. § 311.009(g)(1). 
670

  Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. GA-0169 (2004). 
671

  Tex. Tax Code § 311.009(g)(2). 
672

  Id. § 311.011. 
673

  Id. § 311.011(b). 
674

  Id. § 311.011(f). 
675

  Id. § 311.011(c). 
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 a finding that the plan is economically feasible and an economic feasibility 

study;

 the estimated amount of bonded indebtedness to be incurred;

 the estimated time when related costs or monetary obligations are to be 

incurred;

 a description of the methods for financing all estimated project costs and the 

expected sources of revenue to finance or pay project costs, including the 

percentage of tax increment to be derived from the property taxes of each 

taxing unit anticipated to contribute tax increment to the zone that levies taxes 

on real property within the zone;

 the current total appraised value of taxable real property in the zone;

 the estimated captured appraised value of the zone during each year of its 

existence; and

 the duration of the zone.

The financing plan may provide that the city or county will issue tax increment bonds or 

notes, the proceeds of which are used to pay project costs for the reinvestment zone.
676

 

Any such bonds or notes are payable solely from the tax increment fund and must mature 

on or before the date by which the final payments of the tax increment into the tax 

increment fund are due.
677

 Tax increment bonds are issued by ordinance of the city or 

order of the county without any additional approval required, other than that of the Public 

Finance Section of the attorney general’s office. The characteristics and treatment of 

these obligations is covered in detail in Section 311.015 of the Tax Code. 

 

After both the project plan and the financing plan are approved by the board of directors 

of the zone, the plans must also be approved by ordinance or order of the governing body 

that designated the zone.
678

 The ordinance or order must be adopted at an open meeting 

by a simple majority vote of the governing body, unless the city is a home rule city and a 

higher voting contingent is required by the city charter. The ordinance or order must find 

that the plans are feasible.
679

 

 

At any time after the zone is adopted, the board of directors may adopt an amendment to 

the project plan.
680

 The amendment takes effect on approval of the change by ordinance 

                                                 
676

  Id. § 311.015 (It should be noted that this section of the Tax Code does not include a county as 

having the ability to issue tax increment bonds or notes.  However, Section 311.008 does give 

counties “any power necessary and convenient to carry out” Chapter 311, including entering into 

agreements with bondholders). ) But, cf. Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. GA-0953 (2012)(concluding that 

“a county may not issue tax increment finance bonds or unilaterally pledge any part of the tax 

increment fund.”). 
677

  Id. § 311.015(l). 
678

  Id. § 311.011(d). 
679

  Id. 
680

  Id. § 311.011(e). 
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by the city or order by the county that created the zone and in certain cases may require 

an additional public hearing. A school district that participates in a zone is not required to 

increase the percentage or amount of the tax increment to be contributed by the school 

district because of an amendment to the project plan or reinvestment zone financing plan 

for the zone unless the governing body of the school district by official action approves 

the amendment.
681

  

 

Finally, once a city or county designates a tax increment financing reinvestment zone or 

approves a project plan or financing plan, the city or county must deliver to the 

comptroller’s office a report containing: a general description of each reinvestment zone, 

a copy of each project plan or financing plan adopted, and “any other information 

required by the comptroller” that helps in the administration of the central registry and 

tax refund for economic development (Tax Code, Chapter 111, subchapter F).
682

 The 

report must be submitted by April 1
st
 of the year following the year the zone is designated 

or plan is approved. 

 

Step Six:  

After the project plan and the reinvestment zone financing plan are approved by the 

board of directors and by the city or county’s governing body, the other taxing units 

with property within the zone must collect the percentage of their increased tax 

revenues that will be dedicated to the tax increment fund.
683

  

The tax increment fund
684

 is made up of the contributions by the respective taxing units 

of a portion of their increased tax revenues that are collected each year under the plan.
685

 

Money in the tax increment fund can be transferred to an adjacent reinvestment zone if 

certain conditions are met.
686

 The taxing units can determine the amount of their tax 

increment for a year either by: 

 

                                                 
681

  Id. § 311.011(g). 
682

  Id. § 311.019(b) (Note: This section still refers to Subchapter F, Chapter 111 of the Tax Code. 

Subchapter F was repealed by S.B. 1, Art. 3 during the 82
nd

 Legislative Session, First Called 

Session. However, the repeal of Subchapter F by S.B. 1, Art. 3 does not affect an eligible person's 

right to claim a refund of state sales and use and state franchise taxes that was established under 

Section 111.301 of the Tax Code in relation to taxes paid before the effective date of Art. 3 (October 

1, 2011) in a calendar year for which the person paid ad valorem taxes to a school district as 

provided by Section 111.301, Tax Code, before the effective date of Art. 3 (October 1, 2011).  An 

eligible person's right to claim a refund of state sales and use and state franchise taxes that was 

established under Section 111.301 of the Tax Code in relation to taxes paid before the effective date 

of Art. 3 (October 1, 2011) in a calendar year for which the person paid ad valorem taxes to a school 

district as provided by Section 111.301 of the Tax Code before the effective date of Art. 3 (October 

1, 2011) is governed by the law in effect on the date the right to claim the refund was established, 

and the former law is continued in effect for that purpose. Therefore, the reference to Subchapter F 

will remain.). 
683

  Id. § 311.013. 
684

  See id. § 311.014. (Describes the tax increment fund’s composition). 
685

  Id. § 311.012(a). 
686

  See § 311.014(f).  
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 the amount of property tax levied and assessed by the unit for that year on the 

captured appraised value of real property that is taxable and located in the 

reinvestment zone; or 

 the amount of property taxes levied and collected by the unit for that year on the 

captured appraised value of real property taxable and located in the reinvestment 

zone. 

In practice, taxing units have generally committed in early negotiations with the city or 

county as to what portion of the tax increment they will contribute to the tax increment 

fund for the zone. 

 

For example, consider a city that as part of its tax increment project plan has agreed to 

put in improved sidewalks throughout the zone at a cost of $20,000. If the property 

values in the district are projected to increase by 2% after the sidewalk improvements, 

each of the affected taxing units may choose to dedicate all, a portion of, or none of the 

property taxes that are due to the 2% increase in property values within the zone. The 

decision as to what percentage of the increased tax revenues to contribute to the tax 

increment fund is entirely discretionary with the governing bodies of each of the taxing 

units.
687

 The city itself has the flexibility to determine its portion of the tax increment 

produced by the city that must be paid into the tax increment fund.
688

 However, if the city 

does not make a determination of its portion of the tax increment produced by the city 

that must be paid into the tax increment fund, then the city is required to pay into the fund 

the entire tax increment produced. 

 

Any agreement to contribute must indicate the portion of the tax increment to be paid into 

the fund and the years for which the tax increment will be paid. In addition to any other 

terms to which the parties may agree, the agreement may specify the projects to which a 

participating taxing unit’s tax increment will be dedicated and that the taxing unit’s 

participation may be computed with respect to a base year later than the original base 

year of the zone.
689

 The agreement may also include other conditions for payment of the 

tax increment. Only property taxes attributable to real property within the zone are 

eligible for contribution to the tax increment fund.
690

 Property taxes on personal property 

are not eligible for contribution into the tax increment plan. 

 

Cities are allowed to deposit the amount of sales tax attributable to reinvestment zone 

into the tax increment fund, in an increment above the sales tax base
691

 attributable to the 

zone in the year the zone was created.
 692

 Cities may choose not to contribute sales tax 

                                                 
687

  Id. § 311.013(f). 
688

  Id. § 311.013(l). See also id. § 311.013(m) (For special rules for such reduction in the tax increment 

in certain populous counties). 
689

  Id. §311.013(f). 
690

  See id. § 311.012 (“[T]ax increment,” “captured appraised value,” and “tax increment base” all 

defined with reference to the taxable real property within the reinvestment zone). 
691

  Id. § 311.0123(a). 
692

  Id. § 311.0123(b). 
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increment into a tax increment fund.  Before the issuance of a bond, note, or other 

obligation that pledges the payments of sales tax increment into the tax increment fund, 

the governing body of the city may enter into an agreement to authorize and direct the 

comptroller to: 

 

1. Withhold from any payment to which the city may be entitled the amount of the 

payment into the tax increment fund; 

2. Deposit that amount into the tax increment fund; and 

3. Continue withholding and making additional payments into the tax increment 

fund until an amount sufficient to satisfy the amount due has been met.
693

 

 

Also, a local government corporation created under Chapter 431 of the Transportation 

Code, that has contracted with a reinvestment zone and the city may be a party to an 

agreement with the comptroller’s office as referenced above. This agreement may 

provide for payments to be made to a paying agent of the local government 

corporation.
694

 The sales tax to be deposited into the tax increment fund may be disbursed 

from the fund only to: 

 

1. Satisfy claims of holders of tax increment bonds, notes, or other obligations 

issued or incurred for the reinvestment zone; 

2. Pay project costs for the zone; and 

3. Make payments in accordance with an agreement dedicating revenue from the tax 

increment fund made pursuant to Section 311.10(b) of the Tax Code.
695

 

 

Unless otherwise specified by an agreement between the taxing unit and the city or 

county that created the zone, payment of the taxing unit’s increment to the fund must be 

made by the 90
th

 day after the later of: (1) the delinquency date for the unit’s property 

taxes; or (2) the date the city or county that created the zone submits to the taxing unit an 

invoice specifying the tax increment produced by the taxing unit and the amount the 

taxing unit is required to pay into the tax increment fund for the zone.
696

 A delinquent 

payment incurs a penalty of 5% of the amount delinquent and accrues interest at an 

annual rate of 10%.
697

 It is important to note, however, that a taxing unit is not required to 

pay into the tax increment fund the portion of a tax increment that is attributable to 

delinquent taxes until those taxes are actually collected.
698

  

 

In lieu of permitting a portion of its tax increment to be paid into the tax increment fund, 

a taxing unit, including a city, may elect to offer the owners of taxable real property in 

                                                 
693

  Id. § 311.0123(c)(1)-(3). 
694

  Id. § 311.0123(d). 
695

  Id. § 311.0123(e). 
696

  Id. § 311.013(c). 
697

  Id. § 311.013(c-1). 
698

  Id. § 311.013(i). 
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the zone an exemption from ad valorem taxation for any increase in the property value as 

provided under the Property Redevelopment and Tax Abatement Act (Tax Code, Chapter 

312).
699

 Alternatively, a taxing unit, other than a school district, may offer a tax 

abatement to the property owners in the zone and enter into an agreement to contribute a 

tax increment into the fund.
700

 In either case, any agreement to abate taxes on real 

property within a tax increment reinvestment zone must be approved both by the board of 

directors of the zone and by the governing body of each taxing unit that agrees to deposit 

any of its tax increment into the tax increment fund.
701

 

 

In any contract entered into by the tax increment zone’s board of directors with regard to 

bonds or other obligations, the board may promise not to approve any such tax abatement 

agreement.
702

 If a taxing unit enters into a tax abatement agreement within a tax 

increment reinvestment zone, the taxes that are abated will not be considered in 

calculating the tax increment of the abating taxing unit or that taxing unit’s deposit into 

the tax increment fund.
703

 

 

The Governor’s Office of Texas Economic Development and Tourism may recommend 

that a taxing unit enter into a tax abatement agreement. The board of directors of the zone 

and the taxing unit’s governing body must consider any recommendations made by the 

Governor’s Office of Texas Economic Development and Tourism.
704

  

 

Step Seven:  

Once the reinvestment zone is established, the board of directors must make 

recommendations to the governing body of the city or county on the implementation of 

the tax increment financing.
705

 

Once the city, by ordinance, or the county, by order, has created the reinvestment zone, 

the board of directors may exercise any power granted to them by the Tax Increment 

Financing Act.
706

 By ordinance, resolution or order, the city or county may authorize the 

board of directors of the reinvestment zone to exercise any of the city or county’s powers 

with respect to the administration, management or operation of the zone or the 

implementation of the project plan for the zone.
707

 However, the city or county may not 

authorize the board of directors to issue bonds, impose taxes or fees, exercise the power 

of eminent domain, or give final approval to the project plan. The board of directors may 

exercise any of the powers granted to the city or county under Section 311.008 of the Tax 

Code, except that the city or county must approve any acquisition or sale of real 

                                                 
699

  Id. § 311.013(g). 
700

  Id. § 311.0125. 
701

  Id. §§ 311.013(g); .0125(b). 
702

  Id. § 311.0125(c). 
703

  Id. § 311.0125(d). 
704

  Id. § 311.0125(e). 
705

  Id. § 311.010(a). 
706

  Id. § 311.010(e). 
707

  Id. § 311.010(a). 
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property.
708

 Also, the city or county, by ordinance, resolution or order, may choose to 

restrict any power granted to the board of directors by Chapter 311 of the Tax Code.
709

 

 

The board of directors and the city or county can contract with a local government 

corporation created under the Texas Transportation Corporation Act (Transportation 

Code Chapter 431, Subchapter D) or a political subdivision to manage the reinvestment 

zone and/or implement the project or financing plan.
710

 The board, the local government 

corporation or political subdivision administering the zone can contract with the city to 

pay for city services in the zone out of the portion of the tax increment fund produced by 

the city, regardless of whether the service or their cost is identified in the project or 

financing plan.
711

 

 

Either the board of directors, city or county may enter into agreements that are necessary 

or convenient to implement the project plan and the reinvestment zone financing plan.
712

 

Such agreements can pledge or provide for the use of revenue from the tax increment 

fund and/or provide for the regulation or restriction of land use. These agreements are not 

subject to the competitive bidding requirements in Chapter 252 of the Local Government 

Code.
713

 If the zone was created by petition, the board, with the approval of the city, may 

impose certain zoning restrictions within the zone.
714

 

 

With the approval of the city or county that designated the reinvestment zone, the board 

of directors may establish and provide for the administration of programs for a public 

purpose of developing and diversifying the economy, eliminating unemployment and 

underemployment, and developing or expanding transportation, business and commercial 

activity in the zone.
715

 This power includes but is not limited to, programs to make grants 

and loans from the tax increment fund. Also, the board has all the powers of a city under 

Chapter 380 of the Local Government Code with the approval of the city or the county. 

This approval may be granted in an ordinance by a city, or in an order by the county, 

approving a project plan or reinvestment zone financing plan or approving an amendment 

to a project plan or reinvestment financing plan. 

 

If the board is pursuing a project to construct public right-of-ways or infrastructure within 

the zone, the board may enter into an agreement to pledge tax increment fund revenue to 

pay for land and easements located outside the zone if: 

 

 the zone is or will be served by the rail transportation or bus rapid transit project; 

                                                 
708

  Id. § 311.010(d)(2), .008(b)(2). 
709

  Id. § 311.010(d)(1). 
710

  Id. § 311.010(f). 
711

  Id. § 311.010(i). 
712

  Id. § 311.010(b). 
713

  Id. § 311.010(g). 
714

  Id. § 311.010(c). 
715

  Id. § 311.010(h). 
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 the land or the development rights or conservation easements in the land are 

acquired for the purpose of preserving the land in its natural or undeveloped 

condition; and 

 the land is located in the county in which the zone is located.
716

 

Also, the board is required to implement a program to enhance the participation of 

“disadvantaged businesses” in the procurement process in a zone created by petition.
717

 

The program shall make information concerning the procurement process and the 

opportunities within the zone available to disadvantage businesses. The board is required 

to compile an annual report listing the numbers and dollar amounts of contracts awarded 

to disadvantaged businesses during the previous year as well as the total number and 

dollar amount of all contracts awarded.
718

 

 

Step Eight:  

The city or county must submit an annual report to the chief executive officer of each 

taxing unit that levies taxes on property within the zone.
719

  

The report must be provided within 150 days of the end of the city’s or county’s fiscal 

year. The report must include the following items: 

 

 the amount and source of revenue in the tax increment fund established for the 

zone;

 the amount and purpose of expenditures from the fund;

 the amount of principal and interest due on outstanding bonded indebtedness;

 the tax increment base and current captured appraised value retained by the 

zone;

 the captured appraised value shared by the city or county and other taxing 

units;

 the total amount of tax increments received; and 

 any additional information necessary to demonstrate compliance with the tax 

increment financing plan adopted by the city or county.

A copy of the above report must be sent to the comptroller’s office.
720

  

                                                 
716

  Id. § 311.01005. 
717

  Id. § 311.0101. 
718

  Id. § 311.0101(c). 
719

  Id. § 311.016(a). 
720

  Id. § 311.016(b). 
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Central Registry 

The comptroller shall maintain a central registry of:
721

  

 

 reinvestment zones designated under the Tax Increment Financing Act;

 project plans and reinvestment zone financing plans adopted pursuant to the 

Tax Increment Financing Act; and

 the annual reports the city or county submitted to the chief executive officer of 

each taxing unit that levies taxes on property within the zone.

A city or county that designates a reinvestment zone or approves a project plan or 

reinvestment zone financing plan must deliver to the comptroller’s office a report 

containing the following information:
722

  

 

 a general description of each reinvestment zone. This description must include 

the size of the zone, the types of property located in the zone, the duration of 

the zone, and the guidelines and criteria established for the zone under Section 

311.005 of the Tax Code;

 a copy of each project plan or reinvestment zone financing plan adopted; and

 “any other information required by the comptroller” that helps in the 

administration of the central registry and tax refund for economic 

development (Tax Code Chapter 111, subchapter F).

The plan must be delivered before April 1 of the year following the year the zone is 

designated or the plan is approved. A city or county that amends or modifies a project 

plan or reinvestment zone financing plan must deliver a copy of the amendment or 

modifications to the comptroller before April 1
st
 of the year following the year in which 

the plan was amended or modified.
723

  

 

State Assistance 

Cities and counties with concerns about the tax increment financing laws can seek 

assistance from the state. The comptroller’s office will provide assistance regarding the 

administration of the Tax Increment Financing Act upon request of the governing body or 

the presiding officer.
724

 Further, the Governor’s Office of Texas Economic Development 

and Tourism and the comptroller’s office may provide technical assistance to a city or 

county regarding the designation of a tax increment financing reinvestment zone or the 

adoption and execution of project plans or reinvestment zone financing plans.
725

 

 

                                                 
721

  Id. § 311.019(a). 
722

  Id. § 311.019(b). 
723

  Id. § 311.019(c). 
724

  Id. § 311.020(a). 
725

  Id. § 311.020(b). 
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School Districts 

Until September 1, 1999, school districts were able to reduce the value of taxable 

property reported to the state to reflect any value lost due to tax increment financing 

participation by the district.
726

 The ability of the school district to deduct the value of the 

tax increment that it contributed prevented the school district from being negatively 

affected in terms of state school funding. However, the situation is different for tax 

increment reinvestment zones created after that date. The comptroller is statutorily 

prohibited from reducing taxable property value for school districts to reflect tax 

increment financing losses for zones that are proposed on or after May 31, 1999.
727

  This 

statutory prohibition affects any amendments to or new tax increment financing 

agreements the school districts make with cities or counties after September 1, 1999. 

 

Additionally, some cities may enter into tax increment financing agreements with school 

districts for certain limited purposes.
728

 Cities with a population of less than 130,000 that 

have territory in three counties may enter into new tax increment financing agreements or 

may amend existing agreements with a school district located wholly or partially within 

the reinvestment zone. However, the agreement must be for the dedication of revenue 

from the tax increment fund to the school district for the purpose of acquiring, 

constructing or reconstructing an educational facility located inside or outside the tax 

increment financing reinvestment zone.
729

 

 

Termination of Reinvestment Zone 

A tax increment financing reinvestment zone terminates on the earlier of: 

 

1) the termination date designated in the original ordinance or order designating the 

zone; 

2) the earlier or later termination date designated by a subsequent ordinance or order 

adopted under Section 311.007(c) of the Tax Code;
730

 or  

3) the date on which all project costs, tax increment bonds and interest on those 

bonds are paid in full.
731

 

If the city or county that created the zone designate a later termination date through a 

subsequent ordinance or order, the other contributing taxing units are not required to pay 

any of their tax increment after the original termination date unless those taxing units 

enter into an agreement to continue to pay their tax increment with the city or county that 

                                                 
726

  In tax increment financing, value is not actually “lost.” Rather, some of the land’s increase in value 

is classified as “captured appraised value” so that an amount of taxes can be forwarded to the tax 

increment financing board. Such taxes are, in effect, “lost” to the school district because they must 

be contributed to the tax increment fund and cannot be used for school programs. 
727

  See Tex. Gov’t Code § 403.302(d)-(e). See also Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. GA-549 (2007). 
728

  Tex. Tax Code § 311.0085. 
729

  Id. § 311.0085(c). 
730

  Id. § 311.017(a)(1). 
731

  Id. § 311.017(a)(2). 
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created the zone.
732

 Also, a city or county that created the zone can terminate the zone 

before all debts and obligations are paid in full.
733

 The city or county would have to 

deposit an amount that would suffice to pay the principal of, premium, and interest on all 

bonds issued with a trustee or escrow agent. The amount deposited would also have to 

cover any other amounts that may become due to the trustee or escrow agent, including 

compensation of the trustee or escrow agent. 

 

Validation Statute 

A governmental act or proceeding of a city or county, the board of directors of a 

reinvestment zone, or an entity acting under Section 311.010(f) of the Tax Code relating 

to the designation, operation, or administration or a reinvestment zone financing plan is 

conclusively presumed, as of the date it occurred, valid and to have occurred in 

accordance with all applicable statutes and rules if: 

 

1. the third anniversary of the effective date of the act or proceeding has expired; 

and 

2. a lawsuit to annul or invalidate the act or proceeding has not been filed on or 

before the later of that second anniversary or August 1, 2011.
734

 

 

However, the validation of an action as to the designation, operation, or administration of 

a reinvestment zone or the implementation of a project plan or reinvestment zone 

financing plan does not apply to the following: 

 

1. An act or proceeding that was void at the time it occurred; 

2. An act or proceeding that, under a statute of this state or the United States, was a 

misdemeanor or felony at the time the act or proceeding occurred; 

3. A rule that, at the time it was passed, was preempted by a statute or this state or 

the United States, including Sections 1.06 or 109.57 of the Alcoholic Beverage 

Code; or 

                                                 
732

  Id. § 311.017(a-1). See id. 311.017(a-1) (Different terminations dates for a city that has a population 

of more than 220, 000 but less than 235,000 or more and is the county seat of a county that has a 

population of 280,000 or less). See also Tex. H.B. 2853 § 22, 82
nd

 Leg., R.S. (2011) (The legislature 

validates and confirms all governmental acts and proceedings of a city or county, the board of 

directors of a reinvestment zone, or an entity acting under Section 311.010(f) of the Tax Code that 

were taken before the effective date of this Act and relate to or are associated with the designation, 

operation, or administration of a reinvestment zone or the implementation of a project plan or 

reinvestment zone financing plan under Chapter 311 of the Tax Code including the extension of the 

term of a reinvestment Zone, as of the dates on which they occurred.  The acts and proceedings may 

not be held invalid because they were not in accordance with Chapter 311 of the Tax Code, or other 

law.  This section does not apply to any matter that on the 30
th

 day after the effective date of this 

Act: (1) is involved in litigation if the litigation ultimately results in the matter being held invalid by 

a final judgment of a court; or (2) has been held invalid by a final judgment of a court.). 
733

  Tex. Tax Code § 311.017(b). 
734

  Id. § 311.021(a). 
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4. A matter that as of the effective date of Section 311.021 of the Tax Code (June 

17, 2011): (a) is involved in litigation if the litigation ultimately results in the 

matter being held invalid by a final judgment of a court; or (b) has been held 

invalid by a final judgment of a court.
735

 

 

Texas Economic Development Act 

The Texas Economic Development Act (“the Act'”) is another economic development 

tool used to attract new industries and commercial enterprises. Chapter 313 of the Tax 

Code authorizes certain property tax incentives for economic development provided by 

school districts. School districts have the ability to provide tax credits and an eight-year 

limitation on appraised value of a property for the maintenance and operations portion of 

the school district property tax to eligible corporations and limited liability companies. 

The property remains fully taxable or the purpose of any school district debt service tax. 

 

Eligibility Requirements for Limitation on Appraised Values 

The Act provides that only particular entities are eligible for limitations on appraised 

property values. Limitations on appraised values are available to property owned by a 

corporation or a limited liability company to which a franchise tax pursuant to Section 

171.001 of the Tax Code applies.
736

 These eligible corporations or limited liability 

companies are required to make investments that create jobs within the state. Further, 

these corporations and limited liability companies must use the property for:
737

 

 

 manufacturing;
738

 

 research and development;
739

  

 clean coal project as defined by Section 5.001 of the Water Code; 

 advanced clean energy project as defined by Section 382.003 of the Health & 

Safety Code; 

 renewable energy electric generation;
740

 

 electric power generation using integrated gasification combined cycle 

technology;
741

 

                                                 
735

  Id. § 311.021(b). 
736

  Tex. Tax Code § 313.024(a). (“This subchapter [subchapter B] and Subchapters C and D apply only 

to property owned by a corporation or limited liability company to which Section 171.001 applies.”). 
737

  Id. § 313.024(b). 
738

  See Id. § 313.024(e)(1) (Definition of manufacturing); See also Southwest Royalties v. Comptroller 

of Public Accounts of the State of Texas, 501 S.W.3d 95 (Tex. App. — Austin Aug. 13, 2014, pet. 

granted)(excluding extraction of oil and natural gas from manufacturing definition); Southwest 

Royalties v. Hegar, 500 S.W.3d 400 (Tex. 2016)(Affirmed lower court ruling). 
739

  See Id. § 313.024(e)(5) (Definition of “research and development”). 
740

  See Id. § 313.024(e)(2) (Definition of “renewable energy electric generation”). 
741

  See Id. § 313.024(e)(3) (Definition of “integrated gasification combined cycle technology”). 
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 nuclear electric power generation;
742

 or 

 a computer center
743

 primarily used in connection with one or more activities 

described above. 

Additionally, in 2017 legislation passed prohibiting a limitation on appraised value for 

wind-powered energy devices under certain circumstances.
744

 Specifically, the law now 

provides that an owner of a parcel of land that is located wholly or partly in a 

reinvestment zone, a new building constructed on the parcel of land, a new improvement 

erected or affixed on the parcel of land, or tangible personal property placed in service in 

the building or improvement or on the parcel of land may not receive a limitation on 

appraised value under an agreement that is entered into on or after September 1, 2017, if, 

on or after that date, a wind-powered energy device is installed or constructed on the 

same parcel of land at a location that is within 25 nautical miles of the boundaries of a 

military aviation facility located in this state.
745

   

Creation of Qualifying Jobs 

In order for the eligible property of these corporations or limited liability companies to 

receive a limitation of appraised values, the recipient must make a commitment to create 

a specified number of new jobs and “qualifying jobs.” The number of new jobs and 

“qualifying jobs” required to be created depends upon whether the school district is 

considered a non- rural school district or a rural school district 

 

Non-Rural School District Versus Rural School District 

The Act has created different investment requirements and minimum limitation 

requirements for owners of qualified property in rural school districts as opposed to non-

rural school districts. A school district is considered a rural school district if: 

 

 the school district has territory in a strategic investment area as determined by 

the comptroller;
746

 or 

 the school district is located in a county:
747



 with a population of less than 50,000; and

 in which, from 2000 – 2010, according to the federal decennial census, the 

population either remained the same, decreased, or increased at a rate not 

greater than the average rate of increase in the state during that period.
748



                                                 
742

  See Id. § 313.024(e)(4) (Definition of “nuclear electric power generation”). 
743

  See Id. § 313.024(e)(6) (Definition of “computer center”). 
744

  Id. § 313.0024(b-1). 
745

  Id.  
746

  Id. § 313.051(a-1) (Note: A list of counties designated as strategic investment areas can be found at:  

https://comptroller.texas.gov/economy/local/ch313/values.php). 
747

  Id § 313.051(a-1). 
748

  Id. 

https://comptroller.texas.gov/economy/local/ch313/values.php
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If a school district qualifies as a rural school district, then that school district can utilize 

Subchapter C of Chapter 313 of the Tax Code which allows differing amounts with 

regard to the categorization of rural school districts, minimum amounts of qualified 

investments, and minimum limitations on appraised values requirements on qualified 

property. The non-rural school district can utilize Subchapter B. 

 

In non-rural school districts, a property owner is required to create “at least 25 new jobs” 

on the owner’s qualified property.
749

 At least 80% of all the new jobs created must be 

“qualifying jobs.”
750

 A “qualifying job” for a non-rural school district is defined to mean 

a permanent full-time job that:
751

  

 

 requires at least 1,600 hours of work a year;  

 is not transferred from one area in this state to another area in this state;  

 is not created to replace a previous employee; 

 is covered by a group health benefit plan for which the business offers to pay 

at least 80% of the premiums or other charges assessed for employee-only 

coverage under the plan, regardless of whether an employee may voluntarily 

waive the coverage; and 

 pays at least 110% of the county average weekly wage for manufacturing 

jobs
752

 in the county or region where the job is located. 

To determine whether a property owner has created a sufficient number of qualifying 

jobs, operations, services, and other related jobs can be considered for the project if the 

Texas Workforce Commission determines that the cumulative economic benefits of these 

jobs is the same or greater than that associated with the minimum number of qualified 

jobs required to be created.
753

 

In rural school districts, a property owner is required to create at least 10 new “qualifying 

jobs” on the owner’s qualified property.
754

 The average weekly wage for all jobs created 

by the property owner that are not “qualifying jobs” must exceed the county average 

weekly wage for all jobs in the county where the job is located.
755

 A “qualifying job” for 

a rural school district has the same meaning as a qualifying job for a non-rural school 

district.
756

 

 

                                                 
749

  Tex. Tax Code § 313.021(2)(A)(iv)(b). 
750

  Id. § 313.024(d). 
751

  Id. § 313.021(3). 
752

  See Id. § 313.021(5) (Definition of “county average weekly wage for manufacturing jobs”). 
753

  Id. §313.021(3)(F). 
754

  Id. § 313.051(b). 
755

  Id. § 313.024(d). (Note also that to determine whether a property owner has created the required 

number of “qualifying jobs,” those jobs created in connection with a project that the Texas 

Economic Development and Tourism Office determines is a “unified project” are “qualified.” § 

313.024(d-2).) 
756

  See id. § 313.021(3) (Definition of “qualified jobs”). 
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Penalty for Failing to Create Required Number of Qualifying Jobs 

To ensure compliance by the property owner for the creation of a sufficient amount of 

qualifying jobs, the comptroller is required to conduct an annual review.
757

 If the 

comptroller determines the number of qualifying jobs to be below the required threshold, 

it will issue an adverse determination.
758

 The person receiving the adverse determination 

must submit a compliance plan for remedying the deficiency by not later than December 

31 of the year that the comptroller made the determination.
759

 If the person is still out of 

compliance with the plan, the comptroller will impose a penalty by subtracting the 

number of qualifying jobs actually created from the number of qualifying jobs required to 

be created and multiply that amount by the average annual wage for all jobs in the county 

for the most recent four quarters.
760

 This penalty can be doubled if a penalty has 

previously been enforced.
761

 Each person may appeal the imposition of the penalty 

through a taxpayer lawsuit under Chapter 112 of the Tax Code. 
762

 

Other Eligibility Considerations 

In determining an applicant’s eligibility for a property limitation, whether located in a 

non-rural school district or a rural school district, other eligibility considerations are 

taken into account.  These other considerations are: 

 

 land on which a building or component of a building described by Section 

313.021(1)(E) of the Tax Code is located is not considered a qualified 

investment
763

;  

 property that is leased under a capitalized lease may be considered a qualified 

investment;  

 property that is leased under an operating lease may not be considered a 

qualified investment; and  

 property that is owned by a person other than the applicant and that is pooled 

or proposed to be pooled with property owned by the applicant may not be 

included in determining the amount of the applicant’s qualifying 

investment.
764

  

Categorization of School Districts 

The Act authorizes school districts to make limitations on appraised property values, 

provided the eligible entity makes qualified investments on qualified property. Non-rural 

school districts and rural school district are sorted into five categories to determine the 

                                                 
757

  Id.  § 313.0276(a). 
758

  Id. 
759

  Id.  § 313.0276(b). 
760

  Id.  § 313.0276(c). 
761

  Id.  § 313.0276(d). 
762

  Id.  § 313.0276(i). 
763

  See id. § 313.021(1) (Definition of “qualified investment”). 
764

  Id. § 313.024(c). 
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minimum amount of qualified investment the entity must make and the minimum amount 

of limitation the school district may provide on appraised property values. The 

comptroller’s website has a complete listing of school district classifications, minimum 

amounts of qualified investments, and limitations on appraised values at: 

https://comptroller.texas.gov/economy/local/ch313/values.php. 

 

Non-Rural School Districts 

Non-rural school districts are categorized according to the taxable value of property 

within the district in the preceding tax year as determined by Chapter 403 of the 

Government Code.
765

 Non-rural school districts are categorized as follows:
766

  

 

I  $10 billion or more of taxable property 

II  $1 billion or more but less than $10 billion of taxable property 

III  $500 million or more but less than $1 billion of taxable property 

IV  $100 million or more but less than $500 million of taxable property 

V less than $100 million of taxable property. 

 

Rural School Districts 

Likewise, rural schools districts are categorized according to the taxable value of 

industrial property within the district in the preceding tax year as determined by Chapter 

403 of the Government Code.
767

 Rural school districts are categorized as follows:
768

  

 

I $200 million or more of taxable industrial property 

II $90 million or more but less than $200 million of taxable industrial property 

III $1 million or more but less than $90 million of taxable industrial property 

IV $100,000 or more but less than $1 million of taxable industrial property 

V less than $100,000 of taxable industrial property. 

                                                 
765

  Id. § 313.022(b). 
766

  Id. 
767

  Id. § 313.052. 
768

  Id. 

https://comptroller.texas.gov/economy/local/ch313/values.php
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Minimum Amount of a Qualified Investment and Limitation on 

Appraised Values 

Non-Rural School Districts 

The minimum amounts of qualified investment
769

 and the minimum amounts of 

limitation
770

 for each category of non-rural school districts are as follows: 

 
 

Category 

Minimum Amounts 

Of Qualified Investment 

Minimum Amounts 

Of Limitation on Appraised Values 

I $100 million $100 million 

II $ 80 million $ 80 million 

III $ 60 million $ 60 million 

IV $ 40 million $ 40 million 

V $ 20 million $ 20 million 

 

A Non-rural school district, regardless of category, may agree to limitations greater than 

the minimum amounts.
771

 

 

Rural School Districts 

The minimum amounts of qualified investment
772

 and minimum amounts of limitation on 

appraised values 
773

 for each category of rural school districts are as follows: 

 
 

Category 

Minimum Amounts 

Of Qualified Investment 

Minimum Amounts 

Of Limitation on Appraised Values 

I $ 30 million $ 30 million 

II $ 20 million $ 20 million 

III $ 10 million $ 10 million 

IV $ 5 million $ 5 million 

V $ 1 million $ 1 million 

 

Again, a rural school district, regardless of category, may agree to limitations greater than 

the minimum amounts.
774

 

 

Limitation Agreement 

Any limitation agreement between the school board or a non-rural or a rural school 

district and the property owner must be in writing.
775

 The written agreement must 

describe with specificity the qualified investment that the person will make on or in 

                                                 
769

  Id. § 313.023. 
770

  Id. § 313.027(b). 
771

  Id. § 313.027(c). 
772

  Id. § 313.053. 
773

  Id. § 313.054(a)(increased minimum amounts of limitation on appraised values). 
774

  Id. § 313.054(b). 
775

  Id. § 313.027(d). 
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connection with the person’s qualified property that is subject to the limitation on 

appraised value.
776

 Other property of the person that is not specifically described in the 

agreement is not subject to the limitation agreement unless the school board, by official 

action, provides that the other property is subject to the limitation. Additionally, the 

agreement:
777

  

 

 must incorporate each relevant provision of subchapter B of Chapter 313 of 

the Tax Code and, to the extent necessary, include provisions for the 

protection of future school district revenues through the adjustment of the 

minimum valuations, the payment of revenue offsets, and other mechanisms 

agreed to by the property owner and the school district; 

 may provide that the property owner will protect the school district in the 

event the district incurs extraordinary education-related expenses related to 

the project that are directly funded in state aid formulas, including expenses 

for the purchase of portable classrooms and the hiring of additional personnel 

to accommodate a temporary increase in student enrollment attributable to the 

project; 

 must require the property owner to maintain a viable presence in the school 

district for at least five years after the expiration of the limitation agreement; 

 must provide for the termination of the agreement, the recapture of ad valorem 

tax revenue lost as a result of the agreement if the owner of the property fails 

to comply with the terms of the agreement, and payment of penalty, interest or 

both on the recaptured ad valorem tax revenue; 

 may specify any conditions that will require the district and the property 

owner to renegotiate all or any part of the agreement; ; and 

 must be in a form approved by the comptroller. 

A limitation agreement may provide for a deferral of the date on which the qualifying 

time period
778

 for the project is to commence, or an agreement may be amended to 

provide for such a deferral.
779

  A subsequent agreement amending the deferral date may 

not be construed to permit a qualifying time period that has commenced to continue for 

more than the number of years applicable to the project. 

A limitation agreement many not be entered into under which a person agrees to provide 

supplement payments to a school district in an amount that exceeds an amount equal to 

                                                 
776

  Id. § 313.027(e). 
777

  Id. § 313.027(f). 
778

  See id. § 313.021(4) (Definition of qualified time period). 
779

  Id. § 313.027(h). However, the agreement may not provide for the deferral of the date on which the 

qualifying time period is to start on a date later than January 1 of the fourth tax year that begins after 

the date the application is approved, except that if the agreement is one in a series of agreements 

related to the project, the agreement may not provide for a deferral of the date on which the 

qualifying period is to start not later than January 1 of the sixth tax year that begins after the date that 

the application is approved.  
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the greater of $100 per student per year in average daily attendance, or $50,000 per year, 

for a period that exceeds the period beginning with the qualified time period and ending 

December 31
st
 of the third tax year after the date the person’s eligibility for a limitation 

expires.
780

 

 

Application for Property Limitation 

The owner of qualified property may apply to the school district’s board of trustees in 

which the property is located for a limitation on the appraised value for school district 

maintenance and operations ad valorem tax purposes of the person’s qualified 

property.
781

 An application must be made on the form prescribed by the comptroller. A 

copy of this application may be obtained from the comptroller’s website at: 

https://comptroller.texas.gov/economy/local/ch313/forms.php. 

 

Additionally, the application must be accompanied by:
 782

  

 

 the application fee established by the school board of trustees;  

 information sufficient to show that the real and personal property identified in 

the application meets the definition of “qualified property”; and 

 any information relating to each economic impact evaluation criterion. 

Application fee, qualified property and economic impact evaluation criterion are 

discussed below. 

 

Application Fee 

The school board by official action shall establish a reasonable, nonrefundable 

application fee to be paid by property owners who apply to the district for a limitation on 

the appraised value of the person’s qualified property.
 783

 The amount of an application 

fee must be reasonable and may not exceed the estimated cost to the district of processing 

and acting on application, including any cost to the school district associated with the 

economic impact evaluation.  

 

Qualified Property 

As mentioned above, jobs and qualified jobs have to be created on qualified property. 

“Qualified property” is defined to mean:
784

  

 

 land: 

                                                 
780

  Id. § 313.027(i) (Note: This limitation does not apply to the amounts described in Section 

313.027(f)(1) or (2) of the Tax Code).  
781

  Id. § 313.025(a). 
782

  Id.  
783

  Id. § 313.031(b). 
784

  Id. § 313.021(2). 

https://comptroller.texas.gov/economy/local/ch313/forms.php
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 that is located in an area designated as a tax increment financing 

reinvestment zone under Chapter 311 of the Tax Code, a tax abatement 

reinvestment zone under Chapter 312 of the Tax Code, or an enterprise 

zone under Chapter 2303 of the Government Code; 

 on which a person proposes to construct a new building or erect or 

affix a new improvement that does not exist before the date the owner 

submits a complete application  

 a limitation on appraised value; 

 that is not subject to a tax abatement agreement entered into by a 

school district under Chapter 312 of the Tax Code; and 

 on which, in connection with the new building or new improvement 

described above, the owner of the land proposes to: 

 make a qualified investment in an amount equal to at least 

the minimum amount required by Section 313.023 of the 

Tax Code; and 

 create at least 25 new qualifying jobs;
785

  

 a new building or other new improvement that a person proposes to 

construct or affix that does not exist before the date the owner submits a 

complete application for a limitation on appraised value;
786

 or 

 

 tangible personal property that:  

 is not subject to a tax abatement agreement entered into by a school 

district under Chapter 312 of the Tax Code;
787

 and 

 except for new equipment described in Sections 151.318(q) 

(semiconductor fabrication cleanrooms and equipment) or 151.318(q-

1) (pharmaceutical biotechnology cleanrooms and equipment) of the 

Tax Code, is first placed in service: 

 in the new building or in or on the new improvement that a person 

proposes to construct or affix that does not exist before the date the 

owner applies for a limitation on appraised value, or 

 on the land on which that new building, in the newly expanded 

building or new improvement is located, if the personal property is 

ancillary and necessary to the business conducted in the new building 

or in or on the new improvement.
788

 

                                                 
785

  Id. § 313.021(2)(A)(iv)(b). But see id. § 313.051(b) (property owner located in rural school district 

subject to Subchapter C is “required to create only at least 10 new jobs on the owner’s qualified 

property.”). 
786

  Id. §§ 313.021(2)(A)(ii), .021(2)(B). 
787

  Id. § 313.021(2)(C)(i). See also id. § 312.002(f). 
788

  Id. § 313.021(2)(C)(ii). 
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Economic Impact Evaluation 

As indicated earlier, an economic impact evaluation must accompany an application for 

limited appraisal value.
789

 The school district must request this evaluation from the 

comptroller’s office.
790

 The economic impact evaluation must contain the following 

criteria:
791

 

 

1) any information the comptroller determines is necessary or helpful to the 

governing body of the school district in determining whether to approve the 

application; and 

2)  any information the comptroller determines is necessary or helpful to the 

comptroller in determining whether to issue a certificate for a limitation on 

appraised value of the property. 

The comptroller’s recommendation is based on the criteria list above and any other 

information available to the comptroller.
792

 The comptroller may not issue a certificate of 

limitation on appraised value unless the comptroller determines that:  

 

 the project proposed by the applicant is reasonably likely to generate, before the 

25th anniversary of the beginning of the limitation period, tax revenue, including 

state tax revenue, school district maintenance and operations ad valorem tax 

revenue attributable to the project, and any other tax revenue attributable to the 

effect of the project on the economy of the state, in an amount sufficient to offset 

the school district maintenance and operations ad valorem tax revenue lost as a 

result of the agreement; and 

 the limitation on appraised value is a determining factor in the applicant's decision 

to invest capital and construct the project in this state.
793

 

Approval Process for Application for Property Limitation 

The school district board of trustees is not required to consider an application for a 

limitation on appraised value.
794

 Should the school board elect to consider the 

application, the school district must submit a copy of the application to the comptroller’s 

office within seven days of receiving each document and request an economic impact 

evaluation of the application.
795

  

 

Upon receipt of the application from the school district, the comptroller shall conduct an 

economic impact evaluation and provide a copy of it to the school district as soon as 

practicable. The school district will provide a copy of the economic impact evaluation to 

                                                 
789

  Id. § 313.025(a)(3). 
790

  Id. § 313.025(b). 
791

  Id. § 313.026. 
792

  Id. § 313.026(b). 
793

  Id. § 313.026(c)  
794

  Id. § 313.025(b). 
795

  Id. § 313.025(a-1). 
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the applicant on request. The comptroller will make a recommendation to the school 

district on whether to accept or reject the application, based on the criteria in the 

economic impact evaluation, input for the Texas Education Agency
796

 and any other 

information available to the comptroller, including information provided by the school 

district.
797

 The comptroller has no more than 91 days to review and give a 

recommendation concerning the approval or disapproval of an application after receiving 

it from the school district.
798

 

 

The school board must approve or disapprove the application not later than the 150
th

 day 

after the date the application is filed, unless an extension is agreed to by the school board 

and the applicant.
799

 The school district must make a written finding as to any criterion 

considered by the comptroller in conducting the economic impact evaluation before 

approving or disapproving the application. Further, the school board is required to deliver 

a copy of those findings to the applicant.
800

 Also, in determining whether to grant an 

application, the school board must consider any recommendations made by the 

Governor’s Office of Texas Economic Development and Tourism.
801

 The Governor’s 

Office of Texas Economic Development and Tourism is authorized to recommend that a 

school district grant a person a limitation on appraised values. Further, the school board is 

entitled to request and receive assistance in deciding whether to approve an application 

from: (1) the comptroller; (2) the Governor’s Office of Texas Economic Development 

and Tourism; (3) the Texas Workforce Investment Council; and (4) the Texas Workforce 

Commission.
802

  

 

Once the school district has received its recommendations from the comptroller and any 

other recommendations concerning the application for limitation on the appraised value 

of the person’s qualified property, the school board may approve an application only if 

the school board finds that:
 803

 

 

 the information in the application is true and correct; 

 the applicant is eligible for the limitation on the appraised value of the person’s 

qualified property; and 

 determine that granting the application is in the best interest of the school district 

and the State of Texas. 

The school district may not approve an application unless the comptroller submits to the 

school district board a certificate of limitation for appraised value on the property.
804

 

                                                 
796

  Id. § 313.025 (b);(b-1). 
797

  Id. § 313.026(b). 
798

  Id. § 313.025(d). 
799

  Id. § 313.025(b). 
800

  Id. § 313.025(e). 
801

  Id. § 313.025(g). 
802

  Id. § 313.025(c). 
803

  Id. § 313.025(f). 
804

  Id. § 313.025(d-1). 
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Limitation on Appraised Values 

If a person’s application is approved by the school board, for each of the first eight tax 

years that begin after the applicable qualifying time period, the appraised value of the 

person’s qualified property, as described in the agreement may not exceed the lesser 

of:
805

  

 

 the market value of the property; or 

 an amount agreed to by the school board of trustees, in accordance with the 

following: 

 

 

Category 

Non-Rural School Districts 

Minimum Amount Of Limitation 
806

 

Rural School Districts 

Minimum Amount Of Limitation
807

 

I $100 million $ 30 million 

II $ 80 million $ 20 million 

III $ 60 million $ 10 million 

IV $ 40 million $5 million 

V $ 20 million $ 1 million 

 

Additionally, the agreement must provide that the limitations period applies for a period 

of 10 years and specify that the beginning date of the limitation, which must be January 1 

of the first year that begins after: 

 

 the application date; 

 the qualifying time period; or  

 the date commercial operations begin at the site of the project
808

. 

 

The “qualifying time period” generally begins the date the school district approves an 

application, and ends December 31
st
 of the second complete tax year following that date 

except for nuclear electric power generation facilities or advanced clean energy 

projects.
809

 

 

When appraising a person’s qualified property that is subject to a limitation on appraised 

value, the chief appraiser of the appraisal district where the qualified property is located 

shall determine the market value of the property and include in the appraisal records both 

the market value and the appropriate value agreed to by the school board subject to the 

minimum limitation amounts listed above.
810

 

                                                 
805

  Id. § 313.027(a). 
806

  Id. § 313.027(b). 
807

  Id. § 313.054(a). 
808

  Id. § 313.027(a-1). 
809

  Id. § 313.021(4). 
810

  Id. § 313.027(g). 
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Recapture of Lost Revenue of Ad Valorem Taxes 

A person with whom the school district enters into an agreement of limitation on 

appraised value of qualified property must make the minimum amount of qualified 

investment during the qualifying time period.
 811

 If in any tax year a property owner fails 

to meet the obligations of the agreement, the property owner is liable to the state for a 

penalty for a certain amount.
812

 However, if the person suffers a casualty loss on the 

property, the person may request a waiver of the penalty from the comptroller.
813

 If the 

penalty is not waived by the comptroller and is not paid by February 1
st
 of the following 

tax year, it becomes delinquent in accordance with Section 33.01 of the Tax Code.
814

 

 

Tax Credits
815

 

Subchapter D of Chapter 313, Texas Tax Code previously contained provisions for tax 

credits.  Subchapter D was repealed by H.B. 3390 in 2013. If a property owner qualified 

for a tax credit before the repeal of Subchapter D, the repeal does not affect the property 

owner’s entitlement to the credit.
816

 

 

Disclosure of Appraised Value Limitation Information 

The comptroller shall post on the comptroller’s website each document or item of 

information the comptroller designates as substantive before the 15
th

 day after the date 

the document or item of information is received or created.
817

 Each document or item of 

information must continue to be posted until the appraised value limitation expires.  The 

comptroller shall designate the following as substantive:
818

 

 

 Each application requesting a limitation on appraised value; and 

 The economic impact evaluation made in connection with the application.  

 

If the school district maintains a generally accessible website, the district shall maintain a 

link on its website to the area of the comptroller’s website where the information on each 

district’s agreements to limited appraised value is maintained.
819

 

                                                 
811

  Id. § 313.0275(a). 
812

  Id. § 313.0275(b) (The penalty is the amount computed by subtracting from the market value of the 

property for that tax year the value of the property as limited by the agreement and multiplying the 

difference by the maintenance and operations tax rate of the school district for that tax year). 
813

  Id. § 313.0275(d). 
814

  Id. § 313.0275(c). 
815

  Subchapter D of Chapter 313, Texas Tax Code previously contained provisions for tax credits. 

Subchapter D was repealed by H.B. 3390, Section 22(2), 83
rd

 R.S. (2013). If a property owner 

qualified for a tax credit before the repeal of Subchapter D, the repeal does not affect the property 

owner’s entitlement to the tax credit. 
816

  Id. §313.171(b). 
817

  Id. § 313.0265(a). 
818

  Id. § 313.0265(b). 
819

  Id. § 313.0265(c). 
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Confidentiality of Business Information 

Information provided to a school district in connection with an application for a 

limitation on appraised value that describes the specific processes or business activities to 

be conducted or the specific tangible personal property to be located on real property 

covered by the application shall be segregated in the application from the other 

information in the application and is confidential and not subject to public disclosure 

unless the school board approves the application.
820

 Other information in the custody of 

the school district or the comptroller in connection with the application, including 

information related to the economic impact of a project or the essential elements of 

eligibility under this Act, such as the nature and amount of the projected investment, 

employment, wages, and benefits, may not be considered confidential business 

information if the school board agrees to consider the application. Information in the 

custody of the school district or the comptroller is not confidential if the school district 

approves the application.  

 

Tax Abatement Agreements 

Section 313.030 of the Tax Code provides that if property receives a limitation on 

appraised value in a particular tax year then the property is not eligible for a tax 

abatement agreement by the school district under Chapter 312 of the Tax Code in the 

same tax year.
821

 Pursuant to Section 312.002(f) of the Tax Code, school districts are no 

longer authorized to enter into tax abatement agreements.
822

  

 

Impact Fees 

A city or county may impose and collect from the owner of a qualified property a 

reasonable impact fee to pay for the cost of providing improvements associated with or 

attributable to property that receives a property tax limitation.
823

 

 

Adopting the Freeport and Goods-in-transit Exemptions 

Introduction 

A constitutional amendment authorizes a type of property tax exemption for items 

classified as “Freeport property.”
824

 Freeport property includes various types of goods 

that are detained in Texas for a short period of time (175 days or less).
825

 The goods must 

be in Texas only for a limited purpose, such as storage or factory processing. This 

exemption was proposed to enhance the ability of certain areas to attract warehouse and 

                                                 
820

  Id. § 313.028. 
821

  Id. § 313.030. 
822

  Id. § 312.002(f). 
823

  Id. § 313.006(b). 
824

  Tex. Const. art. VIII, § 1-j. 
825

  See Tex. Const. art VIII, § 1-j(d) (allows a political subdivision to extend storage of aircraft parts in 

its jurisdiction for up to 730 days from the date of importation instead of the standard 175 days).  
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distribution center facilities by offering a special property tax exemption for the goods 

they typically handle. 

 

Another constitutional amendment authorizes an additional type of property tax 

exemption for items classified as “Goods-in-transit property.”
826

 The Goods-in-transit 

exemption is similar to the Freeport exemption with two key differences: 

 

1) the Goods-in-transit exemption may apply to goods traveling inside the state; and 

2) the Goods-in-transit exemption is only available for goods stored at locations, 

typically warehouses, owned by someone other than the owner of the goods 

themselves. 

Freeport Exemption 

The constitutional amendment was unusual from the standpoint that no action was 

necessary by taxing units that wanted to exempt Freeport property from taxation. The 

exemption was self-enacting unless the taxing units took specific action to continue to tax 

the property. If a city decided to override the Freeport exemption and continue taxing the 

property, the governing body of the city had to take official action to tax the property by 

April 1, 1990. The official action that was required was not defined under the law. It 

would likely have been in the form of a resolution, order or ordinance of the taxing unit 

to retain its right to tax Freeport property. Most cities and other taxing units took the 

necessary action at that time to continue to be able to tax the Freeport property. 

 

A taxing unit is free to change its decision and choose to exempt Freeport property in 

order to promote economic development. Such a decision would be made by the 

governing body of the taxing unit by repealing the original resolution or ordinance to tax 

Freeport property. It must be emphasized, however, that if a taxing unit such as a city 

now chooses to exempt Freeport property, the exemption may not be repealed later. In 

other words, once the taxing unit chooses to exempt Freeport property, this type of 

property remains exempt from property taxation by that taxing unit forever.
827

 

 

The Freeport exemption, if adopted, applies throughout the local taxing entity’s 

jurisdiction. For example, if a city adopts the Freeport exemption, it applies throughout 

the entire city. Similarly, if a county or school district adopts the Freeport exemption, it 

applies throughout the entire taxing jurisdiction of that county or school district. A local 

government may not choose to exempt Freeport property in only a portion of its territory. 

 

Freeport property includes goods, wares, merchandise, ores, and certain aircraft and 

aircraft parts.
828

 It does not include oil, natural gas and other petroleum products. 

Petroleum products are defined as “liquid and gaseous materials that are the immediate 

                                                 
826

  Tex. Const. art. VIII § 1-n. 
827

  Tex. Const. art VIII, § 1-j(b). 
828

  Tex. Const. art. VIII, § 1-j(a). 
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derivatives of the refining of oil or natural gas.”
829

 Freeport property qualifies for an 

exemption from ad valorem taxation only if it has been detained in the state for 175 days 

or less for the purpose of assembly, storage, manufacturing, processing or fabricating.
830

. 

Some types of companies currently receiving Freeport tax exemptions include auto 

makers, computer manufacturers, beverage producers, iron works, warehousing and 

distribution facilities, and medical supply companies. 

 

Even when goods are sold to an in-state purchaser rather than shipped directly out of 

state, they may qualify for the Freeport exemption. To receive the exemption in such a 

case, the property must qualify under the above requirements as Freeport property and 

must be transported out of the state within 175 days after it was first acquired in or 

imported into the state.
831

  

 

Goods-in-transit Exemption 

Like the Freeport exemption, the Goods-in-transit exemption is self-enacting unless 

taxing units hold a hearing and then take official action to tax the goods prior to January 

1 of the first tax year in which the unit wishes to tax the goods. Unlike the Freeport 

exemption, taxing units are free to postpone their decision to tax Goods-in-transit goods 

until any future tax year.
832

 For example, if a taxing unit failed to act to tax Goods-in-

transit goods prior to January 1, 2008 (the first tax year the exemption went into effect), 

they could act again prior to January 1, 2009, to tax goods in that tax year, or likewise in 

any future year. 

 

                                                 
829

  Tex. Tax Code § 11.251(j) (Note that motor oil, grease, and gear oil have been found to be Freeport 

property because they are distinct from base oil. See Ashland Inc. v. Harris County Appraisal Dist., 

437 S.W.3d 50, 59-62 (Tex. App—Houston [14
th

 Dist.] 2014)(pet. filed and pending as of October 3, 

2014.). 
830

  Id. § 11.251(e); Tex. Const. art. VIII. § 1-j(a). See Tex. Const. art VIII, § 1-j(d); Tex.Tax Code § 

11.251(l) (Except for aircraft parts, which may be stored for up to 730 days if authorized by the 

political subdivision in which the parts are stored). 
831

  Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. DM-463 (1997) (Article VIII, section 1-j of the Texas Constitution 

establishes an exemption from ad valorem tax for “freeport” goods, that is, certain property destined 

for shipment out-of-state within 175 days after the date the property was acquired in or imported into 

the state. The freeport exemption is available to property where it is acquired or imported in this 

state by a person who detains it in the state “for assembling, storing, manufacturing, processing, or 

fabricating purposes,” even though the property is not sold or transported out of the state by that 

person, but is instead sold to an in-state purchaser who uses the property in manufacturing other 

items which are then transported out of state within 175 days of the time the first owner acquired it.). 
832

  Tex. Tax Code § 11.253(j). 
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Goods-in-transit means tangible personal property that: 

 is acquired in or imported into this state to be forwarded to another location in this 

state or outside the state; 

 is stored under a contract of bailment by a public warehouse operator
833

 at one or 

more public warehouse facilities in this state that are not in any way owned or 

controlled by the owner of the personal property for the account of the person 

who acquired or imported the property; 

 is transported to another location in this state or outside this state not later than 

175 days after the date the person acquired the property in or imported the 

property into this state; and 

 does not include oil, natural gas, petroleum products, aircraft dealer’s motor 

vehicle inventory, dealer’s vessel and outboard motor inventory, dealer’s heavy 

equipment inventory, or retail manufactured housing inventory.
834

 

 

Additionally, if a taxing unit wants to tax Goods-in-transit on or after January 1, 2012, 

the taxing unit must take action to continue to tax on or after October 1, 2011 in the 

manner required for official action by the governing body.
835

 The official action to tax the 

Goods-in-transit must be taken before January 1 of the first tax year in which the taxing 

unit proposes to tax Goods-in-transit.  Before acting to tax the exempt property, the 

governing body of the taxing unit must conduct a public hearing as required by Section 1-

n(d) of Article VIII of the Texas Constitution. If the governing body of a taxing unit 

provides for the taxation of the Goods-in-transit, the exemption does not apply to that 

unit unless the governing body by official action rescinds or repeals its previous action to 

tax Goods-in-transit. Also, if the governing body that took action to provide for the 

taxation of Good-in-transit and pledged the taxes imposed for payment of a debt of the 

taxing unit, the tax official of the taxing unit may continue to impose the taxes against the 

good-in-transit until the debt is discharged, if cessation of the imposition would impair 

the obligation of the contract by which the debt was created.
836

 

 

Also, unlike the Freeport exemption, taxing units that repeal the decision to continue 

taxing Goods-in-transit goods (reinstating the exemption, in other words) apparently may 

choose to again tax the goods at some time in the future, provided they do so prior to 

January 1
st
 of the first tax year they intend to again tax the goods.

837
 

 

The Goods-in-transit exemption, if applicable, applies throughout the local taxing entity’s 

jurisdiction. For example, if the Goods-in-transit exemption applies to a city, it applies 

throughout the entire city. Similarly, if a Goods-in-transit exemption applies to a county 

                                                 
833

  Id. § 11.253(a)(6) (Definition of public warehouse operator). See also id. § 11.253(a)(5) (Definition 

of bailee and warehouse). 
834

  Id. § 11.253(a)(2). 
835

  Id. § 11.253(j-1). 
836

  Id. § 11.253(j-2). 
837

  Id. § 11.253(j). 
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or school district, it applies throughout the entire taxing jurisdiction of that county or 

school district. A local government may not choose to exempt Freeport property in only a 

portion of its territory. 

 

Goods-in-transit property includes goods, wares, merchandise, ores, and certain aircraft 

and aircraft parts.
838

 It does not include oil, natural gas, and other petroleum products.
839

   

The constitutional amendment that authorized the Goods-in-transit exemption would 

have permitted legislation allowing the goods to remain at a location for up to 270 days 

tax-free,
840

 but the enabling legislation adopted a narrower, 175-day window that mirrors 

the Freeport exemption, except for aircraft parts if the taxing unit authorizes a longer time 

period.
841

 

 

 

 

                                                 
838

  Tex. Const. art. VIII, § 1-n(a), (b)(1). 
839

  Id. art. VIII, § 1-n(a). See Tex. Tax Code § 11.253(a)(4) (Definition of “petroleum product”). 
840

  Tex. Const. art. VIII, § 1-n(a)(3). 
841

  Tex. Tax Code § 11.253(a)(2)(C); Tex. Const. art VIII, § 1-j. 
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IV. Economic Development Through Tourism 

The Local Hotel Occupancy Tax  

Economic development for many Texas cities and some counties is a matter of tourism. Texas 

consistently ranks along with California and Florida as one of the top three destinations for U.S. 

travelers. To fund the promotion of tourism, more than 500 Texas cities and 60 counties levy a 

local hotel occupancy tax generating over a billion dollars per year in revenue for these cities and 

counties. It is clear that the amount of money spent on tourism in Texas is growing and 

communities are increasingly looking to tourism for much needed revenue. The local hotel 

occupancy tax can provide an important source of funding for maintenance of a city’s and 

county’s tourism program and can translate into economic development for the entire area. 

 

Authorized Entities and Procedures 

Both general law cities and home rule cities are authorized to adopt a hotel occupancy tax 

(“HOT”) within the city boundaries.
842

 Implementing such a tax is optional. A city may 

implement a hotel occupancy tax by adopting an ordinance calling for the levy of the tax. The 

ordinance needs to be approved by a simple majority of the members of the governing body at an 

open meeting. Unlike a local sales tax, the adoption of a local hotel occupancy tax does not 

require voter approval. Although not mandated by state statute, a city may hold a public hearing 

to give the public an opportunity to express its views regarding the implementation and potential 

uses of the tax. Home rule cities (cities over 5,000 population that have adopted a home rule 

charter) should check their city charter for any additional requirements that the charter may 

impose. 

 

Most cities are eligible to adopt a hotel occupancy tax rate of up to seven percent of the 

consideration paid for the use of a hotel room.
 843

 A city with a population of under 35,000 may 

also adopt the hotel occupancy tax within that city’s extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ).
844

 If a city 

adopts the hotel occupancy tax within its ETJ, the combined state, county, and municipal hotel 

occupancy tax rate may not exceed 15%. 

 

Some counties have received legislative approval to adopt a county hotel occupancy tax.
845

 

Generally, counties are authorized to adopt a rate not to exceed seven percent of the 

consideration paid for a hotel room for areas outside of the jurisdiction of a city.
846

 Within the 

city limits, counties are generally capped at a county hotel tax rate of 2 percent.
847

 The State of 

Texas also imposes a six percent hotel occupancy tax rate that applies throughout the state.
848

  

 

                                                 
842 

 Tex. Tax Code §§ 351.001 (Definition of “municipality”); .002 (Municipal hotel occupancy tax authorized).
 

843
  Id. § 351.003(a). 

844
  Id. § 351.0025. 

845
  Id. § 352.002. 

846
  Id. § 352.003(a). 

847
  Id. § 352.003(b) (Note: County hotel occupancy tax can range from one percent to seven percent within a 

city. Counties that are authorized to have hotel occupancy tax should check Section 352.003 of the Tax Code 

for the exact percentage rate that can be charged). 
848

  Id. § 156.052. 
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Issues to Consider before Adopting the Tax 

A local government will want to consider a number of issues before it implements a local hotel 

occupancy tax. These concerns include: 

 

 Would the expenditure of hotel occupancy tax be likely to attract out-of-town tourists that 

would stay overnight or otherwise conduct business at area lodging facilities? Hotel 

occupancy tax revenues may not be used to establish or enhance facilities or programs 

that would not attract out-of-town visitors and directly promote the hotel and convention 

industry.
849

 

 How does the proposed hotel occupancy tax rate compare to the hotel occupancy tax rates 

of neighboring communities? Will the proposed rate be above, in line with, or below 

nearby areas that compete for available tourism business? 

 What revenues can be expected by the imposition of a hotel occupancy tax? Projected 

revenues can be roughly estimated by applying the proposed local hotel occupancy tax 

rate against the taxable revenues of the hotels in the locale during prior years. Hotels 

report their taxable revenues each year to the comptroller when they submit the state 

hotel occupancy tax. The information from this report to the comptroller can be adjusted 

to get a basic estimate of the amount of revenue a city could anticipate if it adopted a 

local hotel occupancy tax.  

 How would the proposed tax fit into the city’s future plans and goals? What types of 

programs and improvements that are authorized under the hotel tax laws will be possible 

with the anticipated revenues? Would the proposed programs and expenditures be 

possible without the imposition of a hotel occupancy tax and how soon would they be 

possible? What existing or new facilities and programs would qualify for funding? To 

qualify for funding, each of the facilities or programs must fit into one of the statutory 

categories for expenditures which are discussed in detail later in this chapter.
850

 Each 

expenditure also must be likely to result in increased tourism by out-of-town visitors to 

the city and must have some impact on hotel and/or convention activity. 

 How will the city measure the benefits of expenditures of the hotel occupancy tax? For 

example, a city could ask recipients of hotel occupancy tax proceeds to keep a log of out-

of-town visitors or business transactions that took place after the enhancement of their 

program or facility with hotel occupancy tax money. Many visitor centers and tourist 

attractions have a guest book that out-of-town visitors are encouraged to sign. The visitor 

logs could include a box to check if the visitor is “staying at an area hotel.” The city 

could use this information later to estimate the effectiveness of the various expenditures 

at promoting increased tourism and hotel activity. 

 What local entities would be encouraged to participate in the decisions regarding 

administration of a local hotel occupancy tax? Will the city involve local citizens, the 

chamber of commerce, and representatives of the local hotels to review potential uses of 

the hotel occupancy tax proceeds? Involving area hotel representatives in the allocation 

decisions has helped many communities avoid opposition to the types of programs that 

                                                 
849

  Id. § 351.101(a)-(b). 
850

  Id. §§ 351.101(a)(1)-(12), .110. 
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are ultimately funded. Area hoteliers can also help the community accurately assess how 

much of an impact the hotel tax funded programs have on area hotel activity. 

Who Charges the Tax  

The following businesses are considered “hotels” and are required to charge the tax:
851

 

 

 a hotel, 

 motel, 

 tourist home, 

 tourist court 

 lodging house, 

 inn, 

 rooming house, or 

 bed and breakfast. 

 

Hospitals, sanitariums, nursing homes, dormitories and other non-hotel housing facilities owned 

by institutions of higher education, and oilfield portable units
852

 may not charge the tax. While 

recreational vehicles (RVs) and RV rental spaces are not expressly listed in the statute, the 

comptroller’s office has interpreted the statute to exclude RVs and RV lots from taxation. In 

2015, legislation passed clarifying that the definition of “hotel” includes a residential short-term 

rental property for purposes of the imposition of hotel occupancy taxes.
853

 

 

The hotel occupancy tax may be imposed against any “person” (including corporations and other 

legal entities) who pays for the use of a hotel room that is ordinarily used for sleeping.
854

 The 

price of the room does not include the cost of food served by the hotel or the cost of other 

personal services.
855

 Unlike the state hotel occupancy tax, local hotel occupancy tax does not 

apply to the cost of renting meeting rooms, banquet or event space within a hotel since these 

rooms are not considered “sleeping rooms.”
856

 

 

Exemptions From the Tax 

State law exempts the following individuals from payment of the state and local hotel occupancy 

tax, if they are traveling on official business: 

1) federal employees
857

; 

2) foreign diplomats with a tax exempt card issued by the U.S. Department of State
858

;  

                                                 
851

  Id. § 351.001(4), 352.001(1).  See id. § 156.001(a) (The term “hotel” has the meaning assigned by Section 

156.001 of the Tax Code which is defined as “a building in which members of the public obtain sleeping 

accommodations for consideration.”). See also 34 Tex. Admin. Code § 3.161(a)(3). 
852

  See Tex. Tax Code. § 152.001(20) (Definition of “oilfield portable unit”). 
853

  Id. § 156.001(b). 
854

  Id. § 351.002(a). See Tex. Gov’t Code. § 311.005(2) (Definition of “person” as used in any Texas code). 
855

  Tex. Tax Code §§ 351.002(b), 156.051(b) (Note: The price of a room could also not include the cost of 

beverages.  However, if the food and beverages prices are not separately stated from the room rental prices, 

those costs could be included in the price of the room.  This is often demonstrated when a hotel has a single 

“package” price that includes room and food/services.). 
856

  Id. § 156.051(a). 
857

  Id. §§ 351.006(a), 352.007(a), 156.103(a). See also 34 Tex. Admin. Code §3.161(b)(3). 
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3) a very limited number of state officials with a hotel tax exemption card (heads of state 

agencies, state legislators and legislative staff, members of state boards and commissions, 

and state judges)
859

; and  

4) persons or businesses who have the right to use or possess a hotel room at least 30 

consecutive days.
860

 

 

Employees of Texas institutions of higher education (colleges) are exempt from the state hotel 

occupancy tax, but must pay local hotel occupancy tax.
861

 Additionally, employees of secondary 

schools (grade schools and high schools) from Texas and outside of Texas are exempt from state 

hotel occupancy tax, but must pay local hotel tax.
862

 All individuals claiming one of the above 

exemptions are required to show appropriate identification and to fill out a Hotel Occupancy Tax 

Exemption Certificate. A certificate form that can be used for this purpose is available on the 

comptroller’s website at https://comptroller.texas.gov/forms/12-302.pdf. Lodging operators and 

other interested parties can also access an internet searchable list of all of the entities that have 

been granted a letter of exemption from the state hotel occupancy tax.  This site can be accessed 

at: https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/hotel/. 

 

Officers or employees of a state agency, institution, board or commission who are traveling on 

official business must pay the tax, but are entitled to a refund from the involved governmental 

taxing entities.
863

 The state and the local government refund the hotel occupancy tax to the 

exempt employee through a separate process. A city or county may want to request a copy of the 

comptroller’s refund application form for the state hotel occupancy tax and adapt that form for 

handling refunds of the municipal or county hotel occupancy tax. 

 

City and county officers and employees are not exempt from the state or local hotel occupancy 

tax even if the officers or employees are traveling on official business. Further, cities may not 

authorize additional exemptions from the hotel occupancy tax. For example, the attorney general 

ruled in JM-865 (1988) that neither cities nor counties have the authority to grant an exception to 

the hotel occupancy tax for religious, charitable, or educational organizations without new 

constitutional or statutory authority to do so. It is important to reiterate that there are many 

entities, including educational, charitable, and religious entities, that are or may be exempt from 

the state hotel occupancy tax, but must pay the city and county hotel occupancy tax. 

 

How the City or County Receives the Tax  

The local hotel occupancy tax is paid by the hotel customer to the hotel. The tax is then remitted 

by the hotel to the city or county on a regular basis, to be established by the city or county. The 

comptroller’s office is not involved in the collection of the local hotel occupancy tax. The state 

requires hotels to turn over collected hotel occupancy taxes on a monthly basis. Some hotels in 

smaller communities, however, petition the comptroller for permission to turn over the tax 

                                                                                                                                                             
858

  34 Tex. Admin. Code § 3.161(b)(4). 
859

  Id. § 3.161(b)(2). 
860

  Tex. Tax Code §§ 351.002(c), 156.101. See also 34 Tex. Admin. Code § 3.161(b)(6). 
861

  Tex. Tax Code §§ 156.102(b)(2), .103(b), 351.006(b), 352.007(b). See also 34 Tex. Admin. Code §§ 

3.161(a)(2), (b)(1). 
862

  See 34 Tex. Admin. Code §§ 3.161(a)(2), (b)(1). 
863

  Tex. Tax Code. § 351.006(b), 352.007(b), 156.103(b). 

https://comptroller.texas.gov/forms/12-302.pdf
https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/hotel/
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proceeds on a quarterly basis. For the convenience of hotel operators, many cities and counties 

use the same reporting and collection schedule used by the state for collection of the state hotel 

occupancy tax. 

 

Cities and counties that levy the hotel occupancy tax should send a tax return form to each hotel 

operator two to four weeks before the taxes are due. Regardless of the reporting period used, 

cities and counties should require hotels to include as part of their report a copy of the hotel’s tax 

report done for the comptroller. The state report data can be used to check the completeness of 

the local report provided by the hotel to the city or county. Cities and counties should be aware 

that, in certain cases, the state and local tax are subject to different exemptions and, as a result, 

the revenues may not exactly coincide. 

 

A city or county may request hotel occupancy tax audit information from the comptroller.
864

 

However, the city or county must keep such information confidential and use the information 

only for enforcement or administration of the city’s or county’s hotel tax.  

 

Cities and counties can also obtain from the comptroller’s office a copy of the latest quarterly 

state report listing all of the hotels that currently remit state hotel occupancy taxes. This 

information can be found at: https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/hotel/.  

 

Reimbursement for Collection Expenses 

Cities by ordinance or counties by order or resolution may allow hotel operators to retain up to 

one percent of the amount of hotel occupancy taxes collected as reimbursement for the costs of 

collecting the tax.
865

 A city may spend each year not more than the lesser of one percent or 

$75,000 of the revenue derived from the tax during that year for the creation, maintenance, 

operation, and administration of an electronic tax administration system.
866

 A city may contract 

with a third party to assist in the creation, maintenance, operation, or administration of the 

electronic tax administration system.
867

 A city may not use revenue the city is authorized to 

spend on an electronic tax administration system to conduct an audit.
868

 If a city uses revenue 

derived from its tax to create, maintain, operate, or administer an electronic tax administration 

system, the city shall permit a person who is required to collect and pay over to the city the tax to 

withhold not more than one percent of the amount of the tax collected and required to be 

reported as reimbursement to the person for the cost of collecting the tax.
869

  

 

Cities or counties that undertake responsibility for administering a facility or event funded by the 

local hotel occupancy tax may be reimbursed from the tax revenues for actual expenses incurred 

in operating the facility or event, if the expenditure directly promotes tourism and local 

convention and hotel activity. 

 

                                                 
864

  Id. § 111.006(d). 
865

  Id. §§ 351.005(a), 352.005. 
866

  Id. § 351.1012(a). 
867

  Id. § 351.1012(b). 
868

  Id. § 351.1012(a). 
869

  Id. § 351.005(b). 

https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/hotel/
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Penalties and Enforcement for Failure to Report or Collect the Tax 

The local hotel occupancy tax statutes provide for specific penalties that may be assessed against 

hotel operators who fail to file a tax report or pay the tax when due.
870

 A city may impose a 15% 

penalty if the tax has been delinquent for at least one complete city fiscal quarter and collect 

interest and reasonable attorney’s fees against any hotel operator who does not file their report or 

pay the taxes due.
871

 The city can conduct an audit of each hotel for which a tax report was not 

filed to determine the amount of taxes that are due.
872

 The city shall provide at least 30 days’ 

written notice to the person who is required to collect the tax with respect to a hotel before 

conducting an audit of the hotel.
873

  If, as a result of an audit, the city obtains documentation or 

other information showing a failure to collect or pay city and state hotel occupancy tax when 

due, the city shall notify and submit the relevant information to the comptroller.
874

 The 

comptroller shall review the information submitted by the city and determine whether to proceed 

with collection and enforcement efforts.  If the information results in the collection of delinquent 

state hotel occupancy tax and the assessment has become administratively final, the comptroller 

shall distribute a percentage of the amount collected to the city to defray the cost of the city 

audit. The city can charge for the cost of the audit but only if the tax has been delinquent for at 

least two complete municipal fiscal quarters at the time that the audit was conducted and the city 

has not received a disbursement from the comptroller in accordance with an audit of concurrent 

tax delinquency.
875

 The city can adopt a hotel occupancy tax ordinance that includes a provision 

that makes it a misdemeanor offense if the hotel operator fails to file the tax report or remit the 

taxes.
876

 

 

Additionally, cities are given the authority to take the following actions against a hotel operator 

who fails to report or collect the local hotel occupancy tax: 

 

 require the forfeiture of any revenue the city allowed the hotel operator to retain for its 

cost of collecting the tax;
877

 

 bring a civil suit against the hotel operator for noncompliance;
 878

 

 ask the district court to enjoin operation of the hotel until the report is filed and/or the tax 

is paid; and 

 any other remedies provided under Texas law.
879

 

The most noteworthy of these remedies is the ability of the city to request that the district court 

close down the hotel if the hotel occupancy taxes are not paid. Often, a city can gain compliance 

simply by informing the hotel operator of the possibility of such a closure. A city must typically 

bring a suit against a hotel under this authority no later than the fourth anniversary of the date the 

                                                 
870

  Id. §§ 351.004(a), 352.004. 
871

  Id. § 351.004(a)(1), (3), and (4). 
872

  Id. § 351.004(a-1)(1), (a-3). 
873

  Id. § 351.004(a-3). 
874

  Id. § 351.008. 
875

  Id. § 351.004(a)(2). See id. §§ 156.2513, 351.008. 
876

  Id. § 351.004(c). 
877

  Id. § 351.005(b). 
878

  Id. § 351.004(a). 
879

  Id. § 351.004(d). 
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tax becomes due.
880

 However, a city may bring a suit any time if a person files a false or 

fraudulent report with the city or does not file a report for the tax with the city.
881

  

 

Also, counties can assess penalties against a hotel operator for failing to file the tax report or 

paying the taxes that are due.
882

 If the hotel operator fails to file the report or pay the taxes due, 

the county shall be paid a penalty of five percent of the amount of the taxes due. Thirty days after 

the date the report should have been filed or taxes should have been paid and the hotel operator 

still has failed to do either, the county can add another penalty of five percent of the amount of 

the taxes due. If the taxes are not paid within 60 days, delinquent taxes and accrued penalties 

draw interest at a rate of ten percent a year.
883

  

 

Counties have the authority to take certain actions against a hotel operator who fails to report or 

collect the local hotel occupancy tax.  These actions include: 

 

 bring a civil suit against the hotel operator for noncompliance; 

 ask the district court to enjoin operation of the hotel until the report is filed and/or the 

tax is paid; and 

 any other remedies provided under Texas law.
884

 

Just like a city, the county can request the district court to close down the hotel if the hotel 

occupancy taxes are not paid. A county must typically bring a suit against a hotel under this 

authority no later than the fourth anniversary of the date the tax becomes due.
885

 However, a 

county may bring a suit any time if a person files a false or fraudulent report with the city or does 

not file a report for the tax with the county.
886

 

 

Counties can perform an audit on each hotel in relation to the person who did not file their 

reports in order to determine the amount of tax due.
887

 The county shall provide 30 days’ written 

notice to the person who was required to file the reports with the county.
888

 If as a result of the 

audit, the county obtains documentation or other information showing the failure to collect or 

pay county and state hotel occupancy tax when due, the county shall notify and submit the 

relevant information to the comptroller.
889

  The comptroller shall review the information 

submitted by a county and determine whether to proceed with collection and enforcement efforts.  

If the information results in the collection of delinquent state hotel occupancy taxes and the 

assessment becomes administratively final, the comptroller shall distribute a percentage of the 

amount collected to the county to defray the cost of the county audit. 

 

                                                 
880

  Id. § 351.004(b). 
881

  Id. § 351.004(b-1). 
882

  Id. § 352.004(b). 
883

  Id. § 352.004(c). 
884

  Id. § 352.004(d). 
885

  Id. § 352.004(d-1). 
886

  Id. § 352.004(d-2). 
887

  Id. §§ 352.004(e), .006(a). 
888

  Id. § 352.004(e). 
889

  Id. § 352.008. 
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A city and county may also require that persons buying a hotel retain out of the purchase price an 

amount sufficient to cover any delinquent hotel occupancy taxes that are due to the city.
890

 If the 

buyer does not remit such amount to the city and county (where applicable) or show proof that 

the hotel is current in remitting its hotel occupancy taxes, the buyer becomes liable for any 

delinquent hotel occupancy taxes due on the purchased hotel. 

The purchaser of a hotel may request that the city and county provide a receipt showing that no 

hotel occupancy tax is due (a “Letter of No Tax Due”) on the property to be purchased.
891

 The 

city and county are required to issue the statement not later than the 60th day after the request. If 

the city or county fails to issue the statement within the deadline, the purchaser is released from 

the obligation to withhold the amount due from the purchase price for that local governmental 

entity.
892

 

Use of Local Hotel Occupancy Tax Revenues for Cities 

There is a two-part test that every expenditure of local hotel occupancy tax revenue must pass to 

be valid. First, the expenditure must directly enhance and promote tourism and the convention 

and hotel industry.
893

 In other words, the expenditure must be likely to attract visitors from 

outside the city into the city or its vicinity and must have some impact on convention and hotel 

activity. If the expenditure is not reasonably likely to accomplish this result, it cannot be funded 

by hotel occupancy tax revenues. The hotel occupancy tax may not be used for general revenue 

purposes or to pay for governmental expenses not directly related to increasing tourism.
894  

Second, every expenditure must clearly fit into one of the statutory categories for the expenditure 

of local hotel occupancy tax revenues. These categories are as follows:
895

 

1. Funding the establishment, improvement or maintenance of a convention center or 

visitor information center.
896

 
Simply naming a facility a convention center or visitor information center does not bring it under 

this section. State law specifies that the facility must be one that is primarily used to host 

conventions and meetings.
897

 The term “convention center” is defined to include civic centers, 

auditoriums, exhibition halls, and coliseums that are owned by the city or another governmental 

entity or that are managed in whole or in part by the city and that are used primarily to host 

conventions and meetings. “Meetings” means gatherings of people that enhance and promote 

tourism and the convention and hotel industry.
898

 It also includes parking areas in the immediate 

vicinity of other convention center facilities. It does not include facilities that are not of the same 

general characteristics as the structures listed above. 

 

                                                 
890

  Id. §§ 351.0041, 352.0041. 
891

  Id. §§ 351.0041(c); 352.0041(c). 
892

  Id. §§ 351.0041(d); 352.0041(d). 
893

  Id. § 351.101(a). See Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. GA-0124 (2003). 
894

  Tex. Tax Code. § 351.101(b). 
895

  Id. §§ 351.101(a), .0035 .110. 
896

  Id. § 351.101(a)(1). 
897

  Id. § 351.001(2). 
898

  Id.  
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The attorney general has specifically ruled against the expenditure of local hotel occupancy taxes 

for a city recreational facility such as a golf course or a tennis court.
899

 However, the legislature 

has provided additional statutory authority that allows the use of local hotel occupancy tax for 

certain sporting related expenses if they meet certain criteria discussed below. It is possible that 

facilities that are not considered convention centers may still be able to receive funding if the 

expenditure can be justified under the categories described below for promotion of the arts or for 

historical preservation or restoration projects. A city may pledge the hotel occupancy tax revenue 

for the payment of bonds that are issued under Chapter 1504 of the Government Code for 

convention center facilities, as authorized under the hotel occupancy tax law.
900

 

 

2. Paying the administrative costs for facilitating convention registration.
901

 

This provision applies only to administrative costs that are actually incurred for assisting in the 

registration of convention delegates or attendees. It may include covering the facility costs, 

personnel costs, and costs of materials for the registration of convention delegates or attendees. 

 

3. Paying for tourism-related advertising and promotion of the city or its vicinity.
 902

 

This provision is strictly limited to expenditures for a solicitation or promotional program or 

advertising which is directly related to attracting conventions or tourism. The attorney general 

has ruled that this provision does not authorize advertising to attract new businesses or 

permanent residents to a city.
903

 Again, the purpose of the expenditure must be directly related to 

increasing tourism and the convention and hotel industry. 

 

4. Funding programs that enhance the arts.
 904

 

This section authorizes the expenditure of hotel occupancy tax revenues for a variety of arts-

related programs. It allows funding for the encouragement, promotion, improvement, and 

application of the arts including instrumental and vocal music, dance, drama, folk art, creative 

writing, architecture, design and allied fields, painting, sculpture, photography, graphic and craft 

arts, motion pictures, radio, television, tape and sound recording, and other arts related to the 

presentation, performance, execution, and exhibition of these major art forms. The fact that a 

program directly promotes the arts is not in itself sufficient to justify expenditure of the local 

hotel tax. The funded event/facility must also have the impact of directly promoting both tourism 

and the hotel and convention industry. 

 

5. Funding historical restoration or preservation programs.
 905

 

This category allows a city to spend its hotel occupancy tax revenues to enhance historical 

restoration and preservation projects or activities that encourage tourists and convention 

delegates to visit the city’s preserved historic sites or museums. This funding can include the 

costs for rehabilitation or preservation of existing historic structures. Also, the costs of 

advertising, conducting solicitations, and promotional programs to encourage tourists and 

                                                 
899 

 See Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. Nos. JM-184 (1984), JM-965 (1988). 
900

  Tex. Tax Code § 351.102. 
901

  Id. § 351.101(a)(2). 
902

  Id. § 351.101(a)(3). 
903

  See Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. JM-690 (1987) ( [Chapter 351 of the Tax Code] does not authorize the use of 

hotel/motel occupancy tax funds for advertising which is not related to attracting conventions, visitors or 

tourists). 
904

  Tex. Tax Code § 351.101(a)(4). 
905

  Id. § 351.101(a)(5). 
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convention delegates to visit such preserved historic structures or museums can be funded under 

this category.  The tax can be used on historic sites or museums that are in the immediate vicinity 

of the convention center facilities or visitor information centers, or anywhere else in the city 

where tourist and convention delegates frequently visit. The fact that a program results in 

historical restoration or preservation is not in itself sufficient to justify expenditure of the local 

hotel tax.  The funded event/facility must also have the impact of directly promoting both 

tourism and the hotel and convention industry. 

 

6. Funding costs to hold sporting events in certain municipalities.
906

 

Certain cities may use hotel occupancy tax proceeds for expenses, including promotional 

expenses, directly related to sporting events in which the majority of participants are tourists.  

These cities are: 

 

1. cities located in a county with a population of one million or less;
 907

 

2. a city with a population of more than 67,000 that is located in two counties with 90 

percent of the city’s territory located in a county with a population of at least 580,000, 

and the remaining territory located in a county with a population of at lest four 

million.
908

; or 

3. a city with a population of at least 200,000 and shares a border with: 

a. a city with the population of at least 56,000 that borders Lake Ray Hubbard and is 

located in two counties, one of which has a population of less than 80,000, and 

b. Lake Ray Hubbard.
909

  

Such funding is permissible provided the sporting event substantially increases economic activity 

at hotels and motels within the city or its vicinity. This provision is intended to allow 

communities to fund the event costs for sporting tournaments that result in substantial hotel 

activity. For example, if a city had to pay an application fee to seek a particular sporting event or 

tournament, it could use this authority if the event would substantially increase economic activity 

at hotels and the city was within a county of one million or less population. The requirement that 

a majority of the participants must be “tourists” is included to prohibit the use of local hotel tax 

for sporting related facilities or events that are purely local (e.g., local recreation centers, local 

little league and parks events, etc.). 

 

7. Enhancing and upgrading existing sport facilities or fields for certain 

municipalities.
910

 

This expenditure authorizes certain cities to use hotel occupancy tax revenue to upgrade certain 

existing sports facilities. Existing sports facilities or fields may be upgraded with hotel 

occupancy tax revenue if the facility is: 1) owned by the city;
911

 and 2) the sports facility or field 

                                                 
906

  Id. § 351.101(a)(6). 
907

  Id. § 351.101(a)(6)(A). 
908

  Id. § 351.101(a)(6)(B). 
909

  Id. § 351.101(a)(6)(C) (as added by S.B 1262, 86
th

 Leg., R.S. Effective September 1, 2019) (Note: Parts of 

S.B. 1262 was repealed by H.B. 4347, 86
th

 Leg., R.S.  This section is based on what that section would have 

said had it not been repealed.) 
910

  Id. § 351.101(a)(7). 
911

  Id. § 351.101(a)(7)(A). 
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has been used in preceding calendar year a combined total of more than 10 times for district, 

state, regional, or national sports tournaments.
912

 The cities that are authorized to use hotel 

occupancy tax revenue for this expenditure are: 

 

1) those with a population of 80,000 or more that are located in a county with a population 

of 350,00 or less; 

2) those with a population of between 75,000 and 95,000 that are located in a county with a 

population of less than 200,000 but not more than 160,000;  

3) those with a population of between 36,000 and 39,000 that are located in a county with a 

population of 100,000 or less that is not adjacent to a county with a population of more 

than 2 million; 

4) those with a population of at least 13,000 but less than 39,000 and is located in a county 

that has a population of at least 200,000; 

5) those with a population of at least 70,000 but less than 90,000 and no part of the city is 

located in a county with a population greater than 150,000;  

6) those located in a county that has a population of at least 500,000, adjacent to the Texas-

Mexico border and the county does not have a city with a population greater than 

500,000;  

7) those with  a population of at least 25,000 but not more than 26,000 and is located in a 

county that has population of 90,000 or less; 

8) those located in a county that has a population of not more than 300,000 and in which a 

component university of the University of Houston System is located; 

9) those with a population of at least 40,000 and the San Marcos River flows through the 

municipality;  

10) those with a population of more than 67,000 that are located in two counties with 90 

percent of the city’s territory located in a county with a population of at least 580,000, 

and the remaining territory located in a county with a population of at least four million; 

11) those that contain an intersection of Interstates 35E and 35W and at least two public 

universities; 

12) a city with a population of at least 200,000 and shares a border with a city with the 

population of at least 56,000 that borders Lake Ray Hubbard and is located in two 

counties, one of which has a population of less than 80,000, and Lake Ray Hubbard;
 913

 

13) those that have a population of not more than 1,500 and are located in a county that 

borders Arkansas and Louisiana;
914

 

14) those with a population of not more than 10,000, that contain an outdoor gear and 

sporting goods retailer with retail space larger than 175,000 square feet, and that host an 

annual wiener dog race;
915

  

                                                 
912

  Id. § 351.101(a)(7)(C). 
913

  Id. § 351.101(a)(7)(B)(i)-(xii). See ftnt 909 concerning this specific section. 
914

  Id. § 351.101(n). 
915

  Id. § 351.101(o). 
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15) those in the county seat of a county that has a population of more than 10,000 and 

contains a portion of Mound Lake;
916

 

16) those that are the county seat of a county that is located on the Texas-Mexico border, 

have a population of 500,000 or more, and are adjacent to two or more counties, each of 

which have a population of 50,000 or more;
917

 

17) those that have a population of at least 6,000 and that are the county seat of a county that 

borders Louisiana, is bisected by a United States highway, and has a population of 75,000 

or less;
918

 or 

18) A city with a population of at least 95,000 that is located in a county that is bisected by 

United States Highway 385 and has a population of not more than 140,000.
919

 

If hotel tax revenues are spent on enhancing or upgrading a sports facility, the city must 

determine the amount of “area hotel revenue” that was generated by hotel activity from sports 

events that were held at the hotel tax funded facility for five years after the upgrades to the sport 

facility are complete.
920

 The area hotel revenues that were generated from sports events at the 

hotel tax-funded facility over that five year period must at least equal the amount of hotel tax that 

was spent to upgrade the sports facility.
921

 If the amount of hotel tax that was spent on the 

facility upgrades exceeds hotel revenue attributable to the enhancements over that five-year 

period, the city must reimburse the hotel occupancy tax revenue fund any such difference from 

the city’s general fund.
922

 For example, if a city spent $400,000 on improvements to its soccer 

fields, it would have to show at least $400,000 in hotel night revenue, including hotel banquet 

revenue, directly attributable to events held at that soccer field over the five year period after the 

soccer field improvements were completed.  If the city could only show $300,000 in hotel 

industry revenue due to events held at that soccer field, the city would have to reimburse the city 

hotel tax for the $100,000 difference from the city’s general fund. 

 

8. Signage to sights and attractions.
923

 

Cities are allowed to use hotel occupancy tax to erect signage to direct the public to sights and 

attractions that are visited frequently by hotel guests in the city. 

 

9. Funding transportation systems for tourists.
924

 

With conventions and large meetings, there is often a need to transport the attendees to different 

tourism venues.  Cities are allowed to use of hotel occupancy tax to cover the costs for 

transporting tourists from hotels in and near the city to any of the following destinations: 

 

 the commercial center of the city; 

 a convention center in the city; 

 other hotels in or near the city; and  

                                                 
916

  Id. § 351.10711. 
917

  Id. § 351.1068. 
918

  Id. § 351.1079. 
919

  Id. § 351.10712. 
920

  Id. § 351.1076(a). 
921

  Id. 
922

  Id. § 351.1076(b). 
923

  Id. § 351.101(a)(9). 
924

  Id. § 351.110. 
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 tourist attractions in or near the city. 

 

The reimbursed transportation system must be owned and operated by the city, or privately 

owned and operated and financed in part by the city.  The law specifically prohibits the use of 

the local hotel occupancy tax to cover the costs for transporting the general public by any such 

system. 

 

Use of Local Hotel Occupancy Tax Revenues for Counties 
Just like cities, counties that are authorized to impose hotel occupancy tax have to follow a two-

part test to determine that every expenditure of the tax is valid.
925

 First, the expenditure must 

directly enhance and promote tourism and the convention and hotel industry. The expenditure 

must be likely to attract visitors from outside the county into the county or it vicinity and must 

have some impact on convention and hotel activity. If the expenditure is not reasonably likely to 

accomplish this result, it should not be funded by hotel occupancy tax revenues.  The hotel 

occupancy tax may not be used for general revenue purposes or general governmental operations 

of a county.
926

 

 

Second, a county can only spend hotel occupancy tax revenue on those categories of 

expenditures that the county has specifically been given permission by statute to do so.
927

 

Usually, this depends on either the population of the county or where the county is 

geographically located or both. 

 

Use of Tax Proceeds to Cover Administrative Expenses  

The implementation of programs or improvements under the above categories may involve 

certain administrative costs. State law allows proceeds of the tax to be used to cover the portion 

of administrative costs that are directly attributable to work on facilities or events that may be 

funded by the tax.
928

 For example, efforts to promote the city or county as a tourist and 

convention locale often involve some travel expenses. There are two circumstances under which 

cities or counties may spend hotel occupancy tax revenues for travel-related expenditures.
929

 

 

 First, tax revenues may be spent to pay for travel to attend an event or to conduct an 

activity that is directly related to the promotion of tourism and the convention and hotel 

industry. “Tourism” is defined in the Tax Code as guiding or managing the travel of 

individuals from their residence to a different city or county for pleasure, recreation, 

education, or culture.
930

 

 Second, local hotel occupancy tax revenues may be spent on travel that is directly related 

to the performance of the person’s job in an efficient and professional manner. This travel 

should facilitate the acquisition of skills and knowledge which will promote tourism and 

the convention and hotel industry. 

                                                 
925

  Id. § 352.1031(a) (This statute refers to Tax Code § 351.101). 
926

  Id. § 352.1031(b). 
927

  Id. §§ 352.101-.106; .108; .110; .111; .113. 
928

  Id. §§ 351.101(e)-(f), 352.1015(c)-(d). 
929

  Id. 
930

  Id. §§ 351.001(5), (6), 352.001(3), (4). 
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Entities that manage activities funded by the hotel occupancy tax may spend some of the tax for 

certain day-to-day operational expenses. These expenses may include supplies, salaries, office 

rental, travel expenses, and other administrative costs. These costs can be reimbursed if they are 

incurred directly in the promotion and servicing of expenditures authorized under the hotel 

occupancy tax laws. The portion of the administrative costs that are covered may not exceed the 

percentage of the cost that is attributable to the activity funded by the hotel occupancy tax. In 

other words, administrators who spend 33 percent of their time overseeing hotel occupancy tax 

funded programs could seek funding for no more than 33 percent of their salary or 33 percent of 

other related overhead costs.
931

 

 

Use of State Tax Revenue for Qualified Hotel Projects by Certain Cities 
 

Certain cities can receive certain state tax revenues for a qualified hotel project or other ancillary 

facilities of a qualified project.
932

 Generally, the hotel will be located on city-owned land that is 

connected to or within 1,000 feet of a qualified convention center facility.
933

 The state tax 

revenues will be used to pay bonds, obligations, and contractual obligations issued or entered in 

connection with the qualified project
934

 involving qualified convention center facilities and the 

qualified hotel.
935

 A city will be able to pledge this revenue for 10 years following the date a 

qualified hotel was open for initial occupancy and would not be entitled to pledge or receive this 

revenue unless a qualified project was commenced before September 1, 2023.
936

 The comptroller 

would deposit revenue collected by or forwarded to the comptroller that had been pledged by the 

city in a separate account outside of the state treasury and pay the revenue to the city at least 

quarterly.
937

 

 

Additional Limits on Expenditures 

Texas statutes provide certain additional rules regarding the percentage of hotel occupancy tax 

revenues that may be spent on each of the categories of expenditures discussed above. The rules 

differ according to the population of the city or the description of the county in the Tax Code. 

 

General Rules of Allocation of Hotel Occupancy Tax Revenue 

Minimum Expenditure That Must be Spent on Advertising and Promotion 

A city with a population of 200,000 or greater is required to spend at least 50 percent of the hotel 

occupancy tax collected by the city on advertising and conducting solicitations and promotional 

programs to attract tourists to the city or its vicinity.
938

 However, it should be noted that if a city 

takes in over $2 million annually in hotel taxes, it is not subject to this 50 percent requirement.
939

 

                                                 
931

  Id. §§ 351.101(e), 352.1015(c). 
932

  Id. §§ 351.151 - .160. 
933

  Id. §§ 351.151(3) (definition of “qualified hotel”); .151(2) (definition of “qualified convention center”). 
934

  Id. § 351.151(4) (definition of “qualified project”). 
935

  Id. § 351.155. 
936

  Id. §§ 351.157(e); .158. See id. §§ 351.156; .157 (describes which certain tax revenue a city is entitled to for 

this subchapter). 
937

  Id. §§ 351.159; .160. 
938

  Id. § 351.103(a). 
939

  Id. § 351.103(b). See also Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. JC-105 (1999) (Pursuant to Section 351.103(b) of the 

Texas Tax Code, the allocation restriction of Section 351.103(a) of the Tax Code does not apply to a 
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If the city has a population of less than 200,000, the amount that the city can spend on 

advertising and conducting solicitations and promotional programs depends on the hotel 

occupancy tax rate adopted by the city. If the city adopted a hotel occupancy tax rate of not more 

than three percent, at least one-half of one percent of the rate must be spent on advertising and 

promotion of the city and its vicinity.
940

 If the city adopted a hotel occupancy tax rate that 

exceeds three percent, at least one percent of the rate must be spent on advertising and promotion 

of the city and its vicinity.
 941

 For example, if a city has a seven percent hotel occupancy tax rate, 

at least one-seventh of the hotel occupancy tax proceeds must be spent on advertising and 

promoting the city and its vicinity to attract tourists and hotel and convention activity. Also, a 

city with a population of at least 200,000 and shares a border with a city with the population of at 

least 56,000 that borders Lake Ray Hubbard and is located in two counties, one of which has a 

population of less than 80,000, and Lake Ray Hubbard must spend 30 percent of the tax collected 

on advertising and conducting solicitations and promotional programs to attract tourists to the 

city or its vicinity.
942

 

 

Maximum Expenditure for the Arts 

Generally, cities with populations of less than 1.6 million are limited to a set percentage with 

regard to art programs. Such cities may not spend on art programs more than 15 percent of their 

hotel occupancy tax revenues or no more than the amount of tax generated by the city at the tax 

rate of one percent of the cost of a room, whichever is greater.
943

  If the city has a population of 

more than 1.6 million (Houston), then not more than 19.30 percent of hotel occupancy tax 

revenue or no more than the amount of tax generated by the city at the tax rate of one percent of 

the cost of a room, whichever is greater, can be spent on art programs. 

 

Maximum Expenditure for Historical Restoration and Preservation 

Cities with a population of more than 125,000 may not spend more than 15 percent of their tax 

revenue for historical restoration and preservation projects and activities.
944

 If a city fails to 

allocate money for a convention center purpose, the Tax Code prohibits that city from allocating 

more than 50 percent of its hotel occupancy tax for historical restoration or preservation 

projects.
945

 If a city with a population under 125,000 does spend some of its hotel occupancy tax 

on a convention center, there is no statutory limitation on expenditures for historic preservation 

and restoration. 

 

Delegating the Management of Funded Activities  

The governing body of a city and county may, by written contract, delegate the management or 

supervision of programs and activities funded with revenue from the hotel occupancy tax.
946

 This 

                                                                                                                                                             
municipality which has collected in excess of $2 million in hotel occupancy tax revenue in the most recent 

calendar year). 
940

  Tex. Tax Code § 351.103(a)(1). 
941

  Id. § 351.103(a)(2). 
942

  Id. § 351.103(b-1). See ftnt 909 concerning this specific section. 
943

  Id. § 351.103(c). 
944

  Id. 
945

  Id. § 351.103(d). 
946

  Id. §§ 351.101(c)), 352.1015. 
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delegation may be made to a person, another governmental entity, or to a private organization.
947

 

The delegation of this authority is often made to the local chamber of commerce or to the 

convention and visitor bureau. 

 

There are a number of procedural requirements that the legislature has imposed on entities that 

undertake management of these funds. For example, a city or county is required to approve in 

writing the portion of an entity’s annual budget that involves expenditure of hotel occupancy tax 

funds. This approval must be sought in advance of the expenditures. Hotel tax funded entities 

also must submit at least quarterly reports to the city council or the commissioners court on their 

expenditures of the tax revenues. The reports must list all expenditures made by the entity from 

the hotel occupancy taxes provided by the city or county.
948

 The entity is required to keep 

complete and accurate financial records of each expenditure of hotel occupancy tax revenue.
949

 

These records must be made available for inspection and review upon the request of the 

governing body or upon a request from any other person. 

 

The entity delegated authority to manage these funded programs undertakes a fiduciary duty with 

respect to this revenue. Such entities are required to maintain the city hotel occupancy tax 

revenue in a separate bank account established for that purpose. This account may not be 

commingled with any other account.
950

  

 

Documenting Activities Funded by the Hotel Occupancy Tax 

Before making a hotel occupancy tax expenditure, a city, county, or other hotel occupancy tax 

funded entity must specify each scheduled activity, program, or event that is directly funded by 

hotel occupancy tax proceeds or has its administrative costs funded in whole or in part by the tax. 

The activity or program must directly relate to enhancing and promoting tourism and the 

convention and hotel industry.
951

 

 

If the city or county delegates to another entity the management or supervision of an activity or 

event funded by the local hotel occupancy tax, each entity that is funded by the tax shall, before 

making an expenditure, specify each scheduled activity, program, or event that is directly funded 

by the tax or has its administrative costs funded in whole or in part by the tax. Further, the list 

must indicate the activities and programs that are directly enhancing and promoting tourism and 

the convention and hotel industry.
952

 For cities, this list of expenditures should be provided to the 

city secretary or the city secretary’s designee.
953

 

                                                 
947

  Id. (Please note that a legislative body such as a city council is limited in the degree to which it may delegate 

its authority to another entity. See, for example, Texas Boll Weevil Eradication Foundation, Inc. v. Lewellen, 

952 S.W.2d 454 (Tex. 1997). See also Andrews v. Wilson, 959 S.W.2d 686 (Tex. App. -- Amarillo, 1998)).  
948

  Id. §§ 351.101(c), 352.1015(a). 
949

  Id. §§ 351.101(d), 352.1015(b). 
950

  Id. §§ 351.101(c), 352.1015(a). 
951

  Id. §§ 351.108(b), 352.109(b).  
952

  Id. §§ 351.108(c), 352.109(c). 
953

  Id. § 351.108(d). 
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Local Hotel Occupancy Tax Reporting 

 
Cities are required to annually report hotel occupancy tax information to the comptroller.

954
 Not 

later than February 20 of each year, a city that imposes a hotel occupancy tax must submit to the 

comptroller: 

 

(1) the rate of the city’s hotel occupancy tax and, if applicable, the rate of the city’s hotel 

occupancy tax supporting a venue project;  

(2) the amount of revenue collected during the city’s preceding fiscal year from the city’s 

hotel occupancy tax and, if applicable, the city’s hotel occupancy tax supporting a venue 

project; and  

(3) the amount and percentage of hotel occupancy tax revenue allocated by the city for 

certain categories of expenditure during the city’s preceding fiscal year.
955

  

Cities must comply with the annual reporting requirements by either submitting the report to the 

comptroller on a form prescribed by the comptroller, or alternatively providing the comptroller a 

direct link to, or a clear statement describing the location of, the information required to be 

reported that is posted on the city’s website.
956

 

 

More information on reporting through the comptroller’s office can be found at: 

https://comptroller.texas.gov/transparency/local/hotel-receipts/. 

 

County Development District 

The Texas Legislature has recognized that it is sometimes advantageous to pursue economic 

development at the county level. The County Development District Act provides counties that 

have a population of 400,000 or less with a means to generate sales tax funds for local economic 

development and tourism-related projects. Such districts are initiated by a petition of landowners 

in the proposed district. Upon approval of the petition by the county, an election is called to gain 

the voters’ consent to create the district and to levy a sales tax to fund district projects. A county 

development district may acquire or dispose of the same sorts of projects and pay the same sorts 

of costs as a Type B economic development corporation. However, a county development 

district project must promote and develop tourism within the county.
957

  

                                                 
954

  Id. § 351.009 
955

  Id § 351.009(a). 
956

  Id. § 351.009(b). 
957

  See Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §§ 383.002 (“This chapter furthers the public purpose of developing and 

diversifying the economy of this state by providing incentives for the location and development of projects in 

certain counties to attract visitors and tourists.”); 383.003(a) (“[s]mall and medium-sized counties in this 

state need incentives for the development of public improvements to attract visitors and tourists to those 

counties...”); 383.003(b) (“[t]he means and measures authorized by this chapter are in the public interest and 

serve a public purpose of this state ... by providing incentives for the location and development in certain 

counties of this state of projects that attract visitors and tourists ...”); 383.023(5) (a petition proposing a 

county development corporation must state that the district “will serve the public purpose of attracting 

visitors and tourists to the county.”)(emphasis added). See also, Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. JC-291 (2000) at 7 

- 10 (A county development district created under Chapter 383 of the Local Government Code is not 

authorized to levy ad valorem taxes.  A county development district may undertake a project only if it is 

consistent with the purpose of Chapter 383 – “providing incentives for the location and development of 

projects in certain counties to attract visitors and tourists.”). 

https://comptroller.texas.gov/transparency/local/hotel-receipts/
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The statutes governing the creation and administration of county development districts are found 

in Chapter 383 of the Texas Local Government Code.
958

 

 

Powers and Duties of a County Development District 

A county development district has broad authority to establish projects related to economic 

development and promotion of tourism in the district. Unlike economic development 

corporations, which are ultimately overseen by the city or county’s governing body, Texas law 

does not require a county development district to get approval from the county before it commits 

to various projects or expenditures. 

 

The district has the following general powers and duties: 

 

Expenditure of Tax Proceeds.  If a sales and use tax was approved by the voters in the district 

and is being collected, the district can use the tax for projects that promote and develop tourism 

within the county and to pay bonds issued by the district.
 959

 

Power of the County to Adopt a Hotel Occupancy Tax and of the District to Expend Hotel 

Occupancy Tax Revenue.  A commissioners court may impose a hotel occupancy tax of up to 

seven percent within the boundaries of a county development district.
960

 The tax can only be 

imposed outside of the city limits. Such a tax would be collected by the hotel operators and 

remitted to the county. Within 10 days of its receipt of such tax proceeds, the county must remit 

the proceeds to the development district. Such hotel tax money may be used by a county 

development district for any purpose for which the district may use its sales tax proceeds. The 

county is not authorized to retain a portion of the tax revenues. This tax is in addition to the state 

hotel occupancy tax. 

Ability to Pursue Type B Projects that Promote Tourism.  The district may acquire and 

dispose of projects consistent with the purpose of the district. The definition of “project” in this 

chapter refers to the same types of projects available to Type B economic development 

corporations under the Development Corporation Act.
961

 Such projects could include athletic 

facilities, tourism and entertainment facilities, parks and certain public facility and public space 

improvements, improvements related to commercial businesses, and related transportation and 

infrastructure improvements that promote tourism. 

Limited Application of Competitive Bidding Laws.  Competitive bidding provisions apply to 

county development district contracts,
962

 unless the contract is with a governmental entity or a 

nonprofit corporation created under the Development Corporation Act (Type A and Type B 

economic development corporations).
963

 

 

                                                 
958

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code. §§ 383.001 et seq. 
959

  Id. §§ 383.002, .105 See also, Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. JC-291 (2000). 
960

  Tex. Tax Code § 352.107.  
961

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 383.004(8) ( “Project” has the meaning assigned by Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §§ 

505.151-.156). 
962

  Id. § 383.111. 
963

  Id. § 383.112. 
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Ability to Exercise Powers of Municipal Management District.  The district has and may 

exercise all powers and rights of a municipal management district under Chapter 375 of the 

Local Government Code
 964

 except the power to impose ad valorem taxes, unless such a power or 

right would be inconsistent with Chapter 383 of the Local Government Code.
 965

 

Limited Eminent Domain Power.  A district located outside of a municipality may exercise the 

power of eminent domain to acquire land or interests in land for water or sewer purposes.
966 

Financial Transaction Powers.  The district may disburse money by check, draft, order or other 

instrument. Disbursement requires the signature of three board directors unless the board has 

adopted an agreement that the signature of a specific employee or other officer is sufficient.
 967

 

Ability to Sue or be Sued.  The district may sue or be sued in the name of the district in any 

court in the state.
 968

 

Application of reporting, disclosure, and ethics requirements.  Chapter 49 of the Water Code 

applies in part to county development districts. A district must adopt an ethics policy, must 

conduct an annual audit, must file certain reports at the Texas Commission on Environmental 

Quality, and appoint an investment officer.
969

 

Ability to Borrow.  The district can borrow money for purposes related to the district’s 

functions.
970

 

The directors may pay all necessary costs and expenses that were incurred in the creation and 

organization of the district. The district can also pay the cost related to the district’s investigation 

of and planning for district projects, the cost of an engineer’s report, project design fees, legal 

fees and other necessary expenses.
971

 Also, the district can use the same definition of what is a 

permissible “cost” that is used by a Type B development corporations.
972

 

 

If a district decides to issue bonds, the bonds can be used to defray all or part of the costs of the 

district’s projects.
973

 To pay the principal and interest on the bonds, the district may use its sales 

tax revenue, designated project revenues, or any grants, donations or other funds.
974

 Bond 

proceeds can be used by the district to pay interest on the bonds during the acquisition or 

construction of a project, to pay administrative and operating expenses of a project, to create a 

reserve to repay the bonds, and to pay all expenses that were incurred during the issuance, sale 

and delivery of the bonds.
975 

 

                                                 
964

  Id. § 383.061(b). 
965

  See Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. JC-291 (2000) (Concluding county development districts do not have the power 

to levy ad valorem taxes). 
966

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 383.063. 
967

  Id. § 383.064. 
968

  Id. § 383.062. 
969

  See id. § 383.003(c), Tex. Water Code §§ 49.001(a)(1), .002(a). 
970

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 383.065.  
971

  Id. § 383.066. 
972

  Id. § 383.004(4). 
973

  Id. § 383.081. 
974

  Id. § 383.082. 
975

  Id. § 383.083. 
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Eligibility and Procedure to Create a County Development District  

A county development district can be created only in a county with a population of 400,000 or 

less.
976

 Also, a county development district sales tax cannot be imposed if the combined sales tax 

rate in any part of the proposed district would exceed the two percent statutory cap for local sales 

tax.
977

 

 

A county cannot initiate a county development district on its own motion. Rather, establishment 

of a district must be requested by a petition filed with the commissioners court of the county in 

which all of the land in the proposed district is located. The petition must include a sworn 

statement by all of the landowners indicating consent to the creation of the proposed district.
978

 

The petition must also meet the following requirements: 

 

 describe the boundaries of the proposed district by metes and bounds or by lot and block 

number if there is a recorded map or plat survey of the area; 

 name of the district, which must include the name of the county followed by 

“Development District No. ______”; 

 name five persons who will serve on a temporary board of directors; 

 state the general nature of work to be done and provide a current estimate of the cost of 

the project; and 

 state the necessity and feasibility of the proposed district and indicate whether the district 

will take actions that will attract visitors and tourists to the county and the district.
979

 

Once a petition requesting the creation of the district is submitted to the commissioners court, a 

public hearing must be scheduled to allow testimony for or against the proposed district.
980

 The 

date, time and place of this hearing must be set by the county within 60 days of the county’s 

receipt of the petition.
981

 The county must publish notice of the hearing in a newspaper of 

general circulation in the county no later than 30 days before the hearing.
982

 Additionally, notice 

of the hearing must be mailed to all of the landowners in the proposed district and to the 

developer of the project.
983

 Finally, notice of the meeting must be properly posted at the county 

courthouse and on the county’s website, if the county maintains a website, 72 hours in advance 

in compliance with the Texas Open Meetings Act.
984

 

 

At the required public hearing, the commissioners court must examine the sufficiency of the 

petition requesting creation of the development district.
985

 Also, any interested person who 

wishes to speak about the sufficiency of the petition or about whether the district should be 

created must be allowed to do so. Lastly, in conducting the required public hearing, the 

                                                 
976

  Id. § 383.021(a). 
977

  Id. § 383.106(a). 
978

  Id. § 383.022. 
979

  Id. § 383.023. 
980

  Id. § 383.024. 
981

  Id. 
982

  Id. § 383.025. 
983

  Id. 
984

  Tex. Gov’t Code §§ 551.041, .043, .049, .056. 
985

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 383.026. 
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commissioners court should comply with all the requirements of the Texas Open Meetings 

Act.
986

 

 

After the required public hearing, the commissioners court must make two findings regarding the 

petition. First, it must determine whether the petition meets statutory requirements. Second, the 

commissioners court must find that the district and its proposed projects would be feasible, 

necessary, and serve the public purpose of attracting visitors or tourists to the county.
987

 If the 

commissioners court grants the petition, the order creating the district may specify that the cost 

to the county of publishing notice, conducting the hearings for the creation of the district, and 

conducting the sales and use tax election are to be borne by the district.
988

 Further, the county 

may require the petitioner to pay to the county the amounts specified in the order creating the 

district at the time the order becomes final.
989

 

 

If the commissioners court finds that the petition does not meet statutory requirements, it must 

enter an order denying the petition. The petition must also be denied if the commissioners court 

finds that the creation of the district and the proposed project is not feasible and necessary and 

would not serve the purpose of attracting visitors and tourists to the county.
990

 

 

Initiating an Election to Adopt a County Development District  

If the commissioners court finds that the petition meets statutory requirements and that the 

district would promote the required public purposes, it must approve the petition and appoint five 

temporary directors to the board for the proposed district.
991

 This temporary board then must call 

an election on the creation of the district and the adoption of a sales tax to fund district 

projects.
992

 The permissible rates for a local sales tax under this authority are one-fourth of one 

percent, three-eighths of one percent, or one-half of one percent.
993

 In no case may the sales tax 

be imposed if the combined local sales tax rate in any part of the district would exceed the two 

percent statutory cap for local sales tax.
994

 The order calling for an election on the district and on 

the imposition of a sales tax to fund district projects (a combined proposition) must include the 

following information: 

 

 the nature of the election, including the proposition that is to appear on the ballot; 

 the date of the election; 

 the hours during which the polls will be open; 

 the location of the polling places; and 

 the proposed rate of the sales and use tax for the district.
995

 

 

                                                 
986

  Tex. Gov’t Code §§ 551.001 et seq.  
987

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 383.027(a).  
988

  Id. § 383.027(b). 
989

  Id. 
990

  Id. § 383.027(c). 
991
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992

  Id. § 383.030. 
993
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The temporary directors of the development district must publish a substantial copy of the 

election order for two consecutive weeks in a newspaper with general circulation in the county. 

The first notice must be published prior to the 14
th

 day before the election.
 996

 Also, the 

temporary board is required to deliver notice of their election to the county clerk and voter 

registrar of each county in which the development district is located not later than the 60
th

 day 

before the election.
997

 Then, the county is required to post the notice to the county’s website not 

later than the 21
st
 day before the election, if the county maintains a website.

998
 If the county does 

not maintain a website, then the temporary board must post notice of the election on the bulletin 

board used to post the district’s meeting notices.
999

 The notice must also include the wording of 

all the ballot propositions. The entire notice must generally be provided both in English and in 

Spanish.
 1000

 

 

The election ballot must give the voters the opportunity to approve or reject the proposed 

development district. The ballot must use the following wording: 

 

The creation of _____________ County Development District No. ______ and the 

adoption of a proposed local sales and use tax rate of (the rate specified in the 

election order) to be used for the promotion and development of tourism.
 1001 

 

Conducting an Election to Approve a County Development District  

When the board of a county development district orders an election for the levy of a sales tax, it 

must follow all applicable requirements for special elections contained in the Election Code, the 

County Sales and Use Tax Act (Chapter 323 of the Tax Code), and any other Texas statutes 

regarding elections. Specifically, the following requirements must be met: 

 

Potential Dates for the Election. The election must be held on a uniform election date as 

provided by Chapter 41 of the Election Code. There are uniform election dates in May and 

November. The current uniform election dates are: 

 

 the first Saturday in May in an odd-numbered year; 

 the first Saturday in May in an even-numbered year, for an election held by a political 

subdivision other than a county; or 

 the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November.
1002

 

 

Time Frame for Ordering the Election. The district should order the election at least 78 days 

prior to the date of the election.
1003

 Section 383 of the Local Government Code does not address 

how far in advance the election must be ordered by the board.
1004

 Nonetheless, it is advisable to 

                                                 
996

  Id. § 383.032. 
997

  Id. § 4.008(a).  
998

  Id. §§ 4.003(b), 4.008(a). 
999

  Id. § 4.003(b). 
1000

  See Tex. Elec. Code §§ 272.001 et. seq. 
1001

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 383.033(b). 
1002

  Tex. Elec. Code § 41.001(a). 
1003

  Id. § 3.005(c). 
1004

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 383.031. 
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provide at least 78 days’ notice, since this is the requirement applicable to most other special 

elections in Texas, and it allows time to comply with other Election Code requirements, such as 

early voting. Also, the Legislature added a provision noting the Election Code provision 

“supersedes a law outside this code to the extent of any conflict.”
1005

 

 

Joint Elections. Chapter 271 of the Election Code allows two or more political subdivisions to 

enter into an agreement to hold the elections jointly in the election precincts that can be served 

by common polling places, subject to certain other provisions in the Election Code. This 

provision allows small governmental units, including county development districts, to share the 

costs of conducting elections, which can otherwise be a fiscal burden. For example, a county 

development district can pay a fee to the county in which it is located to pay for the use of the 

election personnel at the polling place closest to the district. 

 

Other Procedural Requirements. The board must follow all other applicable procedural 

requirements under the Election Code for special elections. For further information about the 

requirements contained in the Election Code, contact the Secretary of State’s office, Elections 

Division, at (800) 252-8683. 

 

Reporting Results of a County Development District Election  

The Election Code requires that, no earlier than the third day and no later than the eleventh 

day
1006

 after an election, the temporary board of the county development district must canvass 

the ballots and enter the results of the election into the minutes of a meeting.
1007

 If a majority of 

the votes cast are in favor of the district, the temporary board, by order, declares the district 

created and the amount of the tax adopted and enters the results in the minutes.
1008

 If the outcome 

is the opposite, then the temporary board, by order, declares the proposition to create the district 

failed and enter the results in the minutes.
1009

 

 

Whether the results of the election create the district or not, the board must send a certified copy 

of the order by certified or registered mail to the commissioners court, the comptroller, and to 

any other taxing entity with jurisdiction over the property within the district.
1010

 The order must 

include the following:
 

 

 the date of the election; 

 the proposition on which the vote was held; 

 the total number of votes cast for and against the proposition; and 

 the number of votes by which the proposition was approved.
1011

 

                                                 
1005

  Tex. Elec. Code § 3.005(b). 
1006

  Tex. Elec. Code  § 67.003. 
1007

  In contrast to the Election Code, Section 383.034 of the Local Government Code does not address the time 

limit the development district’s temporary board has to canvass an election to confirm the district and to 

adopt the sales tax. It is recommended that district boards follow the provisions of the Election Code and 

canvass the election between 3 and 11 days after it has taken place. 
1008

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 383.034(b). 
1009

  Id. 
1010

  Id. § 383.034(c). 
1011

  Id. 
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In addition to the certified copy of the order, the board must send the comptroller a map of the 

district clearly showing the district’s boundaries. After receiving the documents, the comptroller 

has 30 days to notify the board that the comptroller’s office will administer the tax. 

 

Unlike economic development corporations, which must wait one year between holding certain 

elections, the board of a county development district may call for another election at any time if 

the election should fail.
1012

 

 

Effective Date of County Development District Sales Tax  

The change in the sales tax rate becomes effective on the first day of the first calendar quarter 

after the expiration of the first complete calendar quarter occurring after notice of the election 

has been provided to the comptroller.
1013

 The new tax rate applies to purchases on or after the 

effective date as provided under Section 323.102(c) of the Tax Code. 

 

May Election: Send notice to the comptroller no later than the last week in June.  

On October 1
st
, the new tax rate will take effect.  The district will receive its first 

payment in December. 

 

November Election: Send notice to the comptroller no later than the last week in 

December. On April 1
st
, the new tax rate will take effect.  The district will receive 

its first payment in June.  

 

If adopted, the sales tax would apply to the retail sale of all sales taxable items within the district 

after the effective date of the tax.
1014

 

 

Allocation of the Sales Tax Proceeds by the Comptroller  

Once the sales tax is effective, retailers collect it along with any other applicable sales taxes 

including the state sales tax, and remit the revenues to the comptroller. The comptroller remits 

the proceeds to the district. The County Sales and Use Tax Act (Chapter 323 of the Tax Code) 

governs the imposition, computation, administration and use of the tax, except where it is 

inconsistent with the County Development District Act.
1015

 

 

Limitations on District Sales Tax Rates  

A county development district may levy a sales tax only if the combined sales tax rate in any part 

of the proposed district would not exceed the two percent statutory cap for local sales tax. 
1016

 

Other factors also may influence the rate at which a development district can impose a sales tax. 

For example, if the city in which a district is located imposes or increases its sales tax rate, the 

county development district’s tax rate is automatically reduced to stay below the two percent 

                                                 
1012

  Id. § 383.102(a) (Excluding Section 323.406 of the Tax Code which imposed a one year waiting period 

between elections). 
1013

  Tex. Tax Code § 323.102(c). 
1014

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 383.101(b). 
1015

  Id. § 383.102(a). 
1016

  Id. § 383.106(a). 
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cap.
1017

 If a city annexes a district and this results in the combined local sales tax climbing over 

two percent, the district’s tax rate is also reduced to stay under the local sales tax limit.
 1018

 In 

either circumstance, the city must reimburse the development district the difference in the 

amount of taxes the district would have collected before the tax rate was reduced and the amount 

the district is able to charge after the reduction.
 1019

 The city has 10 days to reimburse the 

development district after the city receives its funds from the comptroller, and the city must 

reimburse the district as long as the district has outstanding bonds to pay.
 1020 

 

Power of the District to Increase, Decrease or Abolish the County 

Development District Sales Tax  

In addition to the automatic sales tax reductions discussed above, a county development district 

may increase, decrease or abolish its sales tax in two ways. First, the district’s board, on its own 

motion, may vote to decrease or abolish the tax.
 1021

 Alternatively, the board may call for an 

election to increase, decrease or abolish the tax.
 1022

 The election must be conducted using the 

same procedures that were followed for the creation of the tax.
 1023

 The ballots must read as 

follows: 

 

To Increase or Decrease the Tax: “The increase (decrease) in the local sales and use tax 

rate of (name of district) to (percentage) to be used for the promotion and development of 

tourism;” or 

To Abolish the Tax: “The abolition of the district sales and use tax used for the 

promotion and development of tourism.”
 1024

 

There is no statutory authorization for a voter-initiated petition to decrease or abolish the tax. An 

election on these issues is called at the discretion of the county development district board of 

directors. 

 

Additionally, the county development district’s sales and use tax will automatically discontinue 

by operation of law if no sales tax revenue is collected within the district before the first 

anniversary of the date the sales tax took effect.
1025

 

 

Board of Directors of a County Development District  

The operation of the county development district is managed by its board of directors. Upon 

voter approval of the district, the temporary board of directors automatically becomes the 

district’s permanent board of directors.
1026
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To be qualified to serve on the board, a director must be at least 21 years of age, a resident 

citizen of Texas, and a registered voter in the county in which the district is located.
 1027

 A 

developer of property within the district, as well as certain relatives, employees and independent 

contractors of that developer, may be disqualified from serving on the board.
1028

 

 

The directors of a county development district serve staggered terms of four years, with two or 

three board position terms expiring on September 1 of every other year.
1029

 Each director, 

whether temporary or permanent, must execute a bond in the amount of $10,000 and take the 

oath of office required for public officers under the Texas Constitution.
1030

 Temporary and 

permanent board members are not entitled to compensation for their service. The board 

members, however, are entitled to be reimbursed by the district for their actual expenses.
1031

 

 

A quorum of the board consists of three members.
1032

 Once the directors have taken their oaths 

of office, the board votes to elect a president, a vice president, a secretary and any other officer 

the board considers necessary.
1033

 The board president presides at all meetings, with the vice 

president fulfilling this duty in the absence of the president.
1034

 Regular meetings are held to 

conduct the business of the district,
1035

 with notice of the meetings posted in accordance with the 

Open Meetings Act at an accessible place in the district.
1036

 The county clerk also must post a 

copy of the notice in the county courthouse. The board is required to establish a district office in 

the county in which the district is located.
1037

 The board has control over the management of the 

district and has the authority to employ any person or any company that the board deems 

necessary to conduct district business,
1038

 so long as that employment or appointment does not 

violate other provisions of law.
1039

 

 

The board of directors may vote to adopt bylaws to govern the affairs of the board.
1040

 Any 

director who has an interest in a contract with the district, or who is employed by a company that 

has a financial interest must disclose this interest to the board. An interested board member can 

neither discuss nor vote on acceptance of such a contract.
1041

 A contract entered into without 

disclosure of a director’s financial interest is invalid.
1042

 The County Development District Act 

does not specify whether a contract would be invalidated if a board member with an interest in 

the contract disclosed that interest to the board but then proceeded to discuss or vote on the 

                                                 
1027

  Id. § 383.042. 
1028

  See Id. § 383.043 [Note: this section refers to section 50.026 of the Water Code. However, section 50.026 was 

repealed during the 74
th

 Legislature and was renumbered section 49.026 of the Water Code.]. 
1029

  Id. § 383.041(b). 
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  Id. §§ 383.029(a), .046 (Section 383.046 refer to Local Government Code § 375.067). 
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  Id. § 383.052. 
1038

  Id. § 383.050. 
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  See, for example, Ch. 573 of the Government Code (Nepotism) and Ch. 171 of the Local Government Code 
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  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 383.049.  
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contract. Board members must file disclosure statements if they have certain relationships with 

vendors that the district does business with,
1043

 and must receive Public Information Act and 

Open Meetings Act training because they are local government officials.
1044

 

 

Replacements to the board are made by appointment of the commissioners court.
1045

 If a majority 

of the other board directors petition the court for removal of a board member, the commissioners 

court may remove a director after notice and a hearing.
1046

 There is no statutory authority for the 

commissioners court to remove a director except pursuant to a request by a majority of the 

existing board members. 

 

Approval of an Expansion or Decrease in the Area of the District  

The board of directors for the district may ask the commissioners court to add or exclude land 

from the district.
1047

 Also, an interested landowner may ask the commissioners court to approve 

such a change.
1048

 It is then within the discretion of the commissioners court whether to approve 

the proposed expansion or decrease in the area. Any such approval must be by a unanimous vote 

of approval by the commissioners court.
1049

 There is no statutory requirement for a public vote to 

either increase or decrease the size of the district. However, the size of the district can only be 

expanded or reduced prior to the issuance of any bonds.
1050

 

 

Dissolution of a County Development District  

There are three ways in which a county development district can be dissolved.  Those three ways 

are either: 

 

1) a petition from the board to the commissioners court asking to dissolve the district 

because the majority of the board has found the proposed projects cannot be 

accomplished and no bonds or credit have been issued; 

2) a petition from the board to the commissioner court asking to dissolve the district because 

the majority of the board has found that all bonds or other debts of the district have been 

paid and the purpose of the district have been accomplished;
 1051

 or 

3) an agreement to dissolve the district between the board and a city because the district is 

located wholly within the city or is wholly annexed by the city.
1052

 

If the dissolution is being done by a petition of the board because of either the first or second 

reasons above, the commissioners court must provide notice and a public hearing as required 
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  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 383.045. 
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under Section 383.024 of the Local Government Code.
1053

 At the public hearing, the 

commissioners court must determine whether it is in the best interests of the county and the 

district landowners to dissolve the district. If the commissioners court unanimously finds 

dissolution is in the best interest of the county, the finding is entered in the court records, and all 

funds and property of the district are transferred to the commissioners court.
1054

  

 

As mentioned above, dissolution of the district can be accomplished by an agreement between 

the district and a city if the district is located wholly within or is wholly annexed by the city. This 

form of dissolution requires the district to turn over to the city all money, property and other 

assets of the district.
1055

 In turn, the city is required to assume all contracts, debts, bonds and 

other obligations of the district.
 
If such an agreement is made to dissolve the district, the taxes 

levied by the district end at the same time the district is dissolved. 

 

There is not a provision for dissolution of the district pursuant to a petition and/or election of the 

landowners.
1056
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V. City, County, Cooperative and Regional Efforts 

A City’s Authority to Make Grants and Loans 

Chapter 380 of the Local Government Code provides significant legislative authority for Texas 

municipalities in the area of economic development. When a city wants to provide a grant or a 

loan of city funds or services in order to promote economic development, it generally cites its 

powers under Chapter 380. Cities have utilized provisions under this law to provide a myriad of 

incentives that have drawn businesses and industries to locales throughout Texas. The text of 

Chapter 380 is very short but its importance to economic development cannot be overstated.  

Provided below is the text of its main provision, Section 380.001. 

 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT CODE 

TITLE 12. PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

SUBTITLE A. MUNICIPAL PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

 

CHAPTER 380. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO MUNICIPAL PLANNING 

AND DEVELOPMENT 

 

Sec. 380.001.  ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS. 

 

(a) The governing body of a municipality may establish and provide for the administration of 

one or more programs, including programs for making loans and grants of public money and 

providing personnel and services of the municipality, to promote state or local economic 

development and to stimulate business and commercial activity in the municipality.  For 

purposes of this subsection, a municipality includes an area that: 

(1) has been annexed by the municipality for limited purposes; or 

(2) is in the extraterritorial jurisdiction of the municipality. 

(b) The governing body may: 

(1) administer a program by the use of municipal personnel; 

(2) contract with the federal government, the state, a political subdivision of the state, a 

nonprofit organization, or any other entity for the administration of a program; and 

(3) accept contributions, gifts, or other resources to develop and administer a program. 

(c) Any city along the Texas-Mexico border with a population of more than 500,000 may 

establish not-for-profit corporations and cooperative associations for the purpose of creating 

and developing an intermodal transportation hub to stimulate economic development. Such 

intermodal hub may also function as an international intermodal transportation center and 

may be collocated with or near local, state, or federal facilities and facilities of Mexico in 

order to fulfill its purpose. 

What this statute allows is the provision of loans and grants of city funds, as well as the use of 

city staff, city facilities, or city services, at minimal or no charge. Whether a city provides any 

such incentive is completely discretionary. The provision of grants and loans should be used with 

caution and with attention to necessary safeguards. 
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A home rule city may grant public money from authorized sources to a Type A or Type B 

economic development corporation under a contract authorized by Section 380.002 of the Local 

Government Code. The Type A or Type B economic development corporation is required to use 

the money for “the development and diversification of the economy of the state, elimination of 

unemployment or underemployment in the state, and development and expansion of commerce 

in the state.”
1057

  

 

To establish a loan or grant, or to offer discounted or free city services, a city must meet the 

requirements contained in the Texas Constitution and in applicable Texas statutes. Additionally, 

a city must review its city charter and any other local provisions that may limit the city’s ability 

to provide such a grant or loan. A discussion of these issues follows. 

 

Ensuring that a Public Purpose is Served by the Incentive  

First, any expenditure in the form of a grant, loan or provision of city services at less than fair 

market value involves a donation of public property. Article III, Section 52-a of the Texas 

Constitution sets up the constitutional framework for public funding of economic development 

efforts. It provides that economic development is a public purpose. However, a city may not 

simply write out checks to interested businesses in order to promote economic development. The 

city should ensure that the public purpose of economic development will be pursued by the 

business. For example, if a city provides a grant or a loan to an industry, the city should enter 

into a binding contract with the funded industry that outlines what steps the business will take 

that justify the provision of public funding (creation of jobs, expansion of the tax base by 

construction or enhancement of the physical facilities, etc.). The city should include a recapture 

provision in the agreement so that if the business does not fulfill its promises, the city will have a 

right to seek reimbursement of the incentives that were provided. Any such agreement should 

also include tangible means for measuring whether the industry has met its obligations under the 

contract. Without these safeguards and a demonstrable benefit to the municipality, such 

incentives may not pass constitutional muster for serving a public purpose.
1058

  

 

Requirements Under the Local Government Code  

Any grant or loan must also meet certain statutory requirements. Chapter 380 of the Local 

Government Code requires that in order for a city to provide a grant or a loan, it must “establish 

a program” to implement the incentive. The program may be administered by city personnel, by 

contract with the federal government, the state, or a political subdivision or by contract with any 

other entity. The applicable statutes do not indicate specifically how such a program is to be 

administered. It is safe to expect that the program should be planned and outlined in a written 

document that includes, at a minimum, the safeguards discussed above. 

 

Additionally, any such grant or loan must meet the requirements under the budget law contained 

in Chapter 102 of the Local Government Code. Specifically, any economic development-related 

                                                 
1057

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 380.002(b). 
1058

  See Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. GA-529 (2007) (City may fund housing project if it finds the project will 

promote economic development). See also Tex. Att’y Gen. LO-94-037 at 3, LO-97-061 at 4 (These two 

opinions do not concern the establishment of economic development programs under the authority of Local 

Government Code Chapter 380. However, their reasoning applies to any grant or loan of public money for 

economic development, regardless of the authority under which such a grant or loan is made.).  
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expenditure of city funds must be made pursuant to consideration and approval of the item at an 

open meeting of the city council. If the expenditure was not included within the original budget, 

the city council would need to pursue a budget amendment.
1059

  

 

Compliance with Applicable City Charter Provisions and Local Policies  

Home rule cities (cities with a population of over 5,000 that have adopted a city charter) 

generally may take any actions that are authorized by their city charter and that are not 

inconsistent with the Texas Constitution, Texas statutes, or federal law.
1060

 A home rule city 

must always review its city charter to determine whether it contains any limitations on the ability 

of the city to make various expenditures. Sometimes a city charter will be more restrictive than 

state law or will require a super-majority vote for the approval of certain types of expenditures. 

 

Cities with a population of 5,000 or less are usually general law cities. General law cities do not 

have a city charter and are limited by state law in terms of what expenditures may be made and 

how to approve them. Accordingly, general law cities must be able to cite a statute that 

authorizes the type of expenditure or action they are contemplating as part of their economic 

development program. In certain circumstances, Chapter 380 of the Local Government Code 

may provide that authority. If a general law city cannot find any statutory authority for the action 

it wants to take, it does not have authority to take the action. Of course, the city council of a 

general law city may impose additional local restrictions on the ability of the city to expend 

money for certain purposes. The city would then have to comply with any such self-imposed 

limitations or rights. 

 

Review for Conflict with City Bond and Grant Documents  

If a city endeavors to offer its city services on a reduced or no-cost basis, the city must review 

any bond documents that may have been executed with regard to those services. The bond 

documents must be analyzed to ensure that providing reduced or no-cost service is permitted. For 

example, if a city has issued bonds to fund a municipal utility system or to fund some other type 

of public facility, the bond documents may prohibit the city from giving away its utility services 

or otherwise limiting any other revenue stream until the bonds are fully repaid. Before the city 

agrees to any type of incentive that involves a gift of public services or funds, it should have its 

bond counsel and local city attorney review any existing bond and other debt instruments in this 

regard. This type of limitation may also be part of the conditions placed on a city if it is a 

recipient of a state or federal grant. Accordingly, the city should review any grant documents it 

has in its possession to determine if there is any such limitation. 

 

With regard to utility service in particular, Chapter 1502 of the Government Code generally 

prohibits city-owned utilities from providing free utility services except to city public schools or 

                                                 
1059

  See Tex. Loc. Gov’t. Code § 102.009 (Authorizes an amendment to the original city budget only in the case 

of “grave public necessity.”). See Rains v. Mercantile National Bank of Dallas, 188 S.W.2d 798, 803 (Tex. 

Civ. App. - El Paso 1945), aff’d on other grounds, 191 S.W.2d 850 (Tex. 1946); Bexar County v. Hatley, 150 

S.W.2d 980 (Tex. 1941). 
1060

  See generally, Dallas Merchant’s and Concessionaire’s Ass’n v. City of Dallas, 852 S.W.2d 489, 491 

(Tex.1993); City of Richardson v. Responsible Dog Owners, 794 S.W.2d 17, 19 (Tex.1990). 
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to buildings and institutions operated by the city.
1061

 Also, that chapter requires that the rates 

charged for utility services be equal and uniform. 

 

Executing Debt Versus Using Current Funds  

It is clear from Chapter 380 of the Local Government Code that a city may provide “loans and 

grants of public money” from the city’s current funds. However, Chapter 380 does not provide 

any express authorization for the city to finance such a program through the issuance of debt or 

bonds. Texas courts have long required a city to cite specific legal authority for the issuance of 

any debt instrument. Debt is defined as any obligation that is not completely paid within the 

current fiscal year from budgeted revenue.
1062

  

 

If the city is a home rule city, it can look to the provisions of its city charter for authority to issue 

debt as long as those provisions are not inconsistent with state law. A home rule city has the 

power to issue bonds to the extent provided in the city charter, assuming that the bonds have first 

been authorized by voters at an election held on the issue.
1063

 Often, however, a city charter is 

silent as to the authority of the city to issue bonds or other debt instruments to promote economic 

development. If this is the case, the city will need to find other authority within Texas statutes 

that allows for the issuance of bonds or debt to finance economic development. 

 

If the city is a general law city, it may not issue debt except when there is specific statutory 

authority that permits the issuance of debt for that purpose. A general law city is limited to taking 

only those actions that are specifically authorized under the general statutes of Texas. 

Accordingly, a general law city may be able to fund economic development programs with 

current city funds under Chapter 380 of the Local Government Code. However, such cities 

cannot issue debt or bonds without finding specific legislative authority for that type of 

transaction. For further discussion on the ability of general law cities and home rule cities to 

issue debt, see the chapter in this handbook titled “Issuing Debt To Finance Economic 

Development.” 

 

Use of Dedicated Tax Funds for Economic Development  

A home rule city may grant public money to a Type A or Type B economic development 

corporation under a contract authorized by Section 380.002 of the Local Government Code. 

However, as the statute provides, the funds granted by the city to the Type A or Type B 

corporation must be derived from any source lawfully available to the municipality under its 

charter or other law other than from the proceeds of bonds or other obligations of the 

municipality payable from ad valorem taxes.
1064

 Creating a program or making a loan or grant 

through Chapter 380 that is not secured by a pledge of ad valorem taxes or financed by the 

issuance of bonds or other obligations payable from ad valorem taxes does not constitute or 

                                                 
1061

  Tex. Gov’t Code § 1502.057(b) (Which prohibits a city from providing free electric, water, sewer or other 

utility system services except for municipal public buildings, or buildings and institutions operated by the 

city). 
1062

  See McNeill v. City of Waco, 89 Tex. 83, 33 S.W. 322 (1895) (Long term debt is any contractual obligation 

that creates a liability that cannot be paid out of current budget year revenues). 
1063

  Tex. Gov’t Code § 1331.052(b). See Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. DM-185 (1992). 
1064

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 380.002(c). 
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create an unconstitutional debt for purposes of the Texas Constitution.
1065

 If a city is using funds 

other than the property tax, care must be taken to ensure that the city is complying with any 

limitations imposed on the use of such funds by statute (e.g., statutory provisions relating to 

dedicated funds, such as the economic development sales tax, hotel occupancy tax, etc., that limit 

the purposes for which those funds may be used). A city should consult any applicable law to be 

certain the revenues are used as permitted. 

 

Providing Land to Promote Economic Development  

Often, cities try to obtain sites that they can show to businesses that may relocate to the area. 

Such a site may be a tract of land that is ready for development. In certain cases, a city may find 

it beneficial to construct a basic structure that can be altered or developed to meet the new 

business’ needs. There are certain legal requirements regarding the procedure for a city to 

acquire such real property and limitations on the city’s ability to sell or grant the land to a 

business entity. 

 

Procedures for Acquiring Real Property  

Chapter 273 of the Local Government Code provides a list of purposes for which a city may 

purchase property.
1066

 A local government could certainly facilitate economic development by 

purchasing property for one of the uses set forth in Chapter 273. Some of the permissible 

purposes for the purchase of property under that statute include purchases for municipal water 

systems, sewage plants and systems, municipal airports, and city streets. For instance, if the 

roads leading to the industrial park needed to be widened, a city could purchase the necessary 

right-of-way for such an improvement. However, there is no authority in Chapter 273 for a city 

to purchase land for use by a private entity. Economic development itself is not one of the listed 

purposes. 

 

Eminent domain may also be an option for acquiring real property. A local government should 

consult with its legal counsel and any affected landowners before pursuing this course of action.  

 

Finally, if a city decides to purchase real property; it must follow the applicable budgetary laws 

contained in Chapter 102 of the Local Government Code. A home rule city must also comply 

with any further requirements contained in the city charter. Unlike the purchase of personal 

property or the purchase of certain services, expenditures by a city for real property are not 

required to be competitively bid.
1067

 

 

Procedure for the Sale of Real Property by a City  

Once a city has obtained a piece of real property, Chapter 272 of the Local Government Code 

controls how that property may be sold or transferred.
1068

  

                                                 
1065

  Tex. Const. art. III, §52-a.  
1066

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 273.001. 
1067

  Id. § 252.022(a)(6). 
1068

  Note that Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 263.007 allows for counties to establish a sealed-bid procedure that has 

certain procedural restrictions. See also Killam Ranch Properties, Ltd. v. Webb County, 376 S.W.3d 146, 152-

157 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 2012)(en banc)(pet. denied)(finding that if a county fails to establish a clear 

sealed-bid procedure, the minimum provisions of Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 272.001 will prevail.  
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Chapter 272 states that the sale of real property owned by a city must be accomplished through 

advertisement of the property and acceptance of competitive bids. Accordingly, if a city wants to 

sell or transfer a property to a business to promote economic development, the city needs to 

comply with the requirements of Chapter 272. Specifically, Section 272.001(a) states that, with 

certain exceptions: 

 

“. . . before land owned by a political subdivision of the state may be sold or exchanged 

for other land, notice to the general public of the offer of the land for sale or exchange 

must be published in a newspaper of general circulation in either the county in which the 

land is located or, if there is no such newspaper, in an adjoining county. The notice must 

include a description of the land, including its location, and the procedure by which the 

sealed bids to purchase the land or offers to exchange the land may be submitted. The 

notice must be published on two separate dates and the sale or exchange may not be made 

until after the 14th day after the date of the second publication.”
1069

 

 

There are certain exceptions to the sale-by-bid requirement. Sale of real property by bid is not 

required if the real property fits into any of the following categories: 

 

1) narrow strips of land, or land that because of its shape, lack of access to public roads, or 

small area cannot be used independently under its current zoning or under applicable 

subdivision or development control ordinances; 

2) streets or alleys owned in fee or used by easement; 

3) land or a real property interest originally acquired for streets’ right-of-way, or easements 

that the political subdivision chooses to exchange for other land to be used for streets, 

right-of-ways, easements, or other public purposes, including transactions partly for cash; 

4) land that the political subdivision wants to have developed by contract with an 

independent foundation; 

5) a real property interest conveyed to a governmental entity that has the power of eminent 

domain; 

6) city land that is located in a reinvestment zone that has been designated as provided by 

law and that the city desires to have developed under a project plan adopted by the city 

for the zone; 

7) a property interest owned by a defense base development authority established under 

Chapter 378 of the Local Government Code;
1070

 or  

8) land that is owned by a municipally owned utility (under certain circumstances).
1071

 

If real property fits into one of the above categories, it does not have to be sold pursuant to notice 

and competitive bids. These parcels may be sold through a private sale agreement between the 

city and an interested buyer. Additionally, property under either of the first two categories may 

be sold to the abutting property owners only as provided under Section 272.001(c) of the Local 

Government Code, and the city is not required to receive fair market value for the property. 

                                                 
1069

  Id. § 272.001(a). 
1070

  Id. § 272.001(b).  
1071

  Id. § 272.001(k). 
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Also, a city can donate or sell property for less than fair market value, without following the 

notice and bidding process, to another political subdivision if: 

 

1) The land or interest will be used by the political subdivision to which it is donated or sold 

in carrying out a purpose that benefits the public interest of the city; 

2) The donation or sale is made under terms that effect and maintain the public purpose for 

which the donation or sale is made; and 

3) The title and right to possession of the land or interest reverts to the city if the acquiring 

political subdivision ceases to use the land or interest in carrying out the public 

purpose.
1072

 

Additionally, there is a special statutory exception allowing a private sale of city-owned property 

if the real property is acquired by the city with economic development funds from the 

community development block grant nonentitlement program. Land acquired with these funds 

may be leased or conveyed without the solicitation of bids. To convey the land in this manner, 

the city must adopt a resolution stating the conditions for the conveyance and the public purpose 

that will be achieved.
1073

 If the city exercises this option, the land may be leased or sold to a 

private for-profit entity or to a nonprofit entity that is a party to a contract with the political 

subdivision. The land must be used by the receiving entity to carry out the purpose of the entity’s 

grant or contract as provided under Section 272.001(i) of the Local Government Code. 

 

Texas law allows a political subdivision of the state, including a city, to convey an interest in real 

property to an institution of higher education to promote a public purpose related to higher 

education.
1074

 Under this statutory provision, a city may donate, exchange, sell or lease land or 

improvements to an institution of higher education, as that term is defined by Section 61.003 of 

the Education Code. The city conveying the land must determine the conditions and terms of the 

conveyance so as to ensure that the desired public purpose is served and that it meets the 

constitutional requirements of article III, sections 51 and 52, of the Texas Constitution. A 

conveyance of land is not required to comply with the normal competitive bidding and notice 

requirements of Chapter 272 of the Local Government Code. In addition, the city (or other 

political subdivision) is not required to receive fair market value for the land. An economic 

development corporation also may convey property to an institution of higher education.
1075

  

 

Under certain circumstances, a city may convey land to an economic development corporation 

created by the city without complying with the notice and bidding requirements of Chapter 

272.
1076

 Under this provision of the law, city land may be sold to a city-created economic 

development corporation for fair market value if the land meets both of the following criteria: 

 

1) the land was a gift to the city or was received by the city as part of a legal settlement; and 

                                                 
1072

  Id. § 272.001(l). 
1073

  Id. § 272.001(i). 
1074

  Id. § 272.001(j). 
1075

  Id. § 501.154. 
1076

  Id. § 253.009. 
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2) the land is adjacent to an area designated for development by the economic development 

corporation. 

In order to sell land under this provision, the city must adopt an ordinance describing the 

property to be conveyed and must require that the conveyance comply with Section 5.022 of the 

Property Code (except that a covenant of general warranty is not required) and must state the 

consideration paid by the corporation for the land. 

 

Also, a city with a population under 20,000 or less may transfer real property or an interest in 

real property to and economic development corporation governed by Chapter 504 or 505 of the 

Local Government Code without complying with the notice and bidding requirements of Chapter 

272.
1077

  The consideration for this transfer is an agreement between the city and the economic 

development corporation.
1078

  The economic development corporation will agree to use the 

property that promotes a public purpose of the city. If, at any time, the economic development 

corporation fails to use the property in accordance with the agreement, the property will 

automatically revert to the city. These provisions shall be in the appropriate instrument that 

transfers the property to the economic development corporation.
1079

 However, if the city acquired 

the property through eminent domain, it may not transfer the property to an economic 

development corporation.
1080

 

 

Finally, for cities under 1.9 million, a transfer of title or interest in land to a federally-exempt 

nonprofit organization is also exempt from the notice and bidding requirements of Chapter 272 

of the Local Government Code.
1081

 An agreement with the nonprofit organization must require 

use of the land in a manner that primarily promotes a public purpose of the city. Failure to use 

the property in this manner results in reversion of the property to the city. These two provisions 

of public use and reversion must be included in the legal instrument of transfer. 

 

Municipal Agreements Not to Annex  

To attract a business into an area, a city may choose to encourage the business to locate in the 

city’s extraterritorial jurisdiction. If the business locates in the city’s extraterritorial jurisdiction, 

the city may enter into an agreement not to annex the business property for a set period of time. 

In this way, the city gets the benefit of having the business locate in the area and the creation of 

additional jobs. The business in turn is freed from ad valorem taxation of its property by the city 

for the designated period of time. This approach is termed an “agreement not to annex” and is 

authorized under Section 42.044 of the Local Government Code. 

 

Section 42.044 allows the governing body of any city to designate a portion of its extraterritorial 

jurisdiction as an industrial district. The statute does not define the phrase “industrial district” 

except to indicate that the term has the “customary meaning” and to specify that it includes an 

area where tourist-related businesses and facilities are located.
1082

 Within an industrial district, 

the city may enter into written contracts to guarantee a business that its property will not be 

                                                 
1077

  Id, § 253.012(a)-(c). 
1078

  Id. § 253.012(d). 
1079

  Id. § 253.012(e). 
1080

  Id. § 253.012(f). 
1081

  Id. § 253.011. 
1082

  Id. § 42.044(a). 
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annexed by the city for a period of up to 15 years.
1083

 Also, any such agreement may contain 

other lawful terms and considerations that the parties agree to be reasonable, appropriate and not 

unduly restrictive of business activities. 

 

The parties to such a contract may renew or extend the agreement not to annex for successive 

periods not to exceed 15 years for each extension.
1084

 In the event any owner of land in an 

industrial district is offered an opportunity to renew or extend a contract, then all owners of land 

within the district must be offered the same opportunity to renew or extend the agreement. 

 

A city is permitted to provide fire-fighting services within an industrial district that is subject to 

an agreement not to annex the area.
1085

 The services can be performed directly by the city and 

paid for by the property owners of the district. Alternatively, the city may contract for the 

provision of the fire-fighting services by an outside source. However, if certain property owners 

contract to provide their own fire-fighting services, they may not be required to pay any part of 

the cost of the fire-fighting services provided by the city within the district.
1086

 

 

The law provides several other protections to the city and to the business during the time a 

property is subject to an agreement not to annex. It provides that a political subdivision may not 

be created within an industrial district designated under Section 42.044 unless the city gives its 

written consent by ordinance or resolution.
1087

 The city is required to give or deny its consent 

within 60 days of receiving such a written request. Failure to give or deny consent within the 

allotted time constitutes the city’s consent to the initiation of that political subdivision’s creation 

proceedings. If the city gives its consent or its consent is presumed by the city’s failure to act, the 

political subdivision must initiate its creation within six months and must be finally completed 

within 18 months. Failure of the proposed political subdivision to comply with these time 

requirements terminates the consent for the proceedings. 

 

Use of Interlocal Agreements  

All levels of local government are interested in securing a stable tax base and sound economic 

growth for their residents. The ability of local governments to participate in economic 

development varies according to the statutes that control their operations. Currently, cities and 

counties are the only types of local governments that are authorized to undertake economic 

development programs. Accordingly, city and county leaders have often used their respective 

powers to work together to try to attract and retain business development within their regions. 

 

This regional approach is prevalent in both the rural areas of Texas, where communities may not 

have the funds to do a great deal of individual marketing of their locales, and the most populous 

areas of Texas, where a regional approach can maximize the efforts to recruit larger businesses to 

an urban area. In certain cases, this cooperation is formalized into a written agreement that 

outlines each of the governmental entities’ respective duties. This type of agreement is termed an 

                                                 
1083

  Id. § 42.044(c). 
1084

  Id. § 42.044(d). 
1085

  Id. § 42.044(e). 
1086

  Id. § 42.044(f). 
1087

  Id. § 42.045. 
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“interlocal agreement” and is authorized under the Interlocal Cooperation Act contained in 

Chapter 791 of the Government Code. 

 

The purpose of the Interlocal Cooperation Act is to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of 

local governments by authorizing them to be able to contract with one another to accomplish 

their mutual goals.
1088

 The Act allows local governments to contract with the State or with other 

corporate entities organized under state law,
1089

 such as development corporations, councils of 

government (also known as COGs or regional councils), or industrial commissions, to 

accomplish shared goals. The subject of an interlocal contract must be to perform a 

“governmental function or services” as outlined under the Act.
1090

 Within the Act, there is a 

category allowing the joint pursuit of “other governmental functions in which the contracting 

parties are mutually interested.”
1091

 It is this category that is usually cited as authority for 

interlocal agreements regarding economic development. However, any contract that is executed 

by a governmental entity may only require the performance of functions or services that each of 

the entities would be authorized to perform individually under state law.
1092

  

 

If a city and a county enter into an interlocal agreement regarding economic development efforts, 

the agreement must meet the applicable requirements under the Act and any requirements under 

other laws or restrictions that apply to that type of governmental entity. For example, each entity 

would need to follow the applicable budget laws for that type of governmental entity. 

Additionally, a home rule city would need to be sure that any agreement that is adopted is 

consistent with the city’s charter. 

 

The Interlocal Cooperation Act contains a number of requirements. It states that any contract 

under the Act must: 

 

 be authorized by the governing body of each party to the contract;
1093

  

 state the purpose, terms, rights and duties of the contracting parties;
1094

  

 specify that each party paying for the performance of governmental functions or 

services must make those payments from current revenues available to the paying 

party;
1095

  

 fairly compensate the performing party for the services or functions performed under 

the contract;
1096

 and  

 may have a specified term of years that may be renewed.
1097

  

 

                                                 
1088

  Tex. Gov’t Code § 791.001. 
1089

  Id. § 791.003(4)-(5) (Defines “local government” and “political subdivision”). 
1090

  Id. § 791.003(3) (Defines “governmental functions and services”). 
1091

  Id. § 791.003(3)(N). 
1092

  Id. § 791.011(c)(2). 
1093

  Id. § 791.011(d)(1). 
1094

  Id. § 791.011(d)(2). 
1095

  Id. § 791.011(d)(3). 
1096

  Id. § 791.011(e). 
1097

  Id. § 791.011(f). 
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Both parties to a contract under the Act must have specific and individual statutory authorization 

to perform for the contract to be valid.
1098

  

 

The parties to an interlocal contract may create an administrative agency or designate an existing 

local government to supervise the performance of the contract.
1099

 The agency or designated 

local government may employ personnel, perform administrative activities, and provide services 

necessary to perform the interlocal contract.
1100

 Additionally, local governments may provide in 

an interlocal contract for the submission of disputes to alternative dispute resolution.
1101

Local 

governments cannot enter into a cooperative purchasing agreement for construction-related 

goods or services in an amount greater than $50,000 unless the project does not require 

engineering or architecture plans or such plans have already been prepared as required by 

Chapters 1001 or 1051 of the Texas Occupations Code.
1102

 

  

If the contract involves construction or other public works-type activities by a county, it must be 

given specific written approval by the commissioners court of the county, as provided under 

Section 791.014 of the Government Code. Any property that is held and used for a public 

purpose under an interlocal agreement is exempt from taxation in the same manner as if the 

property were held and used by the participating political subdivisions.
1103

 An interlocal 

agreement, like any contract, should be produced in consultation with local legal counsel for 

each of the governmental entities. 

 

Economic Development Activities by Councils of Government  

A council of governments is a voluntary association of local governments formed under Chapter 

391 of the Local Government Code and constitutes a political subdivision of the state. These 

associations are also known as COGs, regional councils, development councils or regional 

planning commissions. Currently, Texas is divided into 24 state planning regions, and each 

region has a corresponding regional council. All 254 Texas counties and most Texas cities are 

members of their local regional council. 

 

Technical Assistance by Councils of Government 

Councils of government are authorized by statute to undertake a number of functions, including 

assisting local governments in their planning efforts so that the needs of agriculture, business and 

industry are recognized.
1104

 Because of the myriad functions that COGs are authorized to 

undertake, they can be indirectly and directly helpful in economic development efforts. For 

instance, COGs can provide technical assistance to local governments by training officials on 

economic development issues and providing help in the preparation of related grant applications. 

COGs may also help local government with funding for certain infrastructure needs that would 

certainly impact economic development. For example, at least seven COGs have received 

designation as Metropolitan Planning Organizations under the Federal Aid Highway Act of 

                                                 
1098

  Id. § 791.011(c)(2). See Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. GA-0917 (2012). 
1099

  Tex. Gov’t Code § 791.013(a). 
1100

  Id. § 791.013(b). 
1101

  Id. § 791.015. 
1102

  Id. § 791.011(j)  
1103

  Id. § 791.013(c). 
1104

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 391.001(a)(2)(C). 
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1973.
1105

 This designation allows the COG to receive federal funds to help in planning and 

implementing responses to local transportation needs. 

 

Economic Development District Designation; Planning and Revolving Loan 

Fund Resources 

Councils of government have also undertaken other types of economic development initiatives. 

Perhaps the most common of such initiatives involves gaining designation of the local COG 

region as an “economic development district” (EDD) under federal law.
1106

 Such districts help 

local governments combine their resources in planning and developing programs to improve the 

region’s economic conditions, primarily by developing strategies and implementing programs 

that combat high unemployment and increase the per capita income of the region’s workforce. 

Additionally, an EDD is eligible for technical assistance from the regional office of the federal 

Economic Development Administration. Of the 24 councils of government in Texas, 23 have 

gained designation as EDDs. 

 

Upon designation as an EDD, certain federal funds become available to aid these districts in their 

planning efforts to develop and administer a Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, 

which is a 5-year plan developed by the EDD that acts as a road map for achieving the region’s 

economic goals and objectives. An effort to digitize the strategy is underway by each EDD. 

 

Also, councils of government develop and administer revolving loan funds provided by the 

federal Economic Development Administration and can leverage these funds with both private 

and other public financing resources in order to maximize the public benefit and return on 

investment to the region. 

 

Support to Texas Workforce Development  

Councils of government are eligible for federal funds that are administered by the Texas 

Workforce Commission. These funds are used primarily for employment and training programs 

through participation in the Workforce Innovation & Opportunity Act of 2014.
1107

 The COGs 

may provide administrative support to the region’s Workforce Development Board and/or staff 

to the Workforce Development Centers to provide planning, implementation and program 

administration services to the Workforce Development Board and the region’s workforce 

constituents.   

 

Small Business Administration Certified Development Corporations and 504 

Loan Program 

Some councils of government have formed Small Business Administration (SBA) Certified 

Development Corporations. These corporations are authorized to make long-term financing 

available through SBA’s 504 Loan Program which allows eligible businesses to construct and/or 

acquire commercial real estate with favorable interest rates, long-term financing and low down 

payments. For more information on Certified Development Corporation and 504 Loans: 

https://www.sba.gov/offices/headquarters/ofa/resources/4049#.   

                                                 
1105

  23 U.S.C.A. § 101, et seq. 
1106

  42 U.S.C.A. § 3121, et seq. (Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965). 
1107

  29 U.S.C.A.§ 3101, et seq. 

https://www.sba.gov/offices/headquarters/ofa/resources/4049
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Regional Reviews and Texas Community Development Block Grant Program 

Councils of government have helped local governments obtain Community Development Block 

Grant funds from the Texas Community Development Block Grant Program administered by the 

Texas Department of Agriculture.  Some COGs facilitate the regional review committees that 

develop application scoring criteria and conduct application reviews. Others regions provide 

technical assistance and grant administration for their communities. Councils of government 

ensure that applications are ranked and funded based on funding allocations to each of the 24 

COGs. 

 

Competitive Grant Activities 

Councils of government can assist local jurisdictions in obtaining competitive grants under the 

Brownfields Program administered by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the 

Weatherization Assistance Program and the Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy programs 

both funded by the U.S. Department of Energy, the Texas Department of Housing and 

Community Affairs, and the State Energy Conservation Office. Councils of government may 

assistant jurisdictions to find targeted funding opportunities that maximize regional impact and 

avoid duplication. 

 

To obtain more information about COGs and their role in economic development, contact your 

local COG or contact the Texas Association of Regional Councils (TARC) at (512) 478-4715. 

Also, you may want to visit the TARC website at: txregionalcouncil.org. 

 

County Economic Development Powers 

County governments are limited to the statutory powers given to them by the Texas Legislature. 

In order for a county to take an action, it must be able to cite a statute that authorizes the type of 

initiative that is being pursued. There are several statutes that provide counties with methods for 

facilitating economic development initiatives. 

 

County Industrial Commissions  

Section 381.001 of the Local Government Code specifically authorizes counties to promote 

economic development through county industrial commissions. The commission’s aims are to 

“investigate and undertake ways of promoting the prosperous development of business, industry, 

and commerce in the county.”
1108

 It may assist in the location, development and expansion of 

business enterprises, and is required to cooperate with the Governor’s Division of Texas 

Economic Development and Tourism.
1109

  

 

A county industrial commission consists of at least seven county residents appointed by the 

county judge.
1110

 Members serve two-year terms without pay, although the county may pay for 

“necessary expenses.”
1111

 

                                                 
1108

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 381.001(f). 
1109

  Id. § 381.001(g). 
1110

  Id. § 381.001(a)-(b). 
1111

  Id. § 381.001(d)-(e). 

http://txregionalcouncil.org/
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County Boards of Development  

Section 381.002 of the Local Government Code authorizes counties to create county boards of 

development to promote the growth and development of the county. These boards are created 

only if county residents have voted at an election to dedicate a portion of the property tax for this 

purpose.
1112

 If a majority of the voters approve such a dedication at an election on the issue, the 

commissioners court may set aside part of the county’s ad valorem tax revenue (a maximum of 

five cents per $100 assessed valuation) as a board of development fund. This money is to be used 

to “advertise and promote the growth and development of the county.”
1113

  

 

The fund is administered by a county board of development consisting of five members 

appointed to two-year terms by the commissioners court.
1114

 As with the county industrial 

commission, the members are unpaid. The board is responsible for preparing and submitting a 

budget for the ensuing year to the commissioners court in the same manner that county budgets 

are administered.
1115

 Although a county may operate under another law authorizing the 

appropriation of money or the levy of a tax for advertising and promotion purposes, the county 

may not appropriate more funds for those purposes than the five cent per $100 assessed valuation 

permitted under Chapter 381 of the Local Government Code.
1116

  

 

Direct County Economic Development Efforts  

Another provision in Chapter 381 of the Local Government Code authorizes counties to contract 

with a broad range of entities, including state and federal agencies, cities, school districts, 

nonprofit organizations and even “any other person,” to stimulate business and commercial 

activity. Under Section 381.004, a commissioners court may develop and administer programs in 

several areas: 

 

 state or local economic development;
1117

  

 small or disadvantaged business development;
1118

  

 development of business locations within the county;
1119

  

 promotion or advertisement of the county and its vicinity to attract conventions, 

visitors and businesses;
1120

  

 encouragement of county contract awards to businesses owned by women and 

minorities;
1121

  

 support comprehensive literacy programs for the benefit of county residents;
1122

 and 

                                                 
1112

  Id. § 381.002(a). 
1113

  Id. § 381.002(a)-(b). 
1114

  Id. § 381.002(c). 
1115

  Id. § 381.002(d). 
1116

  Id. § 381.002(g). 
1117

  Id. § 381.004(b)(1). 
1118

  Id. § 381.004(b)(2). 
1119

  Id. § 381.004(b)(3). 
1120

  Id. § 381.004(b)(4). 
1121

  Id. § 381.004(b)(5). 
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 encouragement and promotion of the arts.
1123

  

Section 381.004 allows the county to use county employees or funds to pursue the above 

programs.
1124

 Additionally, the law allows counties to accept contributions, gifts or other 

resources.
1125

 It should be noted that the County Purchasing Act allows the county to exempt 

these program contracts from competitive bidding requirements.
1126

 

 

The attorney general has concluded that Section 381.004 does not authorize a county to simply 

provide funds to existing non-county programs, even if those programs are directed at economic 

development. Rather, any program funded under this section must be initiated by the county and 

must be administered either by the county or by an entity under contract with the county.
1127

 The 

commissioners court is authorized to make loans, grant public money, or provide county 

personnel and services to permissible Chapter 381 economic development programs.
1128

  

 

Also, counties may form a county alliance corporation under state law through the Development 

Corporation Act.
1129

 A county alliance corporation is simply a nonprofit corporation formed by a 

county alliance of two or more counties to pursue economic development.
1130

 The corporation is 

governed by a board of directors who are appointed by and serve at the pleasure of the 

commissioners court of each county in the alliance.
1131

 Unlike cities with economic development 

corporations, counties do not have the authority to levy a sales tax for economic development for 

the corporation’s use. 

 

County Ability to Provide Loans or Grants 

Counties are constitutionally prohibited from granting “public money or any thing of value in aid 

of, or to any individual, association or corporation whatsoever”
1132

, unless the Legislature 

authorizes a county to undertake programs to provide for loans and grants of public money.
1133

 

The purpose of these programs can be for the: development and diversification of the state’s 

economy, elimination of unemployment, stimulation of agricultural innovation, and development 

of transportation or commerce. 

 

Chapter 381 of the Local Government Code allows counties to make loans or grant public 

monies for permissible Chapter 381 economic development programs.
1134

 Like cities, counties 

must maintain sufficient control over the way these funds are spent. To ensure such control, a 

county would be well advised to execute a formal contract between the county and the entity that 

spends the funds, outlining the respective rights and duties under the agreement. Additionally, 

                                                                                                                                                             
1122

  Id. § 381.004(b)(6). 
1123

  Id. § 381.004(b)(7). 
1124

  Id. § 381.004(c)(3). 
1125

  Id. § 381.004(c)(4). 
1126

  Id. § 262.024(a)(10). 
1127

  Tex. Att’y Gen. LO-98-007 (1998). 
1128

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 381.004(h). 
1129

  See id. §§ 506.001 et seq. 
1130

  Id. §§ 506.001, .002. 
1131

  Id. §§ 506.051, .053. 
1132

  Tex. Const. art. III, § 52(a). 
1133

  Tex. Const. art. III, § 52-a. 
1134

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 381.004(h). 
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the county would want to include a recapture provision outlining how the county would be 

reimbursed for any incentives it provided if the funded entity is ultimately unable to meet its 

commitments. 
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VI. Issuing Debt to Finance Economic Development 

Legal Authority to Issue Bonds 

Occasionally, cities may not have sufficient current funds to pay for certain economic 

development incentives. Consequently, the city may look to its ability to issue debt to finance 

such incentives. The power to issue debt, however, is quite different for home rule cities than it is 

for general law cities. Either type of city will want to be certain that it has the authority to issue 

bonds or other forms of indebtedness before it commits itself to such an incentive. Provided 

below is a discussion of the basic authority for cities to issue debt to finance economic 

development projects. 

 

Legal Authority to Issue Bonds for Economic Development 

Even though a city has the power to generally manage its own financial affairs, Texas courts 

have held that cities do not have an inherent right to issue bonds. In order to issue bonds, a city 

must be able to point to a statute or city charter provision which specifically authorizes the 

issuance of bonds for the proposed purpose. A statute or charter provision that gives a city the 

power to borrow money does not in itself provide the city with the authority to issue bonds.
1135

 

 

Presently, there are several sources of statutory authority which provide for the issuance of bonds 

for economic development purposes. Chapter 311 of the Tax Code allows the issuance of tax 

increment bonds to finance a tax increment economic development project.
1136

 Chapter 1509 of 

the Government Code allows cities to finance certain manufacturing and commercial facilities, 

and Chapters 501–507 of the Local Government Code (the Development Corporation Act) 

authorize development corporations to issue bonds for economic development under certain 

circumstances. 

 

Bonds for Certain Commercial Projects 

Under Chapter 1509 of the Government Code, a city may issue revenue or general obligation 

bonds to finance the construction or purchase of a facility for the purpose of leasing the facility 

to a private entity for use in a manufacturing or another commercial activity.
1137

 A city may also 

issue these bonds to obtain a building or other facility that subsequently will be leased to a 

political subdivision of the state or to a state agency for public use.
1138

 For example, a city could 

issue bonds to finance the construction of a facility to house a regional state office in order to 

bring government jobs to a particular area. In this circumstance, the bonds would be payable 

from the lease revenue. Additionally, a city could provide that such bonds are payable from ad 

valorem taxes if the bonds are approved by a majority of the voters at an election held for that 

                                                 
1135

  City of Brenham v. German-American Bank, 144 U.S. 173, 12 S. Ct. 559 (1892) (The city charter of 

Brenham, which allowed the city to borrow money for general purposes on the credit of the city, only 

included authority to borrow money for ordinary governmental purposes; this did not include the power to 

issue bonds). 
1136

  Tex. Tax Code §§ 311.010(h), .015. 
1137

  Tex. Gov’t Code §§ 1509.001(a)(2), .003, .004. 
1138

  Id. § 1509.001(a)(1). Also see id. § 1509.001(a)(3) (allows leasing to the federal government to enhance the 

military value of a military facility located in or near a municipality that is a defense community under 

Section 397.001 of the Local Government Code). 
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purpose.
1139

 A city that utilizes this authority will want to visit with its local bond counsel to 

determine the applicable legal requirements. 

 

Economic Development Corporation Bonds 

Under the Development Corporation Act, bonds can be issued to finance certain economic 

development projects authorized by that statute.
1140

 These bonds are issued by the economic 

development corporation (not by the city) and are payable from the economic development sales 

tax proceeds or lease revenues which the corporation receives from the user of the financed 

project. The city is not the issuer of the debt and cannot be held liable for any obligations of this 

corporation.
1141

 The types of projects that may be funded by the economic development sales tax 

are covered in detail in Chapter I of this handbook addressing Type A and Type B sales tax. 

 

Which Obligations Must Receive Attorney General Approval 

Section 1202.003(a) of the Government Code requires that public securities and the record of 

proceedings relating to the authorization of public securities must be submitted to the Office of 

the Attorney General (hereinafter, the “OAG”) for review and approval.
1142

 With limited 

exceptions, public securities must be approved by the OAG before they can be issued. 

 

Public securities are defined to mean certain instruments, including bonds, notes, certificates of 

obligation, certificates of participation, or other instruments evidencing a proportionate interest 

in payment due by an issuer that are incurred under the issuer’s borrowing power and are in the 

appropriate form.
1143

 Exempted from the approval requirement are certain time warrants, leases, 

lease-purchase agreements, installment sale contracts, and bonds that are payable only from 

current revenues or taxes collected in the year of issuance.
1144

 However, it is important to note 

that each of these obligations may be required to receive approval under other law. Notes given 

to banks to evidence a commercial bank loan are not generally considered securities that have to 

be approved by the OAG and, in most instances, cannot be approved by the OAG even if such 

approval is desired. As discussed later in this handbook, however, there is no clear general 

authorization to execute such notes. 

 

Authority under Local Government Code Chapter 380  

Many cities cite Section 380.001 of the Local Government Code for their authority to offer 

grants or loans of city funds as an incentive to new or expanding businesses. Although Chapter 

380 allows the provision of city grants and loans to promote economic development, this chapter 

does not specifically authorize the issuance of any type of bonds or other long term general or 

special obligations to finance such a program. 

 

                                                 
1139

  Id. § 1509.005. 
1140

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code §§ 501.006, 504.303, 505.104, .302(2). 
1141

  Id. § 501.207. 
1142

  In addition to the requirements for Attorney General’s approval contained in Chapter 1202 of the Texas 

Government Code, a number of statutes contain their own requirements for Attorney General approval. A 

local government should always consult the specific statute which it cites as authorization to issue debt for 

any restrictions or requirements relating to that debt. 
1143

  Tex. Gov’t Code § 1202.001(3). 
1144

  Id. §1202.007. 
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Attorney General Opinion DM-185 (1992) concluded that Section 380.001 did not specifically 

authorize the issuance of bonds to fund city grant and loan programs. Such authorization, 

however, may be contained in a city charter of a home rule city. Accordingly, a home rule city 

can issue general obligation bonds to provide grants or loans under its economic development 

program if two conditions are met. First, there must be a specific provision in the city charter that 

allows the issuance of bonds for that purpose. Second, the voters must approve the bond issuance 

at an election held on the issue. Attorney General Opinion DM-185 does not address what 

specific charter language would be necessary to authorize bonds to fund a loan or grant program. 

 

Attorney General Opinion DM-185 also concluded that any grant of funds made under the 

authority of Chapter 380 must comply with the constitutional requirement that public resources 

be used for the direct accomplishment of a public purpose. Thus, any program to provide grants 

or loans under Chapter 380 must contain sufficient controls to ensure that the funds involved are 

actually used to carry out the intended public purpose. 

 

Procedures for Issuing Bonds for Economic Development 

If an economic development project involves the issuance of bonds, a city may obtain for 

assistance from experts on the financial and legal aspects of a bond financing. With regard to the 

financial implications, a city usually hires a financial advisor who is available through any of a 

number of investment banking firms in Texas. For assistance in complying with the legal 

requirements of a bond financing, bond counsel should be hired. 

 

The chosen financial advisor and bond counsel will review the proposed structure of the bond 

financing. If there are unusual legal issues associated with the issuance of the bonds, bond 

counsel may contact the Public Finance Division of the OAG to resolve these issues. Ordinarily, 

these issues will be settled prior to submission of the financing instrument to the OAG for 

approval. If bond counsel is satisfied with the legal aspects of the proposed financing, the 

financial advisor can complete the analysis of the financial feasibility of the financing. Financial 

issues could include consideration of the likely market reaction to the proposed bonds and the 

strength of the sources of repayment of the bonds. 

 

When bond counsel and the financial advisor are satisfied that all legal requirements have been 

met and that the bonds will be marketable at a reasonable price, the bonds are sold. The bond 

sale can be made pursuant to competitive bids or through a negotiated sale with a preselected 

“underwriter,” as provided by law. The financial advisor is responsible for advising the city as to 

the best approach for selling the bonds. The financial advisor, in conjunction with bond counsel, 

must also determine that all federal regulations are met regarding the issuance of the bonds. 

 

The OAG’s review of public securities is strictly a legal one, not a financial one, though the 

OAG does review whether the public securities can apparently be paid within any statutory or 

constitutional limits on taxation or historical or reasonable projected revenues.  The OAG 

approval does not address the wisdom or advisability of the financing techniques employed or 

the expenditures which the bonds are intended to finance. 

 

The minimum time requirement for the review of bonds by the OAG is 10 to 12 working days, 

depending upon the type of issuer, for economic development-related financing. Additional time 
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will be required if all of the necessary documentation is not provided at the time the bonds are 

submitted. In a complex financing, the OAG may require certain revisions to the documents or 

may seek the resolution of legal issues that arise. If so, the review process may take substantially 

longer than the minimum time period. Once the attorney general has approved the bonds, they 

are registered with the comptroller and can then be delivered to the purchaser in return for the 

purchase price. The financing then “closes” and the bond proceeds are considered available for 

the construction or acquisition of the facilities. 

 

If questions arise concerning the constitutionality of a transaction or the legal basis upon which a 

transaction is predicated, the OAG will require that a formal OAG opinion be obtained or that a 

bond validation judgment be sought by the filing of a bond validation lawsuit pursuant to 

Chapter 1205 of the Government Code. Once the OAG has approved the bonds, they are 

registered with the comptroller and can then be delivered to the purchaser in return for the 

purchase price. 

 

Effect of Attorney General Approval of Bonds 

The significance of OAG approval of bonds is that once bonds are approved, they are 

incontestable for any reason
1145

 except for unconstitutionality. 

 

Other Instruments to Finance Infrastructure Improvements 

There are a number of financial instruments other than bonds that are typically used by cities to 

finance public improvements. Whether such instruments may be used to fund economic 

development-related expenditures depends on the relevant statutory authority and any 

authorization provided by the city charter. The OAG has promulgated rules requiring a public 

entity to demonstrate coverage for its debt from a portion of the entity’s constitutional tax limit, 

described as the “bond allowable.”
1146

 Those rules prevent most local governments from 

incurring debt that would require more than two-thirds of the issuer’s property tax rate to be 

dedicated to debt service. Further, under the OAG’s rules, a home rule city with the maximum 

legal property tax rate of $2.50 per $100 of valuation may not incur an amount of debt that 

would require more than $1.50 of that rate for debt service. Occasionally, other law, such as the 

city charter of a home rule city, may place stricter limits on the amount of debt that a city may 

incur. 

                                                 
1145

  Id. § 1202.006. 
1146

  1 Tex. Admin. Code § 53.5 (2017). 
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VII. Other Economic Development Initiatives 

Public Improvement Districts 

Cities and counties often need to make certain improvements to their infrastructure to facilitate 

economic growth within an area. New businesses may choose not to locate where there are 

inadequate streets, substandard utility services, or other public facilities or services that are 

inferior. It is also difficult for existing businesses to prosper in areas that have poor public 

infrastructure. Texas law provides a number of ways to finance needed public improvements, 

including the use of special assessments. Public Improvement Districts (PIDs) offer cities and 

counties a means for undertaking such projects. 

 

The Public Improvement District Assessment Act allows any city to levy and collect special 

assessments on property that is within the city or within the city’s extraterritorial jurisdiction 

(ETJ).
1147

 Further, counties may levy and collect special assessments on property located within 

the county unless, within 30 days of a county’s action to approve the public improvement 

district, a home rule city objects to its establishment within the home rule city’s corporate limits 

or ETJ.
1148

 The statute authorizing the creation of PIDs is found in Chapter 372 of the Local 

Government Code. The public improvement district may be formed to accomplish any of the 

following improvements:
1149

  

 

1) landscaping; 

2) erection of fountains, distinctive lighting and signs; 

3) acquiring, constructing, improving, widening, narrowing, closing or rerouting 

sidewalks, streets or any other roadways or their rights-of-way; 

4) construction or improvement of pedestrian malls; 

5) acquisition and installation of pieces of art; 

6) acquisition, construction or improvement of libraries; 

7) acquisition, construction or improvement of off-street parking facilities; 

8) acquisition, construction, improvement or rerouting of mass transportation facilities; 

9) acquisition, construction, or improvements of water, wastewater or drainage 

improvements; 

10) the establishment or improvement of parks; 

11) projects similar to 1 through 10 listed above; 

12) acquisition, by purchase or otherwise, of real property in connection with an authorized 

improvement; 

13) special supplemental services for improvement and promotion of the district, including 

services relating to advertising, promotion, health and sanitation, water and wastewater, 

                                                 
1147

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 372.003(a). 
1148

  Id. § 372.003(d). 
1149

  Id. § 372.003(b). 
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public safety, security, business recruitment, development, recreation, and culture 

enhancement; 

14) payment of expenses incurred in the establishment, administration, and operation of the 

district, including expenses related to the operation and maintenance of mass 

transportation facilities;
 1150

 and 

15) the development, rehabilitation, or expansion of affordable housing.
 
 

Below are the ten steps necessary to create a public improvement district and levy assessments. 

 

Step One: 

The governing body or a group of the affected property owners must initiate a petition that 

calls for a defined area of the city or county to be declared a public improvement district.
1151

  

The petition must state:
1152

  

 

 the general nature of the proposed improvements; 

 the estimated cost of the improvements; 

 the boundaries of the proposed assessment district; 

 the proposed method of assessment, which may specify included or excluded classes 

of assessable property; 

 the proposed apportionment of costs between the public improvement district and the 

municipality or county as a whole; 

 whether the district will be managed by the municipality or county, by the private 

sector, or by a partnership of the two; 

 that the persons signing the petition request or concur with the establishment of the 

district; and 

 that an advisory board may be established to develop and recommend an 

improvement plan to the governing body of the municipality or the county. 

The petition is sufficient if it meets two conditions. First, it must be signed by owners of more 

than 50 percent of the appraised value of taxable real property subject to assessment under the 

proposal.
1153

 Second, the petition must also be signed by record owners of real property liable for 

assessment under the proposal who:
1154

 

 

 Constitute more than 50 percent of all record owners of property that is liable for 

assessment under the proposal; or 

 own taxable real property that constitutes more than 50 percent of the area of all taxable 

real property that is liable for assessment under the proposal. 

                                                 
1150

  See id. § 372.003(b-1). 
1151

  Id. § 372.002. See also Tex. Att’y Gen. LO-96-129 (Concluding a petition is a prerequisite for the 

establishment of a public improvement district). 
1152

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 372.005(a). 
1153

  Id. § 372.005(b)(1). 
1154

  Id. § 372.005(b)(2). 
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The petition may be filed with the city secretary or an officer performing the city secretary’s 

functions.
1155

 

Step Two: 

After receiving a petition to establish a public improvement district, the governing body of the 

city or county may appoint an advisory board to develop and recommend an improvement plan 

for the PID.
1156

  

The membership of the board must be sufficient to meet the same criteria that made the petition 

sufficient. First, the board must be composed of owners of more than 50 percent of the appraised 

value of taxable real property subject to assessment under the proposal.
1157

 Second, it must 

include representation by record owners of real property liable for assessment under the proposal 

who:
1158

 

 

 Constitute more than 50 percent of all record owners of property that is liable for 

assessment under the proposal; or 

 own taxable real property that constitutes more than 50 percent of the area of all taxable 

real property that is liable for assessment under the proposal. 

 

Step Three: 

After receiving a petition to establish a public improvement district, the governing body of the 

city or county should prepare a feasibility report.
 1159

 

 

The purpose of the report is to determine whether an improvement should be made as proposed 

by the petition, or in combination with other improvements authorized under Chapter 372 of the 

Local Government Code. The report may be conducted using the services of municipal 

employees, county employees, or outside consultants. 

Step Four: 

A public hearing on the advisability of the improvements must be conducted after meeting 

statutory notice requirements.
1160

  

After the feasibility report is completed, a public hearing must be held by the governing body of 

the city or county to determine the advisability of the proposed improvements. Notice of the 

public hearing must be published in a newspaper of general circulation in the city, or county and 

the city’s extraterritorial jurisdiction where the district is to be located.
1161

 Notice must be 

published more than 15 days prior to the date of the hearing.
 
Additionally, notice of the PID must 

be mailed more than 15 days prior to the date of the hearing to the owners of property within the 

proposed PID.
1162

 The notice must contain the following information:
1163

 

                                                 
1155

  Id. § 372.005(c). 
1156

  Id. § 372.008(a). 
1157

  Id. § 372.008(b)(1) 
1158

  Id. § 372.008(b)(2). 
1159

  Id. § 372.007(a). 
1160

  Id. § 372.009. 
1161

  Id. § 372.009(c). 
1162

  Id. § 372.009(d). 
1163

  Id. § 372.009(c). 
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1) the time and place of the hearing; 

2) the general nature of the proposed improvements; 

3) the estimated cost of the improvements; 

4) the boundaries of the proposed assessment district; 

5) the proposed method of assessment; and 

6) the proposed apportionment of cost between the improvement district and the 

municipality or county as a whole. 

By resolution, the city or county must make findings regarding the advisability of the proposed 

improvements—and Items 2 through 6, above—based on the public hearing.
1164

 

 

Step Five: 

The governing body of the city or county must adopt a resolution by majority vote authorizing 

the creation of a PID.
1165

  

The authorization of the PID must be done within six months of the public hearing on the PID. 

The authorization is effective once notice of the resolution is published in a newspaper of general 

circulation in the city or county and the city’s ETJ where the district is to be located.
1166

 

 

Step Six: 

Twenty days after authorization of the PID has taken effect, the city or county may begin 

construction of the improvements.
1167

  

If within the 20 day period, a protest petition is filed, construction may not begin. Such a petition 

must be signed by owners representing at least two-thirds of total area of the district or by two-

thirds of all the land owners in the district. However, the statute does not set out a procedure for 

cities or counties to follow once they have received this protest petition. 

 

Step Seven: 

A five-year on-going service plan and assessment plan must be developed.
1168

  

The on-going service plan must define the annual indebtedness and projected costs of the 

improvements for the PID. The plan may be prepared by the PID advisory board or another 

entity, if an advisory board is not appointed. The plan must be reviewed and approved by the city 

or county. Also, the service plan must be reviewed and updated annually for purposes of 

determining an annual budget for improvements. 

 

 

 

                                                 
1164

  Id. § 372.009(b). 
1165

  Id. § 372.010(a). 
1166

  Id. § 372.010(b). 
1167

  Id. § 372.010(c). 
1168

  Id. § 372.013. 
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An assessment plan must be included in the annual service plan.
1169

 The assessment plan is based 

upon the assessments made by the city or the county.
1170

 The city or county shall apportion the 

cost of the improvements assessed against the property in the PID. The apportionments are based 

upon the special benefits that accrue to the property because of an improvement.
1171

 The city or 

county may establish by ordinance or order:
1172

 

 

1) Reasonable classification and formulas for the apportionment of the cost between the city 

or county and the area to be assessed; and  

2) The methods of assessing the special benefits for carious classes of improvements. 

Costs for improvements may be assessed either by:
1173

 

 

1) Equally per front foot or square foot; 

2) According to the value of the property as determined by the city or county, with or 

without regard to improvements on the property; or 

3) In any other manner that results in imposing equal shares of the cost on similarly 

benefitted properties within the PID. 

Assessments may be adjusted annually upon review of the service plan.
1174

 Also after the 

findings of the city or the county, the area of the PID to be assessed can be less than the area 

described in the proposed boundaries on the original notice.
1175

 The city and county are 

responsible for payment of assessments against exempt municipal or county property within the 

district.
1176

 Payment of assessments by other tax exempt jurisdictions must be established by 

contract. 

 

Step Eight: 

The city or county must prepare a proposed assessment roll and provide notice and a hearing 

on the proposed assessment roll.
1177

  

If the city forms the district, a copy of the proposed assessment roll must be filed with the city 

secretary.
 1178

 If the county forms the district, the proposed assessment roll must be filed with the 

county tax assessor-collector. Notice of a public hearing on the proposed assessment roll must be 

published in the newspaper of general circulation at least 10 days before the date of the hearing. 

The notice must state: 

 

1) the date, time, and place of the hearing; 

                                                 
1169

  Id. § 372.014(a). 
1170

  Id. § 372.015(a). 
1171

  Id. 
1172

  Id. § 372.015(c). 
1173

  Id. § 372.015(b). 
1174

  Id. § 372.015(d). 
1175

  Id. § 372.012. (Note: the city or county cannot assess property that was not in the original proposed 

boundaries.  This can only be allowed if notice and a hearing to include that property is done in accordance 

with Section 372.009). 
1176

  Id. § 372.014(b). 
1177

  Id. § 372.016. 
1178

  Id. § 372.016(b). 
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2) the general nature of the improvement; 

3) the cost of the improvement; 

4) the boundaries of the assessment district; and 

5) that written or oral objections will be considered at the hearing. 

Also, notice of the public hearing on the roll must be mailed to affected property owners.
1179

 At 

the public hearing, the governing body must hear and rule on any objections that are raised.
1180

 

Also, the governing body may amend a proposed assessment on any parcel. 

 

Step Nine: 

After all the objections have been heard and considered, the governing body may levy, by 

ordinance or order, the special assessment against the taxable properties within the district.
1181

  

The ordinance or order must include the method of payment and may provide for installment 

payments. The city or county must approve an interest rate and a period of time for the 

installment payments. Also, the installment payments must be an amount necessary to meet 

annual costs
1182

 and must continue for a period that either retires the indebtedness for the 

improvements within the district or is the period that was approved by the city or county for the 

payment of installments. Also, the city or county may defer an assessment until a date specified 

in the ordinance or order.
1183

 Additionally, the city or the county can contract with another taxing 

unit or the board of directors of the appraisal district to collect the special assessments.
1184

 

 

As mentioned above, the city or county specifies the interest rate in the installment payments on 

assessments. If the city or county issue general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, time warrants 

or temporary notes to finance the improvements, the interest rate may not exceed a rate that is 

one-half of one percent higher than the actual rate paid on the debt.
1185

 Also, the interest that 

accrues between the effective date of the assessment ordinance or order and the payment of the 

first installment must be added to the first installment payment. 

 

The assessment is a first and prior lien against the property; superior to all other liens and claims 

except liens for state, county, school district, or city ad valorem taxes; and is a personal liability 

of a charge against the owners of the property regardless of whether the owners are named.
1186

 

The assessment lien is effective from the date of the assessment ordinance or order until the 

assessment is paid and it runs with the land.
1187

 The lien may be enforced by the city or the 

county in the same manner that an ad valorem tax lien against real property may be enforced.
1188

 

Foreclosure of accrued installments does not eliminate the outstanding principal balance of the 

                                                 
1179

  Id. § 372.016(c). 
1180

  Id. § 372.017(a). 
1181

  Id. § 372.017(b). 
1182

  See id. § 372.023(h). 
1183

  See id. § 372.0055 (If the proposed improvement includes a deferred assessment, the city or county must 

estimate the appraised value of taxable real property liable for assessment in the district; and the cost of 

improvement before holding the public hearing). 
1184

  Id. § 372.0175. 
1185

  Id. § 372.018(a). 
1186

  Id. § 372.018(b). 
1187

  Id. § 372.018(c)-(d). 
1188

  Id. § 372.018(e). 
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assessment and any foreclosure purchaser of the property is subject to the assessment lien and 

any associated obligations. 

 

Delinquent installments of assessments shall incur interest, penalties and attorney’s fees in the 

same manner as delinquent ad valorem taxes.
1189

 The interest on any delinquent installment shall 

be added to each subsequent installment until all delinquent installments are paid.
1190

 However, a 

special assessment is not considered a tax as that term is used in the Texas Constitution.
1191

 Thus, 

the attorney general held that a homestead may not be subjected to forced sale for nonpayment of 

a public improvement district assessment. However, the attorney general then qualified that 

conclusion by stating that an assessment may be enforced by foreclosure provided that the 

statutory lien associated with the assessment attached to the real property prior to the date the 

property became a homestead.
1192

  

 

Step Ten: 

The governing body may make additional assessments against property within the district to 

correct omissions or mistakes regarding the costs of the improvements.
1193

 

Before such an additional assessment may be made, the city or county must provide the same 

type of notice and public hearing that was required for the original assessment. 

 

Payment of Costs of Improvements 

Costs of improvements must be paid in specified ways.
1194

 If the cost is payable by the city or 

county, the city or county may use general funds available for the purpose of improvement or 

other available general funds.
1195

 Cost that is payable from special assessments that have been 

paid in full must be paid from that assessment.
1196

 Costs payable from a special assessment that 

is payable in installments may be paid by any combination of the following:
1197

 

 

1) under an installment sales contract or a reimbursement agreement between the city or 

county and the person who acquires, installs, or constructs the improvement; 

2) as provided by a temporary note or time warrant issued by the city or county and payable  

to the person that acquires, installs, or constructs the improvement; or 

3) by the issuance and sale of revenue or general obligation bonds.
1198

 

An installment sales contract, reimbursement agreement, temporary note, or time warrant may be 

assigned by the payee without consent of the city or the county.
1199

 

 

                                                 
1189

  Id. § 372.018(f). 
1190

  Id. § 372.018(a). 
1191

  Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. JC-386 (2001). 
1192

  Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. GA-237 (2004). See id. at 2 n. 2. 
1193

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 372.019. 
1194

  Id. § 372.023. 
1195

  Id. § 372.023(b). 
1196

  Id. § 372.023(c). 
1197

  Id. § 372.023(d). 
1198

  See id. § 372.024. 
1199

  Id. § 372.023(d-1). 
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The cost of more than one improvement may be paid either: (1) from a single issue and sale of 

bonds without other consolidation proceedings before the bond issue; or (2) under a single 

installment sales contract, reimbursement agreement, temporary note, or time warrant.
1200

 

 

If bonds are issued, the city or county must create a separate PID fund in the treasury to which 

the proceeds from the sale of bonds, temporary notes, time warrants or other sums appropriated 

are credited.
1201

 The fund may be used solely to pay cost incurred in making an improvement. 

When an improvement is completed, the balance of the part of the assessment that is for 

improvements must be transferred to the fund established for the retirement of bonds. 

 

Tourism Public Improvement District 

A tourism public improvement district (PID) is designed to encompass one or more hotels and 

collect an assessment from hotels in the district to be used for advertising, promotion, and 

business recruitment directly related to hotels.
1202

 The concept of a tourism PID was first 

introduced in Texas in 2011 when legislation passed authorizing a tourism PID only in the City 

of Dallas.  Legislation passed in 2019 allowing any city in Texas to create a tourism PID.
1203

 

 

A tourism PID can include noncontiguous areas so long as the areas consist of one or more 

hotels and share a common characteristic or use.
1204

 Further, a city council may later include 

additional property in a tourism PID if: (1) the property is a hotel; and (2) the property could 

have been included in the district without violating the petition process when the district was 

created regardless of whether the record owners of the property signed the original petition. 

 

Unlike with a traditional PID, the petition for the establishment of a tourism PID is sufficient 

only if signed by record owners of taxable real property constituting: (1) more than 60 percent of 

the appraised value of taxable real property liable for assessment under the proposed tourism 

PID; and (2) either more than 60 percent of all record owners of taxable real property liable for 

assessment or more than 60 percent of the area of all taxable real property liable for 

assessment.
1205

 

 

A city that creates a tourism PID may adopt procedures for the collection of assessments that are 

consistent with the city’s procedures for the collection of a local hotel occupancy tax and pursue 

remedies for failure to pay an assessment that are available to the city for failure to pay a hotel 

occupancy tax.
1206

 

 

Dissolution of a Public Improvement District 

A public improvement district may be dissolved if a petition requesting dissolution is filed and 

contains the signatures of at least the same number of property owners required to create the 

                                                 
1200

  Id. § 372.023(g). 
1201

  Id. § 372.022. 
1202

  Id. § 372.0035. 
1203

  See House Bill 1136, 86
th

 Leg. R.S. (2019). 
1204

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 372.0035(b), (c). 
1205

  Id. § 372.005(b-1). 
1206

  Id. § 372.0035(d). 
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PID.
1207

 Public notice and a public hearing must be held in the same manner as those required to 

create a PID.
1208

 If the district is dissolved, the PID stays in effect until it has paid off any 

indebtedness that remains for the improvements. 

 

Municipal Management Districts 

Municipal management districts allow commercial property owners to enhance a defined 

business area. The districts, also called downtown management districts, are created within an 

existing commercial area to finance facilities, infrastructure, and services beyond those already 

provided by individual property owners or by the municipality. The improvements may be paid 

for by a combination of self-imposed property taxes, special assessments, and impact fees, or by 

other charges against property owners within the district. The creation of such a district does not 

relieve a city from providing basic services to an area included within the district. A district is 

created to supplement, not to supplant, the municipal services available to the area. A number of 

Texas cities have used municipal management districts to provide much-needed funding to 

enhance the economic vitality of the business centers within the municipality. 

 

The general statutes governing municipal management districts are located in Chapter 375 of the 

Local Government Code.
1209

  

 

A municipal management district is considered a governmental agency and a political 

subdivision of the state.
1210

 The creation of a municipal management district within an eligible 

commercial area involves five steps. 

 

Step One: 

The owners of a majority of the assessed value of the real property in the proposed district that 

would be subject to assessment by the district must sign a petition asking for the creation of a 

district.
1211

  

This petition must include:
1212

 

 

1) the proposed district boundaries; 

2) specific purposes for which the district will be created; 

3) general nature of the work, projects or services to be provided, the necessity for those 

services, and the estimated cost; 

4) name of the district which must start with a general description of the location of the 

district followed by the term “Management District” or “Improvement District”; 

                                                 
1207

  Id. §§ 372.011. See id. 372.005 (Section 372.005(c) of the Local Government Code provides that the “petition 

may be filed with the municipal secretary or other officer performing the functions of the municipal 

secretary.” This section does not note the county official with whom a petition to dissolve a county PID 

should be filed with.). 
1208

  Id. § 372.011. 
1209

  There are specific municipal management district that have there own statute. These statutes can be found in 

the Special District Local Law Code. 
1210

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code. § 375.004(a). 
1211

  Id. § 375.022(b). 
1212

  Id. § 375.022(c). 
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5) names of the proposed initial directors that include the directors’ experience and length of 

initial service; and 

6) resolution of the city in support of the creation of the district. 

The description of the boundary of the proposed district must be by metes and bounds, verifiable 

landmarks, or by lots and block numbers if there is a recorded map or plat and survey of the 

area.
1213

 All of these documents, along with the petition requesting creation of the district, must 

be submitted to the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) for approval of the 

district.
1214

 

 

Step Two: 

TCEQ, or a person authorized by the TCEQ, sets a date, time, and place for a public hearing 

to consider the petition.
1215

  

 

The notice must state that each person has a right to appear and present evidence and testify for 

or against the allegations in the petition, the form of the petition, the necessity and feasibility of 

the district’s project, and the benefits to accrue. 

 

TCEQ must publish notice of the hearing once a week for two consecutive weeks in a newspaper 

of general circulation in the city in which the district is to be located.
1216

 The first publication 

must occur not later than the 31
st
 day before the date on which the hearing will be held. TCEQ 

must mail the notice to the county where the district is proposed if the county has requested 

notice.
1217

 Also, the city may request for TCEQ notice of creation of a district.
1218

 A city may 

make such a request in January of each year to receive these notices by mail. 

 

Step Three: 

The petitioner has a duty to send a notice of the public hearing to each property owner in the 

proposed district who did not sign the petition.
1219

  

The notice must be sent at least 30 days prior to the hearing. The petitioner must send the notice 

by certified mail with return receipt requested. The notice must include all of the information 

noted in the Step Two. 

 

Step Four: 

TCEQ must hold the public hearing and consider the need for the district and the sufficiency 

of the underlying documentation.
1220

  

At the hearing, TCEQ examines the petition and hears testimony from any interested person on 

the sufficiency of the petition, whether the district is feasible and necessary, and whether the 

district would be a benefit to all or any part of the land to be included. Also, while considering 

                                                 
1213

  Id. § 375.022(c)(1). 
1214

  Id. § 375.022(a).  
1215

  Id. § 375.023. 
1216

  Id. § 375.024(a). 
1217

  Id. § 375.024(b). 
1218

  Id. § 375.024(c). 
1219

  Id. § 375.024(e). 
1220

  Id. § 375.025. 
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the petition, TCEQ has to determine if the project is feasible, necessary, and a public benefit.
1221

 

TCEQ considers the availability of comparable services from other systems and the 

reasonableness of the proposed public projects and services when making that determination. If 

after the hearing, TCEQ finds that the district is feasible, necessary, and a public benefit, TCEQ, 

by order, shall make that finding and grant the petition. The order must state the specific purpose 

for the district is created
1222

 and the boundaries of the district
1223

. 

 

After granting the petition, TCEQ will appoint the initial board of directors.
1224

 The board of 

directors is composed of at least five but not more than 30 directors who serve staggered four 

years.
1225

 TCEQ will divide the initial board into two groups where one group will serve four-

year terms and the other group will serve two-year terms.
1226

 To be qualified to serve as a 

director, a person must be 18 years of age and either:
1227

 

 

 own property within the district; 

 own stock of a corporate entity within the district; 

 be the beneficiary of a trust that owns property in the district; or 

 be an agent, employee, or tenant of any of the aforementioned entities. 

Step Five: 

Upon approval of the petition by TCEQ, the municipal management district board appoints its 

officers.
1228

 

Each of the appointed directors must execute a bond of $10,000 and take a written and oral oath 

of office.
1229

 Once the directors are appointed and qualified by executing a bond and taking the 

oath, the board members themselves must elect a president, a vice-president, a secretary and any 

other officers the board considers necessary.
1230

 One-half of the serving directors constitutes a 

quorum, and a concurrence of a majority of a quorum of directors is required for any official 

action of the district.
1231

 However, if the board wants to authorize the levy of assessments, the 

levy of taxes, the imposition of fees, or the issuance of bonds, the board must have the written 

consent of two-thirds of the board.  Generally, a director may not vote on matters that affect 

property owned by the director or that affects the director’s employer.
1232

  

 

Directors are not compensated for their service, but are reimbursed for necessary expenses 

incurred in carrying out the duties and responsibilities of a director.
1233

 Also, the director’s 

position is not considered a civil office of emolument.
1234

 

                                                 
1221

  Id. § 375.025(c). 
1222

  Id. § 375.026. 
1223

  Id. § 375.041. 
1224

  Id. § 375.026. 
1225

  Id. § 375.061. 
1226

  Id. § 375.062. 
1227

  Id. § 375.063. 
1228

  Id. § 375.068. 
1229

  Id. § 375.067. 
1230

  Id. § 375.068. 
1231

  Id. § 375.071. 
1232

  Id. § 375.072. 
1233

  Id. § 375.070. 
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The initial and succeeding board of directors must and the owners of a majority of the assessed 

value of property subject to assessment by the district may recommend to the governing body of 

the city persons to serve on subsequent boards.
1235

 The city will review the recommendations and 

will approve or disapprove the recommendations. If the city is not satisfied with the 

recommendations, the city can request the board to submit additional recommendations.  

 

Directors may serve successive terms. After public notice and a public hearing, a director may be 

removed by the governing body of the city for misconduct or for failure to carry out duties on 

petition by a majority of the board of directors.
1236

 A vacancy is filled by the remaining members 

of the board for the unexpired term.
1237

 

 

Rights and Powers of the District 

To accomplish its purposes, the district has the rights, powers, privileges, authority, and 

functions of a conservation and reclamation district, and those conferred by Chapter 54 of the 

Water Code.
1238

 Specifically, the district has the power to impose an ad valorem tax to provide 

for a mass transit system.
1239

 The district may do road projects.
1240

 Also, a district may levy 

impact fees pursuant to the state impact fee act in Chapter 395 of the Local Government 

Code.
1241

 As mentioned above, to authorize the levy of property taxes or impact fees, or to 

propose the issuance of bonds, the board must obtain the written consent of at least two-thirds of 

the number of directors of the district.
1242

  

 

Under certain circumstances, a district may levy special assessments against the benefitted 

property within the district.
1243

 Special assessments may be used to pay for all or part of the 

construction or maintenance of the following types of improvements: 

 

 landscaping; 

 lighting, banners, and signs; 

 streets and sidewalks; 

 pedestrian skywalks, crosswalks, and tunnels; 

 seawalls; 

 marinas; 

 drainage and navigation improvements; 

 pedestrian malls; 

 solid waste, water, sewer, and power facilities; 

 parks, plazas, lakes, rivers, bayous, ponds, and recreation and scenic areas; 

                                                                                                                                                             
1234

  Id. § 375.069. 
1235

  Id. § 375.064. 
1236

  Id. § 375.065. 
1237

  Id. § 375.066. 
1238

  Id. § 375.091. See Tex. Const. art. XVI, § 59. 
1239

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 375.0921(b). See Tex. Const. art. III, §§ 52, 52-a (Limitations on imposed ad valorem 

taxes for mass transit systems). 
1240

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 375.0921(a). See id. § 375.0922 (Road standards and requirements for road projects). 
1241

  Id. §§ 375.141-.142. 
1242

  Id. § 375.071. 
1243

  Id. §§ 375.111, .112. 
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 historic areas; 

 works of art; 

 off-street parking facilities, bus terminals, heliports, and mass transit systems; 

 theatres, studios, exhibition halls, production facilities and ancillary facilities in support 

of the foregoing; 

 cost of any demolition in connection with providing any of the improvement projects; 

and 

 other similar improvements.
1244

 

 

The assessments may fund supplemental services for advertising, economic development, 

business recruitment, promotion of health and sanitation, public safety, traffic control, recreation 

and cultural enhancement.
1245

 Also, these assessments may fund buying real property or an 

interest in real property in connection with an improvement, project or service associated with 

the district and any expenses in the establishment, administration, maintenance, and operation of 

the district or any improvement, project, or service.
1246

  

 

In order to use special assessments to finance a project or service, the district must receive a 

petition to make such improvements that is signed by:
 1247

 

 

 the owners of  a majority of the assessed value of the property in the district subject to 

assessment, according to the most recent certified county property tax rolls, or 

 for a proposed assessment to be apportioned equally by front foot or by square foot of 

land area against all property in the district, the owners of a majority of the surface area 

of the real property subject to assessment by the district, according to the most recent 

certified county property tax rolls. 

The area to be assessed may be the entire district or any part of the district.
1248

 Before levying a 

special assessment, the district must provide notice of a public hearing on the proposed 

improvements and a public hearing on the advisability of the improvements and services and the 

proposed assessments.
1249

 The notice must be published at least 30 days before the hearing in a 

newspaper with general circulation in the county in which the district is located.
1250

 Also, notice 

must be sent by certified mail, return receipt requested or other method approved by the board to 

the owners subject to the assessment at least 30 days before the hearing.
1251

 The notice must 

include:
1252

 

 

1) Time and place of the hearing; 

2) General nature of the proposed improvement project or service; 

                                                 
1244

  Id. § 375.112 (a)(1)-(2). 
1245

  Id. § 375.112(a)(4). 
1246

  Id. § 375.112(a)(3), (5). See Tex. Transp. Code chs. 365, 441, Tex. Water Code ch. 54 (Authorization to 

acquire real property). 
1247

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 375.114. See id § 375.119(1). 
1248

  Id. §§ 375.111, .117(a). 
1249

  Id. §§ 375.113. 
1250

  Id. § 375.115(a). 
1251

  Id. § 375.115(c). 
1252

  Id. § 375.115(b). 
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3) Estimated cost of the improvement, including interest during construction and associated 

financing costs; and 

4) Proposed method of assessment. 

At the conclusion of the hearing, the board must make a finding by resolution or order 

concerning the advisability and nature of the project or service, estimated cost, method of 

assessment and method and time for assessment payments.
1253

 Also, the board must hear and rule 

on all objections to each proposed assessment.
1254

 Once all objections are heard and action taken 

with regards to those objections, the board shall levy the special assessment, specify the method 

of payment of the assessment, and may provide those assessment be paid in installments with 

interest.
1255

 

 

The cost of the improvements shall be apportioned by any reasonable assessment plan that bases 

the assessment on the special benefits that accrue to the property because of the improvement or 

service.
1256

 Governmental entities may contract with the district to provide for the payment of 

assessments on publicly owned property.
1257

 Certain residential properties of lesser density than 

large apartment complexes are exempt from assessments and impact fees.
1258

 

 

A district may incur liabilities, borrow money, issue bonds and notes, and purchase, sell, or 

receive real and personal property.
1259

 The board may call a bond election on the written petition 

of the owners of a majority of the assessed value of the property subject to assessment or 

taxation by  the district as determined from the more recent certified county property tax rolls.
1260

 

Also, the approval of the governing body of the city must be obtained to issue bonds for an 

improvement project.
1261

 Also, if the district is issuing bonds to provide water, sewage, or 

drainage facilities, the district must get the approval of TCEQ.
1262

 Additionally, if a project 

involves the right-of-way of streets or the use of city land or easements, the district must receive 

the city’s approval before undertaking such a project.
1263

  

 

A district may own and operate facilities inside or outside of the district, and may enter into 

contracts for joint use of district facilities.
1264

 It may charge rents or fees for use of constructed 

improvements owned or operated by the district.
1265

 The district may hire or dismiss employees 

and consultants necessary to conduct the affairs of the district.
1266

 Also, the district may do all 

things necessary to carry out the purpose of the district, except that a district may not exercise the 

powers of eminent domain.
1267

 

                                                 
1253

  Id. § 375.116. 
1254

  Id. § 375.118(a). 
1255

  Id. § 375.118(c). 
1256

  Id. § 375.119. 
1257

  Id. § 375.162. 
1258

  Id. § 375.161. 
1259

  Id. § 375.092(d)-(e). 
1260

  Id. §§ 375.242-.243. 
1261

  Id. § 375.207(a). 
1262

  Id. § 375.208. 
1263

  Id. § 375.207(c). 
1264

  Id. § 375.092(f)-(g). 
1265

  Id. § 375.092(h). 
1266

  Id. § 375.096(a)(1)-(2). 
1267

  Id. § 375.092(a), (o); .094. See Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. GA-268 (2004). 
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A district has an obligation to attempt to stimulate the growth of disadvantaged businesses inside 

its boundaries by encouraging participation of these businesses during procurement and other 

district activities.
1268

 The district is required to establish programs to increase the participation of 

disadvantaged business in public contract awards. The district must review its disadvantaged 

business programs and determine if each of those programs is the most effective method for 

remedying historical discriminatory actions and if disparities exist between the disadvantaged 

business qualified to undertake district work and the percentage of total district funds that are 

awarded to disadvantaged businesses. 

 

The district must follow Subchapter I of Chapter 49 of the Water Code when entering into 

contracts for construction work, equipment, materials, or machinery.
1269

 The board may adopt 

rules governing the receipt of bids and the award of the contract and provide a waiver of the 

competitive bid requirement if: 

 

1. There is an emergency; 

2. The needed materials are available from only one source; 

3. In a procurement requiring design by the supplier, competitive bidding would not be 

appropriate and competitive negotiation, with proposals solicited from an adequate 

number of qualified sources, would permit reasonable competition consistent with the 

nature and requirements of the procurement; or 

4. After solicitation, it is ascertained that there will be only one bidder. 

 

Because the district is a political subdivision, it is subject to the Open Meetings Act, the Public 

Information Act, and Tort Claims Act.
1270

 

 

Consolidation of Two or More Districts 

Two or more districts may consolidate if none of the districts has issued bonds or notes secured 

by assessments or ad valorem taxes or has levied taxes.
1271

 Consolidation is initiated when the 

district adopts a resolution proposing consolidation and delivers a copy of the resolution to the 

board of each district with which it proposed to consolidate. The districts become consolidated 

when each district adopts a resolution containing the terms and conditions for the consolidation. 

The terms and conditions of the consolidation must include:
1272

 

 

1) adoption of a name for the consolidated district; 

2) the number and apportionment of directors to serve on the board of the consolidated 

district; 

3) effective date of the consolidated district; 

                                                 
1268

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 375.222. 
1269

  Id. § 375.221. 
1270

  Id. § 375.004(a). See Tex. Gov’t Code chs. 551 (Open Meetings Act), 552 (Public Information Act), Tex. Civ. 

Prac. & Rem. ch. 101 (Tort Claims Act). 
1271

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 375.351. 
1272

  Id. § 375.352. 
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4) an agreement on finances for the consolidated district, including disposition of funds, 

property, and other assets of each district; and 

5) an agreement on governing the districts during the transition period, including selection 

of officers. 

Each district must publish notice and hold a public hearing on the terms and conditions for 

consolidation.
1273

 The notice of the hearing must be published once in a newspaper of general 

circulation in the area of each district at least seven days before the date of the hearing. After the 

hearing, each board by resolution may approve the terms and conditions of consolidation and 

enter an order consolidating the districts. The consolidation order shall be kept in the records of 

the consolidated district, filed with the county clerk in each of the counties in the consolidated 

district, and filed with the executive director of TCEQ.
1274

 

 

Once the districts are consolidated, the debt of the original districts shall be protected and 

assured that it will not be impaired by the consolidated district.
1275

 If the consolidated district has 

the taxing authority, it can pay the original debts of the original districts by levying taxes on the 

land in the original districts as if they were not consolidated or from contributions from the 

consolidated districts as agreed in the consolidation terms. Also, if the consolidated district has 

taxing authority and assumes the bonds, notes, and other obligations of the original districts, 

taxes may be levied uniformly throughout the consolidated district. Also, a consolidated district 

with taxing authority must assess and collect taxes uniformly throughout the district for 

maintenance and operation of the district.
1276

 

 

Dissolution of a District 

The district may be dissolved in several ways: 

 

 upon a majority vote of the board of directors;
1277

 

 upon a petition of the owners of at least two-thirds of the assessed value of the property 

subject to assessment or taxation by the district based on the most recent certified county 

property tax rolls;
1278

  

 or 

 upon a two-thirds vote of the governing body of a city in which the whole district is 

located adopting an ordinance dissolving the district.
1279

 

If the dissolution is done by city ordinance, the city succeeds to the property and assets of the 

district and assumes all bonds, debts, obligations and liabilities of the district.
1280

 The district 

                                                 
1273

  Id. § 375.353. 
1274

  Id. § 375.357. 
1275

  Id. § 375.355. 
1276

  Id. § 375.356. 
1277

  Id. § 375.261. 
1278

  Id. § 375.262(1). 
1279

  Id. § 375.263(a). 
1280

  Id. § 375.263(b). 
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may be dissolved by the board only after any remaining bonded indebtedness has been repaid or 

defeased in accordance with the order or resolution authorizing the issuance of the bonds.
1281

 

 

Municipal Development Districts  

In 2005, the Texas Legislature passed legislation enabling all cities to establish municipal 

development districts, which are governed by Chapter 377 of the Local Government Code. Prior 

to 2005, only cities which were located in two neighboring counties could take advantage of 

Chapter 377. These districts are financed through an additional sales tax approved by the city’s 

voters, a tax which is similar to the economic development sales tax discussed in Chapter I of 

this handbook. 

 

There are two possible advantages of a municipal development district sales tax over an 

economic development sales tax: (1) the municipal development district tax need not be levied 

over the entire city, which is useful for cities that are at the two-percent sales tax “cap” in some 

portion of the city but not in others; and (2) it is the only municipal sales tax that may be levied 

in a city’s extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ). 

 

Creation of a Municipal Development District 

A city may create a municipal development district comprising all or part of its city limits, all or 

part of its ETJ, or any combination of all or part of these areas.
1282

 To create a district, a city 

must call an election through an order that defines the proposed boundaries of the district.
1283

 

The ballot at this election must be printed to allow voting for or against the following 

proposition:
1284

 

 

Authorizing the creation of the (insert name of district) Municipal Development 

District and the imposition of a sales and use tax at the rate of (insert one-eighth, 

one-fourth, three-eighths, or one-half, as appropriate) of one percent for the purpose 

of financing development projects beneficial to the district. 
 

In the order calling the election, the city may provide that the district boundaries will 

automatically conform to future changes in the city’s boundaries, as when increased through 

annexation, and also to future changes in the city’s ETJ, through annexation and population 

growth.
1285

 If the voters turn down creation of the district, a subsequent election to establish a 

district may not be held within a year of the first election.
1286

 

 

Sales Tax 

Chapter 323 of the Tax Code generally governs the specifics of assessing and administering the 

tax.
1287

 The district may not impose a sales and use tax that would result in a combined local tax 

                                                 
1281

  Id. §§ 375.263(b), .264. 
1282

  Id. § 377.002. 
1283

  Id. § 377.021(a)-(b). 
1284

  Id. § 377.021(c). 
1285

  Id. § 377.021(g). 
1286

  Id. § 377.021(e) (Currently, this means that cities will have to wait through one election date, either in May or 

November, as there are only two uniform election dates). 
1287

  Id. § 377.102(a). 
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rate of more than two percent in any location in the district.
1288

 The sales tax rate adopted must 

be one-eighth, one-fourth, three-eighths, or one-half of one percent.
1289

 The rate may be changed 

at a subsequent election.
1290

 The ballot at this election must be printed to allow voting for or 

against the following proposition:
1291

  

 

The adoption of a sales and use tax at the rate of (insert one-fourth, three-eights, or one-half, 

as appropriate) of one percent . 
 

The adoption of the tax or a change in its rate takes effect on the first day of the first calendar 

quarter occurring after the expiration of the first complete quarter occurring after the date the 

comptroller receives notice of the election’s results.
1292

 Revenue from the sales tax must be 

deposited in the district’s development project fund.
1293

 

 

Rights and Powers of the District and its Board 

The district must establish a development project fund, which may have separate accounts within 

the fund.
1294

 The district must deposit the sales tax proceeds and all revenue from the sale of 

bonds or other obligations into the fund.
1295

 The money in the fund may be used to pay costs 

associated with development projects in the district, including maintenance and operation costs, 

as well as to pay costs relating to bonds or other obligations.
1296

 A development project may 

consist of a Type B project as defined by the Development Corporation Act (see Chapter I of this 

handbook).
1297

 Also, a project may include a convention center facility or related improvements, 

including parking facilities and civic center hotels.
1298

  

 

The district may:
 1299

 

 

 accept grants or loans; 

 buy, sell, and lease property; 

 employ necessary personnel; 

 enter into contracts with public and private parties;  

 adopt rules to govern its operation; and 

                                                 
1288

  Id. § 377.101(c). 
1289

  Id. § 377.103. 
1290

  Id. § 377.104(a). 
1291

  Id. § 377.104(c). 
1292

  Id. § 377.106. 
1293

  Id. § 377.108. 
1294

  Id. § 377.072(a). 
1295

  Id. § 377.072(b). 
1296

  Id. § 377.072(c)-(e) (A district located in a county with a population of 3.3 million or more [Harris County] 

may spend money on development projects in the ETJ of the city where the district is located. Also, a district 

that is located in a municipality with a population of more than 5,000 and less than 6,000 and that is located 

wholly in a county with a population of more than 20,000 and less than 25,000 and that borders the Brazos 

River [Rockdale])). 
1297

  Id. § 377.001(3)(A). 
1298

  Id. § 377.001(3)(B). 
1299

  Id. § 377.071(a)-(b). 
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 perform any act necessary to the full exercise of the district’s power. 

It may not levy an ad valorem tax.
1300

 It may issue bonds or other obligations to pay the costs of 

a development project after approval by the attorney general.
1301

 The district is a political 

subdivision of Texas and the city that created it which makes it subject to the Open Meetings Act 

and the Public Information Act.
1302

 The district must comply with other laws that are generally 

applicable to political subdivisions, as well. This includes Chapter 272 of the Local Government 

Code, which establishes a notice and bidding process for the sale of real property by a political 

subdivision. 

 

The district is governed by a board of at least four directors, although it would be best to have an 

odd number of directors to prevent tie votes.
1303

 The board is appointed by the district-creating 

city council. Directors serve staggered two-year terms, so the initial terms must have about half 

the directors serving two-year terms and about half serving one- or three-year terms. Directors 

may be removed by the city council without cause. Directors must reside in the city or its 

ETJ.
1304

 An employee or officer of the city or a member of the city council may serve as a 

director, but this person may not have a personal interest in a contract executed by the district.
1305

 

Board members are not compensated, but may be reimbursed for actual and necessary 

expenses.
1306

 Board meetings must be in the city that created the district, not in the ETJ or 

elsewhere.
1307

 

 

Repeal of the Sales Tax 

By order, the district can repeal the sales tax if a majority of the registered voters in the district 

vote at an election to repeal the sales tax.
1308

 The ballot at this election must be printed to allow 

voting for or against the following proposition:
1309

  

 

The repeal of the sales and use tax for financing development projects in the (insert 

name of district) Municipal Development District. 
 

The repeal of the tax takes effect on the first day of the first calendar quarter occurring after the 

expiration of the first complete quarter occurring after the date the comptroller receives notice of 

the election’s results.
1310

 However, if the district has outstanding bonds or obligations at the time 

of the election, then the district continues to collect the tax until these bonds or obligations are 

paid, at which time the district should notify the comptroller.
1311

  

 

                                                 
1300

  Id. § 377.071(c). 
1301

  Id. § 377.073. 
1302

  Id. § 377.022. 
1303

  Id. § 377.051. 
1304

  See id. § 377.051(e) (Rockdale MDD is allowed to appoint directors that resides in the independent school 

district that serves the majority of the district). 
1305

  Id. § 377.051(d). 
1306

  Id. § 377.052. 
1307

  Id. § 377.053. 
1308

  Id. § 377.104(a). 
1309

  Id. § 377.104(d). 
1310

  Id. §§ 377.106, .107(c). 
1311

  Id. § 377.107(a)-(b). 
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Neighborhood Empowerment Zones 

A potential vehicle for economic development in Texas cities is a designated area within a city 

that is created to promote certain economic development activities.
1312

 These designated areas 

are called neighborhood empowerment zones. Neighborhood empowerment zones are governed 

by Chapter 378 of the Local Government Code. 

 

Creation of a Neighborhood Empowerment Zone 

To establish a neighborhood empowerment zone, a city council must adopt a resolution 

containing the following:
1313

  

 

1) a determination that the neighborhood empowerment zone will promote: 

a. the creation of affordable housing, including manufactured housing within the 

zone; 

b. an increase in economic development within the zone; 

c. an increase the quality of social services, education or public safety provided to 

residents within the zone; or 

d. the rehabilitation of affordable housing within the zone; 

2) a legal description that sufficiently describes the boundaries of the zone;
1314

 

3) a finding by the city council that the creation of the zone benefits and is for the public 

purpose of increasing the public health, safety and welfare of the persons within the city; 

and 

4) a finding by the city council that the zone satisfies the requirements contained in Section 

312.202 of the Tax Code. This section lists the criteria to create a tax abatement 

reinvestment zone. To be designated a neighborhood empowerment zone, the area must 

either be:
1315

 

a. an area whose present condition substantially arrests or impairs the city’s growth, 

retards the provision of housing, or constitutes an economic or social liability to 

the public health, safety, morals or welfare because of one or more of the 

following conditions: 

i.  a substantial number of substandard or deteriorating structures, 

ii. inadequate sidewalks or street layout, 

iii. faulty lot layouts, 

                                                 
1312

  Id. § 378.002. 
1313

  Id. § 378.003(a). 
1314

  See Parker v. Harris County Drainage Dist. No. 2, 148 S.W. 351, 353 (Tex. Civ. App. — Galveston 1912, 

writ ref’d) (County line used as boundary line in petition was held sufficient. Petition need only contain a 

sufficient definite description of the boundaries of the proposed district to notify landowners that their lands 

were included within the district). 
1315

  Tex. Tax Code § 312.202(a)(1)-(6) (Lists the tax abatement reinvestment zone criteria. To create a 

neighborhood empowerment zone the area must meet one of these six conditions contained in Section 

312.202 of the Tax Code.). 
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iv. unsanitary or unsafe conditions, 

v. a tax or special assessment delinquency that exceeds the fair market value 

of the land, 

vi. defective or unusual conditions of title, or 

vii. conditions that endanger life or property by fire or other cause; 

b. an area that is predominately open, and because of obsolete platting, deteriorating 

structures or other factors, substantially impairs or arrests the growth of the city; 

c. an area that is in a federally assisted new community located in a home rule city 

or in the area immediately adjacent to a federally assisted new community in a 

home rule city; 

d. entirely in an area that meets the requirements for federal assistance under Section 

119 of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. Section 

5318); 

e. encompass signs, billboards, or other outdoor advertising structures designated by 

the city for relocation, reconstruction, or removal for the purpose of enhancing the 

physical environment of the city, which the legislature has declares to be public 

purpose; or 

f. reasonably likely as a result of the designation as a neighborhood empowerment 

zone to contribute to the retention or expansion of primary employment or to 

attract major investment in the zone that would be a benefit to the property and 

that would contribute to the economic development of the city. 

A city is authorized to create more than one neighborhood empowerment zone.
1316

 Further, an 

area may be included in more than one neighborhood empowerment zone. 

 

Municipal Powers Within the Zone 

Creation of a neighborhood empowerment zone vests a city with various development powers 

within the designated area. These powers include: 

 

Building Fee Waiver: The power to waive or adopt fees related to the construction of 

buildings in the zone, including impact fees and fees for the inspection of buildings.
1317

  

 

Municipal Sales Tax Refunds: For the purpose of benefitting the zone, the power to 

enter into municipal sales tax refund agreements. These agreements may be for a term not 

to exceed 10 years, and apply to municipal sales taxes on sales made within the zone.
1318

 

 

Property Tax Abatement: The power to enter into agreements abating municipal 

property taxes on property in the zone, subject to the 10 year duration limit for tax 

abatement agreements under Section 312.204 of the Tax Code.
1319

 

                                                 
1316

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 378.003(b). 
1317

  Id. § 378.004(1). 
1318

  Id. § 378.004(2). 
1319

  Id. § 378.004(3). 
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Environmental Goals: The power to set baseline performance standards, such as the 

Energy Star Program as developed by the Department of Energy, to encourage the use of 

alternative building materials that address concerns relating to the environment or to 

building costs, maintenance or energy consumption.
1320

  

 

North American Free Trade Agreement Impact Zones 

General law cities and home rule cities are allowed to establish North American Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA) Impact Zones. The statute governing NAFTA Impact Zones is found in 

Chapter 379 of the Local Government Code. The permissible agreements and mechanics in 

creating these zones are very similar to those found in neighborhood empowerment zones 

(discussed above). 

 

Creation of NAFTA Impact Zone 

To establish a NAFTA Impact Zone, a city council must adopt a resolution containing the 

following:
1321

  

 

1) a determination that the NAFTA Impact Zone will promote: 

a. business opportunities for local businesses within the zone; 

b. an increase in economic development within the zone; or 

c. employment opportunities for residents within the zone; 

2) a legal description that sufficiently describes the boundaries of the zone;
1322

 and 

3) a finding by the city council that the zone satisfies the requirements contained in Section 

312.202 of the Tax Code. Section 312.202 of the Tax Code lists the criteria to create a tax 

abatement reinvestment zone. To be designated a NAFTA Impact Zone, the area must 

either be:
 1323

 

a. an area whose present condition substantially arrests or impairs the city’s growth, 

retards the provision of housing, or constitutes an economic or social liability to 

the public health, safety, morals or welfare because of one or more of the 

following conditions: 

i. a substantial number of substandard or deteriorating structures, 

ii. inadequate sidewalks or street layout, 

iii. faulty lot layouts, 

iv. unsanitary or unsafe conditions, 

                                                 
1320

  Id. § 378.004(4). 
1321

  Id. § 379.003(a)(1)-(3). 
1322

  See Parker v. Harris County Drainage Dist. No. 2, 148 S.W. 351, 353 (Tex. Civ. App. - Galveston 1912, writ 

ref’d) (County line used as boundary line in petition was held sufficient. Petition need only contain a 

sufficient definite description of the boundaries of the proposed district to notify landowners that their lands 

were included within the district). 
1323

  Tex. Tax Code § 312.202(a)(1) - (6). 
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v. a tax or special assessment delinquency that exceeds the fair market value 

of the land, 

vi. defective or unusual conditions of title, or 

vii. conditions that endanger life or property by fire or other cause; 

b. an area that is predominately open, and because of obsolete platting, deteriorating 

structures or other factors, substantially impairs or arrests the growth of the city; 

c. an area that is in a federally-assisted new community located in a home rule city 

or in the area immediately adjacent to a federally assisted new community in a 

home rule city; 

d. entirely in an area that meets the requirements for federal assistance under Section 

119 of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. Section 

5318); 

e. encompass signs, billboards, or other outdoor advertising structures designated by 

the city for relocation, reconstruction, or removal for the purpose of enhancing the 

physical environment of the city, which the legislature has declares to be public 

purpose; or 

f. reasonably likely as a result of designation as a NAFTA Impact Zone to 

contribute to the retention or expansion of primary employment or to attract major 

investment in the zone that would be a benefit to the property and that would 

contribute to the economic development of the city. 

A city is authorized to create more than one NAFTA Impact Zone. Further, an area may be 

included in more than one NAFTA Impact Zones.
1324

 

 

Permissible NAFTA Impact Zone Agreements  

Once property is located within a NAFTA Impact Zone, a city is granted certain powers. These 

powers include: 

 

Building Fee Waiver: The city is authorized to waive or adopt fees related to the 

construction of buildings in the zone, including inspection and impact fees.
1325

  

 

Municipal Sales Tax Refund and Abatement Agreements: For the purpose of 

benefitting the zone, the power to enter into municipal sales tax refund agreements. These 

agreements may be for a term not to exceed 10 years, and apply to municipal sales taxes 

on sales made within the zone.
1326

  

 

Property Tax Abatement: The city can abate municipal property taxes on property 

located within the zone subject to the ten-year duration limit contained in Section 

312.204 of the Tax Code.
1327

 

 

                                                 
1324

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 379.003(b). 
1325

  Id. § 379.004(1). 
1326

  Id. § 379.004(2). 
1327

  Id. § 379.004(3). 
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Environmental Goals: The city may set baseline performance standards, such as the 

Energy Star Program as developed by the Department of Energy, to encourage the use of 

alternative building materials to address concerns related to the environment or to 

building costs, maintenance, or energy consumption.
1328

  

 

NAFTA Displaced Workers 

If a business operating within a NAFTA Impact Zone enters into an agreement with the city for 

the waiver or adoption of building fees, inspection fees or impact fees, that business must make a 

good faith effort to hire individuals receiving NAFTA transitional adjustment assistance under 

19 U.S.C. Section 2331.
1329

 Similarly, if the business enters into an agreement with the city for a 

municipal sales tax refund, municipal sales tax abatement or municipal property tax abatement, 

the business must make a good faith effort to hire individuals receiving NAFTA transitional 

adjustment assistance. The business must report to the city council annually the percentage of the 

total number of individuals hired by the business who are receiving NAFTA transitional 

adjustment assistance.
1330

  

 

Improvement Districts in Certain Counties 

Chapter 382 of the Local Government Code allows certain counties
1331

 to engage in economic 

development projects or create a public improvement district to oversee and manage economic 

development projects for the county.
1332

 Upon the receipt of a proper petition, the commissioners 

court of an eligible county may establish by order either a project in a designated portion of the 

county, or, if the county determines it is in the best interest of the county, a district, but only in 

an area located in the extraterritorial jurisdiction of a city of that county.
1333

 The petition must 

state:
1334

 

 

1) the general nature of the proposed improvements; 

2) the estimated cost of the improvements; 

3) the boundaries of the proposed assessment district; 

4) the proposed method of assessment, which may specify included or excluded classes of 

assessable property; 

5) the proposed apportionment of cost between the public improvement district and the 

county as a whole; 

6) whether the management of the district is to be by the county, private sector, or a 

partnership between the county and the private sector; 

                                                 
1328

  Id. § 379.004(4). 
1329

  Id. § 379.005(a). 
1330

  Id. § 379.005(b). 
1331

  See id. § 382.002.  
1332

  Id. § 382.003(b); .004. 
1333

  Id. §§ 382.006(a), .004. 
1334

  Id. § 382.006(a) (Refers to Section 372.005 of the Local Government Code for the requirements of the 

petition). See id. § 382.006(a)-(b) (Specific requirements if a district is created under Section 382.002(2) of 

this chapter).  
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7) that the persons signing the petition request or concur with the establishment of the 

district; and  

8) that an advisory body may be established to develop and recommend an improvement 

plan to the county. 

The petition is sufficient if it meets two conditions. First, it must be signed by owners of more 

than 50 percent of the appraised value of taxable real property subject to assessment under the 

proposal.
1335

 Second, the petition must also be signed by record owners of real property liable for 

assessment under the proposal who:
1336

 

 

 Constitute more than 50 percent of all record owners of property that is liable for 

assessment under the proposal; or 

 own taxable real property that constitutes more than 50 percent of the area of all taxable 

real property that is liable for assessment under the proposal. 

The order must:
1337

 

 

 Describe the territory in which the project is to be located or the boundaries of a 

district; 

 Specifically authorize the district to exercise the powers of the district if the county 

has determined that creating a district is in the county’s best interest; and 

 State whether the petition requests improvements to be financed and paid for with 

taxes authorized by this law instead of or in addition to assessments. 

Board of Directors 

If the county elects to delegate its authority, it shall establish a board of directors to manage the 

project or to govern the district.
1338

 The board of directors will consist of seven directors to serve 

staggered two-year terms, with three or four directors’ terms expiring June 1
st
 of each year. To 

serve as a director, a person must be at least 18 years old.
1339

 However, if the population of the 

district is more than 1,000, to be eligible to be director, a person must:
1340

 

 

1) be at least 18 years old; 

2) a resident of the district; and 

3) either be: 

a) an owner of property in the district; 

b) an owner of stock, whether beneficial or otherwise, or a corporate owner of property in 

the district; 

c) an owner of a beneficial interest in a trust that owns property in the district; or 

                                                 
1335

  See id. § 372.005(b)(1). 
1336

  See id. § 372.005(b)(2). 
1337

  Id. § 382.006(c). 
1338

  Id. § 382.051. 
1339

  Id. § 382.052(a).  
1340

  Id. § 382.052(b).  
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d) an agent, employee, or tenant of a person covered by a, b or c above. 

 

Each director shall execute a $10,000 bond payable to the district and conditioned on the faithful 

performance of the director’s duties.
1341

 Once the bond is approved by the board, the director 

shall take the oath of office prescribed by the constitution for public officers. The bond and the 

oath shall be filed with the district and retained in the records. Directors are compensated not 

more that $50 a day for each day that the director performs the duties of a director.
1342

 Vacancies 

on the board are filled by the county.
1343

 If a conflict of interest arises, Chapter 171 of the Local 

Government Code governs.
1344

 

 

The county may authorize the board to adopt rules
1345

: 

 

 To administer and operate the district; 

 For the use, enjoyment, availability, protection, security, and maintenance of district 

property, including facilities; 

 To provide public safety and security in the district; or 

 To regulate the private use of public roadways, open spaces, parks, sidewalks, and 

similar public areas in the district, if the use is for a public purpose.
1346

 

Also, the county may authorize a board to establish, revise, repeal, enforce, collect, and apply the 

proceeds from user fees or charges for the enjoyment, sale, rental, or other use of its facilities or 

other property, or for services or improvement projects.
1347

 

Powers and Duties of the County or the District 

The county or the board of directors of the district can exercise the powers and duties to operate 

the district set forth by the following:
1348

 

 

 A county development district under Chapter 383 of the Local Government Code; 

 A road district created by a county under Section 52, Article III of the Texas 

Constitution; and 

 A city or county under Chapters 380 or 381, or under 372.003(b)(9) of the Local 

Government Code. 

However, a county cannot delegate to a district the powers and duties of a road district or the 

power to provide water, wastewater, or drainage facilities unless both the city and county consent 

by resolution.
1349

 

                                                 
1341

  Id. § 382.056. See id. § 375.067 (Refers to bond of the directors). 
1342

  Id. § 382.055(b). 
1343

  Id. § 382.053(a). 
1344

  Id. § 382.054. 
1345

  Id. § 382.106. 
1346

  Id. § 382.108(a). See id. § 382.108(b)-(c) (Deals with conflict and providing safe and orderly use).  
1347

  Id. § 382.107. 
1348

  Id. § 382.101(a). See Chapter 4 of this handbook for information on County Development Districts, Chapter 5 

for information on Chapter 380. Also, see Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 372.003(b)(9) (Deals with the acquisition, 

construction, or improvement of water, wastewater, or drainage facilities or improvements that are authorized 

improvement projects for public improvement districts). 
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The district may not exercise the power of eminent domain.
1350

 Some districts may annex or 

exclude land from the district as provided by Subchapter J of Chapter 49 of the Water Code.
1351

 

The district must obtain the consent of the county that created the district by a resolution of the 

commissioners court and the consent of a city in whose extraterritorial jurisdiction the district is 

located by a resolution adopted by the city council.
1352

 Also, the board is not granted any right-

of-way management authority over public utilities.
1353

 To the extent that a project requires the 

relocation or extension of public utility facilities, the district shall reimburse the public utility for 

the all of the costs associated with the relocation, or extension of the facility. As for tax 

abatements, a county may not grant a tax abatement or enter into a tax abatement agreement for a 

district.
1354

 

 

The district can only issue bonds or negotiable promissory notes with the approval of the 

commissioners court of the county that created the district.
1355

 Bonds may only be issued with a 

majority vote of the voters of the district voting in an election held for that purpose.
1356

 If the 

commissioners court grants approval for bonds, notes or other district obligations, then the 

district may use district revenues, taxes or assessments, or any combination of taxes and revenue 

pledged to the payment of bonds to secure them.
1357

 

 

Authority to Impose Assessments and Taxes 

A county or district may accomplish its purposes and pay the cost of services and improvements 

by imposing:
1358

 

 

 An assessment; 

 An ad valorem tax; 

 A sales and use taxes; or 

 A hotel occupancy tax. 

A district may impose an ad valorem tax, hotel occupancy tax, or sales and use tax to accomplish 

the economic development purposes prescribed by Article III, Section 52a of the Texas 

Constitution, if the tax is approved by the commissioners court of the county that created the 

district and a majority of the voters of the district voting at an election held for that purpose.
1359

 

The county must adopt an order providing to the district the authority to impose these taxes and 

provide the rate at which the district may impose the tax.
1360

 

                                                                                                                                                             
1349

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 382.101(c). See id. § 382.109 (Dealing with the county delegating authorization of 

road projects to the district). 
1350

  Id. § 382.112. 
1351

  Id. § 382.113(a)-(b). See id. § 382.002(1) (Describes which districts are able to annex or exclude land). 
1352

  Id. § 382.113(c). 
1353

  Id. § 382.110. 
1354

  Id. § 382.151. 
1355

  Id. § 382.152(a)-(b). 
1356

  Id. § 382.152(a). 
1357

  Id. § 382.152(c). 
1358

  Id. § 382.153(a). 
1359

  Id. § 382.153(b). 
1360

  Id. § 382.153(c). 
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If the district imposes an ad valorem tax on property in the district, then it must do so in 

accordance with Chapter 257 of the Transportation Code.
1361

 If the district imposes a sales and 

use tax, it must generally do so in accordance with Chapter 383 of the Local Government Code 

or Chapter 323 of the Tax Code.
1362

 The rate of the sales and use tax may be imposed in 

increments of one-eighth of one percent up to a rate of two percent.
1363

 The ballot for a sales tax 

election shall be printed to provide for voting for or against the proposition:
 1364

 

 

A sales and use tax at a rate not to exceed (insert percentage rate) in the 

(insert name of district). 

 

or 

 

The adoption of a (insert percentage rate) sales and use tax in the (insert name 

of district). 
 

A tax authorized at a sales and use tax election may be imposed at a rate less than or equal to the 

rate printed in the ballot proposition.
1365

 

 

If authorized by the county, a district shall impose a hotel occupancy tax as provided by Section 

352.107 of the Tax Code.
1366

 However, some districts that imposed a hotel occupancy tax may 

use it for a purpose described by Chapter 352 of the Tax Code or to encourage the development 

or operation of a hotel in the district, including economic development programs for or a grant, 

loan, service, or improvement to a hotel in the district.
1367

 Hotel occupancy taxes may be used 

for any purpose authorized by Chapter 382 of the Local Government Code if authorized by the 

county.
1368

 However, hotel occupancy taxes can only be imposed if the owner of the hotel agrees 

to the imposition. Once an owner agrees, the agreement may not be revoked by the owner or any 

subsequent owners of the hotel.
1369

 

 

Any tax authorized by a county to be imposed in the district may be used to accomplish any 

improvement project or road project, or to provide any service authorized by this chapter, or 

Chapter 372, 380, 381 or 383 of the Local Government Code.
1370

 

 

Agreements and Contracts 

There are various agreements or contracts that the county or the district may make to promote an 

economic development project. A county may enter into an economic development agreement, 

                                                 
1361

  Id. § 382.157. 
1362

  Id. § 382.156(b). 
1363

  Id. § 382.156(a). 
1364

  Id. § 382.156(c). 
1365

  Id. § 382.156(d). 
1366

  Id. § 382.155(b). 
1367

  Id. § 382.155(d). See id. § 382.002(1) (Description of districts able to use hotel occupancy tax in the 

additional way). 
1368

  Id. § 382.1555(a). 
1369

  Id. § 382.1555(b). 
1370

  Id. § 382.154. 
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only on terms and conditions that the commissioners court and a board consider advisable, to 

make a grant or loan of public money to promote state or local economic development and to 

stimulate business and commercial activity in the area where the economic development project 

is located or in the district.
1371

 

 

A district, if authorized by the county, may order an election to approve a grant or loan 

agreement.
1372

 The grant or loan may be payable over a term of years and be enforceable on the 

district under the terms of the agreement and the conditions of the election. The terms of the 

agreement may include the irrevocable obligation to impose an ad valorem tax, sales and use tax, 

or hotel occupancy tax for a term not to exceed 30 years. If the voters approve the agreement, 

then the board may contract to pay the taxes to the recipient of the grant or loan in accordance 

with the agreement. 

 

A county may enter into a development agreement with an owner of land in the territory 

designated for an economic development project or district.
1373

 The terms of the development 

agreement may not exceed 30 years on any terms and conditions the county or the board consider 

advisable. The parties may amend the agreement. 

 

A district may contract with any person or political subdivision to:
1374

 

 

 accomplish any district purpose; and 

 receive, administer, and perform the county’s or district’s duties and obligations 

under an improvement project or proposed improvement project. 

This includes contracts to pay, repay or reimburse from tax proceeds or another specified source 

of money any costs, including reasonable interest, incurred by a person on the county’s or the 

district’s behalf, including all or part of the costs of an improvement project. State agencies, 

cities, counties, other political subdivisions, corporations or other persons may contract with the 

county or district to carry out the purposes of this law. Also, a district may contract for materials, 

supplies, and construction in accordance with the law applicable to counties or in the same 

manner as local government corporations created under Chapter 431 of the Transportation 

Code.
1375

 

 

Annexation by a City 

If a city annexes the entire territory of a district, the city assumes that district’s assets, but not the 

district’s debt or obligations.
1376

 The district will remain in existence, even after annexation by a 

city, in order to collect any taxes or assessments.
1377

 The taxes and assessment that are collected 

                                                 
1371

  Id. § 382.103(a) (This includes grants or loans to induce the construction of a tourist destination or attraction 

in accordance with Chapter 380 or 381 of the Local Government Code). 
1372

  Id. § 382.103(b). 
1373

  Id. § 382.102. 
1374

  Id. § 382.104. 
1375

  Id. § 382.105. 
1376

  Id. § 382.201(a). 
1377

  Id. § 382.201(b). See id. § 382.202 (Deals with imposition of taxes in a district that is wholly or partly 

annexed by a city and how the legislature intends that the level of taxation of areas where the district and the 

city overlap do not exceed the level of taxation of fully annexed areas). 
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will be used solely for the purpose of satisfying any preexisting debt or obligation. After the debt 

or obligations have been discharged, or two years have expired since the date of the annexation, 

the district is dissolved and any outstanding debt or obligations are extinguished. 

 

County Assistance Districts 

County assistance districts are another tool for counties to use to fund economic development 

programs. Chapter 387 of the Local Government Code governs the creation of the district and the 

sales tax and the permissible uses of the sales tax revenue. 

 

Initiating an Election for the Creation of a County Assistance District 

The commissioners court of a county may call an election for the creation of a county assistance 

district.
1378

 The commissioners court may create more than one county assistance district in a 

county. A district may consist of noncontiguous tracts.
1379

 

 

The election order must: 

 

 define the boundaries of the district to include any portion of the county in which the 

combined tax rate of all local sales and use taxes imposed, including the rate to be 

imposed by the district if approved at the election, would not exceed the maximum 

combined rates of sales and use taxes imposed by political subdivisions of this state 

that is prescribed by Sections 321.101 and 323.101 of the Tax Code; and 

 call the election to be held within those boundaries.
1380

 

If the proposed district includes any territory of a city, the commissioners court shall send notice 

by certified mail to the city’s governing body of its intent to create the district.
1381

 If the city has 

created a Type A or Type B economic development corporation under the Development 

Corporation Act, the commissioners court shall also send the notice to the board of directors of 

the economic development corporation. The commissioners court must send the notice by the 

60
th

 day before the date the commissioners court orders the election. The governing body of the 

city may exclude the city’s territory from the proposed district by sending notice of its desire to 

have the territory excluded to the commissioners court by certified mail no later than the 45
th

 day 

after the city received the original notice from the commissioners court. City territory excluded 

in this manner may later be included in: 

 the district in an election held by the commissioners court with the city’s consent; or 

 another district after complying with the notice requirements and after an election held by 

the commissioners court. 

In addition, the following requirements must be met: 

                                                 
1378

  Id. § 387.003(a). 
1379

  Id.  
1380

  Id. § 387.003(b). See Tex. Tax Code §§ 321.101, 323.101 (Defines which taxes are authorized by the 

municipal sales and use tax act and county sales and use tax act, respectfully). 
1381

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 387.003(b-1). 
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Potential Election Dates. The election must be held on a uniform election date as provided by 

Chapter 41 of the Election Code. There are uniform election dates in May and November. The 

current uniform election dates are:  

 

 the first Saturday in May in an odd-numbered year; 

 the first Saturday in May in an even numbered year, for an election held by a political 

subdivision other than a county; or 

 the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November.
1382

  

 

Time Frame for Ordering the Election. The county should order the election at least 78 days 

prior to the date of the election.
1383

 The Tax Code requires only that the county order the election 

at least 30 days before the date of the election.
1384

 Nonetheless, it is advisable to provide at least 

78 days’ notice, since this is the requirement applicable to most other special elections in Texas 

and it allows time to comply with other Election Code requirements, such as early voting. In 

addition, the Election Code provision governing time frames for ordering an election “supersedes 

a law outside this code to the extent of any conflict.”
1385

 

 

Notice to be Provided of Election. The city must publish notice of the election at least once in a 

newspaper published in the territory that is covered by the election and is in the jurisdiction of 

the county for giving notice; or a newspaper of general circulation in the county.
1386

 The notice 

must be published not more than 30 days and not less than 10 days before the date of the 

election. The notice must state the nature and date of the election, the location of each polling 

place, hours that the polls will be open, and any other election-related information required by 

law.
1387

 The county is required to post the notice to the county’s website not later than the 21
st
 

day before the election, if the county maintains a website.
1388

 If the county does not maintain a 

website, then the county must post notice of the election on the bulletin board used to post the 

county’s meeting notices.
1389

 The notice must also include the wording of all the ballot 

propositions.
1390

 The entire notice must generally be provided in both English and Spanish.
1391

  

 

                                                 
1382

  Tex. Elec. Code § 41.001(a).. 
1383

  Id. § 3.005(c). 
1384

  Tex. Tax Code § 323.403. 
1385

  Tex. Elec. Code § 3.005(b). 
1386

  Id. § 4.003(a)(1), (c).  
1387

  Id. § 4.004(a). 
1388

  Id. §§ 4.003(b).  
1389

  Id. 
1390

  Id. § 4.004(b). 
1391

  See id. ch. 272. 
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Required Ballot Wording for County Assistance District Ballot. There is statutorily required 

wording for a county assistance district and sales tax proposition ballot. The wording that must 

be used is as follows:
1392

 

 

Authorizing the creation of the (insert name of district) County Assistance 

District No.__ and the imposition of a sales and use tax at the rate of (insert 

appropriate rate) of one percent for the purpose of financing the operations of 

the district. 
 

The actual wording used on the ballot must indicate what rate is proposed for the county 

assistance district’s sales tax. The voters then vote for or against the proposition. 

 

Reporting Election Results of a County Assistance District’s Tax 

If a majority of the voters approve the district and adopt the sales tax, the commissioners court 

by resolution entered in the minutes of the proceedings, must declare the results of the election. 

The order or the resolution should include statements showing: 

 

 the date of the election; 

 the proposition on which the vote was held; 

 the total number of votes cast for and against the proposition; and 

 the number of votes by which the proposition was approved.
1393

 

If the election results change the application of the local sales tax, the county judge should send a 

certified copy of the order or the resolution, by U.S. certified or registered mail, to the Revenue 

Accounting, Tax Allocation Section of the comptroller’s office.
1394

 The order or resolution 

should also include a map showing the boundaries of the district. 

If more than one election to authorize a sales tax is held on the same day in the area of a 

proposed district and if the resulting approval by the voters would cause the imposition of a local 

sales tax in any area to exceed the maximum combined rate of sales taxes imposed by political 

subdivisions of this state that is prescribed by Sections 321.101 and 323.101 of the Tax Code, 

then only the county assistance sales tax can be imposed.
1395

 

                                                 
1392

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code. § 387.003(c).  
1393

  Id. §§ 387.003(d), Tex. Tax Code § 323.405. See Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 387.008 (Making Chapter 323 of 

the Tax Code applicable to county assistance district except where inconsistent with Chapter 387 of the Local 

Government Code). 
1394

  Tex. Tax Code § 323.405(b). See Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 387.008 (Making Chapter 323 of the Tax Code 

applicable to county assistance district except where inconsistent with Chapter 387 of the Local Government 

Code). 
1395

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 387.003(h). See Tex. Tax Code §§ 321.101, 323.101 (Defines which taxes are 

authorized by the Municipal Sales and Use Tax Act and County Sales and Use Tax Act, respectfully). 
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If a majority of votes received at the election are against the creation of the district, the district is 

not created.
 1396

  The county has the authority to call one or more elections to create one or more 

county assistance districts at any time after the failure of creating a district. 

Effective Date of County Assistance District Sales Tax  

After the voter approval of the district and adoption of the sales tax, the sales tax becomes 

effective on the first day of the first calendar quarter occurring after one complete calendar 

quarter has elapsed after the comptroller received a copy of the order of the district’s governing 

body adopting the tax.
1397

 For example, if the county was to hold a successful election in May 

2018 and the comptroller received a copy of the order by June 2018, the sales tax would take 

effect October 1, 2018. The district would begin receiving sales tax allocations from the 

comptroller starting in December 2018.  

 

Allocation of the Sales Tax Proceeds by the Comptroller 

Once the sales tax is effective, retailers collect it along with any other applicable sales taxes 

including the state sales tax, and remit the revenues to the comptroller. The comptroller remits 

the proceeds to the district. The County Sales and Use Tax Act (Chapter 323 of the Tax Code) 

governs the imposition, computation, administration and use of the tax, except where it is 

inconsistent with the County Assistance District Act (Chapter 387 of the Local Government 

Code).
1398

 

 

Use of Revenue 

The district, which is governed by either the commissioners court of the county or a governing 

body appointed by the commissioners court,
1399

 may use the sales tax revenues to perform the 

following functions of the district: 

 

 the construction, maintenance, or improvement of roads or highways; 

 the provision of law enforcement and detention services; 

 the maintenance or improvement of libraries, museums, parks, or other recreational 

facilities; 

 the provision of services that benefit the public welfare, including the provision of 

firefighting and fire prevention services; or 

 the promotion of economic development and tourism.
1400

 

Board of Directors 

 

The commissioners court can decide to appoint a governing body for the district.
1401

 The board 

of directors shall consist of five directors who serve staggered terms of two years.
1402

 To be 

                                                 
1396

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 387.003(e). 
1397

  Id. § 387.012.  
1398

  Id. § 387.008. 
1399

  Id. § 387.005(a). 
1400

  Id. § 387.003(a-1). 
1401

  Id. § 387.005(a)(2). 
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eligible to serve as a director, a person must be at least 18 years of age and a resident of the 

county in which the district is located. The initial directors shall draw lots to achieve staggered 

terms, with three of the directors serving one-year terms and two of the directors serving two-

year terms. The members of the district’s governing body are not entitled to compensation for 

service on the governing body of the district, but are entitled to reimbursement for actual and 

necessary expenses.
1403

 

 

Powers of the District 
 

A district is a political subdivision of the state.
1404

 The district may: 

 

 perform any act necessary to the full exercise of the district’s functions; 

 accept a grant or loan from the United States, state agencies, political subdivisions, or 

public or private persons; 

 acquire, sell, lease, convey, or otherwise dispose of property under terms determined 

by the district; 

 employ necessary personnel;  

 adopt rules to govern the operation of the district and its employees and property; and 

 enter into agreements with cities necessary or convenient to achieve the district’s 

purposes, including agreements regarding the duration, rate, and allocation between 

the district and the city of sales and use taxes.
1405

 

The district may contract with a public or private person to perform any act the district is 

authorized to perform.
1406

 However, the district may not levy an ad valorem tax.
1407

 

 

Expanding the District and Excluding Area from the District 

After creation of the district, it can be expanded if the commissioners court calls and holds an 

election for that purpose in the territory to be added to the district.
1408

 A majority of voters in the 

territory to be added must approve the expansion.
1409

 If more than one election to authorize a 

sales tax is held on the same day in an area proposed to be added to a district and if the resulting 

approval by the voters would cause the imposition of a local sales tax in any area to exceed the 

maximum combined rate of sales and use taxes imposed by political subdivisions on this state 

that is prescribed by Sections 321.101 and 323.101 of the Tax Code, then only the county 

assistance sales tax can be imposed.
1410

 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
1402

  Id. § 387.005(c). 
1403

  Id. § 387.005(b). 
1404

  Id. § 387.004. 
1405

  Id. § 387.006(a). 
1406

  Id. § 387.006(b). 
1407

  Id. § 387.006(c). 
1408

  Id. § 387.003(f). 
1409

  Id. § 387.003(g). 
1410

  Id. § 387.003(h). See Tex. Tax Code §§ 321.101, 323.101 (Defines which taxes are authorized by the 

Municipal Sales and Use Tax Act and County Sales and Use Tax Act, respectfully). 
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Also, the expanding of the district can be initiated by a petition or petitions signed by the owners 

or owners of the majority of the land in the area to be included in the district.
1411

 Once the district 

receives the petition, the district, by order, will include the area after an election is held in that 

area approving the inclusion of the area into the district.  However, if there are not registered 

voters in the area to be included, then an election is not required. 

 

The commissioners court by order may exclude an area from the district if the district has no 

outstanding bonds payable wholly or partly from the sales and use taxes and the exclusion does 

not impair any outstanding district debt or contractual obligations.
1412

 

 

Decreasing, Repealing, or Increasing the Tax Rate 

The district may decrease the tax or repeal the tax, by order.
1413

 The tax rate can be reduced or 

repealed without an election.
1414

 However, the repeal or reduction of the tax cannot be below the 

amount pledged to secure payment of an outstanding district debt or contractual obligation. 

There is no statutory authorization for a voter-initiated petition to decrease or repeal the tax. 

 

Also, the district can increase the tax by order and as long as the increase of the tax will not 

result in a combined tax rate of all local sales and use taxes that would exceed the maximum 

combined rate prescribed by Sections 321.101 and 323.101 of the Tax Code, in any location in 

the district.
1415

 If the increased tax rate will not exceed the rate approved at the initial election, 

then the district can increase the rate without an election.
1416

 If the increased tax rate would 

exceed the rate approved at the initial election, then the tax rate can only be increased after it is 

approved by a majority of the votes received in the district at an election held for that 

purpose.
1417

 

 

The tax may be changed in one or more increments of one-eighth of one percent to a maximum 

of one-half of one percent.
1418

 The ballot for an election to increase the tax shall be printed to 

permit voting for or against the proposition:
1419

 

 

The increase of a sales and use tax for the (insert name of district) County 

Assistance District No.__ from the rate of (insert appropriate rate) to the rate 

of (insert appropriate rate). 
 

If the voters approve the increase, then the increase will become effective on the first day of the 

first calendar quarter occurring after one complete calendar quarter has elapsed after the 

comptroller received a copy of the order of the district’s governing body increasing the tax.
1420

 

                                                 
1411

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 387.003(i). 
1412

  Id. § 387.003(j). 
1413

  Id. § 387.010. 
1414

  Id. § 387.010(a)(1) 
1415

  Id. § 387.010(a)(2)-(3). See Tex. Tax Code. §§ 321.101, 323.101 (Defines which taxes are authorized by the 

municipal sales and use tax act and county sales and use tax act, respectfully). 
1416

  Id. § 387.010(a)(2). 
1417

  Id. § 387.010(a)(3). 
1418

  Id. § 387.010(b). 
1419

  Id. § 387.010(c). 
1420

  Id. § 387.012. 
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Dissolution of the District 

 

The district can be dissolved by the governing body of the district petitioning the commissioners 

court of the county in which the district was created to dissolve the district if a majority of the 

governing body finds the performance of the district’s function cannot be accomplished to the 

benefit of the residents and owners of land in the district.
1421

  Also, if the commissioners court 

acts as the governing body of the district, the commissioners court can dissolve the district if the 

majority of the commissioners court finds that the performance of the district’s functions cannot 

be accomplished to the benefit of the residents and the owners of land in the district.
1422

  Once 

the commissioners court receives a dissolution petition from the governing body of the district, 

or it makes a finds the district needs to be dissolved, the commissioners court must hold a public 

hearing on the dissolution of the district.
1423

 The hearing must be held not later than the 61
st
 day 

after the commissioners court receives the petition to dissolve or makes a finding to dissolve the 

district.
1424

 The commissioners court must provide notice of the hearing as required by law and 

the notice must include information regarding the right of the residents and owners of land in the 

district to appear and present evidence for or against the district’s dissolution.
1425

 After the public 

hearing, the commissioners court must order the dissolution of the district and the district’s 

assets transferred to the county if: 

 

 the commissioners court unanimously votes that dissolution of the districe is in the best 

interests of the district, the county in which it is located, and the residents and owners of 

land in the district; and 

 the district has no outstanding bonds payable wholly or partly from district revenue and 

the dissolution does not impair any outstanding district debt or contractual obligation.
1426

 

 

 

                                                 
1421

  Id. § 387.013(a). 
1422

  Id. § 387.013(b)(2). 
1423

  Id. § 387.013(b). 
1424

  Id. § 387.013(c). 
1425

  Id. § 387.013(d). 
1426

  Id. § 387.013(e). 
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VIII. Public Disclosure of Economic Development 

Negotiations 

Open Meetings and Public Information Acts 

Local governments must comply with the requirements of both the Open Meetings Act and the 

Public Information Act in their quest to promote economic development. Economic development 

corporations, pursuant to a provision in the Development Corporation Act, are also subject to the 

requirements of the Open Meetings Act
1427

 and the Public Information Act.
1428

 Accordingly, 

cities, counties and development corporations must consider applicable open meetings and open 

records requirements when they deal with companies that request that certain financial 

information and the company’s intent to relocate be kept confidential. 

 

The Open Meetings Act and the Public Information Act permit certain economic development-

related issues to be discussed in an executive session and provide a limited time period during 

which certain records regarding economic development prospects would be considered 

confidential.
1429

 The Open Meetings Act allows a governmental body to conduct a closed session 

to discuss commercial or financial information that the governmental body has received from a 

business prospect.
1430

 In order to hold a closed session under this exception, the business 

prospect must be one that the governmental body is seeking to have locate, stay, or expand in or 

near the governmental body’s territory. In addition, the business prospect must be one with 

which the governmental body is conducting economic development negotiations. If a business 

prospect meets both of these requirements, then the governmental body will also be authorized to 

conduct a closed session to deliberate the offer of an incentive to the business prospect. 

 

The Public Information Act authorizes a governmental body to withhold information relating to 

economic development negotiations involving a governmental body and a business prospect.
1431

 

In order to be eligible for this exception, the business prospect must be one that the governmental 

body is seeking to have locate, stay, or expand in or near the governmental body’s territory. In 

addition, in order to be withheld, the information must relate to either: (1) a trade secret of the 

business prospect; or (2) commercial or financial information, the disclosure of which would 

cause substantial competitive harm to the person from whom the information was obtained. 

Information about a financial or other incentive being offered to the business prospect is also 

excepted from required public disclosure unless and until an agreement is made with the business 

prospect. Also, the economic development entity whose mission or purpose is to develop or 

promote the economic growth of a political subdivision with which the entity contracts may 

assert this exception as a third party whose information involves privacy or property rights that is 

in the economic development entity’s custody or control.
1432

 

                                                 
1427

  Id. § 501.072. See also, Tex. Att’y Gen. LO-96-104.  But see, Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. JC-327 (2001) (As 

ruled under the former statute, the board of the Bryan - College Station Economic Development Corporation, 

formed under the Texas Non-Profit Corporation Act and not the Development Corporation Act of 1979, was 

held not to be subject to the Open Meetings Act). 
1428

  Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code § 501.072. 
1429

  Tex. Gov’t Code §§ 551.087, 552.131. 
1430

  Id. § 551.087. 
1431

  Id. § 552.131. 
1432

  Id. § 552.131(b-1). See id. § 552.305(b) (Information involving privacy or property interests of third party 

being able to submit in writing reasons for information to be withheld to the attorney general’s office). 
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Once an agreement is made with the business prospect, information about the incentive becomes 

public.
1433

 Even if an incentive is offered by a person other than the governmental body, 

information regarding that incentive would generally be open to the public if the incentive may 

directly or indirectly result in the expenditure of public funds by a governmental body or in the 

reduction of revenue received by a governmental body. Finally, it is important to note that, when 

submitting its request for a ruling, a governmental body should assert all applicable exceptions to 

disclosure.
1434

 All applicable exceptions must be asserted within ten business days. If the 

exceptions are not timely asserted, a governmental body could waive them.
1435

 

 

                                                 
1433

  Id. § 552.131(c).  
1434

  Id. § 552.301. 
1435

  Id. § 552.302. 
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IX. Synopses of Attorney General Opinions on 

Economic Development 

 

Readers should be certain to check for any opinions issued by the Attorney General after 

the publication of this handbook and also make certain that the opinions mentioned below 

have not been overruled by legislative change, subsequent opinions or court cases. 

 

Legislative Effect will be indicated by ► and will generally include a reference to the 

Legislative Bill. 

 

Type A Sales Tax 

 

Please note that the Development Corporation Act was codified as of April 1, 2009 and 

can be found in the Local Government Code, Chapters 501 – 507.  

 

KP-0209: Right of Reverter Enforceable against State Agency 

 

A state agency's ownership of a fee simple determinable interest in real property 

conveyed to it by deed can terminate and title revert to the grantor according to the terms 

of the deed. 

 

KP – 0065: Definition of “Site Improvement” 

 

Under Subsection 501.103(1) of the Local Government Code, the term "site 

improvement" should be construed to mean an improvement or permanent enhancement 

that relates to the development of an area of ground on which a town, building, or 

monument is constructed. The question whether any particular expenditure constitutes a 

project under Section 501.103 is a question in the first instance for the board of the 

economic ·development corporation to determine. 

 

GA-0990: Health Benefits for EDC Employees 

 

To the extent permitted by Section 501.067 of the Local Government Code, an economic 

development corporation may obtain health benefits for its employees through a risk 

pool. 

 

GA-0819: Type A Sales Tax and Affordable Housing 

It is for the board of directors of a development corporation to determine, in the first 

instance, whether a project or expenditure is authorized under the Development 

Corporation Act. 
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GA-0320: Infrastructure Expenses Allowed 

An expenditure for road construction may qualify as a “project” under Section 2(11)(A) 

of the Development Corporation Act of 1979, provided the board of directors of an 

industrial development corporation finds that the expenditure is “required or suitable for 

infrastructure necessary to promote or develop new or expanded business enterprises.” 

Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. art. 5190.6, § 2(11)(A) (Vernon Supp. 2005). Section 4(A)(i) of 

the Act does not preclude a 4A corporation from providing a transportation facility that 

benefits property acquired for another authorized project. 

 

GA-0264: House Bill 2912 and Grandfathered Projects 

House Bill 2912 significantly amended the Development Corporation Act of 1979, Tex. 

Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. art. 5190.6, but contained a grandfather provision continuing former 

law for a project undertaken or approved before the bill’s June 20, 2003 effective date. 

The Port Arthur Economic Development Corporation is now authorized to grant funds 

and refund sales taxes to a private corporation to promote economic development if 

former law authorized it to do so and if paying these funds constitutes a “project” 

“undertaken or approved” before June 20, 2003. The development corporation’s board of 

directors must demonstrate that a project was “undertaken or approved” either by 

reference to some final official action taken by the board in an open meeting prior to June 

20, 2003, or by reference to the terms of an election held under Section 4A(r)-(s) of the 

Act prior to that date. The grant and sales tax refund were not a “project” under former 

law. Moreover, because development corporation’s board of directors did not vote to 

make the grant or sales tax refund at an open meeting prior to June 20, 2003, it would not 

fall within the House Bill 2912 grandfather provision. 

 

GA-0086: Section 4A Sales Tax and Promotional Expenditures 

Whether a hippopotamus statue would serve a Hutto Economic Development Corporation 

(“HEDC”) promotional purpose is a question of fact for the HEDC board of directors to 

resolve in the first instance, subject to judicial review and the supervisory authority of the 

Hutto City Council. The City Council may disapprove an HEDC expenditure for the 

statue. The HEDC may not spend more than 10% of its current annual revenues for 

promotional purposes in any given year. In addition, unexpended revenues specifically 

set aside for promotional purposes in past years may be expended for such purposes. 

 

JC-0553: City Council Retains a Degree of Control over Disposition of Section 4A 

Assets Upon Dissolution 

An industrial development corporation that is dissolving under article 5190.6, Section 

4A(k) of the Revised Civil Statutes must submit its dissolution plan to the corporation’s 

creating unit for its review and approval. See Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. art. 5190.6, § 

4A(k) (Vernon Supp. 2005). But the creating unit may not use its approval power to 

prevent the development corporation from performing its statutory duty to, “to the extent 

practicable, . . . dispose of its assets and apply the proceeds to satisfy” the corporation’s 

obligations. Id. Neither article 5190.6 nor the Non-Profit Corporation Act preclude an 
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industrial development corporation from establishing an escrow account to meet 

calculable future financial commitments. 

 

JC-0547: Mayor May Simultaneously Serve as Paid Executive Director of EDC 

Corporation 

Under current law, a mayor of a city that creates an industrial development corporation 

pursuant to article 5190.6, Revised Civil Statutes, is not prohibited from serving as a 

salaried executive director of the corporation. If, however, he receives more than ten 

percent of his gross income from his compensation as executive director, he must 

disclose that interest whenever the city council considers any matter involving the 

industrial development corporation, so long as the action contemplated will have an 

economic effect on the industrial development corporation that is different from its effect 

on the public. In such instance, he must file “an affidavit stating the nature and effect of 

the interest” and he must “abstain from further participation in the matter.” 

 

JC-0362: Section 4A Funds for Job Training 

The City of Port Arthur Economic Development Corporation is authorized to expend 

sales and use tax proceeds to finance the Port Cities Rescue Mission’s “rehabilitation and 

job training/educational facility” only if the Corporation’s board of directors reasonably 

finds that such a facility promotes business development and otherwise complies with the 

Development Corporation Act of 1979, article 5190.6 of the Revised Civil Statutes. The 

Act does not expressly authorize a “grant” for the Mission’s facility. Instead, any sales 

tax expenditure for such a facility must be made pursuant to a contract or other 

arrangement that ensures that the funds will be used for the authorized purpose and 

otherwise be in compliance with the Act. 

 

► In 2003, the Texas Legislature amended Sections 2(11)(A) and 38 of the Development 

Corporation Act of 1979. These sections address projects and job training. Consequently, 

primary job training facilities for use by institutions of higher education are an authorized 

project. Further, certain job training classes are permissible provided the business 

enterprise commits in writing to create new jobs that pay wages at least equal to the 

prevailing wage for the applicable occupation in the local labor market area. See Tex. 

H.B. 2912, 78th Leg., R.S. (2003). 

 

JC-0349: Section 4A Board of Directors May be Reappointed to Subsequent Term 

Directors of a corporation created under Section 4A of article 5190.6, Revised Civil 

Statutes, serve a six-year term pursuant to Section 11 of article 5190.6, subject to removal 

at any time by the governing body of the city that created the corporation, unless the 

articles of incorporation or bylaws of the corporation establish a shorter term of service. 

Neither article 5190.6 nor the Texas Non-Profit Corporation Act, article 1396 of the 

Revised Civil Statutes, bars a director of a corporation created under article 5190.6, 

Section 4A from being reappointed as director. The governing body of the City of 

Copperas Cove may reappoint a director of the corporation to subsequent service as 
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director, absent any contrary provision in the articles of incorporation or bylaws of the 

Copperas Cove Economic Development Corporation, or in the city charter, an ordinance, 

or a resolution of the City of Copperas Cove. Whether or not the city reappoints a 

particular individual as director is a matter for the governing body of the city, in the 

exercise of its reasonable discretion. 

 

JC-0032: Prevailing Wage Law and Development Corporations 

Chapter 2258 of the Government Code applies to a worker employed on a public work 

“by or on behalf of the state or a political subdivision of the state.” Tex. Govt. Code Ann. 

§ 2258.021(a) (Vernon 2000). Because a development corporation created under the 

Development Corporation Act of 1979 is not a political subdivision for purposes of the 

laws of this state, see Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. art. 5190.6, § 22 (Vernon Supp. 2005), 

chapter 2258 does not apply to a worker employed by or on behalf of a development 

corporation. Chapter 2258 will apply to a worker on a project undertaken by a 

development corporation only if the development corporation undertakes the project on 

behalf of the state or a political subdivision of the state. In order for the project to be 

undertaken on behalf of the state or a political subdivision, the state or political 

subdivision must be a party to the construction contract. 

 

LO-97-061: Donation of Section 4A Funds to Local College 

Given the information provided, it appears that the board of directors of the Pampa 

Economic Development Corporation would have no basis on which to conclude that an 

expenditure of Section 4A tax proceeds to support a Clarendon College center in Pampa, 

Texas would be consistent with the purposes of the Development Corporation Act of 

1979. Furthermore, the act does not permit a Section 4A development corporation to 

make gifts of public funds. 

 

► In 2003, the Texas Legislature amended Section 2(11)(A) of the Development 

Corporation Act of 1979 by removing “educational facilities” from the definition of 

project. Further, the Act was amended to allow funding of “primary job training facilities 

for use by institutions of higher education”. See Tex. H.B. 2912, 78th Leg., R.S. (2003). 

 

LO-96-104: Economic Development Corporation is Subject to Open Meetings Act 

The board of directors of the Beeville-Bee County Redevelopment Authority Corporation 

is subject to the Open Meetings Act, Gov’t Code ch. 551, by virtue of Section 11(b) of 

the Development Corporation Act of 1979, V.T.C.S. art. 5190.6. 

 

LO-96-010: No Nepotism Prohibition 

Because a member of the board of directors of an industrial development corporation, 

established under the Development Corporation Act of 1979, V.T.C.S. article 5190.6, 

receives only reimbursement for the member’s expenses, the member is not “directly or 

indirectly compensated from public funds or fees of office.” Thus, Section 573.041 of the 

Government Code, which generally prohibits nepotistic appointments, is inapplicable. 
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No statute precludes one member of a city council from voting on removal of a member 

of the board of directors of an industrial development corporation, even where the city 

council member and director of the industrial development corporation are related within 

the second degree by affinity. 

 

DM-0299: Industrial Development Corporations and Debt Prior to Restriction 

Section 4A(q) of the Development Act of 1979, V.T.C.S. art. 5190.6, would violate 

article I, section 16 of the Texas Constitution if applied retroactively. A court would 

construe Section 4A(q) only to apply to debts assumed by a development corporation 

after its enactment date. 

 

LO-94-037: Section 4A Economic Development Sales Tax & Promotional Expenses 

The Development Corporation of Abilene, which operates under Section 4A of the 

Development Corporation Act, V.T.C.S. article 5190.6, may spend proceeds of the sales 

and use tax imposed under Section 4A for "promotional purposes," subject to the proviso 

of subsection (b)(1) that no more than 10 percent of corporation revenue may be spent for 

such purposes, and so long as the expenditures are otherwise consistent with the 

provisions of the act and state law generally. 

 

LO-93-104: Combined Proposition/Sales Tax for Property Tax Relief 

For a simultaneous election on the imposition, under Section 4A, V.T.C.S. article 5190.6, 

of a sales and use tax of one-fourth of one percent for economic development and the 

reduction of its previously adopted additional sales and use tax for the reduction of 

property taxes under Tax Code Section 321.101(b) from a rate of one-half of one percent 

to one-quarter of one percent, the city should use the proposition language set out in 

Section 4A(p), as follows:  

 

The adoption of a sales and use tax within the city for the promotion and development of 

new and expanded business enterprises at the rate of one-fourth of one percent and the 

adoption of an additional sales and use tax within the city at the rate of one-fourth of one 

percent to be used to reduce the property tax rate. 

 

LO-92-086: Use of Section 4A Tax Money for Technical College 

The Marshall Economic Development Corporation may use proceeds of a sales and use 

tax collected pursuant to article 5190.6, Section 4A, to finance bonds for the start-up 

costs of the Texas State Technical College System Extension Center in Marshall, Texas, 

so long as the funds are used solely for technical-vocational training purposes. 

 

► In 2003, the Texas Legislature amended Section 2(11)(A) of the Development 

Corporation Act of 1979 by removing “educational facilities” from the definition of 

project. Further, the Act was amended to allow funding of “primary job training facilities 

for use by institutions of higher education”. See Tex. H.B. 2912, 78th Leg., R.S. (2003). 
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DM-0137: Economic Development Tax Reduction Application to Bonds Issued 

Where, pursuant to subsections (n) and (o) of Section 4A, article 5190.6, V.T.C.S., an 

election is held to reduce the sales and use tax rate collected by a municipality on behalf 

of an industrial development corporation, or to limit the length of time during which the 

tax may be collected, such reduction or limitation may not be applied to any bonds issued 

prior to the date of the election. 

 

DM-0080: Economic Development Corporation Could Not Fund a Hospital 

Hospitals are not “manufacturing or industrial facilities” or facilities “required or suitable 

for the promotion of commercial development” and may not be financed by bonds issued 

by industrial development corporations created pursuant to the Development Corporation 

Act of 1979, as amended. 

 

Type B Sales Tax 

 

Please note that the Development Corporation Act was codified as of April 1, 2009 and 

can be found in the Local Government Code Chapters 501 – 507. 

 

GA-1066: Type B Funds for City’s Comprehensive Plan 

 

To the extent an expenditure of Type B sales tax proceeds for the services involved in the 

preparation of a municipal comprehensive plan by an independent contractor is within the 

scope of Sections 501.101 or 501.103 of the Local Government Code, it may be an 

authorized project under the statute. It is, however, for the board of directors of the 

economic development corporation to determine, in the first instance and subject to 

judicial review, whether an expenditure is authorized under the statute. 

 

GA-1050: Entertainment Projects 

 

A court could conclude that funding for a private radio station's building renovations and 

equipment upgrades is not of the same kind or class of project as those projects expressly 

authorized in Section 505.152 of the Local Government Code and that Section 505.152 

therefore does not authorize an economic development corporation to fund that proposed 

project. The Legislature granted the board of directors of an economic development 

corporation broad discretion in determining whether a specific project is “required or 

suitable for use for ... entertainment,” and it is for the board to decide in the first instance.  

A court would likely conclude that funding for a city owned pavilion is of the same kind 

or class of project as those projects expressly authorized in Section 505.152. 
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GA-0990: Health Benefits for EDC Employees 

 

To the extent permitted by Section 501.067 of the Local Government Code, an economic 

development corporation may obtain health benefits for its employees through a risk 

pool. 

 

GA-0522: Tax Exemption for Private Businesses May Be Unconstitutional 

Under the terms of Section 4B(k) of article 5190.6, Texas Revised Civil Statutes (the 

“Act”), land and improvements for the specifically listed purposes in Section 4B(a)(2) of 

the Act constitute projects eligible for tax exemptions. Additionally, any other land and 

improvements that the Westworth Redevelopment Authority’s (the “Authority”) board of 

directors determines promote or develop business enterprises in accordance with Section 

4B(a)(3) of the Act are such eligible projects. But whether a particular property or 

improvement constitutes a “project” under the Section 4B(a) standards is a question of 

fact. The Act grants the Authority’s board of directors the discretion to make that 

determination in the first instance subject to judicial review for abuse of discretion. Under 

the terms of Section 4B(k) of the Act, projects used for private commercial purposes 

would be eligible for tax exemption. A court could determine that Section 4B(k), when 

applied to exempt from ad valorem taxes such projects that do not meet the established 

public purpose use test, is unconstitutional as applied. The Tax Code permits the Tarrant 

County Appraisal District and a taxing unit in which a particular property designated by 

the Authority as a Section 4B(k) project is located to challenge the property’s tax-exempt 

status. 

 

► In 2007, the Texas Legislature, addressed the authority of an entity that acquires a 

leasehold interest from a development corporation to enter into subleases if it has an 

agreement with the development corporation that authorizes such subleases. See Tex. 

H.B. 3440, 80
th

 Leg., R.S. (2007). 

 

GA-0265: Voter Approval Allows 4B Funding of Youth Football Field 

Consistent with the election proposition approved by the voters in 1997, the sales taxes 

collected in Gun Barrel City under Section 4B of the Development Corporation Act of 

1979 may be used to fund facilities for amateur sports, including children’s sports, 

athletic, and public park purposes. The legislature has determined that Section 

4B(a)(2)(A) projects accomplish public purposes relating to economic development and 

the board of an economic development corporation is not required to make this finding 

for individual projects within this provision. Attorney General Opinion JC-0494 (2002), 

which was based on incorrect facts, is overruled to the extent it is inconsistent with this 

opinion. 
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GA-0004: Section 4B Corporation is Not Governmental Entity for Purposes of 

Section 272.001 (b)(5) of Local Government Code 

Section 272.001(b)(5) of the Local Government Code exempts “a real property interest 

conveyed to a governmental entity that has the power of eminent domain” from the 

public notice and bidding requirements generally applicable to the sale or exchange of 

land owned by a political subdivision. The Euless Economic Development Corporation, a 

nonprofit industrial development corporation created under the Development Corporation 

Act of 1979, article 5190.6 of the Revised Civil Statutes, is not a “governmental entity” 

for the purposes of Section 272.001(b)(5) of the Local Government Code. Furthermore, 

Section 272.001(b)(5) does not authorize a political subdivision to transfer land to a 

private party by using a “governmental entity” as a pass-through. 

 

JC-0547: Mayor May Simultaneously Serve as Paid Executive Director of EDC 

Corporation 

Under current law, a mayor of a city that creates an industrial development corporation 

pursuant to article 5190.6, Revised Civil Statutes, is not prohibited from serving as a 

salaried executive director of the corporation. If, however, he receives more than ten 

percent of his gross income from his compensation as executive director, he must 

disclose that interest whenever the city council considers any matter involving the 

industrial development corporation, so long as the action contemplated will have an 

economic effect on the industrial development corporation that is different from its effect 

on the public. In such instance, he must file “an affidavit stating the nature and effect of 

the interest” and he must “abstain from further participation in the matter.” 

 

JC-0494: Consistent with Particular Ballot Proposition Section 4B Proceeds Could 

Only be Used for Projects Which Promote Business Development (overruled by GA-

0265 due to new facts presented) 

Consistent with the particular 1997 voter-approved election proposition, the sales taxes 

collected in Gun Barrel City under Section 4B of the Development Corporation Act of 

1979 may be used only for projects that promote business development. The Board of 

Directors of the Gun Barrel City Economic Development Corporation may not use the 

sales tax proceeds to fund a project that does not promote business development. This 

opinion, which was based on incorrect facts, is overruled to the extent it is inconsistent 

with GA-0265 (2004).   

 

JC-0488: Section 4B Proceeds Could be Used for Access Road to Undeveloped 

Commercially Zoned Property 

Under Section 4B of the Development Corporation Act of 1979, the sales and use tax is 

levied for the benefit of the Lake Jackson Development Corporation established by the 

City of Lake Jackson under Section 4B; and the Corporation, rather than the City, is 

authorized to expend the tax proceeds for authorized projects.  
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The 1995 sales and use tax election proposition approved by the voters of the City of 

Lake Jackson pursuant to Section 4B does not prohibit the Lake Jackson Development 

Corporation from using the sales tax proceeds to build an access road to service 

undeveloped commercially zoned property that fronts a state highway if the expenditure 

will promote development of new or expanded business enterprises. 

 

JC-0400: Section 4B Ballot Language and Use of Proceeds for Public Park or 

Nature/Birding Center 

The Industrial Development Corporation of the City of Sonora, Texas is not precluded, as 

a matter of law, from using sales and use tax proceeds for a “nature/birding center” or a 

public park project that was not specifically approved by the voters when they authorized 

collection of the tax because it was within the scope of the purposes for which the voters 

approved the sales and use tax. The particular tax election ballot language submitted to 

the voters indicated that the tax proceeds would be used for projects authorized by 

Section 4B of the Development Corporation Act of 1979; and, on the date of the tax 

election, the statute authorized public park projects. Additionally, the city published 

notice of the proposed project as required by Section 4B, and no subsequent voter 

petition requesting an election on the project was submitted. 

 

JC-0338: Section 4B May Not Approve Loan to Section 4B Director 

The board of an economic development corporation may not approve a loan to a director 

of the corporation. An economic development corporation is not prohibited by law from 

entering into other transactions with a member of the board or with an entity in which a 

board member is interested if it complies with the provisions of the Texas Non-Profit 

Corporation Act governing transactions between corporations and directors, or, in the 

event the corporation bylaws impose a stricter standard, with the bylaws. 

 

JC-0118: All Section 4B Incidental Costs Must be Related to a Project /May Not 

Expend Section 4B Sales Tax Proceeds for Promotional Purposes 

Sales and use taxes levied under Section 4B of the Development Corporation Act of 

1979, TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. ANN. art. 5190.6 (Vernon Supp. 2005), may only be used for 

project costs; they may not be used for “promotional” costs unrelated to projects. 

 

► In 2001, the Texas Legislature amended Section 4B(b) of the Development 

Corporation Act of 1979 to allow 4B corporations to spend up to 10 percent of the sales 

tax revenue for “promotional purposes.” See Tex. H.B. 3298, 77th Leg., R.S. (2001). 

 

JC-0109: Section 4B Corporations Not Subject to Chapter 272 Sale of Property 

Requirements 

A development corporation established under Section 4B of article 5190.6 of the Revised 

Civil Statutes is not subject to Section 272.001 of the Local Government Code, which 

establishes procedures political subdivisions must follow to sell land. However, a 

development corporation must ensure that it receives fair market value for any land, 
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purchased with sales and use tax proceeds, that the development corporation sells for 

non-project purposes. Although article 5190.6 prohibits a city from granting a 

development corporation public money or free services, the Act does not preclude a city 

from providing funds or services to a development corporation in exchange for 

consideration from the development corporation, within certain limitations. 

 

► In 2001, the Texas Legislature amended Section 21 of the Development Corporation 

Act of 1979 to allow  a home-rule city to grant public money to a 4A or 4B corporation 

under a contract authorized by Section 380.002 of the Local Government Code. See Tex. 

H.B. 782, 77th Leg., R.S. (2001). 

 

JC-0032: Prevailing Wage Law and Development Corporations 

Chapter 2258 of the Government Code applies to a worker employed on a public work 

“by or on behalf of the state or a political subdivision of the state.” Tex. Govt. Code Ann. 

§ 2258.021(a) (Vernon 1999). Because a development corporation created under the 

Development Corporation Act of 1979 is not a political subdivision for purposes of the 

laws of this state, see Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. art. 5190.6, § 22 (Vernon Supp. 1987), 

chapter 2258 does not apply to a worker employed by or on behalf of a development 

corporation. Chapter 2258 will apply to a worker on a project undertaken by a 

development corporation only if the development corporation undertakes the project on 

behalf of the state or a political subdivision of the state. In order for the project to be 

undertaken on behalf of the state or a political subdivision, the state or political 

subdivision must be a party to the construction contract. 

 

LO-98-062; Section 4B Proceeds to Fund Maintenance and Operating Costs of a 

Project 

Under V.T.C.S. article 5190.6, Section 4B(a-2), Section 4B tax proceeds may not be used 

to pay for maintenance and operating costs of a project unless the city publishes notice of 

this proposed use. If the proposed use is challenged by a petition of more than 10% of the 

voters within 60 days of the notice, the City of League City will be required to hold an 

election to obtain voter approval of the proposed use because such use has not been 

approved in a prior election. 

 

LO-96-110; Joint Propositions for Economic Development Sales Tax 

A city is not authorized to combine in a single proposition proposals for voting on 

adoption of an economic development tax under Section 4B, V.T.C.S. article 5190.6, and 

a sales and use tax for property tax relief under Tax Code Section 321.101(b). 

 

► In 2005, the Texas Legislature enacted Section 321.409 of the Texas Tax Code, which 

enables a city to use a combined ballot proposition to lower or repeal any dedicated or 

special purpose sales tax and simultaneously raise or adopt another such tax, including 

the sales tax for property tax relief. See Tex. H.B. 3195, 79th Leg., R.S. (2005). 
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LO-96-104: Economic Development Corporation is Subject to Open Meetings Act 

The board of directors of the Beeville-Bee County Redevelopment Authority Corporation 

is subject to the Open Meetings Act, Gov’t Code ch. 551, by virtue of Section 11(b) of 

the Development Corporation Act of 1979, V.T.C.S. art. 5190.6. 

 

LO-96-010: No Nepotism Prohibition 

Because a member of the board of directors of an industrial development corporation, 

established under the Development Corporation Act of 1979, V.T.C.S. article 5190.6, 

receives only reimbursement for the member’s expenses, the member is not “directly or 

indirectly compensated from public funds or fees of office.” Thus, Section 573.041 of the 

Government Code, which generally prohibits nepotistic appointments, is inapplicable. 

 

No statute that precludes one member of a city council from voting on removal of a 

member of the board of directors of an industrial development corporation, even where 

the city council member and director of the industrial development corporation are 

related within the second degree by affinity. 

 

LO-95-072: Construction of Residential Sewer Lines 

V.T.C.S. article 5190.6, Section 4B authorizes the board of directors of a development 

corporation organized under V.T.C.S. article 5190.6 to determine whether the 

construction of sanitary sewer lines in an existing residential subdivision would promote 

or develop new or expanded business enterprises. Although it seems unlikely that the 

construction of sewer facilities in a residential subdivision would promote or develop 

new or expanded business enterprises, this office cannot exclude the possibility as a 

matter of law. The board’s determination would be reviewed under an abuse of discretion 

standard. 

 

City/County Venue Project Tax 

GA-0602: Venue Project Fund Money May Be Used To Pay Cost of Approved 

Venue Projects 

 

A county, such as Terrell County, may use money in its venue project fund to pay any of 

the costs of constructing an approved venue project. The county may borrow money to 

pay such costs, to be repaid from the venue project fund, only by the “issuance of 

bonds… or other obligations.” 

 

GA-0156: City Must Spend Funds Consistent With Voter Approval 

The terms of the election pursuant to which the Terrell County voters approved the 

venue-project tax for park improvements constitute a contract with the voters, and Terrell 

County is authorized to use venue-project funds for improvements outlined in the current 

Expenditure Plan only if the improvements are consistent with the election orders. 
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Improvements proposed by Terrell County constitute a “venue project,” as defined by 

Local Government Code Section 334.001(3), (4)(B), and (5), only if Terrell County 

intends to develop and construct a convention center facility and to undertake other 

improvements and infrastructure in conjunction with the development and construction of 

the convention center facility, and if the other improvements are related improvements 

located in the convention center facility’s vicinity or infrastructure that relate to and 

enhance the convention center facility.  

 

LO-98-074: City May Not Hold a Sales Tax Election Earlier Than One Year From 

Date of Previous Sales Tax Election 

Section 321.406, Tax Code, which limits the frequency of sales tax elections held by a 

municipality, is applicable to elections held under chapter 334, Local Government Code. 

Thus, the city of Arlington may not hold a sales tax election under chapter 334 earlier 

than one year from the date of any previous sales tax election. 

 

DM-0455: Houston’s Ability to Participate in Sports Authority 

The City of Houston is authorized to participate in the Harris County-Houston Sports 

Authority created pursuant to House Bill 92, Act of May 22, 1997, 75th Leg., ch. 551, 

1997 Tex. Sess. Law Serv. 1929. 

 

DM-0454: Houston’s City Council Limited Authority over Harris County-Houston 

Sports Authority 

The Houston City Council does not have either the formal power of appointment or the 

right of confirmation of directors of the Houston-Harris County Sports Authority (the 

“authority”). The city council is not empowered to approve change orders for authority 

contracts or to place restrictions on lease agreements negotiated by the authority, nor does 

it have general oversight responsibilities over the authority beyond the right to approve 

the issuance of bonds and other obligations. 

 

DM-0453: Harris County Not Required to Hold a Second Election to Impose Hotel 

Occupancy and Short Term Car Rental Taxes 

Harris County is not required to hold an election under the provisions of House Bill 92, 

Act of May 22, 1997, 75th Leg., R.S., ch. 551, 1997 Tex. Sess. Law Serv. 1929, 1929. 

The imposition of hotel occupancy and short-term car rental taxes does not, in the 

absence of a second election, contravene the due process clauses of the federal or state 

constitutions. Neither does House Bill 92 unconstitutionally discriminate against 

residents of Harris County on equal protection grounds. Section 7 of the bill is not a 

“local or special law” in contravention of article III, section 56, Texas Constitution. 
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Property Tax Abatement 

 

GA-0734: Tax Abatement Period May Start In a Year After the Year the Tax 

Abatement Agreement Is Entered 

 

The maximum ten-year abatement period authorized under Tax code Section 312.204(a) 

may commence in a year subsequent to the year in which an agreement providing for the 

tax abatement is entered into by the taxing unit and the owner of the property subject to 

the agreement. 

 

GA-0600: Abatement for Improvements Allowed if Governing Body Members 

Owns Only Real Property 

A county may enter into a tax abatement agreement with the owner of taxable real 

property located in a reinvestment zone, and with the owner of a leasehold interest in or 

improvements on tax-exempt property located in a reinvestment zone. Assuming that the 

“fixtures and improvements” owned by a wind turbine company constitute 

“improvements on tax-exempt real property that is located in a reinvestment zone” under 

Section 312.402 of the Tax Code, the mere fact that a member of a commissioners court 

owns the real property on which the fixtures and improvements will be located does not 

prohibit fixtures and improvements from being the subject of a tax abatement agreement. 

 

A member of a commissioners court generally must abstain from a vote on a matter if it 

is reasonably foreseeable that an action on the matter will have a special economic effect 

on the value of the property distinguishable from its effect on the public. Whether a vote 

on a particular tax abatement agreement will have such a special economic effect is 

generally a question of fact that cannot be resolved in an attorney general opinion. 

 

► In 2009, the Texas Legislature amended Section 312.402 of the Tax Code to clarify a 

county’s authority to enter into a tax abatement agreement, including the authority to 

enter into an abatement agreement with an owner of personal property located on real 

property, or an individual with a leasehold interest in or owner of personal property 

located on tax-exempt real property, even if that individual did not own the real property. 

Tex. S.B. 1458, 81st Leg., R.S. (2009); Tex. H.B. 3896, 81st Leg., R.S. (2009). 

 

GA-0304: Successive Tax Abatements for Personal Property on Same Real Property 

Parcel Allowed 

Under the Property Redevelopment and Tax Abatement Act, chapter 312 of the Tax 

Code, a prior tax abatement agreement concerning specific property does not preclude a 

municipality from agreeing to abate taxes on different business personal property at the 

same location. A new abatement agreement must fully comply with chapter 312 

requirements. 
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GA-0134: Tax Abatement Agreements May Not Retroactively Extinguish Existing 

Tax Liability 

Section 312.208 of the Tax Code, permitting amendment of tax abatement agreements, 

does not modify the rule established by Section 11.42(a) of the Tax Code that a “person 

who does not qualify for an exemption on January 1 of any year may not receive the 

exemption that year.” Tex. Tax Code Ann. §11.42(a) (Vernon Supp. 2005). In addition, a 

retroactive amendment of a tax abatement agreement that extinguishes an existing tax 

liability violates article III, section 55 of the Texas Constitution. 

 

JC-0300: Tax Abatement Agreements Must be Executed With Owner of Real 

Property 

Section 312.206(a) of the Tax Code authorizes a commissioners court to enter into a tax 

abatement agreement only with the “owner of taxable real property.” The owner of a 

leasehold interest in tax-exempt real property is not such an “owner of taxable property.” 

 

► In 2001, Sections 312.204(a) and 312.402 (a) of the Tax Code were amended to allow 

taxing units to also enter into tax abatement agreements with “the owner of a leasehold 

interest” in real property. See Tex. H.B. 1448, 77th Leg., R.S. (2001) and Tex. S.B. 985, 

77th Leg., R.S. (2001). 

 

JC-0236: Newly Elected Councilmember Loses Benefit of Tax Abatement 

Agreement on Date Councilmember Assumes Office 

Attorney General Opinion JC-0155 (1999) determined that property owned or leased by a 

member of a municipality’s governing body is not eligible for a tax abatement agreement 

authorized by the Property Redevelopment and Tax Abatement Act, chapter 312 of the 

Tax Code. Attorney General Opinion JC-0155 is clarified by determining when the 

property loses the tax exemption granted by the tax abatement agreement. 

 

If the owner of property subject to the tax abatement agreement is elected to the 

municipality’s governing body, the tax exemption created by the agreement is lost on the 

date the property owner assumes office as a member of the governing body. The tax due 

on the property for the year is determined according to the method set out in Section 

26.10 of the Tax Code. 

 

► In 2001, Section 312.204 (d) of the Tax Code was amended to allow a tax abatement 

agreement to continue in effect if the property owner becomes a member of city council 

or a member of the zoning or planning commission. See Tex. H.B. 1194, 77th Leg., R.S. 

(2001). 

 

JC-0155: Property Owner Subject to Tax Abatement Agreement Becomes Ineligible 

to Continue to Receive Tax Abatement Once Elected to City Council 

The Property Redevelopment and Tax Abatement Act, chapter 312 of the Tax Code, does 

not bar a property owner from serving on the city council that granted a municipal tax 
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abatement to the property owner. However, the owner’s position on the council makes his 

property ineligible to continue to receive a tax abatement. Section 171.004 of the Local 

Government Code bars him from participating in a vote on a matter involving the 

property if he has a substantial interest in the property or in the business that owns the 

property, and if it is reasonably foreseeable that an action on the matter would confer a 

special economic benefit on the property that is distinguishable from the effect on the 

public. Votes made in violation of Section 171.004 of the Local Government Code are 

voidable only if the measures on which the property owner voted would not have passed 

without his vote. This opinion was clarified in JC-0236 (2000). 

 

► In 2001, Section 312.204 (d) of the Tax Code was amended to allow a tax abatement 

agreement to continue in effect if the property owner becomes a member of city council 

or a member of the zoning or planning commission. See Tex. H.B. 1194, 77th Leg., R.S. 

(2001). 

 

JC-0133: Tax Abatement Agreements May Not Exceed Ten Years 

A tax abatement agreement made pursuant to chapter 312 of the Tax Code, the Property 

Redevelopment and Tax Abatement Act, may not exceed ten years. A governmental 

entity may not grant a tax abatement for property that previously received a ten-year tax 

abatement. In order for property to receive more than ten years of tax abatement, the 

agreement for the abatement must have been made prior to September 1, 1989. 

 

► In 2001, Section 312.204 (a) of the Tax Code was amended to allow a tax abatement 

agreement to take effect on January 1 of the next tax year after the date the improvements 

or repairs are substantially completed. See Tex. H.B. 3001, 77th Leg., R.S. (2001). 

 

JC-0106: Tax Abatement May Apply to Relocated Beach Property 

The movement of a structure from one location on a piece of property in a reinvestment 

zone to another location on the property may constitute a “specific improvement or 

repair” to the property for purposes of a tax abatement agreement under Property 

Redevelopment and Tax Abatement Act, chapter 312 of the Tax Code, if it improves or 

repairs the property in the ordinary sense and if the improvement or repair is consistent 

with the purpose of the reinvestment zone designation. 

 

JC-0092: County Provision of an Economic Development Grant to a Private 

Company 

Chapter 312 of the Tax Code neither precludes nor authorizes a commissioners court 

agreement to make payments of county funds to a private company that are the economic 

equivalent of an abatement of real property taxes. However, Section 381.004 of the Local 

Government Code, which Dallas County cites as the basis for its authority to make such 

payments, neither expressly or impliedly authorizes a commissioners court to enter into 

an agreement of this kind. The legislative history indicates that the legislature did not 

intend Section 381.004 to implement article III, section 52-a of the Texas Constitution 
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and, moreover, confirms that the legislature did not intend Section 381.004 to authorize 

county economic development loans and grants. 

 

► In 2001, the Texas Legislature added subsection 381.004(g) of the Local Government 

Code. This subsection now allows the county commissioners court to develop and 

administer a permissible Chapter 381 program that includes entering into a tax abatement 

agreement with an owner or lessee of a property interest. See Tex. H.B. 2870, 77th Leg., 

R.S. (2001). 

 

LO-98-001: Commissioners Court May Enter Into Tax Abatement Agreement 

Despite Ownership Interest 

Tax Code Section 312.402 (d) does not preclude a commissioners court from entering 

into a tax abatement agreement with a corporation merely because a commissioners court 

member owns a very small percentage of shares in the corporation or the corporation’s 

parent or because a commissioners court member invests in the corporation by way of a 

mutual fund. 

 

LO-97-096: City Cannot Meet in Executive Session to Discuss a Tax Abatement 

Agreement 

A city council or county commissioners court is not authorized to meet in executive 

session under the Open Meetings Act to discuss a proposed city or county property tax 

abatement for an existing industry. 

 

► In 1999, the Texas Legislature added Section 551.086 of the Texas Government Code, 

now renumbered to Section 551.087 of the Texas Government Code. This section allows 

governmental bodies to meet in executive session to deliberate or discuss certain 

commercial or financial information or to deliberate the offer of a financial or other 

incentive to a business prospect. 

 

DM-0456: County Not Authorized to Delete Land From Existing Reinvestment 

Zone 

A county is not authorized to amend a Tax Code chapter 312 tax abatement agreement by 

deleting land from an existing reinvestment zone. A county reinvestment zone under 

chapter 312 must be contiguous and may not consist of only a portion of a building. The 

legislature intended to leave the substance of criteria for tax abatement agreements to the 

discretion of each county commissioners court, subject to very general constraints and 

certain specific limitations imposed by chapter 312. 

 

LO-95-090: City Cannot Abate Delinquent Taxes 

Neither Local Government Code Section 380.001 nor Tax Code Section 312.204 

authorizes a municipality to abate delinquent taxes owed by a taxpayer who participates 

in the municipality’s enterprise zone. Moreover, article III, section 55 of the Texas 

Constitution expressly forbids the abatement of delinquent taxes. 
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DM-0090: Day Opt in Period for Tax Abatement Agreements 

The authority of the Chambers-Liberty Counties Navigation District to enter into a tax 

abatement agreement pertaining to land that is the subject of a county tax abatement 

agreement expired 90 days after the date of the execution of the county agreement. 

 

► In 2001, the Texas Legislature amended Section 312.206(a) of the Tax Code removing 

the 90-day period for other tax entities to enter into a tax abatement agreement on 

property located within a city. See Tex. S.B. 1710, 77th Leg., R.S. (2001). 

 

Tax Increment Financing 

 
KP-0026: Charter Provisions and the Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone Board 

 

The question whether the City of Galveston's Charter applies to a board of a tax 

increment reinvestment zone created by the City under chapter 311 of the Tax Code is 

outside the purview of an attorney general opinion. 

 

As a general matter, however, a charter provision allowing only city residents to serve on 

a tax increment reinvestment zone board is inconsistent with Tax Code subsection 

311.009(e) and is likely void. Similarly, a charter provision limiting the number of terms 

a tax increment reinvestment zone board member may serve where subsection 311.009(c) 

would permit the board member to serve an unlimited number of terms likely renders 

such a charter provision void. 

 

KP-0004: County Formation of County Energy Transportation Reinvestment 

Zones, Tax Increment Reinvestment Zones, or Transportation Reinvestment Zones 

 

Absent a constitutional amendment, it is likely a court would conclude that a county may 

not form and operate a county energy transportation reinvestment zone, a tax increment 

reinvestment zone, or a transportation reinvestment zone, to the extent that doing so 

utilizes a captured increment of ad valorem taxes to fund a county-created tax increment 

reinvestment zone.  

 

GA-1076: County Energy Transportation Reinvestment Zones 

 

A county's use of tax increment financing to fund transportation projects in a county 

energy transportation reinvestment zone could be subject to challenge under the equal 

and uniform taxation requirement in article VIII, section 1(a) of the Texas Constitution. 

A county creating a county energy transportation reinvestment zone under Section 

222.1071 of the Transportation Code may not place general revenue funds into the tax 

increment account. 
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GA-0981: County Issuance of Tax Increment Financing Bonds Secured By Ad 

Valorem Tax Increment is Subject to Constitutional Challenge 

 

A county's issuance of tax increment financing bonds secured by a pledge of the county's 

ad valorem tax increment would be subject to constitutional challenge as violating the 

equal and uniform taxation requirements of article VIII, section 1(a) of the Texas 

Constitution. 

 
GA-0953: County Not Authorized to Issue Tax Increment Financing Bonds or 

Pledge Tax Increment Fund 

 

The Legislature has not authorized a county to issue tax increment financing bonds as a 

city may under chapter 311 of the Tax Code. A county qualifies as a “political 

subdivision” as that term is used in article VIII, section 1-g(b). A municipality has 

exclusive authority to pledge all or part of a tax increment fund, including any tax 

increments deposited by a county, for payment of tax increment bonds or notes. A county 

may not issue tax increment financing bonds or unilaterally pledge any part of the tax 

increment fund. 

 

GA-0725: Council Member’s Reservation In Conveyed Property Does Not Exclude 

Property From Tax Increment Financing 

 

Tax Code Section 312.204(d) excludes real property owned by a member of a city's 

governing body from tax increment financing. It is unlikely that a city council member 

who in a deed conveying real property reserves to himself the sale proceeds of the 

property, if and when the property is sold, is the owner of the property under Section 

312.204(d) by virtue of the reservation. Thus, such a reservation does not by itself appear 

to operate to exclude property from tax increment financing under Section 312.204(d). 

 

GA-0549: School Value to Deduct Includes Only Increment Actually Paid 

 

Section 403.302(d)(4) of the Government Code requires the Texas comptroller of Public 

Accounts to deduct the total dollar amount of only the percentage of the captured 

appraised value of school district property located in a tax increment reinvestment zone 

that corresponds to the percentage of the tax increment actually paid into the tax 

increment fund by the school district. 

 

► In 2007, the Texas Legislature changed how to determine the total dollar amount of 

the captured appraised value of the school district property located in a tax increment 

reinvestment zone.  See Tex. S. B. 1908, 80
th

 Leg., R.S. (2007). 

 

GA-0514: TIF Area Must Be Blighted Despite No Use of Bonds 

A city may not designate an area as a reinvestment zone under Tax Code Section 

311.005(a)(5) unless the area is “unproductive, underdeveloped, or blighted,” within the 
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meaning of article VIII, section 1-g(b) of the Texas Constitution, even if the area’s plan 

of tax increment financing does not include issuance of bonds or notes. 

 

GA-0474: Homestead Preservation District Anomalies 

 

Local Government Code chapter 373A enacted in 2005 provides for the creation of 

homestead preservation districts and homestead reinvestment zones.  Section 373A.108’s 

tax exemption applies to land trust real property owned by a community housing 

organization or a housing finance corporation operating as a land trust in a homestead 

preservation district only if the real property is inside the district.  The exemptions 

provided by Tax Code Sections 11.182 and 11.1825 and by Local Government Code 

Section 394.905 do not apply to such property inside the district. 

 

A city creating a homestead reinvestment zone is not authorized to establish a termination 

date for the zone.  Additionally, a city and a participating county are not authorized to 

execute an agreement that requires the county to deposit its tax increments into the zone’s 

tax increment fund for a period exceeding one year and under which the county does not 

have the right to annually reconsider its participation in the zone.  Finally, the tax 

increment fund revenues may be used only to purchase real property, construct or 

rehabilitate housing units in the zone, and pay zone and housing-related administrative 

expenses. 

 

A family’s income eligibility to receive a benefit from a homestead preservation 

reinvestment zone tax increment fund under Local Government Code Section 

373A.157(b) may be determined in accordance with the United States Department of 

Housing and Urban Development’s family income eligibility rules codified at part 5 of 

title 24 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Additionally, the Section 373A.157(b) 

median family income eligibility determination is required only for the year in which the 

family is granted a housing benefit from the tax increment fund. 

 

► In 2007, the Texas Legislature passed legislation that addressed the issue discussed in 

this opinion.  See Tex. H.B. 470, 80
th

 Leg., R.S. (2007). 

 

GA-0305: Competitive Bidding Statute Applies to Increment Fund Expenditures 

A city may use a Tax Code chapter 311 tax increment fund to pay a private developer for 

environmental remediation, renovation, or facade preservation costs if the costs constitute 

“project costs” within the scope of Section 311.002(1). A tax increment fund is a 

municipal fund within the meaning of chapter 252 of the Local Government Code, and 

chapter 252’s competitive bidding requirements may apply to expenditures from the tax 

increment fund. Whether a particular expenditure is subject to competitive bidding will 

depend upon whether the expenditure falls within the terms of Section 252.021 and 

whether the expenditure is exempt from chapter 252 under Section 252.022. If a 

municipal expenditure is subject to chapter 252, the city would be precluded from 

http://www.westlaw.com/Find/Default.wl?rs=dfa1.0&vr=2.0&DB=1000179&DocName=TXLGS373A.157&FindType=L
http://www.westlaw.com/Find/Default.wl?rs=dfa1.0&vr=2.0&DB=1000179&DocName=TXLGS373A.157&FindType=L
http://www.westlaw.com/Find/Default.wl?rs=dfa1.0&vr=2.0&DB=1000179&DocName=TXLGS373A.157&FindType=L
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reimbursing a person for costs incurred for work not performed pursuant to a 

competitively bid contract. 

 

► In 2005, the Texas Legislature amended Section 311.010(g) to except any dedications, 

pledges, or other uses of revenue in the increment fund from chapter 252. 

 

GA-0276; City May Not Extend Original Termination Date of Reinvestment Zone 

A home-rule city may not extend a Tax Code, chapter 311 reinvestment zone’s 

termination date beyond the date provided in the ordinance designating the zone. 

 

►In 2011, Sections 311.007 and 311.017 of the Tax Code were amended to provide that 

the governing body of the municipality or county that designated a reinvestment zone by 

ordinance or resolution or by order or resolution, respectively, may extend the term of all 

or a portion of the zone after notice and hearing in the manner provided for the 

designation of the zone.  Tex. H.B. 2853, 82d Leg., R.S., (2011). 

 

GA-0169: Councilmember May Serve on Reinvestment Zone Board 

A city council member is not prohibited from simultaneously serving as a member of the 

board of directors of a tax increment reinvestment zone created by his or her municipality 

under chapter 311 of the Tax Code. 

 

JC-0373: Tax Increment Financing Under The Texas Urban Renewal Law 

Section 403.302 of the Government Code requires the comptroller to conduct annual 

studies to determine the total value of taxable property within Texas school districts. 

Subsection 403.302(d)(8) of the Government Code requires the comptroller to deduct 

from the market value of property taxable by a school district any property value that is 

subject to a tax increment financing agreement entered into under Local Government 

Code, chapter 374, subchapter D. The deduction is not optional, but is required by statute. 

 

The predecessor of Local Government Code, chapter 374, subchapter D was 

unconstitutional when adopted. It was not impliedly validated by the 1981 adoption of 

article VIII, section 1-g of the Texas Constitution authorizing tax increment financing, 

but it was validated in 1987 when the predecessor statute was reenacted in the 

codification of laws relating to local government. A municipality may not adopt tax 

increment financing under Local Government Code, chapter 374, subchapter D unless it 

holds an election as required by Section 374.031(a) of that statute. 

 

JC-0152: Petitioned-For Tax Increment Financing Reinvestment Zones Must Also 

be Unproductive, Underdeveloped or Blighted 

A city may not designate an area as a tax increment financing reinvestment zone, 

including an area subject to a petition under Section 311.005(a)(5) of the Tax Code, 

unless the area is “unproductive, underdeveloped, or blighted” within the meaning of 

article VIII, section 1-g(b) of the Texas Constitution. An area that satisfies the criteria of 
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Section 311.005(a)(1), (a)(2), or (a)(3) comports with this constitutional requirement. A 

city must determine that an area subject to a petition under Section 311.005(a)(5) is 

“unproductive, underdeveloped, or blighted” either according to the criteria set forth in 

subsection (a)(1), (a)(2), or (a)(3) of Section 311.005 or according to its own, similar 

criteria. This determination is for the city to make in the first instance, in good faith, 

exercising reasonable discretion, subject to judicial review. 

 

Section 403.302 of the Government Code defines the “taxable value” of school district 

property for purposes of school-finance funding equalization formulas. Subsections (d) 

and (e) of Section 403.302, which exclude from the definition of “taxable value” the 

value of property located within certain chapter 311 reinvestment zones, do not as a 

matter of law violate the constitutional mandate that the legislature establish and maintain 

an “efficient system of public free schools,” Tex. Const. art. VII, § 1. 

 

JC-0141: City May Not Use Unexpended Tax Increment Funds After Termination 

of Reinvestment Zone For Improvements Outside of Reinvestment Zone 

Under chapter 311 of the Tax Code, a city is not authorized to undertake or complete a 

reinvestment zone project in a manner that is not consistent with the reinvestment zone 

board of directors’ project and financing plans, which must provide for projects within 

the zone. Therefore, as a general matter, a city may not use unexpended tax increment 

fund money after termination of a reinvestment zone to build an improvement outside the 

zone. The city may do so only if, prior to the zone’s termination, the reinvestment zone 

board of directors agreed to dedicate revenue from the tax increment fund to replace areas 

of public assembly, and if construction of the improvement is a cost of replacing an area 

of public assembly under Section 311.010(b) of the Tax Code, as added by, Act of May 

24, 1989, 71st Leg., R.S., ch. 1137, § 22, sec. 311.010, 1989 Tex. Gen. Laws 4683, 4690. 

 

DM-0390: City Which Terminates a Tax Increment Financing Reinvestment Zone 

May Create a New Reinvestment Zone With Identical Geographic Boundaries 

A municipality that terminates a reinvestment zone by ordinance pursuant to Section 

311.017(a) of the Tax Code may then create a new reinvestment zone with geographic 

boundaries identical to those of the original zone. A municipality’s loan to the first 

reinvestment zone may not be treated as a “project cost” of the second reinvestment zone 

pursuant to Section 311.002(1) of the act, nor may such a loan be assumed by the second 

reinvestment zone. There is no mechanism for adjusting the tax increment base of a 

reinvestment zone to account for a severe decrease in the total appraised value of the real 

property in the reinvestment zone. See Tax Code § 311.012(c). 

 

LO 96-138: City May Be Permitted to Condemn Property in a Reinvestment Zone 

as a Group 

Section 311.008(a) of the Tax Increment Financing Act authorizes but does not require a 

city to exercise the powers listed, including the power to condemn property, to implement 
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a reinvestment zone redevelopment plan. A city may be permitted to condemn property 

as a group under certain circumstances at the discretion of the court. 

 

Texas Economic Development Act 

 

GA-0686: comptroller May Include More Information Then Required in its Value 

Limitation Agreement Report 

In preparing the report on limitation agreements under the Texas Economic Development 

Act, the comptroller of Public Accounts may include more information than is required 

by Sections 313.008 and 313.032 of the Tax Code if the information is reasonably 

necessary to assess the progress of such agreements. 

 

The comptroller may use in the report information provided by recipients of limitations, 

regardless of whether the information is marked as confidential by the recipients, so long 

as the information is not confidential by law. The comptroller must, in the first instance, 

determine whether information is confidential by law. 

 

GA-0665: Owner of Qualified Property Is Eligible To Apply for a Limitation on 

Appraised Value 

Tax Code Section 313.025(a) authorizes “the owner of qualified property” to apply to a 

school district for a limitation on the appraised value of the qualified property for the 

purposes of school district-imposed maintenance and operation property taxes. Under 

Tax Code Section 313.021(2), land, a building or other improvement, and tangible 

personal property each constitute “qualified property.” Accordingly, a person that owns a 

building or other improvement or tangible personal property is an “owner of qualified 

property” under Section 313.025(a). Thus, a person meeting the other requirements of 

chapter 313 who owns such qualified property—building or other improvement or 

tangible personal property—is eligible to apply for a limitation on the appraised value of 

the person’s qualified property irrespective of whether the person owns or leases the land 

on which the qualified property is to be placed. 

 

► Section 313.021(2)(A) of the Tax Code was subsequently amended, and this opinion 

is thereby superseded. 

 

Adopting the Freeport Exemption 

 

DM-0463: Freeport Exemption for Component Parts 

Article VIII, section 1-j of the Texas Constitution establishes an exemption from ad 

valorem tax for “freeport” goods, that is, certain property destined for shipment out-of-

state within 175 days after the date the property was acquired in or imported into the 

state. The freeport exemption is available to property where it is acquired or imported in 

this state by a person who detains it in the state “for assembling, storing, manufacturing, 
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processing, or fabricating purposes,” even though the property is not sold or transported 

out of the state by that person, but is instead sold to an in-state purchaser who uses the 

property in manufacturing other items which are then transported out of state within 175 

days of the time the first owner acquired it. 

 

Whether the freeport exemption applies to specific property owned by one person and 

sold to another involves questions of fact, which cannot be addressed in the opinion 

process. 

 

Local Hotel Occupancy Tax 

KP-0131: Use of Local Hotel Occupancy Tax Revenue on a Feasibility Study and 

Construction, Operation, and Maintenance of a Performing Arts Center 

Under Section 351.101 of the Tax Code, a municipality may expend its municipal hotel 

occupancy tax revenue in the direct promotion of tourism and the convention and hotel 

industry, provided that the expenditure is for one of the specified uses listed in the statute. 

It is for a municipal governing body to determine in the first instance whether an 

expenditure of hotel occupancy tax revenue is proper under Section 351.101. 

 

GA-0851: Restrictions on Use of Reserve Funds Originally Generated from Hotel 

Occupancy Tax 

Hotel occupancy tax revenues collected under chapter 351, Tax Code, must be expended 

only as authorized by the chapter. Chapter 351 prohibits hotel occupancy tax revenues, 

including any surplus funds, from being expended for general city purposes. 

 

GA-0682: Hotel Occupancy Tax Revenue Can Pay for Administrative Cost if they 

Are Incurred Directly From Authorized Promotion and Servicing Expenditures 

Tax Code Section 352.1015(c) allows hotel occupancy tax revenue to be expended for 

administrative costs only if they are incurred directly for the promotion and servicing 

expenditures authorized by the provision applicable to the particular county, and the 

expenditure is otherwise consistent with chapter 352 of the Code. Whether expenditures 

for "key person insurance" premiums constitute an authorized administrative cost is for 

the commissioners court to determine in the first instance, subject to judicial review. 

 

GA-0408: Tax in Extraterritorial Jurisdiction May Cause Total Tax to Exceed 15 

Percent if Adopted Before County Tax 

Section 351.0025(b) of the Tax Code prohibits a municipality with a population of fewer 

than 35,000 from adopting and imposing a hotel occupancy tax in its extraterritorial 

jurisdiction when the combined rate of state, county, and municipal taxes would exceed 

15 percent. The section does not, however, prohibit a municipality from imposing its tax 

if the combined rate did not exceed 15 percent when the municipality adopted its tax but 

exceeds that rate after the county adopts a county tax. 
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GA-0124: Use of Hotel Occupancy Tax Revenue Towards County Senior Center 

Under Section 351.101 of the Tax Code, a municipality may expend its municipal hotel 

occupancy tax revenue “only to promote tourism and the convention and hotel industry” 

and only for the specific uses listed in the statute. Tex. Tax Code Ann. § 351.101(a) 

(Vernon Supp. 2004). Whether a particular proposed expenditure of municipal hotel 

occupancy tax revenue is a permissible use and will “directly enhanc[e] and promot[e] 

tourism and the convention and hotel industry” is for a municipality’s governing body to 

determine in the first instance. 

 

JC-0105: City Which Collected More Than $2 Million in Hotel Occupancy Tax 

Revenue in Calendar Year Is Not Bound By Allocation Formula of Section 

351.103(a) of the Tax Code 

Pursuant to Section 351.103(b) of the Tax Code, the allocation restriction of Section 

351.103(a) of the Tax Code does not apply to a municipality that has collected in excess 

of $2 million in hotel occupancy tax revenue in the most recent calendar year. 

 

LO 97-005: City May Not Collect a Municipal Hotel Occupancy Tax in a Municipal 

Utility District Annexed For Limited Purposes 

A city may not collect a municipal hotel occupancy tax in a municipal utility district 

annexed for limited purposes pursuant to a strategic partnership agreement under Local 

Government Code Section 43.0751. A city with a population of less than 35,000, 

however, may impose a hotel occupancy tax in the city’s extraterritorial jurisdiction 

pursuant to Tax Code Section 351.0025 irrespective of city annexation of the area. 

 

LO 96-113: Committee of Chamber of Commerce Not Subject to Open Meetings 

Act 

A committee of the chamber of commerce that is expending funds raised by the local 

hotel tax under contract with the city is not a governmental body under the Open 

Meetings Act. 

 

DM-0394: Use of Hotel Occupancy Tax Funds as Proposed for George Bush 

Presidential Library Was Impermissible 

The City of College Station may, without violating article III, section 52 of the Texas 

Constitution, spend public funds on the George Bush Library to be established by Texas 

A&M University only if there is a city purpose for the expenditure, if the city receives 

adequate consideration for the expenditure, and if sufficient controls are attached to the 

transaction to ensure that the public purpose will be carried out. Hotel-motel occupancy 

taxes raised by the city under chapter 351 of the Tax Code may be spent only for the 

purposes expressly set out in Section 351.101 of the code. No showing has been made 

that the tax funds proposed for allocation to the George Bush Library will be used for any 

purpose stated in Section 351.101. 
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LO 93-55: Convention and Visitors Bureau Funded with Hotel Tax Monies Not 

Subject to Open Meetings Act 

Neither the Greater San Marcos Chamber of Commerce, the Greater San Marcos 

Economic Development Council, nor the San Marcos Convention and Visitors Bureau 

are governmental bodies subject to the Texas Open Meetings Act, V.T.C.S. article 6252-

17. 

 

LO 92-51: City May Expend Municipal Hotel Tax Funds to Improve Visitors 

Information Center 

A city may expend municipal hotel tax funds for the improvement of a visitors 

information center. The city must insure that the expenditure fulfills one or more of the 

specific purposes authorized by Section 351.101 of the Tax Code. Section 351.103 of the 

Tax Code governs the allocation of tax receipts. 

 

LO 92-16: Municipal Hotel Tax Funds Generally May Not be Used for General 

Landscaping and Sidewalk Improvements 

Hotel occupancy tax funds may only be expended in conformity with chapter 351 of the 

Tax Code. 

 

LO 89-103: City May Not Use Municipal Hotel Occupancy Tax for Reconstruction 

of Municipal Tennis Courts 

Of the purposes for which Clarendon hotel tax funds may be spent under the applicable 

provisions, we think only that of “improvement” or “equipping” of a convention center 

facility under Section 351.101(a)(1) might conceivably include reconstruction of 

municipal tennis courts. We assume from your letter that the courts are not part of a 

convention center. Therefore, we think that the city of Clarendon lacks authority to spend 

municipal hotel tax funds on tennis court reconstruction. 

 

JM-1080: Federal Employee Travelling on Official Business is Not Exempt From 

Local Hotel Occupancy Tax 

A federal employee travelling on official business whose travel expenses are 

reimbursable by his employer, either on a per diem or actual expenses basis, is not 

exempt from a local hotel occupancy tax imposed under chapters 351 or 352 of the Tax 

Code when he rents hotel accommodations. 

 

► Sections 156.103(a) and 351.006(a) of the Tax Code now exempt federal employees 

from payment of the local hotel occupancy tax “when traveling on or otherwise engaged 

in the course of official duties” for the governmental entity. 
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JM-0972: State Officials Traveling on State Business Are Not Exempt from Local 

Hotel Occupancy Tax 

State officials or employees traveling at state expense on state business are not exempt 

from the hotel occupancy tax provided for in chapters 156, 351 and 352 of the Tax Code. 

 

► Sections 156.103(b), (c), (d) and 351.006 (b), (c), (d) of the Tax Code now exempt 

certain state officials from payment of the local hotel occupancy tax. Other state 

employees must still pay the hotel occupancy tax when paying their bill, but the state 

agency may request a refund from the city. 

 

JM-0965: Municipality May Not Use Hotel Tax to Supplement Recreational Budget 

Section 351.101 of the Tax Code sets out the exclusive purposes for which the municipal 

hotel tax may be used. The tax may not be used for the operation of general recreational 

facilities. 

 

JM-0865: No Authority for Exemptions from Hotel Occupancy Tax 

Neither a county nor a home rule city possesses the authority to grant an “exception” for 

religious, charitable or educational purposes from the hotel occupancy tax absent 

constitutional and statutory authority to do so. 

 

JM-0690: Limited Use of Hotel and Motel Tax 

Subsection 3c(a)(3) of article 1269j-4.1, V.T.C.S., does not authorize the use of 

hotel/motel occupancy tax funds for advertising which is not related to attracting 

conventions, visitors, or tourists.. 

 

JM-0184: Hotel Occupancy Tax May Not Be Used for Golf Course 

The county of El Paso may not use revenues from a county hotel occupancy tax collected 

pursuant to article 2372-8, V.T.C.S., to purchase golf carts or finance general 

improvements for a county-operated golf course. 

 

County Development District Tax 

 

JC-0291: County Development District Not Authorized to Levy Ad Valorem Taxes 

A county development district created under chapter 383 of the Local Government Code 

is not authorized to levy ad valorem taxes. A county development district may undertake 

a project only if it is consistent with the purpose of chapter 383 - “providing incentives 

for the location and development of projects in certain counties to attract visitors and 

tourists.” Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code Ann. § 383.002 (Vernon 1999) (statement of legislative 

intent). 
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Loans Under Local Government Code Chapter 380 

 

GA–0529: City May Fund Housing that Promotes Economic Development 

Texas Constitution article III, section 52-a and Local Government Code Section 380.001 

authorize a city to make a loan for a housing project if the project will promote economic 

development within the meaning of these provisions. 

 

GA-0137: Municipal Sales Tax Agreements 

House Bill 3534, which amended Sections 321.002(a)(3) and 321.203 of the Tax Code, 

prevents certain outlets, offices, facilities or locations from qualifying as a “place of 

business of the retailer” for municipal sales tax purposes. House Bill 3534 does not 

invalidate existing municipal sales tax rebate contracts nor prohibit municipalities and 

businesses from executing new contracts. 

 

GA-0071: Municipal Sales Tax Rebates 

If a business collects and remits municipal sales taxes as required by law, the city’s rebate 

of those taxes to the business does not violate article III, section 55 of the Texas 

Constitution. See Tex. Const. art. III, § 55 (prohibiting the legislature and political 

subdivisions from “releasing or extinguishing, in whole or in part, the indebtedness, 

liability or obligation of any corporation or individual” to the state or political 

subdivision). 

 

LO 95-090: City Cannot Abate Delinquent Taxes 

Neither Local Government Code Section 380.001 nor Tax Code Section 312.204 

authorizes a municipality to abate delinquent taxes owed by a taxpayer who participates 

in the municipality’s enterprise zone. Moreover, article III, section 55 of the Texas 

Constitution expressly forbids the abatement of delinquent taxes. 

 

DM-0185: Economic Development Program 

Section 380.001 of the Local Government Code, which the legislature enacted pursuant 

to article III, section 52-a of the Texas Constitution, is constitutional. The legislature 

intended Section 380.001 to authorize municipalities to offer a range of incentives 

designed to promote state or local economic development. It is outside the scope of the 

opinion process to determine, however, whether a particular incentive or combination of 

incentives constitutes a “program . . . to promote state or local economic development” 

for purposes of Section 380.001 of the Local Government Code. 

 

A home-rule municipality may issue bonds to fund an economic development program 

that the municipality has established in accordance with Section 380.001, but only if two 

conditions are met.  
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First, the bonds must be in an amount and to the extent allowed by the city charter. 

Second, a majority of the duly qualified property tax-paying voters must approve the 

bond issuance at an election held to consider the issue. 

 

Public Improvement Districts 

 

GA-0724: City Can Contract with Another Local Government to Collect Special 

Assessment s Imposed by the Public Improvement District 

A special assessment to finance a public improvement is imposed only upon the property 

that is specially benefitted by the improvement, and its amount is based on the special 

benefits accruing to the property. A special assessment is imposed under the taxing 

power, but it is not an ad valorem property tax within the Texas Constitution, nor does 

the term "taxation" in statutes ordinarily include special assessments. 

 

Tax Code Section 6.24 authorizes contracts between a municipal governing body and 

another taxing unit or an appraisal district board to collect ad valorem taxes, but it does 

not authorize contracts to collect special assessments imposed under the Public 

Improvement District Assessment Act, Local Government Code chapter 372, subchapter 

A. 

 

Pursuant to the Interlocal Cooperation Act, a municipal governing body may contract for 

the collection of a special assessment it imposes in a public improvement district with 

another local governmental entity that is authorized to collect assessments for public 

improvements. 

 

GA-0528: City Must Have Interest in Land it Funds 

Texas Constitution article III, section 52(a) requires a city that builds a seawall on 

privately-owned land to maintain sufficient control over it to ensure that the public 

purpose is accomplished and to protect the public’s interest in it.  To carry out this duty, a 

city must have an appropriate interest in the land on which a seawall funded from 

assessments levied pursuant to Local Government Code, chapter 372, subchapter A or B 

will be located. 

 

GA-0237: Homestead is Subject to Forced Sale for Nonpayment of Public 

Improvement District Assessments Relating to Lien Created Before Property Used 

as Homestead 

A public improvement district assessment may be enforced by foreclosure of a homestead 

provided that the statutory lien created by Section 372.018(b) of the Local Government 

Code predates the date the property became a homestead and the amounts to be collected 

fall within the lien’s scope. 
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JC-0386: Homestead is Not Always Subject to Forced Sale for Nonpayment of 

Public Improvement District Assessment 

 

Chapter 372 of the Local Government Code authorizes a city to levy special assessments 

on real property to aid in funding improvements in public improvement districts. The 

municipal governing body is authorized by statute to collect these assessments according 

to the procedures for collecting an ad valorem tax on real property, except for procedures 

applicable to the forced sale of homestead property to collect ad valorem taxes. 

 

Assessments are not “taxes” as that term is used in the Texas Constitution, and a 

homestead may not be subjected to forced sale for nonpayment of a public improvement 

district assessment under the “taxes due thereon” clause of article XVI, section 50 of the 

Texas Constitution. 

 

A homestead may not be subjected to forced sale for nonpayment of a public 

improvement district assessment under the “improvement thereon” clause of article XVI, 

section 50, absent a written, signed contract between the owner of the homestead 

property and the supplier of materials and labor for an improvement on the homestead 

property. 

 

LO 96-129: City Must Receive a Petition From Property Owners First to Establish a 

Public Improvement District 

The petition referenced in Section 372.002 of the Local Government Code and described 

in Section 372.005 of the Local Government Code is a prerequisite for the establishment 

of a public improvement district. 

 

Municipal Management Districts 

KP-0227: Clarification Concerning Member of Legislature May Not Be District 

Employee 

 

To the extent the president of a municipal management district is a nontemporary, 

salaried employee of the district, he or she is prohibited by article XVI, section 40(d) of 

the Texas constitution from also serving as a state legislator. 

 

Article XVI, section 40(d) does not prohibit an individual who works as an independent 

contractor from also serving as a state legislator. The Texas Supreme Court's right-to-

control test to determine whether an individual is an independent contractor is fact 

intensive, and a mere affirmation or joint statement without factual support is likely 

insufficient to establish an individual as an independent contractor. 

 

Though generally a state legislator may accept a fee for work performed in a capacity 

other than as a legislator, provisions in chapter 572 of the Government Code limit a 

legislator's private employment. Penal Code chapter 36 contains criminal provisions 
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potentially applicable to a legislator's private compensation. A violation of these 

provisions is determined based on relevant facts and outside the purview of an attorney 

general opinion. Instead, the Texas Ethics Commission may issue opinions on ethical 

questions or bring civil charges for a violation of chapter 572, and local prosecutors may 

bring any criminal charges warranted by particular circumstances. 

 

GA-0386: Member of Legislature May Not Be District Employee 

 

Article XVI, section 40(d) of the Texas Constitution prohibits an employee of a 

municipal management district operating under chapter 375 of the Local Government 

Code from simultaneously serving as a member of the Texas Legislature.  This 

constitutional provision does not prohibit an individual who works as an independent 

contractor for a municipal management district from simultaneously serving as a member 

of the Legislature.  Attorney General Letter Opinion 90-55A is overruled. 

 

GA-0307: Dual Office Holding Forbids Holding Two Board Positions 

 

Under the conflicting loyalties aspect of the common-law doctrine of the incompatibility, 

an individual may not simultaneously serve as trustee of the New Caney Independent 

School District and director of the East Montgomery County Improvement District. 

 

GA-0268: Municipal Management Districts Generally Do Not Have Power of 

Eminent Domain 

A municipal management district (MMD) created under chapter 375 of the Local 

Government Code has no power of eminent domain. A municipal management district 

created under chapter 376 has eminent domain power only if the power is conferred 

expressly or implicitly. Those districts whose enabling statutes expressly withhold 

eminent domain power do not have such power. Harris County Improvement District No. 

3 does not have eminent domain power. The enabling statute of any other municipal 

management district must be analyzed to consider whether the statute confers expressly 

or implicitly the power of eminent domain. A municipal management district with the 

power of eminent domain may use the power to acquire property for a use consistent with 

the district’s legitimate purposes even if exercise of the eminent domain power may 

interfere with a transaction between private parties. Whether property is being 

condemned, in any particular circumstance, for a legitimate purpose of the condemning 

municipal management district is a question of fact. 

 

► SB 224 (2005) clarified that most MMD’s have no eminent domain power. 
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GA-0150: Special Districts with Municipal Management District Powers May Not 

Provide General Law Enforcement Services 

The Town Center Improvement District of Montgomery County (with powers of a 

MMD) may not enter into a contract with a city to provide general law enforcement 

services outside the city’s jurisdiction in unincorporated areas of Montgomery County. 

 

County Economic Development Powers 

KP-0261: Durational or Amount Limitations on Chapter 381 Economic 

Development Programs 

With respect to specified programs authorized by section 381.004 of the Local 

Government Code for stimulating business and commercial activity in a county, the 

limitations on tax abatement agreements stated in subsection 381.004(g) do not apply to 

loans and grants made pursuant to subsection 381.004(h). 

 

Loan and grants authorized by subsection 381.004(h) must comply with sections 52(a) 

and 52-a of article III of the Texas Constitution. Section 7 of article XI of the Texas 

Constitution may also impact how such loans and grants are structured, depending on the 

circumstances. 

 

Subject to these constitutional limitations, subsection 381.004(h) leaves the duration and 

amount of economic development loans and grants to the commissioners court's 

budgetary discretion in the first instance. 

 

JC-0092: County Provision of an Economic Development Grant to a Private 

Company 

Chapter 312 of the Tax Code neither precludes nor authorizes a commissioners court 

agreement to make payments of county funds to a private company that are the economic 

equivalent of an abatement of real property taxes. However, Section 381.004 of the Local 

Government Code, which Dallas County cites as the basis for its authority to make such 

payments, neither expressly or impliedly authorizes a commissioners court to enter into 

an agreement of this kind. The legislative history indicates that the legislature did not 

intend Section 381.004 to implement article III, section 52-a of the Texas Constitution 

and, moreover, confirms that the legislature did not intend Section 381.004 to authorize 

county economic development loans and grants. 

 

► In 2001, the Texas Legislature added subsection 381.004 (g) of the Local Government 

Code. This subsection allows the county commissioners court to develop and administer 

a permissible Chapter 381 program, which includes entering into a tax abatement 

agreement with an owner or lessee of a property interest. See Tex. H.B. 2870, 77th Leg., 

R.S. (2001). 
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LO 98-007: County Lacks Authority to Fund Small Business Development Program 

 

Section 381.004 of the Local Government Code does not authorize a commissioners 

court to appropriate funds to a small business development program that was not 

developed by the county and is not administered either by the county or by another entity 

under contract with the county. 

 

LO 96-035: Donation of County Tax Funds to a Nonprofit Organization 

Article III, section 52 of the Texas Constitution prohibits a county commissioners court 

from making a donation of county tax funds pursuant to Local Government Code Section 

381.001(f) to a nonprofit organization whose purpose is to assist industrial development. 

 

Public Disclosure of Economic Development Negotiations 

ORD-639: Adopting Two-Prong Test for Confidentiality of Commercial or 

Financial Information; Overruling Open Records Decision No. 592 

National Parks & Conservation Association v. Morton, 498 F.2d 765 (D.C. Cir. 1974), 

which established a two-prong test for the confidentiality of commercial or financial 

information, is a “judicial decision” for the purpose of Section 552.110 of the 

Government Code. Information is confidential if disclosure is likely to either impair the 

government’s ability to obtain necessary information in the future or cause substantial 

harm to the competitive position of the person from whom the information was obtained. 

 

Miscellaneous Opinions Concerning Economic Development 

GA-1058: Authority to Fund Senior Center Operated by a Nonprofit 

 

Whether any particular project of a municipal development district (“MDD”) meets the 

statutory requirements in order to be funded as a development project involves questions 

of fact that cannot be determined through the opinion process. A court would likely 

conclude that chapter 377 of the Local Government Code authorizes a MDD to contract 

with a private, nonprofit organization to operate a civic center. 

 

GA-1052:  Major Events Trust Fund 

 

While the comptroller of public accounts is expressly authorized by article 5190.14, 

section 5A(v) of the Revised Civil Statutes to adopt rules to implement the Major Events 

Trust Fund statute, such authority does not include authority to adopt a rule that is 

contrary to the language of the statute. 
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GA-0687: TxDOT Does Not Have Authority to Transfer Trust Money to 

Subaccount 

Section 228.012 of the Transportation Code does not provide authority for the Texas 

Department of Transportation to transfer monies held in trust in a particular subaccount 

of the state highway fund to a regional transportation authority. 

 

GA-0653: Regional Transportation Authority’s Different Tax Rates for Different 

Subregions Could Be Constitutional 

Article VIII, section 1(a) of the Texas Constitution, requires that all taxation be equal and 

uniform. Article VIII, section 1(a) authorizes the classification of persons and property 

for taxation when the tax classification is not unreasonable, arbitrary, or capricious and 

when the tax operates equally on all persons or property within the class. 

 

Chapter 452 of the Transportation Code authorizes a Regional Transportation Authority 

("RTA") consisting of more than one subregion to collect a sales and use tax at different 

rates in the different subregions. For any RTA organized under chapter 452 that has more 

than one subregion and that collects the sales and use tax at different rates from the 

different subregions, the difference in tax rates could be upheld under article VIII, section 

1(a) if the tax falls equally on people and property within each subregion and the 

different tax treatment by each subregion is reasonable. 

 

GA-0634: “Fair Market Value” Does Include the Values of a Lease 

The Brazos River Authority (the "Authority"), a special law conservation and reclamation 

district under Texas Constitution article XVI, section 59, owns real property surrounding 

Possum Kingdom Lake that is leased to private parties at below-market lease rates. The 

Authority is formulating procedures to offer to sell the property to the lessees of the 

property. 

 

The first question presented is whether the leased property must be valued as 

unencumbered by the leases or encumbered by the unexpired terms of the existing leases 

for the purposes of determining the sales price if the property is offered for sale to the 

lessees. If the property is offered for sale to the lessees, the Authority would sell the 

property pursuant to Section 49.226 of the Water Code. Section 49.226(a) generally 

provides that surplus real or personal property owned by a water district may be sold in a 

private or public sale or be exchanged. Section 49.226(a) requires that the surplus 

property be exchanged for "like fair market value." The Authority and the lessees assume 

that this fair market provision applies to the sale of the Authority's property. The lessees 

contend that the fair market value provision in Section 49.226 requires the Authority to 

value the property as encumbered by the leases. Because Section 49.226(a) does not 

explicitly state that a lease may not be considered, fair market value as used in the statute 

has the meaning established by the Texas courts, which meaning includes the value of a 

lease. Thus, application of the established judicial definition of fair market value requires 

the Authority to value the property as encumbered by the leases. 
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The second question presented is whether using the discounted sales price resulting from 

valuing the Authority's property as encumbered by the leases would violate Texas 

Constitution article III, section 52(a), which prohibits gratuitous transfers of public funds 

to individuals or private parties. Using a discounted sales price--resulting in this 

particular instance from valuing the property as encumbered by the existing leases--

would not violate article III, section 52(a). 

 

GA-0603: Private Entity that is Supported or Spends Public Funds is Subject to the 

Public Information Act 

A private entity that is supported in whole or in part by public funds or that spends public 

funds is in whole or in part a governmental body subject to the Public Information Act. 

Whether a private entity, such as a non-profit economic development foundation that 

receives partial funding from "quasi-public" utilities, is a governmental body requires a 

determination regarding the public nature of the funds and whether the public funds are 

spent or received by the entity in return for specific, measurable services or as general 

support. Such a determination involves the resolution of facts and is inappropriate for the 

attorney general opinion process. 

 

Private entities that are in whole or in part governmental bodies under Section 552.003 of 

the Government Code are subject to the Public Information Act and must make public 

information available to the public. Whether information is public information required to 

be disclosed or information otherwise excepted from disclosure is a matter for an attorney 

general decision under the Public Information Act. 

 

►In 2019, the Texas Legislature amended the Public Information Act concerning the 

disclosure of certain contracting information. Including describing those private entities 

required to provide contracting information. See Tex. S.B. 943, 86th Leg., R.S. (2019). 

 

GA-0472: Hospital District Status Defined 

The Sabine County Hospital District, which intends to maintain an ambulance only for 

transporting patients between hospitals, is not required by law to dispatch its ambulances 

for emergency calls, even if there are no other ambulances operating within the District. 

 

The District may provide financial incentives in a contract to induce a doctor to move to 

the District so long as the District finds that such an incentive is necessary for the direct 

accomplishment of a legitimate public purpose, that the District receives adequate 

consideration for its expenditure, and that appropriate controls are in place to assure that 

the public purpose will be carried out. Furthermore, the Professional Services 

Procurement Act, Government Code chapter 2254, which governs a hospital district’s 

contract for professional services, requires that payment for services rendered under the 

contract be fair and reasonable, that they be consistent with and not higher than the 

recommended practices and fees published by the applicable professional associations, 
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and that they not exceed any maximum provided by law. The act does not permit the 

contract to be competitively bid. 

 

The District may meet under Government Code Section 551.071 in a closed meeting to 

discuss legal issues raised in connection with the contract for the doctor’s professional 

services. The District may not meet under Government Code Section 551.087 in a closed 

meeting to deliberate economic development negotiations. 

 

GA-0206: Business Council Not Subject to Open Meetings Act 

The Bryan Business Council, Inc. is not a “governmental body” within the terms of the 

Open Meetings Act, chapter 551 of the Government Code. 

 

JC-0567: Enterprise Zone May Not Receive an Additional Designation 

Under chapter 2303 of the Government Code and Section 151.429 of the Tax Code, a 

business entity located in an enterprise zone and presently designated an “enterprise 

project” and allocated the maximum jobs and related tax benefits may not receive an 

additional and concurrent enterprise project designation in the same enterprise zone and 

an additional maximum job allocation and the related tax benefits. 

 

► In 2003, the Texas Legislature added Section 2303.406(e) to the Government Code. 

This section allows the “department [to] designate multiple concurrent enterprise projects 

in the same enterprise zone. . .” See, Tex. H.B. 2424, § 92, 78th Leg., R.S. (2003). 

Additionally, the Texas Legislature amended Section 151.429 of the Tax Code. This 

section now allows a maximum refund of $500,000 to a “double jumbo enterprise 

project” and a maximum refund of $750,000 to a “triple jumbo enterprise project” in each 

state fiscal year. See Tex. S.B. 275, §§ 3.51 to 3.53, 78th Leg., R.S. (2003). 

 

JC-0327: Non Profit Corporation Not Subject to Open Meetings Act 

 

The board of the Bryan-College Station Economic Development Corporation, an EDC 

organized under the Texas Non-Profit Corporation Act and not incorporated under the 

Development Corporation Act of 1979, is not subject to the Open Meetings Act. 

 

LO 98-082: Meaning of the Phrase “Fair Market Value of the Land” 

Under Local Government Code Section 272.001(h), the fair market value of a 

municipality’s interest in land is the amount that a willing buyer, who desires but is not 

obligated to buy, would pay a willing seller, who desires but is not obligated to sell. 

Unless evidence to the contrary is produced, the leasehold estate merges into the fee 

simple estate when the lessee purchases the land he or she currently leases. A lessee who 

purchases the whole of the city’s interest in a lakeside lot under Section 272.001(h) must 

pay for both the city’s right to future rent payments and the city’s reversionary interest. 

 

http://www.westlaw.com/Find/Default.wl?rs=dfa1.0&vr=2.0&DB=1000176&DocName=TXGTS551.071&FindType=L
http://www.westlaw.com/Find/Default.wl?rs=dfa1.0&vr=2.0&DB=1000176&DocName=TXGTS551.087&FindType=L
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A municipality may not instruct an appraiser as to whether to value the land as 

encumbered or unencumbered. 

 

LO 96-073: Withdrawing from Transit Tax to Adopt Sales Tax for Economic 

Development 

Should the City of Richardson decide by election to withdraw from the Dallas Area 

Rapid Transit (DART), it would be able--presuming it met the qualifications of article 

V.T.C.S. 5190.6, Section 4B and Tax Code Section 321.101(f) for the ceiling on its sales 

and use taxes--to adopt a Section 4B sales and use tax. However, the city would not be 

eligible to adopt a sales and use tax under V.T.C.S. article 5190.6, Section 4A, or the 

“additional sales and use tax” created by Tax Code Section 321.101(b). 

 

LO 95-085: Private Entity Included in Qualified Hotel Project 

The term “qualified hotel project,” as defined by House Bill 2282, Act of May 11,1993, 

73rd Leg., R.S., ch. 231, 1993 Tex. Gen. Laws 480, includes a private entity selected by a 

municipality. 

 

DM-0188: Public Property Leases and Taxation 

Property owned by the City of Amarillo consisting of an airport maintenance hangar that 

is leased to a private party for operation is exempt from ad valorem taxation if the 

property is used in direct support of the operation of the airport by the city. Buildings that 

are owned by the city are not tax-exempt if they are owned purely for the purpose of 

renting them to private commercial interests. An office complex owned by the Amarillo 

Independent School District and partially leased to private parties and other political 

subdivisions remains tax-exempt if the facility was acquired in its entirety for the purpose 

of conserving school district funds. Property acquired by the Amarillo Junior College 

District for purposes of future expansion and temporarily leased to private persons for 

storage units is tax-exempt. Property rented to students and employees of the junior 

college for residential housing also remains tax-exempt, but property rented for these 

purposes to persons who are not students or employees is subject to property taxation. 
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